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Abstract 
The foundations of contemporary dance in Greece, in the early twentieth century, 
were set in close relation to the `National Issue': the delineation and establishment 
of a coherent national identity. While the contemporary dance-scape has 
developed and even moved away from the ethno-centric orientation of the early 
choreographers, this initial connection between dance and national identity has 
shaped the local course of dance. The thesis examines relevant grand and 
resistance narratives on history, culture and identity, on both national and 
international planes, that have informed the local choreographic negotiations of 
identity. 
The 2004 Olympic Opening and Closing Ceremonies, directed by choreographer 
Dimitris Papaioannou, are examined as an example of national representation 
addressing an international audience, through contemporary dance. The 
widespread popularity and immense projection of this commissioned work, 
renders it a valuable case-study of a contemporary performance of collective 
imaginings on `Greekness'. 
The thesis explores the socio-political background of three strategies of national 
representation within the Ceremonies, namely `Historicisation', `Folklorisation' 
and `Universalisation', and their negotiation within local choreographic texts, 
from the late 1920s until the present day. Through the analysis and 
contextualization of the Olympic Ceremonies, further observations emerge, 
regarding the socio-political character of dance in Greece and its specific position 
within the local discourse on cultural and national Identity. 
It is argued that a combination of contextual and stylistic tendencies has formed a 
referential ground, common to all subsequent choreographers, who position 
themselves and their work in relation to this precedent. This referential connective 
tissue somehow connects local dance groups, suggesting a number of `national' 
characteristics that typify the local contemporary dance scene. These 
characteristics are further analysed with specific regard to their socio-political 
agenda, under the prism of power and resistance within the contemporary Greek 
arts landscape. 
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Introduction 
a. Choreographing Greece: The national importance of the Olympic Opening 
Ceremony 
Friday the 13th of August 2004! The great moment we all have 
been waiting for, for seven years has come: The Olympic Games 
return to Greece, where they were born; in Athens that revived 
them 108 years ago; in Athens, the birthplace of democracy, and 
civilization. The XXVIII Olympic Games unarguably present the 
greatest challenge in the history of contemporary Greece. It is the 
great celebration of Humanity, Peace and Brotherhood of the 
people. The eyes of the entire world will be turned for seventeen 
days and nights to the city of Socrates, Aeschylus and Pericles ... 
the heart of the planet will beat to the rhythms of Athens. The 
unique, grand moment has finally come, let's all us Greeks enjoy 
it! The Greek Public television (NET) welcomes you to the 28 
Olympic Games. 
(Diakoyannis, NET, 13/08/2004 -translated by the author) 
With this short welcoming speech, the football announcer Yiannis Diakoyannis 
introduced the live transmission of the Olympic Opening Ceremony to an attentive 
Greek audience, as the television screen featured various long shots from the 
Olympic stadium. Right from the start, Diakoyannis's celebratory commentary drew 
the awareness of the Greek spectators to the importance of the Games for the 
country's national morale and international prestige. After the intense feelings of 
national pride generated by the National Greek football team's success at the 
European championship two months prior, the upcoming Olympics generated 
opportunities for yet another (internationally acclaimed), national triumph. Since 
Diakoyannis is an emblematic figure in Greek football, ' commenting for all the 
major games since the 1970's, the familiarity of his voice at the beginning of the live 
transmission of the Opening Ceremony, almost instinctively provoked similar 
unifying sentiments and expectations of competence and excellence. As Greece 
tuned in for the screening of the official start of the 2004 Olympic Games, 
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Diakoyiannis's presence -probably even more than his words- referenced an 
underlying connective tissue that linked the two events: the boosting of the national 
morale through an international success. As journalist Maria Maragou commented: 
"Since our National (football team) won the championship, cueing us on the 
excellent Opening Ceremony of the Olympiad and all that await us, we, Greeks, run. 
We feel that we are running ahead; and on the tension of the speed, glimpses of the 
past are sneaking in; of the decades we have surmounted" (Maragou, 2004, p. 17). 
Maragou also links the two events, based on their weight within the national 
discourse. Even though there is no pragmatic reason why a victory in football would 
ensure a successful Olympiad or an artistically versed Opening Ceremony, they are 
sequentially positioned in the same determinist orbit towards national progress and 
excellence. This idea of national empowerment within the international community 
runs concurrently to a sense of perpetual progress towards modernisation and 
Europeanisation, which has characterised the local political discourse of the past few 
decades. 2 In this determinist orbit, the Olympic Games appear as a significant 
landmark, while the importance of the Opening Ceremony is specifically underlined. 
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Moreover, those "glimpses of the past" and of the "decades we have surmounted" 
appear within the text, as dynamic and instructive forces within this orbit, which 
further inform, and direct it. This footage is actually the introductory part of 
Maragou's review of the "first organised Gay Art presence in Athens" (Ibid). The 
references to the Olympiad and the European Football Championship are linked to the 
organisation of the gay, multicultural art exhibition When gods become human, in the 
Museum Frysira (curator Edward Lucie-Smith) in " the blessed 2004", during which 
"we have seen it all" (Ibid). 
The exhibition's "alternative" character -"gay and multicultural"- featuring "artists 
from third world countries -resisting the established local institutions' (e. g. Outlook 
and DESTE) orientation towards artists from the big art-centres" suggests an 
"openness" (ibid), which is contextualised within the nation's course towards 
modernity. Discussing national identity and cultural representation, Rachel Fensham 
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and Peter Eckersall note, "nations that conceive themselves as modem, although 
emergent, must therefore manage and co-opt their local theatre practices" (1999, p. 
57). This is also true for other local cultural practices, as the manifestation of cultural 
literacy, specifically linked to High Art, appears as a prerequisite for a society's 
entrance into modernity. Social and cultural pluralism, tolerance and a showcased 
internationalist (or post-national) spirit, as I shall discuss in Part 4, rank among the 
contemporary imperatives of modernity. Since the idea that "our nation's image is its 
culture" (Dimitriadi-Psaropoulou, 2006, p. 28) is a popular concept in Greece, the 
hosting of a `radical', `high-art' exhibition, such as the one reviewed by Maragou, is 
therefore suggestive of Greece's modernity, or at least of its determinist orbit, towards 
it. Thus, the connection between the exhibition and the Olympiad is less tangential 
than it first appears. 
In this way, the article addresses some of the key issues that revolved around the 
Olympic Games of 2004 (and more specifically the Opening Ceremony), which are 
also indicative of the wider political climate of Greece, in the last decades: national 
empowerment is sought through the attainment of a significant international status. 
This status has mainly referred to the identification and alignment with Europe and 
the `West', 4 in terms of economic, political and cultural conditions. Moreover, the 
establishment of this international/European status has been, as I shall discuss in the 
thesis, grounded on (ancient, `westernised') history, as well as on a contemporary 
process of modernisation. Maragou's article is suggestive of this tendency: the 
European football championship sets the stage for the excellence of the Olympic 
ceremony; the hosting of a `high-art' exhibition heralds further exciting national 
prospects. All of these indicate the country's status as developed and modern. These 
events are seen as the first, in a series of victories, which further promote and 
accelerate this progress. Moreover, `our (acknowledged and celebrated) past', appears 
to be assisting this course, with its distinctive and prestigious role in the nation's 
identity. 
Much writing of the time shares Maragou's tone, underlining the national significance 
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of both the victory in the European football championship and the forthcoming 
Olympic Games, often interpreting the first as a good omen or a preview for the 
second. The theme and layout of the Opening Ceremony was kept secret by its 
director, choreographer Dimitris Papaioannou, throughout its preparation, at the same 
time that the ceremony was promoted by the media, which regularly introduced and 
re-introduced Papaioannou to the wider public (in its majority unfamiliar with his 
previous work) while presenting sporadic information and even assumptions on the 
general direction of the awaited spectacle. In order to start advertising the Opening 
Ceremony (within the wider promotional campaign for the Olympics), the promotion 
of Papaioannou's artistic profile for the Greek public was a necessary act. While he is 
very popular with the local dance audience, with many of his choreographies 
acknowledged by critics, journalists and governmental carriers (through funding 
awards, or the attendance of politicians in his latter performances), for the majority of 
the population he was a new name. 
Long before the Games started, the well-promoted and yet well-kept secret of the 
Opening Ceremony, further marketed by Papaioannou's frequent media-reports and 
commentaries on the progression of the rehearsals and the aesthetic and ethnic 
orientation of the event, had already built feelings of anticipation for the successful 
enactment of the ceremony. What is more, this was the first event of the Olympiad 
and hence the landmark that was to delineate and ensure the smooth operation of this 
national task, identified as the `greatest challenge of contemporary Greece' : the 2004 
Olympic Games. As the preparatory period had been characterised by an increasing 
pressure from the Olympic Committee towards the completion of the infrastructural 
works and most importantly by a mistrust and disbelief, on the part of the 
international community and press, regarding the ability of Greece to successfully 
host such a large scale event, the smooth operation of the Olympics became a matter 
of major national importance. By the time of the opening night even those who had 
long been expressing objections, or at least their disassociation from such an event, 
could not but feel the weight of a possible failure. A few days before the official start 
of the Games, Papaioannou had also remarked on the "complete reversal of the -until 
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recently dominant- (negative) climate" (in Aggelikopoulos 8/8/2004, p. 6). 5 
This shift in the public mind was partially triggered by extended propaganda and 
advertisement, which was intensified as the Games approached, promoting the 
Olympics as a nationally significant enterprise. However, what mainly fuelled and 
validated this formerly discounted event was that the international community 
questioned national competence. 6 As Papaioannou speculated in the lecture 
demonstration that followed the success of the Opening Ceremony, in the Institute of 
Goulandri-Horn (Athens, 18/5/05), the completion of the Games had become a matter 
of "self-assurance for the contemporary Greek". Similarly actress Lydia Koniordou 
stated that this ceremony was "one of the most important moments for the Modem 
Greek civilization" (Koniordou, in Barka, 2004, p. 15). Within this negative climate 
the success of the Greek national football team gave a boost to the national morale 
and being considered by many as a "first step towards a successful Olympiad", it 
gradually contributed to a defensive nationalist sentiment. A sentiment that has been 
grounded on a historical collective (ethnic) memory of both pragmatic and imagined 
facts, fears and uncertainties as to the status of the national state as a valid political, 
economic and cultural entity within the `society of the nations'. 
Within this climate, the success of the Olympiad did not only depend on the display of 
infrastructural and/or administrational competence, but also more importantly on the 
successful representation, communication and transmission of the nation's profile 
through the Opening Ceremony. As Papaioannou pointed out, this ceremony is the 
most "powerful card" for the country that organises the games. Even though it is 
defined by a very strict protocol, (which dictates for example the presentation of the 
Olympic and the hosting country's flags, the Olympic committee, the welcoming 
country's Head of the State, the athletes, and the lighting of the stadium's torch with 
the Olympic Flame), the main purpose of the ceremony is to re-present the country's 
national portrait for a large and varied international audience. For example, 
Papaioannou has said that he approached the project as a "gigantic advertising spot" 
for the country (in Loverdou, 2005, p. 65). Hence Papaioannou, along with most 
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journalists and commentators argued that opening ceremonies function as the hosting 
nation's calling card to the world. If one perceives it in this way, all the decisions 
related to the selection of the artistic director for the ceremony are reflections of the 
aesthetic, artistic, and social space that he/she represents. Such criteria are primarily 
politically defined and can reveal the dominant political tendencies of the time, as 
well as the mainstream, hegemonic, public sentiments of self-identification and 
representation. The appointment of an independent (and initially somewhat marginal 
and subversive) avant-garde choreographer like Dimitris Papaioannou, for the artistic 
administration of the 2004 Games in Athens, can therefore be read as a significant act 
of expression of national artistic, cultural and political investments, with specific 
reference to the cultural and national self-portrait(s) and the status and dynamics of 
the contemporary dance scene within Greek society. 
As noted, however acknowledged Papaioannou and his works with Edafos Dance 
Theatre (Oµä. & E86 oug) were for a dance audience in his pre-Olympic period, by 
no means was he a widely recognisable public persona throughout Greece. In her 
article The Identity of the Contributors to the Celebration in the Olympic Stadium, 
Fotini Barka noted that the artists were "a fistful of Greek creators, almost unknown 
to the wide audience, but very familiar to those following closely the local cultural 
production of the last decade" ). Papaioannou's appointment as the ceremony director 
and the subsequent extensive publicity that he enjoyed in the following two years 
have made his name, but not necessarily his earlier oeuvre, recognisable to the wider 
public. Still, for the majority of his regular audience, this involvement with the 
Olympic Games seemed, at least in the beginning, inconsistent with the aesthetic and 
political character of his earlier work. 7 Acknowledging this `contradiction' 
Papaioannou defended his involvement in such a large scale political and economic 
event, with a series of comments on the importance of `abandoning the cynical self', 
in order to be positively creative (in Kormaris, 2003, p. 38). Interviewed by Vassilis 
Aggelikopoulos, Papaioannou said that among the ceremonies' creative team 
"everyone had to get over the shyness, common within avant-garde artists who always 
detach their position" (22.8.2004, p. 16). Nonetheless, his identification with 
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independent, left-wing political affiliations and a related elitist, non- 
mainstream/commercial artistic avant-garde, as well as his preoccupation with equally 
`marginalised' artistic cultures, like comic strips and experimental dance-theatre, did 
not seem to fit the profile of the ceremony director as much as that of a curator of a 
mainstream and inclusive caption of `Greekness'. In this way Papaioannou's decision 
to participate in and lead `the mainstream' and the ways he chose to represent a 
mainstream idea of `Greekness' are particularly significant. 
Nor was the appointment of Papaioannou the only politically significant act. Even 
more revealing was the response of the Greek public to the opening and closing 
ceremonies, which ranged from openly affirmative to enthusiastic. Even the sporadic 
critiques and objections that were articulated after the closure of the ceremonies 
mainly questioned their artistic value rather than their validity as (re)presentational 
images of `Greekness'. s The positive response of the local audience to Papaioannou's 
`Hellenic' ceremonies gives his work a degree of legitimacy, which permits its study 
as a significant artistic representation of Greek cultural identity and/or as an 
expression of nationhood. That this symbolic representation was performed through 
contemporary dance -an artistic medium unfamiliar to the majority of the Greek 
people- rather than through the more familiar traditional or folk dances, is another 
significant parameter. The question of how an avant-garde choreographer came to be 
involved in such a mainstream spectacle is overtaken by a more basic one: how did 
Greece came to be re-presented (in the largest contemporary international spectacle) 
through contemporary dance? Or, to be more precise, how was this international 
projection of the Greek National Self achieved through an artistic medium that is by 
no means the most popular, the most celebrated, or the most identifiably Greek? 
This network of initial questions on how and why an `unknown' choreographer came 
to represent collective national sentiments, through an equally `unknown' artistic 
genre shed light on the local discourses on national identity and the neo-Hellenic self- 
portrait and their peculiar relationship with (contemporary) dance. This discussion 
challenges a perception of contemporary dance as a trans-national language, exploring 
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its diasporic character and the specific national investments that characterised its 
shaping and development within the Greek space. Moreover, these questions address 
common perceptions of the polarity between `mainstream' and 'avant-garde' local 
cultures and political positions, as well as on the `foreignness', the exclusivity and 
incomprehensibility of High Art (dance) versus the explicit, ostensibly shared 
`Greekness' of the popular and the folkloric. Finally they address issues regarding 
perceptions of the Self and the Other, in both national and international terms and 
their symbolic performance in contemporary dance. 
I argue that the ceremony's successful articulation of `Greekness' for both local and 
international audiences can be attributed to Papaioannou's skilful negotiation of the 
artistic, cultural and political issues that historically have shaped this national 
discourse. An analytical and deconstructive approach to the choreographic, 
contextual, aesthetic and kinesiological choices that shaped the 2004 Opening 
Ceremony has served as a starting point for my sociological and political analysis of 
key issues that have informed the contemporary Greek dance scene. For example, 
issues relating to (auto)-exoticism, nationalism, globalization, modernization and the 
negotiation of tradition and history, are prominent within Papaioannou's 
choreographic text and may be identified, addressed and analysed in terms of their 
choreographic and political significance. As a result, within the thesis, I identify some 
of the focal points and keystones within local artistic affairs -and even more 
specifically the local dance practices- and their correlation to temporal socio-political 
currents and changes. For that, I also tackle grand narratives on Greekness with 
specific reference to their socio-political implications in order to exemplify their 
negotiation within the local dance scene. 
In addition, an examination of Papaioannou's artistic and ideological agenda further 
accounts for his prominent position within the Greek dance milieu, and his 
subsequent appointment as the director of the Opening and Closing ceremonies. As 
several critics have pointed out, Papaioannou's background in fine arts (from `well 
established' to more `marginal' forms, such as painting and comics respectively) 
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resulted in a stylized choreographic language, which relied heavily on image and 
form and which occupied an important role within his works with Edafos Dance 
Theatre. Reviewing the `run through' of Papaioannou's last performance 2, journalist 
Nikos Legakis characterises the choreographer as an "image-lover" (ctKovoMyvo; ): 
Dimitris Papaioannou, using a `cuisine' with which he's, 
without a doubt, familiarised with, orchestrates sensitivities and 
dexterities towards a rather visual direction, with references that 
span in various areas and periods of the visual arts. 
(Legakis, 2006, p. 28 -translated by the author) 
I believe that it is through this `visual' choreographic language that he communicated 
with the Greek audience, who -in its majority- has been more familiar with the visual 
and plastic arts than with contemporary dance. Furthermore, Edafos Dance Theatre 
featured some characteristics that have typified the local dance scene. The self- 
identification of the group as dance theatre, which refers to the employment of 
dramatic as well as `pure' dance forms, is probably the most commonly shared 
characteristic of the local contemporary dance groups today. Apart from the impact 
that Pina Bausch's works had on the Greek contemporary choreographers, this 
relation between dance and theatre dates back to the foundation of modern dance in 
Greece, at the beginning of the twentieth century, appearing as one of its core 
features. The significant position of the Greek theatrical tradition, both nationally and 
internationally, and its undeniable prestige facilitated the import of western concert 
dance, providing it with a source of thematic, and technical material, as well as with a 
solid and prestigious referential basis. 
In addition, inter-artistic collaborations and the co-existence of different art-forms 
within Edafos Dance Theatre's performances, typify the company. Specially 
commissioned music compositions also accompanied most of the performances. This 
artistic `merging' was a `tradition' for contemporary Greek theatre and dance scenes 
from the beginning of the twentieth century, especially exemplified through the 
(artistic and intellectual) `Generation of the (19)30s'. It is therefore argued that the 
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continuation of this tradition within the works of Edafos Dance Theatre has further 
facilitated its acknowledgment and establishment within the local artistic affairs. 
In addition, the re-working, re-presentation, and post modem cross-referencing to 
Greek tragedies and folk myths [Medea (1993), Iphigenia on the old bridge of Arta 
(1995), Xenakis's Oresteia, Aeschylus's suite (1995)], gave a distinct `Hellenic' 
character to the group, which also contributed to its popularity. Finally, a pre- 
occupation with gender issues and with `human nature', in its subtle psychological 
nuances, as well as with interpersonal, especially erotic relations were popular 
subjects (for both artists and audiences), during the `blossoming' period of Greek 
dance, in the 1990s. I argue, that the exploration of these iconic Greek elements, 
rather than the introduction of a completely new choreographic language, granted 
Papaioannou and the group their success among a large, local audience. Within that 
context, the wide appeal of the ceremony -an event which consciously and 
deliberately employed similarly familiar elements and techniques- can be better 
understood. Hence, the main hypothesis of this text is that by tracing those elements 
and examining their nature and significance, some deeper currents within the local 
dance scene can be revealed; I argue that the recurrence of these discourses forms a 
nexus that could be identified as a connective tissue that links the Greek dance groups, 
suggesting some (however debatable) distinctive national characteristics. 
As a final point, I wish to explain the decision to reference Papaioannou's name 
exclusively throughout the thesis, whenever I discuss the Opening and Closing 
Ceremonies. This individualised reference is not intended to reduce the staging 
process to a single person's creative decisions. On the contrary, I fully acknowledge 
the multi-directional collaborations that constituted the conceptual and practical 
dimensions of the ceremonies. Nonetheless, and for the sake of clarity and 
consistency, I personify this team-work in Papaioannou's name, as he was the 
appointed director and overall coordinator of this commissioned work. Moreover he 
was the `public face' of this task: he delivered all the interviews, information and 
clarifications on the ceremony, both before and after its performance and he was the 
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one who personified for the media and the public the `artistic' side of the Games. 
Finally, he was ultimately credited with the conception and materialisation of the 
ceremonies. While I often refer to him as director/choreographer, rather than merely 
as director, this is intended less to describe his specific work for the ceremonies than 
to underline his general professional identity. For the Opening Ceremony, the 
choreographing of the dancers' parts was given to Angeliki Stellatou, the closest and 
oldest partner of Papaioannou in Edafos Dance Company. Similarly, the 
choreographing of the `athletic space' is credited to Wanda Rokicki and the Athletes' 
Parade, as well as the audience's instructions, to Doug Jack. Moreover, the conception 
of the Clepsydra section is attributed to Angelos Mentis, while the texts presented 
were selected by Lina Nikolakopoulou and the Ceremony's soundtrack was directed 
by Yiorgos Koumendakis. Nonetheless, Papaioannou was the artist chosen to visualise 
and realise the ceremony, being charged with the conception, direction and 
supervision of the show, shaping the overall effect. Hence, the Opening Ceremony 
bore his particular artistic imprint and is now considered (by both the critics, 
audiences and the artist himself), as a landmark in his career. 
b. The role of the arts in the stimulation and shaping of national imageries: 
Politicising the Opening Ceremony. 
In order to perform Greek identity, or Hellenicity, Papaioannou turned to the Past 
and to the historical Self. In present-day Greece, the National Self is nearly always 
presented within a historical framework, which positions, defines and legitimates it. 
Papaioannou confessed that this cliched and potentially parochial referencing to 
antiquity initially concerned him and his collaborators: 
ii 
But again antiquity? Again all the cliches that tire us and always 
provide as with an excuse and a shield to hide under our everyday 
mediocrity? The answer is Yes. Because the Olympic Games 
were born in antiquity and because anything long gone by is 
banal, not because it is was not great, but because it has stopped 
functioning in a specific way. 
(Papaioannou in Karouzakis, 2005, p. 28 -translated by the author) 
The very first concert dance choreographies, in early twentieth-century Greece 
centred on this historicising of the self, according to the time's official national 
narratives on history and tradition. Dance was nationalised and ennobled though its 
connection with a highly valued national discourse, contributing to the construction 
of a self-directed, distinct and recognisable national portrait, which would legitimise 
the sovereignty of the then still young Greek state. Even though for many `western' 
nations (such as the US, France, Canada, the UK) the reference to the past is not 
required to define or strengthen the `uniqueness' of their nationhood, 10 for Greece, as 
well as for most of the post-colonial and/or `oriental' nations, the reliance on history 
emerges in almost all national discourses as the sine qua non defining factor and the 
very essence of nationhood. Even though often manifested and shaped through the 
arts, this phenomenon is, as I shall attempt to demonstrate, primarily political and is 
related to the established world order and power hierarchy. 
The relationship between art and the construction of national identity can be located 
within the wider discourse on the socio-political agenda of the artist and the social 
context of art in general. The examination of art as an interactive and dynamic social 
phenomenon (whether seen as a social expression or as a generator, promoter or 
challenger of socio-political situations and positionings) has deconstructed the myth 
of its transcendental and apolitical character and re-contextualised it within the `real' 
world, by tracing, highlighting and analysing its socio-political, economic and 
ideological parameters. For example, Andree Grau and Stephanie Jordan note that: 
the arts including dance, can reflect, reinforce, prompt, 
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challenge as well as be appropriated in the quest for identity. 
They are never politically innocent: they operate in dialogue 
with both exclusive and inclusive ideologies. 
(Grau and Jordan (eds), 2006, p. 4) 
Through that prism, the role of the arts within specific ethnic, nationalistic, political, 
and ideological frames has been subjected to analysis, revealing veiled issues and 
offering a range of different insights on both the arts and the societies under 
consideration. The significance of the arts for a specific regime and the relevant 
regulative policies that are employed, as well as the artists' inter- or counter-action 
with them can be enlightening in terms of the political aims and mechanisms of a 
specific period. At the same time the political background, context and orientation of 
an artistic stream or period further informs the reading(s) and/or critiques of these 
works. For the purposes of this study, the Greek dance scene is examined in relation 
to the development of Western concert dance since the late nineteenth century, 
focusing on their relationship with grand narratives of Greekness. Under that scope, I 
tease out both the global (western) and local politics of identity with reference to 
their implications for the national negotiation of history and tradition. 
While Benedict Anderson defined the nation as "an imagined political community" 
(1991, p. 6), Ernest Gellner suggested that "nations come into being when people 
develop the will to be united with all those, and only those who share their culture" 
[Gellner (1983) in Bradley, 2006, p 123]. Both have "linked the emergence of 
nations and nationalism to modernity and the development of industrial capitalism" 
(Bradley, Ibid). Anderson discusses the impact of capitalism -focusing especially on 
`print capitalism'- on the construction of a shared identity with an assumed common 
destiny that inspires specific "national imageries", while Gellner further argues that 
"the emergence of complex but integrated modem industry demands that all citizens 
share a sense of belonging and a common culture", which involves "the general 
imposition of high culture" on all groups of society" (Ibid). Still, the `imposition' of 
a culture is rarely a one-way process of `transfusing' and diffusing a `high culture' 
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downwards. Even the most oppressive and forceful cultural/political propagandists 
have drawn from dominant socio-economic needs, hegemonic cultural practices, and 
under-class aspirations in order to assemble a `functioning' ideological and cultural 
policy. Discussing the works of Anderson (1983), de Certeau (1984) and Hebdige 
(1979), Arjun Appadurai has also noted the way that "popular consciousness was 
shown... to be a consciously worked-out strategy of irony and satire, which could 
critique the ruling order while experimenting with styles of identity politics" (2000, 
p. 145). Within this process of the construction and promotion of a common culture, 
whether this refers to a common future or a shared historical past, the contribution of 
the arts to the production, distribution and establishment of specific shared national 
imaginings has been significant. 
The development of a national(ist) discourse in most newly founded, re-established 
and/or re-defined nation-states has been in most cases accompanied by an artistic 
infrastructure cultivated, supported and promoted by the official governmental 
carriers. The state's interaction with specific artistic genres and particular artists, is 
of great importance for a better understanding of both the art works and of the 
specific needs and desires of the society (or societal faction), which generated them. 
Emphasising the `up-down' relationship between the sovereign state and the 
institutionalised arts, art historian Panagiotis Ioannou notes in his article titled In the 
Service of the Ruling Class: 
The visual perception of `reality' by the members of a society, 
who have accepted its values through its educational mechanisms, 
is therefore shaped, and to a great extend directed, by images 
charged with meanings. The ability of the visual arts to affect the 
shaping of the spectator, through representation, is the main 
reason for the multi-layered relationship-dependence (of art) from 
the governing power, always within the context of the institutional 
management of culture. 
(Ioannou, 2005, p. 3 -translated by the author). 
Ioannou focuses on the European Early Modern Period, from approximately the 
sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth century, when the "`works of art' played an 
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intermediary role in the implementation of the aims and the embellishment of the 
centralized mechanisms of the political and ecclesiastic power centers" and he 
concludes with a reference to the Venetian rule in Greece and its impact on the 
western-oriented (Philhellenic 12 /classicist) character of the `official' art of the 
Modern Greek state. As Ioannou suggests, "with very few (... ) exceptions, the 
production and empowerment of most artists were closely related to the acceptance 
of the society, which supported them", as through the commissioned works (directly 
or indirectly from the state) they "assured `tradition' and `continuity' 13 and 
transmitted the dominant taste, projecting (... ) a prototype of living (... ) which 
precluded or neutralized the possible resistances" (Ibid). Although his analysis of the 
dependent relationship between `official', or institutionalized art and the governing 
power does not refer to the contemporary era, it can be argued that even today, the 
dominant institutionalized artistic voices of a society, reflect the aesthetic, as well as 
the ideological sentiment of the dominant faction. This is the case even when this 
sentiment includes the conveyance of a pluralistic, liberal and artistic political face, 
which `allows' or encourages free expression and gives space to the existence of 
diverse voices. 
Within this context, it could be argued that the works of art that consciously aim to 
depict, represent, construct or convey nationality belong to the category of 
`committed art'. Although, as many theorists have argued, all art is, in some sense, 
politically significant, the intentional portrayal of a specific national profile is by 
definition a performed political act. In the case of the Olympic ceremony, 
Papaioannou's directing of a "Hellenic ceremony" (Kostalas, 13/11/04), was 
commissioned by the government and hence its depiction of Hellenicity could be 
examined as a "transmission of the dominant taste" or as a performance of the 
dominant imaginings on the National Self. Moreover, the ceremony presented a 
Hellenic image, which enjoyed the "acceptance of the society that supported it", 
elevating the artist's status within it. In addition, Papaioannou's work for the 2004 
Olympics can be placed within a series of works commissioned, supported or 
promoted by the government of several time periods, whose aim was the projection 
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of a specific idea of nationhood. 
c. Occidentalism, nationalism, totalitarianism and the mediation of the arts in 
pre-World War II Greece. 
The emergence of the nation-state is associated both with the 
rise of democratic political forms and with the overthrow of 
absolutist monarchies which preceded them. It has been 
historically connected with nationalist movements, especially 
where the formation of a nation-state involved the 
overthrowing of an occupying power or the ousting of colonial 
rulers. 
(Bradley, 2003, p. 123) 
Hence, for the emergence of the nation-state, the cultivation of a nationalist spirit 
appears necessary (Gellner in Bradley, Ibid). For the foundation of the Modem Greek 
state, which required the overthrow of the Ottoman occupation forces, the cultivation 
of the necessary nationalist spirit relied on both the idea of a distinct and therefore 
unifying historical past, as well as of a common future after liberation. At the same 
time, the 1821 Freedom Struggle marked the transition from the Ottoman centralized 
feudalism to civil democracy. Within this struggle, the turn to democracy appeared as 
a significant decision not only for the new nation's social structure and organization, 
but also for the establishment of its national identity. This decision was formed 
around two axes, which have shaped the official neo-Hellenic sense of identity: on 
the one hand, democracy was the form of social organization which typified ancient 
Greece (and more specifically the state of Athens). For an ethnic group which 
struggled to prove itself as a distinct national entity by differentiating itself from the 
other ethnic groups of the Ottoman Empire, the reference to the past, and even more 
to a social model radically different from the occupational one, strengthened the 
national discourse. On the other hand, its adoption by the western European nation- 
states and its semiotic appointment as a symbol of `Occidentalism', which opposed 
the `Orientalist' monarchic realm, automatically removed Greece from the `Orient' 
(as represented by the Ottoman Empire) and re-located it within the `West'. This 
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historical repositioning of the Greeks towards the West attracted Europe's interest in 
the Greek Revolution, inviting the western Philhellenes to affiliate with the Greek 
fight and to acknowledge it as a national Freedom Struggle, rather than as an 
extremist rebellion internal to the Ottoman state. 
The role of the arts within this early nationalist discourse was indicative of these two 
tendencies: the projection of the ancient and western/European dimensions of the 
Greek nation. As Ioannou points out, "the political priorities defined the artistic 
choices (... ) hence, to the point that the creation and establishment of a political 
sovereign centre was exclusively directed towards western Europe, the Philhellenic 
(classicist) painting and sculpture was initially selected as the state's official art, 
created by Italians, Germans or their Greek imitators (... ) who would materialize the 
first orders of public character" (2005, pp. 4-5). Hence, the works of Italian or 
German artists, as well as of their Greek "imitators" (lbid) were favoured, while the 
more `folkloric' (and therefore more `oriental') artists were cast off. The 
'national(ist)' and historical thematology of these works (mainly focusing on 
episodes from the Greek revolution) and their classicist (or else western) style 
supported the wished-for profile of the newly founded nation-state. Moreover, since 
the very beginning "the idea that the character of a nation depends (among other 
things) on the position and status of the arts within it", dictated a political line, which 
appointed the governing body as a `patron of the arts'. Hence, those first 
commissioned public works involved a series of wall paintings in the university, 
which re-presented King Otto as "a protector of the Letters and Arts" (Ibid) in order 
to establish his authority and elevate his prestige. 
Dictator loannis Metaxas (1871-1941) adopted the same political line, implenting an 
intensive interventionist policy regarding the local artistic affairs, almost from the 
beginning of his rule (1936). As art historian Eleni Mathiopoulou explains, this 
policy was rooted in the dictator's belief that the artistic development of the country 
was "the main criterion and requirement for the maturity of the Third Hellenic 
Civilisation", 14 which in turn was an ideological construction that supported and 
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"legalised, ethically, and historically, his regime" (2005, p. 16). Mathiopoulou 
characterises Metaxas's artistic policy as "a liberal-pluralist stance", which 
concerned itself only with the "stylistic experimentations and not the ideological 
content of the works" resembling more Mussolini's and Bottai's rather than Hitler's, 
Goebbels's and Rauschenberg's policies. Metaxa's `liberal' and `inclusive' artistic 
policy, 15 his fulfilment of most demands of the artists of the time and his extensive 
financial support initiated a "policy of extensive purchases of art works, of 
unprecedented endurance and intensity", which drew a majority of artists (and even 
progressive intellectuals) to an acceptance of his regime. This patronage was 
gradually accepted and, together with Metaxa's theory of `Three Civilisations', it 
secured and legitimised his rule. Artists like painters Nikos Hatzikuriakos-Gikas and 
Kostas Parthenis, Yiannis Moralis and Tassos, poet Zacharias Papadoniou and writer 
Fotis Kontoglou, many of whom were Venizelian, 16 liberal and left wing artists 
staffed the public organizations and institutions and composed works for the 
government. Metaxas funded monumental works of art, which praised the "National 
Past" and its "rejuvenation", under his regime (Mathiopoulou, 2005, p. 18). World 
War II abruptly interrupted this artistic `blossoming' and toppled the established 
status quo (Ibid). 
d. The positioning of the first Greek choreographers within the early twentieth- 
century national(ist) discourse. 
Since the first dictatorship coincided with the development of the local concert dance 
scene and with the first choreographies often commissioned or sponsored by the 
state, a brief account of the time's political and artistic climate appears necessary to 
contextualise and understand the foundations of what we now call `Greek 
contemporary dance'. The works of the early dancers and choreographers appeared 
in line with the dominant political status quo and avoided any political overtones that 
could upset the dominant taste. Even before Metaxas's dictatorship, both the A 
(1927) and B (1930) Delphic Festivals, conceived and organised in Delphi by the 
poet Angelos Sikelianos (1884-1951) and his wife Eva Palmer-Sikelianou (1874- 
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1952), as well as Koula Pratsika's (1899-1984) later performances with her students, 
embraced, or at least respected, the official ideological and aesthetic guidelines. Both 
the artists and their main sponsors, as well as their target audience, came from the 
newly formed Athenian bourgeoisie and were often directly or indirectly involved in 
the state's political and economic affairs. '7 
Pratsika later organised and choreographed large public festivals to commemorate 
the 4th of August (the official day of the coup, which Metaxas's dictatorial regime 
celebrated every year), from 1937 to 1940, under the guidance of the Ministry of 
Press and Tourism. The celebrations included gymnastics' performances and group 
recitations by the school's students and staff, as well as by thousands of workers, 
farmers and villagers (in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 40). While, as Fessa (2004, p. 404) 
notes, these celebrations offered the chance to the (bourgeois) students of Pratsika's 
school "to get in touch with the genuine and polymorphic local dance tradition", they 
nonetheless resembled other European dictatorial or fascist public events. The 
celebration of `Hellenism' and the promotion of an artistic, `civilised, ' European 
national portrait, as well as the choreographing of specific governmental 
anniversaries, public `openings' and feasts, typified the character of the time's dance 
performances, which aligned with governmental political lines until the beginning of 
World War II. 
The war stopped all dance activities and Pratsika's dance school closed, while many 
of her students joined the resistance or registered as nurses. The catastrophic Civil 
War which followed (1946-49)18 heightened the political sensitivity and awareness 
of many artists, including dancers and choreographers, and yet, theatrical dance as a 
genre remained apparently a-political almost until the late 1970s, when the growing 
ideological, political and aesthetic pluralism of post-dictatorial Greece became 
noticeable in dance. Although Pratsika and her students presented the first `pure' 
dance performance, titled Water Celebrations, in 1939, at Marathon Lake (Savrami 
in Gregoriou (ed), 2004, pp. 41-42), most dance remained tied to theatre, as 
choreographers were almost exclusively focused on the tragic chorus, at least until 
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the foundation of the first dance company Hellenic Chorodrama, by Ralou Manou 
(1915-1988), in 1950. The co-dependence on theatre is both artistic and political: 
dance drew its prestige from its significance in the development of the national 
theatre scene (and more specifically in the modem re-staging of the ancient 
tragedies), by providing drama with its chorus. At the same time, the political 
disposition of the time's choreographers mainly manifested itself through their 
affiliation with either the conservative/traditionalist state theatres or the progressive 
(e. g. Karolos Koun's OEaTpo TES -Art Theatre) streams that typified -and 
divided- the theatre scene (Spathis in Panagiotopoulos, 2003, p. 252). 
Hence, it could be argued that until the early 1980s, dance (as separate from theatre) 
was actively included in the mainstream national(ist) discourse and lacked any 
overtly subversive political intention. Its status relied on its potential to convey a 
mainstream `Greek sentiment', as well as on its endorsement of a `national 
consensus', based upon the officially interpellated national imagining located within 
Greek antiquity. Subsequently, younger artists overtook this established dance scene 
by responding to the intensely political climate and expressing their personal, artistic 
and social visions outside the fixed frame that had defined the use of a specific 
thematic content, choreographic language and aesthetic style. The label of the 
`Hellenic', which appeared necessary in all previous works, did not seem relevant to 
the new social conditions: within the international community, Greece had by then 
been well established as an independent and sovereign state. Moreover, a `patented' 
and exportable Greek identity that relied upon antiquity, the folk traditions, and the 
exoticised `picturesqueness' of the Greek islands and provinces, was already 
recognisable. Furthermore, cross-border and translational affiliations, mainly based 
on political ideas and intellectual, artistic and cultural streams -ranging from 
communism to post-modernism- emerged as more potent shapers of identity than 
national origin. In that way, even though the early choreographers and teachers never 
lost their status, with some of their choreographies designated as landmarks in local 
dance history, the intentional `Hellenicity' of these works seemed parochial to many 
of the choreographers that followed them. 
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In addition, the assiduity that both dictatorships, " as well as the right-wing 
governments in-between, have shown in cultivating a nationalist sentiment around 
absolutist and racist ideals of national excellence and cultural superiority rooted in 
antiquity, made all expressions of nationalism anathema to many progressive people. 
Hence, for many of the late twentieth century dancers and choreographers, as well as 
for the general public, the ancient-oriented and explicitly `Hellenic' style of those 
first works became profoundly connected with extreme right, nationalistic and fascist 
discourses -although Pratsika herself never belonged to any such factions- leading 
them to follow completely different routes from their predecessor. Despite her 
undeniable prestige, arising from her contribution to the development of Greek 
dance, Pratsika's legacy has been questioned for her collaborations with the 
dictatorship of Metaxas, as well as for her participation in the first Olympic Games in 
Berlin in 1936 and the staging of the ceremony for the lighting of the Olympic 
Flame. Pratsika's students and close associates have repeatedly defended her by 
saying that `Aunt Koula's' art laid beyond politics and that the 4th of August 
celebrations belonged solely to the people rather than to political factions. 
(Iliopoulou in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 138). While discussing the 1936 Olympics Maria 
Kefalou-Hors, argues that at this time none of them were aware of who Hitler was 
and what he intended to do (in Hassioti, 2001). 20 
Nonetheless, whether Pratsika's path was followed or opposed by subsequent 
choreographers, it still is a major reference point for Greek dance, while her teaching 
methods can be traced in the programmes of today's amateur and professional dance 
schools. As dance theorist Nina Alkali points out, her ideas have "stamped not only 
her collaborators, but mainly the generations of her students, who, in their turn, have 
shaped the development of dance and of dance (and movement) education, within 
post-war Greece" (2002, p. 31). Hence, it is important to keep in mind where this 
`idle fixe' originated and why it gained so much ground during these years. The turn 
to antiquity and historicity, in both artistic and political terms can be better analysed 
as an expression of the `orientalist' nationalist model, which typified many post- 
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colonial, liberated, and re-founded states. The established power structures and their 
socio-political and artistic expressions have generated specific -profoundly political 
and often racial- divisions and rankings, whose endorsement and performance 
appeared as necessary prerequisites for the newly founded upcoming nation-states 
desiring a position within this global power network. Within this frame, western 
ideological constructions, such as the exoticicing of the (usually `Oriental' and 
subordinate) Other have been crucial for the establishment of a western-centric 
division of the world into two halves, which was also manifested through the arts. 
In what concerns western constructions of a Greek exotic portrait, antiquity (and 
even more specifically its classical period) has always been a central theme. Most 
anthropological excursions within the modern Greek space (starting, of course, much 
before its establishment as a nation-state), were intended to find traces of this 
antiquity within the ethics, habits, traditions and cultural practices of the local 
peoples. These often ended in disappointment with the `degeneration' of the 
contemporary Greeks. At the turn of the twentieth century, informed by a wider neo- 
Romantic return to the Renaissance prototypes, Greek antiquity was so highly valued 
and idealised as to become a synonym for Culture and High Art. The adoption, 
embodiment and choreographing of this exoticising discourse was crucial to the 
structuring and orientation of the neo-Hellenic socio-political Self and for the 
importation, establishment and development of modem dance within Greece. 
The political parameters of the local dance history influenced the more recent 
choreographic works of the mid-1980s, 1990s, and the present day, functioning as a 
(positive or a negative) example upon which the more recent dance discourse was 
formulated. For Papaioannou's staging of `Greekness' within the Opening 
Ceremony, the negotiation of history and identity by the early choreographers 
formed a precedent, which functioned as a comparative unit. Hence, the director 
demonstrated a knowledge of this past, as it provided the referential ground against 
which he built the post-modem character of the ceremony's performance of 
`Greekness'. In order to understand the divergent underlying forces that collided 
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within the choreographic negotiation of nationhood, I explore, within the thesis, 
some of the socio-political and economic issues that have framed and informed the 
neo-Hellenic constructions of identity. 
e. Modes of viewing: DVD and television versus live attendance -a note. 
The greater part of the Greek audience (including myself) only had the chance to 
watch the televised version of the Opening Ceremony rather than the live event as it 
unfolded in the stadium. This rendering of the ceremony not only was filtered through 
the gaze of the cameras, but it was further interpreted and `covered' by the (often over- 
dominant) comments of the narrators. This version of the ceremony provided a 
specific reading of the event, as constructed by the selective imaging through 
narration, which adds one more coating on the multi-meaning layering of the 
ceremony. Here, the role of the narrator's voice has had the clear-cut mission of 'de- 
coding' or interpreting for the local audience, the `hidden' meanings and symbolisms 
of the ceremony. In contrast to many freelance choreographic works, which offer a 
minimum of directions to the spectator as to how they should be read, the Opening 
Ceremony had a specific set of images to present and left little space for individual 
imagination as to what these images might mean. 
As far as the Greek audience was concerned, the aim was to generate consensus for the 
proposed re-presentation of `Greekness', as well as for the undertaking of the 
Olympics' organization. Throughout the show, there is a clear intention of praising 
both the hosting nation and the idealistic base of the Olympic Games as a panhuman, 
inclusive and peace-loving festival. Individual and political parties (such as the Greek 
Communist Party KKE) expressed resistance to the undertaking of the 2004 Games. 
Thus, attaining this public consensus appeared necessary, even at the ultimate moment 
of the Opening Ceremony. While the ceremony itself was rather immediate and 
explicit in its orientation, the assisting voice of the television narrator was nonetheless 
thought a necessary addition to the performed spectacle. Apart from enlivening the 
transmitted show, which naturally lacked the intensity and immediacy of the live 
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experience, the narration also made sure to further illustrate the image, provide 
historical, etymological, artistic and even sociological information, and explicitly 
articulate both national identity and internationalist humanism. 
Since I did not have the chance to attend either the opening or the closing ceremonies 
of the Athens Olympics, my analysis is based on my viewings of the recorded 
televised transmission of the Games, as well as from the official DVD release of the 
Games, by Athens 2004. The narrators for the Opening Ceremony were Alexis 
Kostalas, Dimitris Hatzigeorgiou, Yiannis Diakoyannis and Nikos Katsaros. The 
narration covering the `artistic' part of the Opening Ceremony was written by 
Kostalas, while Hatzigeorgiou's, Katsaros's and Diakoyannis's voices narrated over 
the `athletic' part. The Closing Ceremony was covered by Alexis Kostalas, Margarita 
Mutilinaiou and Dimitris Hatzigeorgiou. Voice-over narration also accompanied the 
live performance. The texts (for both the Opening and Closing ceremonies) heard in 
the stadium, as parts of the show, were written by Lina Nikolakopoulou and were 
delivered by actresses Olia Lazaridou, Amalia Moutousi, Aglaia Pappa (coached by 
actress/director Roula Pateraki). In the recorded copies, the `live' and `televised' 
voices are often blurred, with the television narrators being more prominent to the 
point that they sometimes cover the announcements and commentary of the live 
stadium show. Still, there are moments when they too, get lost under the show's 
music, becoming barely audible. The DVD edition offers the option of a comment- 
free viewing, which omits the television's narration. 
In the televised version that I recorded during the live transmission of the Opening 
Ceremony by the state channel NET (13/08/2004), the show is fronted by Yiannis 
Diakoyannis, with the above quoted commentary. This short introductory-welcoming 
speech was omitted in the official edition of the Olympiad's DVD, which starts with 
Kostalas's initial commentary. I take all voices into account in my analysis of the 
ceremony, along with the performed image and sound of the show. Moreover, both 
the choreographer's stated intentions and the narrators' interpretations of the dance 
text are used in this analysis, together with the image and movement itself, in order to 
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deconstruct, identify and juxtapose the signifiers, references and symbolisms that 
comprised it, whether intentional or not. 
f. The ceremony's structural layout: two versions. 
In order to facilitate my interpretation of the Opening Ceremony, I have divided it in 
ten parts to which I refer throughout the text. Since my analysis does not always 
follow their temporal succession within the ceremony, I identify and schematically 
present some distinct entities in advance, to avoid any confusion. For that, I took into 
account both the DVD's chapters, that compartmentalize and name the various acts, as 
well as Papaioannou's own comments on his own conceptual division of the 
ceremony. Looking at the DVD's chapters, I found a deviation from what Papaioannou 
had identified as entities. While this may be a result of the lack of collaboration 
between the ceremony's director and the DVD's editors, it may also be simply a 
mechanical matter of practicality and convenience, as the DVD's chapters need to be 
rather short in order to be user-friendly. Hence the entities on the DVD are identified 
as follows: 
1. Countdown 
2. Welcoming 
3. National Anthem 
4. Centaur 
5. Eros 
6. Historical Retrospection 
7. Birth 
8. Athletes parade 
9. Greek team 
10. Olympic cities 
11. Olympic flag 
12. Flame 
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I would be more inclined to adopt Papaioannou's thematic structuring of the show but 
unfortunately he has not provided a clear division as to exactly when a scene starts and 
ends. He has referred to some of the scenes by name in his post-show lecture, but he 
did not specifically care to frame them, or to present an overview of the layout of the 
ceremonies, divided in distinct entities. Hence, the structure that I present here is my 
own, attempting to align with Papaioannou's conceptual framing and naming of it. The 
layout upon which the present study is based is as follows: 
a. Countdown: In the televised version, the transmission started before the actual 
show began, with long shots of the stadium and Diakoyannis's commentary. The 
DVD version starts with an additional introductory section, with Kostalas giving his 
own introduction to the Games, over an edited clip of a series of images of Greece, 
`Greekness' and the `Greek way of life', until the stadium's screen countdown 
reached point zero and a display of fireworks initiated the official start of the 
ceremony. 
b. Welcoming: This section starts with the entrance of the drummers, right after the 
first fireworks display and ends with a second set of fireworks, which concludes the 
lighting of the Olympic Rings and end of the zeibekiko. 
c. Presentation of the flag: The scene introduces the Greek flag for the first time. It 
starts with a paper boat navigating the stadium and ends with the National Anthem, 
the presentation of the symbol for the 2004 Athens Olympics and a third, short 
display of fireworks. 
d. The Allegory: I take the naming of this section from Papaioannou. It begins with 
the recitation of a section of Yorgos Seferis's poetic collection Mythistorima F 
(1935) by actress Lydia Koniordou and concludes with the lowering of a broken 
idol's pieces to the water. The scene initiates the trip to the past with a series of 
`allegoric' images. 
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e. Lovers: This scene is short and it introduces the flying Eros (Yiannis Mandafounis) 
for the first time. It starts with the games of two lovers (Christos Loulis and 
Katerina Papageorgiou) and ends with them lying in the water. It is a mediatory, 
anthropocentric scene, which gives a closure to the mythic element of the Allegory 
and makes the transition towards the next session. 
f. The Clepsydra: The name is again taken by Papaioannou, who compared the scene 
with a clepsydra: showcasing the continuous passing of time, without specifically 
counting any of its moments. The act begins with the entrance of the art-history 
parade, depicting national art-works from various historical eras, and ends with the 
undressing of the pregnant woman by Eros, and her `escape' on the back of the 
chariot. 
g. The DNA: The scene includes the `pregnancy' and the presentation of the DNA 
symbol, ending with the performers' gathering in the water, around the olive tree. It 
is actually part of the Clepsydra, giving the Lysis to this journey to the past. 
h. The Athletes' Parade: starts with the presentation of the Greek flag by Olympic 
golden medallist, Pyrros Dimas. The parade finishes with the athletes' gathering in 
the middle of the stadium and Bjork's performance of her specially composed song 
Oceania, followed by a greeting to the Games from the international space station. 
i. Olympic History: presents an overview of the modem revival of the Games since 
their foundation, going through every Olympiad until 2004. 
j. Lighting of the Olympic Flame: The Greek President of the Republic announces 
the official start of the Games. Presentation of the flag and anthem of the Olympic 
Games followed by the declaration of the Olympic oaths. The scene ends with the 
`flying' torch-race and the lighting of the stadium's torch by medallist Nikos 
Kakiamanakis. 
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While in general I follow the titles given to the ceremony's section in the official 
DVD, I have occasionally replaced them with Papaioannou's names. Moreover, 
shaped according to the purposes of my analysis, this structuring does not always 
coincide with the DVD's, even though some sections share the same title. The 
relation between the two layouts is as follows: The countdown chapter of the DVD 
includes both the countdown and Welcoming entities of my structuring. The DVD's 
Welcoming and the national anthem sections are both included in the presentation of 
the flag in my version. The Centaur coincides with the Allegory and Eros with the 
Lovers. Similarly, the Historical Retrospection is Clepsydra and the Birth is the 
DNA. In the chapter Athletes' Parade, the Presentation of the Greek Team is marked 
as a separate chapter in the DVD, while it is included in the section of the parade in 
my version. Finally, while the Olympic Cities coincide with the Olympic History, the 
DVD edition distinguishes the presentation of the Olympic Flag from the Flame as 
two chapters, which I have merged into one: the Lighting of the Olympic Flame. 21 
g. Methodological queries, clarifications and theoretical positions. 
Within the thesis, I am looking at the socio-political parameters of the Games, and 
within that context, and in a direct interaction with it, I specifically examine a number 
of representational techniques, which Dimitris Papaioannou employed in order to 
stage `Greekness' for both the local and international audience. This thesis is not 
intended to be a study on the Olympic institution, or the standardized content and 
format of Opening Ceremonies per se. Moreover, it is not a comparative study, 
between Papaioannou's performance of `Greekness' for the 2004 Olympiad and 
similar national representations within previous Ceremonies. Instead, I use the 
Opening Ceremony as an example of a large-scale national event, intended to portray 
Greekness (both nationally and internationally). The focus is on previous accounts of 
representing (expressing, constructing and/or reviving) `Greekness' both within the 
`West' and within Greece itself, in relation to the development of the local dance 
scene. 
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More specifically, I seek to demonstrate how these accounts inform the contemporary 
discourse on identity, as well as its negotiations within contemporary dance, drawing 
from the resourceful example of the 2004 Opening Ceremony. Hence, while there is a 
vast literature on the Olympic Institution, as well as a number of studies on the 
Olympic Opening Ceremonies I only touch upon them22 as this study is specifically 
focused on the socio-political and theoretical discourses that contextualize and 
illuminate the ways by which constructions of national identity have been negotiated 
through specific choreographic choices, within the Greek contemporary dance 
landscape. 
To this end, the thesis focuses on a number of theoretical and political issues 
regarding the delineation of national and cultural identities and the interplay of local 
and global politics and power structures within this process. Challenging the 
authority, objectivity (or neutrality) and `authenticity' (or naturalisation) of master 
narratives on History, Tradition and Culture and their evaluation (e. g. as universal or 
indigenous, Modern or primordial) in regard to the contemporary global power 
structures, I situate my analysis of the Greek contemporary dance scene within the 
fields of critical theory and postcolonial studies. Drawing from the relevant literature I 
employ the notions of the Other as exotic, pre/anti-modern, represented and even 
repressed, to examine the local politics of identity. In that way, I do not aim to present 
a historical account of Greek culture or to conduct an ethnographic study on Greek 
dance. Moreover, while I'm tackling the established grand narratives on Greekness, I 
do not aim at the proposal of alternative ones. In short, the thesis is not attempting to 
recover a sense of `truth' or factual accuracy `setting the record straight'. Instead, it 
traces relationships of interdependence between choreographic choices and 
constructions of national identity, as the title suggests, and larger political issues on 
identity, such as globalisation, nationalism and ethnicity, as perceived and negotiated 
locally, within Greece. 
The thesis has been divided in four large entities: starting with an analysis of the 
Opening Ceremony, I identify some of the ideas and problematic areas that informed 
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its negotiation of Greekness. Locating three main strategies of representation 
employed by Dimitris Papaioannou and the directing team in order to choreograph 
Greek identity, I contextualise and analyse them in the following three parts. Hence in 
Part 2, I discuss what I call `historicisation', as the foundation for the establishment of 
an official national narrative. In Part 3, I examine `folklorisation', as a means of 
mediation between ancient and modern national identities and hence as a way of 
forwarding and grounding history in the present. Finally, in Part 4,1 look at the 
universalisation of the local, both as a national(ist) strategy, and as a conveyor of 
modernity. 
When discussing identity, in Part 2, I mainly draw from Benedict Anderson's (1996) 
notion of the national group as an "imagined community", whose distinct 
characteristics are defined and constantly re-verified by the circulation of shared 
practices and ideas within its space. While Anderson mainly focused on the 
contribution of what he defined as "print capitalism" to the collective imaginings of 
the nation state, others, like Arjun Appadurai (2000), have broadened this concept as 
to encompass other contemporary means of distribution of knowledge, like the 
electronic media. The core argument is that the modem nation-state locates its 
coherence and sovereignty in "quintessential cultural products, of the collective 
imagination" rather than in "natural facts, such as language, blood, soil and race" 
(Appadurai, 2000, p 161). As Gregoris Pashalidis (2000), notes, this constructivist 
thesis reads cultural and national identities as constructed and imagined, ultimately 
questioning their authenticity and legitimacy. This is in opposition to culturalism, 
which traditionally emphasised the affinity of cultural, ethnic and national identities 
through the "culturalisation of politics" , "naturalising" therefore national 
identities as 
solid, monolithic and diachronic. However, both Appadurai and Pashalidis challenge 
the theoretical `conflict' of these two seemingly contrasting views. 
Identifying constructivism with the western tradition of the Enlightenment, reasoning 
and the critique of ideologies, and culturalism with Romanticism and Modernism, 
Pashalidis notes that within socio-political praxis the two theses appear most often 
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interconnected. In that way he questions their ability to explain satisfactorily the 
complexity of cultural identity and he suggests an approach based on the synthesis of 
ideas of the autonomy of the individual's agency and the non-'naturalist' perception of 
identity while also addressing the significance of the historical and socio-political 
context upon which -or against which- such strategic decisions and choices take 
place. In a similar tone, Appadurai notes that distinguishing between "natural" and 
"imagined" loyalties implies an acceptance of the "naturalisation" of such factors as 
blood, language and soil, against the "constructedness" of realities based on 
"collective interest and solidarity". In that way the constructivist thesis does not really 
differentiate itself from the `opposing' `naturalist' or `essentialising' nationalist 
theories. As an alternative approach Appadurai suggests the juxtaposition of "the 
conjunctures concerning reading and publicity, texts and their linguistic mediations, 
nations and their narratives" (Ibid). Of course other cultural texts, such as dance texts, 
can be analysed in the same way. 
In my analysis of constructions of national identity within the Greek contemporary 
dance scene, I engage with Appadurai's approach in order to overcome the limitations 
of a `constructivist' or `culturalist' reading of the politics of identity. Hence, in order 
to examine the local discourse on identity, I focus on the tensions between the "nation 
and its narratives", looking at official and alternative narratives on Greek identity, 
nationally and internationally. A crucial issue that emerges from such an analysis is the 
"conjuncture" regarding Greece's `Eastern' and `Western' facets and they way they 
have been classified as such, and evaluated in relation to the National Issue. While I 
embrace the emphasis that has been given by a number of scholars on the `constructed' 
and/or `imagined' core upon which national narratives are woven, I also support the 
idea that such narratives are nonetheless shaped around specific realities (of social, 
political and economic nature), which often trigger or dictate, and are in turn triggered 
by, national narratives on history and identity. Within this thesis, I also align my own 
understanding of national and/or cultural identity with Pashalidis's definition of it, as 
an "intentional creative and mythological self-positioning within a non-controllable, 
non self-defining historical, social and political context" (2000, p. 80). However, this 23 
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is not to suggest a perception of history as an essentialist self-defined force, nor that 
socio-political conditions are totally uncontrollable and unpredictable, but rather an 
understanding of cultural identity as 
a reminiscing action of self-definition and self-reassurance, 
which exploits the historical experience and the cultural 
repertory of the community, according to the terms of the 
symbolic hierarchies and evaluations, as defined by the kind 
and stakes of the antagonism that it confronts. 
(Pashalidis, 2000, p. 81 -translated by the author) 
An equally interesting approach is Arjun Appadurai's notion of intercontextuality (in 
relation to our present understanding of intertextuality) as a means of understanding 
the complex interaction between a milieu -on local, national and international planes- 
as a producer/provider of a set of contexts that give meaning and interpret the social 
actions that take place within its borders, as well as a generator of counter contexts or 
larger contexts, against which its own intelligibility is shaped. 24 In that way, "each 
context implies a global network of other contexts" and while intertextuality `works' 
in different terms than intercontextuality, "a theory on globalization from a 
sociocultural point of view is likely to require ... a theory of intertextual relations that 
incorporates our existing sense of intertexts" (2000, p. 187). Through this prism 
Appadurai discusses the emergence of postnations and transnations, underlining the 
impact of large scale migration in the contemporary collective imaginings, which now 
stretch over and beyond the geographical national borders generating more complex 
affiliations and perceptions of identity. 
As key-concepts upon which I construct my own analysis of Greece's political 
positioning within today's post, or neo-colonial world order, I use Marta Savigliano's 
(1995) negotiation of exoticism and auto-exoticism and Edward Said's classic study 
Orientalism (1978). Moving through these theoretical positionings, I found it difficult 
to fully identify and locate Greece within any of these schemes. The representation of 
Greece evokes characteristics attributed to both the categories of `western' and 
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`oriental', `exoticiser' and `exoticised'. Thus, it would be precarious to attempt to 
position it solidly within any of these categories. Instead, I argue that Greece inhabits 
an `intermediate' positioning between such established (even if contested) global 
entities of East and West. This illuminates the particularities of Greece's socio- 
political, cultural and artistic affairs. Moreover, I set my analysis of Greekness in 
relation to the constant juxtaposition and interaction of the `local' with the `global', as 
negotiated within arts and dance in general and within the Olympic Opening and 
Closing ceremonies of 2004, in specific. Alongside Savigliano's and Said's definitions 
of the Other as a surrogate negative reflection of the Self, I juxtapose Pashalidis's 
slightly different perspective in order to synthesize a model that seems more suitable 
for Greek reality. While the shaping of identity within a community is more or less 
acknowledged by all to be the result of its antagonism with the Other, Pashalidis 
defines this opposed entity as "important", or "significant other", which inverts Said's 
and Saviglianos' idea of the Other as subordinate to the Self. Furthermore, alongside 
Said's delineation of Orientalism, I also consider Maria Todorova's study on 
`Balcanism', specifically discussing western constructions of a Balkan identity, which 
I discuss in Part 3, in order to locate Greece's specific dimensions within the 
traditional `East-West' world scheme. 
Finally, in order to highlight specific socio-political and artistic aspects of 
contemporary Greece, in Part 4, I mainly draw from Appadurai's arguments on the 
politics of modernization, in relation to the formation and establishment of specific 
global power structures. Similarly, political scientist and anthropologist Mahmood 
Mamdani (2005) observes a contemporary shift from politics to "Culture Talk", 
discussing an academic, as well as political re-definition of culture, as a distinguishing 
factor between modern, pre-modern, and anti-modem peoples. Pashalidis (2000, pp. 
73-82) explains the current "intense politicisation of culture", as a result of an earlier 
"culturalisation of politics", (culturalism), which laid the foundation for the 
development of nineteenth-century European nationalisms, as well as of today's 
"significant political communities of the people and the nation" (Ibid, p. 74). Drawing 
from these arguments, I examine the specific weight of modernisation within 
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contemporary Greek political and artistic stages, and its placement within the local 
discourse on identity. Through a de-construction of the Olympic Opening Ceremony, I 
trace a consistent representational `strategy', which appears evasive, transgressing the 
borders between nationalism and globalism, history and narrative, or past glory and 
future progress25, tradition and modernity. Furthermore, this choreographic strategy is 
situated within its wider socio-political and artistic milieu, which further `frames', 
allocates and signifies this specific performance of identity. 
Another important issue that emerged through this study was the significance of 
nationalism in the constructions/perseverance/solidification of national and cultural 
identities. One of my main problems was to find a way through the relevant 
terminology, in order to express accurately the focus and standpoint of my analysis. 
There seemed to be both linguistic and contextual differences between for example 
`patriotism' and `nationalism', as well as between `ethnic', `national' and 
nationalistic', that although often imperceptible, make the interchangability of the 
terms impossible. Besides the etymologic and sociological definitions of the terms, a 
major problem has been the specific political weight of the term `nationalist', which in 
Greece appears different than from its significance within the North American and 
western European relevant literature. While within these areas, the term is relatively 
`politically neutral' and may be used to describe a range of practices and beliefs, 
including independence struggles, patriotic sentiments (probably with the exception of 
Germany), as well as chauvinism, racism and imperialism, in Greece it has historically 
been identified with the socio-political discourse of the extreme Right, with 
chauvinism, racism and fascism. 
The global experience of Fascism, together with the local experience of the two major 
dictatorships (Metaxas' 1936-1941, Junta 1967-1974) has drawn solid parallels 
between nationalism and totalitarianism. The forced and exaggerated -however 
unsubstantial- emphasis on the nation (at the top of the `holy trinity' of Junta `s slogan 
"nation, religion, family"), as the ultimate value, which ideologically dressed the 
dictatorial rule of both Ioannis Metaxas and of the Colonels, has created strong 
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conflicting sentiments, which at times have reached the opposite extremes. 26 The 
same nationalist coating was employed to justify the persecution of left-wing and 
communist groups. The persecution which took place during the Civil War continued 
with the imprisonment, exiling and unfavourable treatment of left-wing or left- 
affiliated citizens and their families. The Greek Communist Party (KKE), illegal since 
1947 under the 509 law, was finally legalised by the Government of National 
Unification that was automatically established with the fall of the Junta, in 1974. The 
attempt for National Reconciliation in 1982, by PASOK acknowledged the partisans' 
role in the Resistance against the Nazi forces, which was previously discredited 
because of their left-wing and communist affiliations and the position they took in the 
Civil War. Symbolically, The National Reconciliation Act aimed to bring together 
communists and nationalists (sevuxbcppovFq); practically, it allowed the legal return of 
the Greek political refuges from the Civil War from Eastern Europe and the Soviet 
Union (Christopoulos, 2000, p. 356). This collective experience, which has marked 
modern Greek history is still so recent as to have a considerable impact on the 
understanding (justified or not) and use of the related-to-nation terminology. 
Hence, the Greek use of the term `nationalist' denotes specific ideological and political 
positionings that lie closer to chauvinism than patriotism. In most cases, the `neutral' 
usage of the term is replaced by the adjective `national' (in Greek shvnxös: literally 
`ethnic') instead of `nationalist' (EB'vc, cr ixös): a replacement that does not always 
function in the same way in English. Hence, for the purpose of clarity and consistency 
with the language I used, as well as with the various texts from which I draw, I 
initially set on using a less `charged' definition of the term, in line with its western 
European and North American meanings. Nonetheless, I found that my own 
understanding of the term could never be completely detached from its Greek political 
context, and thus it is also used as to suggest a slightly more `aggressive' or underlying 
chauvinist position. Hence, I differentiate between the use of the term `national' as less 
charged and `nationalist' as more exclusivist and totalitarian, using brackets to suggest 
a combined understanding of the two [e. g. national(ist)], when the situation I'm 
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referring to has an ambiguous significance and/or ideological base that lies between 
the two. 
Most importantly, I draw a distinction between `aggressive' and `defensive' 
nationalisms, which, although usually expressed in similar or identical ways, bear 
significant contextual differences: Nationalist feelings are triggered by the need to 
differentiate and safeguard one's own national identity from those of the `others'. 
Sentiments of pride, antagonism and even of hostility and fear of others are embedded 
within nationalist feeling. Nonetheless, this initial need for distinction and excellence 
can be the product of an imperialist, aggressive and expansive tendency (usually 
marking a specific socio-temporal phase of the nation-state), or conversely, its 
byproduct: a nationalism of a defensive character that develops in order to counteract 
another nation's aggressively expressed nationalism. In that way, nationalist 
discourses that are formulated in order to support independence and freedom struggles, 
appear different from those created to justify a national rule over all the 'others'. 27 
While this distinction seems to refer to applied ethics rather than to sociological and/or 
political analysis, it nonetheless provides a useful reference point for examining and 
interpreting the context, the manifestations and influences of these phenomena, in their 
socio-political and cultural dimensions. I believe that this can also locate the difference 
between `patriotism' and `nationalism' within their Greek context: patriotism has been 
associated with resistance and liberation efforts, as opposed to `nationalism' which has 
been mainly set to connote an aggressively expansive `imperialist' tendency. 28 
In addition to this socio-political contextualization of my analysis, I wish to make a 
note about the agency of the artist/choreographer in the midst of politically and 
economically driven conflicts on local and global scales. While history seems to be 
`taking its course', individual will appears unpredictable, varied and multidirectional 
in its own course. Opposing and repressed voices can disrupt or question the 
consistency and homogeneity of even the smallest faction, group, or articulated theory. 
Within the arts, such voices often find a means of expression, occasionally formulating 
counter-nuclei of differentiation and resistance. As Dorienne Kondo notes 
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The world of representation and of aesthetics is a site of 
struggle, where identities are created, where objects are 
interpellated, where hegemonies can be challenged. 
(Kondo in Fensham and Eckersall, 1999, p. 7) 
Fensham and Eckershall also discuss the political character of `cultural praxis' as a 
means of "opening up transgressive political spaces within cultures" (Ibid, p. 4). In 
addition, even when certain artistic voices or practices concede to the dominant ones, 
they are not merely passive recipients who re-produce a hegemonic sentiment. Instead 
they are actively involved in the formation and representation of hegemonic ideologies 
and cultures. However contextualized within specific socio-political and 
spatiotemporal conditions, individual agency, and by extension the agency of the 
choreographer, is still formed through a conscious processing and critical evaluation of 
its factual and theoretical surroundings. Hence, while emphasizing the social and 
political parameters that frame and often set a performance, such as the Olympic 
ceremonies, I acknowledge and take into consideration the choreographer's/director's 
positioning within them. Rather than being a mere social product, the choreographer's 
approach stems from personal experiences, mythologies and ideologies, and often has 
the power not only to evade, but even to transform the social milieu that has initially 
generated them. 
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notes 
I In the Match Ba satiric Begins, popular song of the 1980s composed and performed by Loukianos 
Kilaidonis, the `semiotic' presence of Diakoyannis is revealed through the lyrics: "how it unites 
and shakes us, Diakoyannis's voice". 
2 This tendency was already manifested in the 1950s with the political pursuits of Konstandinos 
Karamanlis, when Greece joined the European Community. 
3 The Opening Ceremony was seen as the crucial point that would mark the success of the Games. 
In the pamphlet accompanying the official (Greek) DVD of the 2004 Olympics, Journalist Vassilis 
Skountis writes "the Opening Ceremony ... convinced even the most suspicious or prejudiced 
spectator that Athens was not joking" (2004, p. 17). 
° The definition of West (or East) can be problematic as it often depends on the geographical, 
ideological or political positioning, of the person(s) who defines it, as well as on specific 
circumstances and time periods. In a discussion, which took place in the University of Surrey, 
during the PhD seminar week in October, 2003, the participants were amazed by the diversity of 
the given definitions and interpretations of the terms. These definitions varied according to the 
nationality, origin and personal positioning of each student. However, it would be useful to note 
that the only common ground, within all these diverse definitions, was a general agreement on the 
positioning of north-west Europe and North America, in the West. In Greece, it is a commonplace 
to refer to the West, or western culture and even to Europe and Europeans without including 
Greece. At the same time, its -mainly modern and ancient- western character and its physical 
positioning in southern Europe is also generally conceded. (Svoronos, 1999, Vacalo, 1983 and 
Voutura, 2000). It is this ambiguous identification of Greece that is examined and discussed 
throughout this study. 
s In the leaflet accompanying the DVD of the 2004 Olympics, Skountis notes that the "morale of the 
Greek people", was at some point "shaken", before "Greece triumphed once again" (2004, p. 34). 
Moreover, while criticising the contemporary Olympics, journalist Yeorgios Koumandos admitted 
that although he held a negative opinion about the hosting of the Games, as they approached he 
wished for an "at least superficial success, which would prevent the pillorying of the ceremony" 
(2004, p. 19). 
6 Indicatively, the official DVD is "dedicated" to the organisers and participants of the Games... to 
the "Greek people, who met the Great challenge, to all those who never believed that such a small 
country could meet the requirements of such a colossal organisational task", and "to those who 
apologised for their initial distrust at the end of the Games" (2004, p. 10). 
Journalist Stathis Tsagarousianos notes his disappointment in the contribution of avant-garde 
artists to the `political mainstream', citing Papaioannou's involvement in the Olympics. (2005, p. 
29). 
8 For example, Yiannis Triantis concludes his praise of the Opening Ceremony, article, writing "ok! 
But let's not get carried away as a nation. An excellent Ceremony is not necessarily the... 
Olympus of Civilisation. Hold it! " (2004, p. 39). Similarly, poet Haris Vlavianos wrote 
"ceremonies of this kind, directed towards mass consumption, must not be assessed as cultural 
events" (2004, p. 10). 
9I use the term capitalised as to suggest a dominant, hegemonic perception and portrayal of national 
and cultural identities. Nevertheless I fully acknowledge the non-monolithic and non-nationally 
applicable nature of any such established narrative, which is always bound to challenge competing 
versions of 'Greekness' at many, varying levels. 
10 This does not mean that they do not construct their own national histories (past and present). In 
contrast the reliance on the past for the establishment of national identities has often been the case. 
The subtle difference is that for most `advanced' or `developed' nations, the performing of identity 
does not have to refer to the past. The contemporary profile of the nation (exhibiting cultural, 
industrial and economic excellence) is considered equally valid, distinct and prestigious. 
Here the term 'high culture' refers to the dominant culture of the governing classes, rather than to 
`high art' as an elitist and exclusive category of art (and/or culture). However, in both terms the 
common base is the 'culture's' cultivation, promotion and patronizing by the `high class', which 
establishes its position as a hegemonic sentiment. 
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lz Philhellenic is the adjective of the noun Philhellene. Etymologically, the word Philhellene comes 
from the words Philos ((p(Xoq, `friend') and Hellenes, hence describing a person's friendly 
disposition towards Greece. Historically, the term Philhellenism has been connected to the turn 
towards ancient Greek ideals in the European Renaissance and Romanticism, which gradually 
included modern Greeks, during the 1821 Revolution (Christopoulos (ed), 1975, p. 314). 
13 See also Pillai (2002, pp. 17-29). 
14 Considering antiquity as the first and the Byzantine period as the second `Hellenic Civilisations', 
Metaxas urged the creation of a superior third one under his rule. Hence "Greece's task, as the 
`centre' of Hellenism, was to `re-construct' Greek civilisation and the relevant state power to 
defend it" (Christopoulos, 1978, p. 386). 
15 In his speech in the exhibition of the "Free artists" in 1937, he stated that "there would not be any 
artistic confound, within the new state, for the artists" (2005, p. 17). 
16 Eleutherios Venizelos (1864-1936) took pan in the Revolution in Crete and became a leading 
figure in the political affairs of the Independent Greek state, after the military movement of 1909. 
He `resurrected' the state and his name has been especially linked to the history of the Balkan 
Wars (1912-13) and World War I, while he was the key figure in the negotiation of Greece's 
borders. After the war he was still involved in politics until his death in Paris, in 1936. 
17 Nonetheless, Palmer's attempt to organise the third Delphic Festivals, in 1950, was impeded by the 
(state) `Security', because of her "liberal political views" (Fessa, 2004, p. 362). 
18 Svoronos (1999). Others indicate 1947 as the official starting date. 
19 The first one, of loannis Metaxas (1936-1941) ended with the Second World War and the German 
occupation. The second one, the `Dictatorship of the Colonels' or the `Junta' (1967-1974), 
triggered popular resistance and was followed by a turn to democracy and socialism. 
20 A similar discussion regarding Rudolf Laban's political positioning in relation to Nazism, has 
divided theoreticians, such as Marion Kant, as well as many of his descendants. 
21 For a schematic layout of this relation please see Appendix B 
22 Indicatively I cite here the work of MacAloon, (1981,1984,1995,2006), Kitroeff (2004), 
Tomlinson, (2006), Fensham (in Gibson, 1994), as well as Cath Ellis's lecture at Huddersfield, 
(which I did not have the chance to attend) called "Telling the Story of Colonial Conquest in the 
Opening Ceremonies of Olympic Games in Canada, the USA and Australia", presented at the 
Menzies Centre for Australian Studies on 21 February. 
23 Pashalidis's positioning in this theoretical issue springs from Karl Marx's observation, within a text 
otherwise classified by Pashalidis as constructivist, that men make their own history within 
circumstances that they haven't chose themselves; circumstances that come across them are 
defined by facts and tradition (Marx, 1986,96 in Pashalidis 2000, pp. 80-81) (the passage has 
been loosely translated in English by the author). Cynthia Novack also addresses this phenomenon 
in relation to dance in particular. She writes: "this is not to say that dancers consciously plan these 
changes; like all participants in a culture (to paraphrase Marx), they make their own dances, but 
within a set of rules they do not always personally create" (Novack 1990, p. 141). 24 For the purposes of clarity, I offer a simplified schematic representation of this idea. This 
interaction is much more complex when taking into account particular factors, such as the constant 
re-definitions of each of these social contexts through the action of their "local subjects" that often 
exceed the initial contextual frame of their locality (Ibid). 
25 Both Pashalidis (2000, p. 78) and Appadurai (2000, p. 145) describe this duality as identity 
formation based on "primordialist projections into the past" versus "conceptions of the future" 
(Appadurai). 
26 As Greek choreographer Sofia Spyratou noted, "nowadays, Greekness is a charged term and we 
have reached a point where we appreciate Misirlou (an old rebetiko song, which was featured 
(remixed) in the soundtrack of the film Pulp Fiction and became very popular through the film) 
through 'Pulp Fiction" (in Kleftoyianni, 2003, p. 23). 2 However the preface of defence is often used to justify violent assaults against immigrants in many 
`First world' countries, like Germany and the UK. Racism is explained through xenophobia, as a 
reaction to the growing numbers of immigrants, as Ilias Kastoulis notes, discussing the defensive 
character of contemporary racist violence in the immigrant destination countries, (1995, pp. 30- 
46). Similarly, former victims turn to the future perpetrators of violence towards other `fearful 
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Others', justifying their acts with a `never again' rhetoric. As Mahmood Mumdani points out, there 
is a significant difference between the understanding of such position as "never again should this 
happen to my people" and "never again should this happen to any people" (2005, pp. 10-11). 28 Again I want to underline that this is not to justify violence, but rather to explain the different 
expressions and origins of nationalist phenomena. 
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Part 1 
De-constructing the 2004 Olympic Opening Ceremony: Identifying 
representational strategies for performing `Greekness'. 
This introductory part of the thesis, presents an overview and analysis of the Opening 
Ceremony of the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens. Through a deconstructive approach 
of the ceremony, it identifies the main socio-political issues that framed the Games 
and informed the choreographing of the opening show. Looking closely at Dimitris 
Papaioannou's choreographic and directing choices, I identify a number of 
representational techniques, or strategies, which provided the ideological and aesthetic 
core upon which the show was unfolded. Rather than being accidental or 
temperamental, these choices appear tightly connected with issues of national and 
cultural identification and representation, both as embodied collective experiences and 
political pursuits. Hence, the local political economy of identity appears to be framing 
and informing the ceremony. Conversely, a critical analysis of the ceremony itself has 
produced a comprehensive synopsis of some of the most crucial issues that have 
`haunted' the socio-political and artistic life of contemporary Greece. 
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Chapter 1 
Framing the Ceremony. 
1.1 Tracing, negotiating and Performing (a) Neo-Hellenic Self: Employing the a- 
political transcendence of High Art. 
1.1.1. Delineating `Home': significant parameters of Neo-Hellenic identity. 
During her speech towards the end of the Opening Ceremony the president of the 
Greek Olympic Committee, Yianna Angelopoulou-Daskalaki, exclaimed: "Olympic 
Games welcome home! " However unbiased and un-problematically straightforward 
this reference to `home' appeared in her speech, the definition of this term, the answer 
to the "banal question of `what is our country? " (in Karouzakis, 20005 p. 28) had been 
Papaioannou's principal concern for the successful representation of Greece to the 
world. Defining `home' as tied to a distinct national profile and the promotion of a 
national history, has been one of the main concerns of the Modern Greek state, a 
project that influences its social-political and cultural affairs. Within a national arena 
in which interrelated understandings of `Greekness' reflect or are generated by related 
but distinct political and ideological positions, the presentation of a National Self to 
the world has been especially complex. 
Targeting a national and international audience, the ceremony had a dual purpose, 
both to re-present the known, experienced `self and to introduce it to `others'. 
However crucial, though, the engagement of the local audience with this celebratory 
representation of the National Self was, the conclusive factor that would confirm the 
success of the assignment was its reception by international viewers. Since this second 
target-group was the ultimate receiver of the ceremony, its response inevitably 
influenced to a great extent the local responses. The headings of the-day-after Greek 
newspapers (of both the Opening and Closing Ceremonies) are indicative of this chain 
reaction between the national and international reviews and reflect the triumphant 
spirit that characterised the following days, which was heightened with the end of the 
Games and the Closing Ceremony: 
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Greece in the World with a new face: International 
complimentary comments for the Games' aesthetic. 
(Kathimerini, Sunday, 15 August, 2004) 
Triumph in the closure too -dithyrambs from the foreigners and 
public apology from CNN : 'YOU WON'. 
(Eleutherotypia, Monday 30 August 2004) 
The dithyrambic reviews by the vast majority of the world's 
media ... are the 
best proof of the triumphal success of Athens 
in the organisation of the 2004 Olympic Games. The first bet 
was, thus, won in the best possible way. 
(Ta Nea, Monday 30 August, 2994)1 
These passages reveal the importance of the successful hosting of the Games for the 
prestige of the local government, organisers and, by extension, of the affiliated 
citizens. The majority of the related articles focused on the comments of the 
American, British, French (and slightly less so, German) newspapers, which indicates 
the impact European judgement had on the Greek perception of the Olympiad. As the 
explicit distrust (mainly expressed by British media) that preceded the Games had 
gradually taken a general critical stance towards Greece, the complimentary 
comments of the aftermath were perceived by the local media as a national victory. 
The anxiety that this `western distrust' had provoked within Greece, can be better 
understood when examined in its political context. Most of the `attacks' were focused 
on Greece's inability to carry out a project that required a well-functioning 
bureaucratic mechanism, a rationalised financial management and a functioning 
cooperation between governmental carriers and private companies, or in other words, 
a management of time and resources and a coordination of activities. As this kind of 
efficiency is usually considered as a sign of development, its absence is conversely 
attributed to the under-developed character of a deficient nation-state. Indeed, many 
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articles that pointed out this `deficiency' (usually in a light, ironic tone) often relied 
on cliches regarding the `lazy', `impractical' and `opportunistic Greek character' that 
suggested a distance from the ostensibly exemplary western practicality and 
reasoning. Since every comment was perceived as (and to a great extent was) a 
political one, the opinion of Europe was crucial for Greece. 
The country's assimilation into `Europe' and the West, has been a significant target in 
terms of economic, political and social prospects, as well as on what concerns the 
local public hegemonic sentiments of affiliation, identification, desire and expectation 
for the imagined National Self. This self reflection, as mirrored through a western 
prism, has been a very important, ongoing issue for Greece. Therefore, the 
representational strategies used in the planning of the Olympic ceremonies seem to be 
the tip of the iceberg in this chronic, systematic (and yet often arbitrary) struggle for a 
legitimate national definition and re-definition, as well as for a presentation and re- 
presentation of a distinct Self to the world. 
This Self, partially imagined, partially experienced, and partially (re)searched, 
constructed (or created), internalised, embodied and expressed (and of course 
contested) has gone through a long process of re-definitions, re-arrangement of 
priorities and (ideological, aesthetic, socio-political and cultural) orientations, which 
led to the contemporary necessity for the use of `re' when talking of identity. 2 
Papaioannou has relied upon the philosophical and theoretical safety of the use of this 
`re' (also `post', `meta', or `neo') in order to successfully negotiate Greek Identity. 
With a history that revolves around competing and complementary narratives on the 
growth of a 'defensive' nationalism, one much abused and re-contextualised by 
totalitarian regimes and ideologies, formed around the perplexities of the (auto)- 
exoticising (western) gaze, the negotiation of identity (whether cultural, national or 
artistic) in contemporary Greece stands against a highly charged and precarious 
background. 
Papaioannou, aware of this history and the pitfalls it entails, stated that he wanted to 
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avoid the touristicisation, exoticisation, and commodification of this identity. Still, he 
needed to acknowledge the contemporary collective national version of identity in 
order to provide a depth and validity to the Opening Ceremony. For that, Papaioannou 
took into account local and foreign stereotypes, collective imaginings and embodied 
aspects of identity, incorporating of a selective (auto)exoticised referencing on 
`Greekness'. Moreover, he has especially acknowledged, within the choreographic 
text, some of the major problematic areas, which have long impeded the construction 
of a coherent and solid image of a national/cultural Self, their sheer intensity and 
controversy having informed and shaped local perceptions on identity over the years. 
One of the most crucial controversies, in the political and cultural affairs of Modern 
Greece, has been the struggle between the modernised/Europeanised and the 
historical/traditional Self; a scheme that can also be seen as a struggle between the 
European (or Western, or cosmopolitan) and the Greek/national identities. In order to 
establish itself as a separate national entity and gain international recognition, Greece, 
like most nation-states, relied on a perceived common national history. Within this 
process, the preservation of its unifying cultural elements has appeared crucial. At the 
same time, the country's `modernisation' or `Europeanization' and its induction into 
western political and economic unions and coalitions such as NATO (in 1951) and the 
European Union (with its previous induction in the European Community in 1974) 
have been a priority for all governing parties in the latter part of the 20`h century, 
shaping both the country's internal and external affairs. This modernising process, 
which indicated the nation's `opening to the world', has often been experienced by the 
local people as a distancing from the past and from local identity, antagonising this 
national (re-) grouping and rooting in this past. 
This dilemma has been negotiated in almost all sectors of political and cultural life 
and has concerned many contemporary Greek artists, who felt that the weight of a 
glorified tradition blocked rather than challenged or informed their creativity. In 
addition, it has functioned as an unreachable standard. Even though many local 
contemporary artists have been widely acknowledged beyond its borders, it has been 
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impossible for Greece to create a contemporary national/cultural face equally as 
prestigious as its ancient one. Papaioannou has noted the all-consuming character of 
this celebrated national tradition. In his works, he has dealt with ancient mythological 
themes, mainly focusing on their symbolic psychoanalytical aspects as many non- 
Greek choreographers, such as Martha Graham, have done. In the case of the Olympic 
ceremony however, `Greekness' was the core subject, requiring a different approach 
to its assets, as well as an ability to successfully re-present and perform it for a wide 
audience. Hence, to avoid an elitist, exclusive ceremony the directing team took under 
consideration both local and foreign expectations. To that end, they considered 
imaginings of the Self and the Other and international cliches on what Greece and 
Greekness stand for. Thus, they drew upon some internationally known aspects/eras 
of Greek history and culture --such as the arts, sciences and the philosophical and 
political principals of classical Athens and the more recent paraphernalia of the 
`Zorbas Myth' -- especially as foreign interest has provoked their re-interpretation, re- 
evaluation, and `performance' by the Greeks. 
The auto-exoticisation and commoditisation of local history and tradition has typified 
for years most national events. In that way, public performances of Greekness, such as 
national parades, festivals and government celebrations, have relied, in the past, on a 
Duncanesque aesthetic of a `revived' antiquity, as well as on a Dalcrozian technique 
and orientation, and a `tourist' version of traditional and folkloric dances. Hence, the 
magnitude of the Olympic Games, which usually calls for large-scale shows and for a 
display of `local colour' from the hosting country, as well as their inherent 
associations with the `classical Greek Ideal' could have easily lead to a ritualistic 
`archaic' or `tourist' folk display of Greekness. Papaioannou stated that he wished to 
avoid the kitsch, 3 the exotic, simplistic and self-indulgent, flamboyant performance of 
the `Self. Aware of the traps that a re-presentation of the past conceals (especially of 
a `known' and repetitively `revived', reconstructed and enacted, antiquity) 
Papaioannou chose to nevertheless acknowledge the multiple coatings of this trite 
past. These `historical' coatings, already embodied within contemporary Greek 
reality, were approached and performed through a post-modern commentary. Hence, 
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he referenced Duncanesque ideas, exoticising cliches, official versions of identity (as 
a past and future history) and even Fascist-derived aesthetics, in full 
acknowledgement of their complexity. 
Furthermore, the appropriation and ideological distortion of national history and its 
symbols -such as the flag- within the development of a nationalist discourse by the 
local dictatorial regimes tended to `inculpate' all national(ist) expressions. What is 
more, with the contribution of the early twentieth century choreographers to the 
celebrations of Metaxas's Dictatorship, and the retaining of the ancient/folkloric dance 
aesthetics in the following years [almost until the fall of the Dictatorship of the 
Colonels' (Junta), in 1974], as well as these celebrations' similarity to, and alignment 
with, analogous European Fascist events, have established a more specific link 
between such `artistic' events and nationalist (often sports-oriented) celebrations with 
totalitarian ideologies and fascist discourse. 4 Dictatorial public celebrations mobilised 
a Fascist sports and dance aesthetics, which had drawn from the Fascist glorification 
of the healthy, competent (Aryan) body. In that way, similar events that fall within a 
combined national(ist) and physical/artistic discourse have been charged with 
negative signifiers. While the intensity of this association is now lessened, discharged 
from the political weight that it bore during the first years after the Junta, it still 
represents an important dimension of Neo-Hellenic identity that can not be 
overlooked. For an inclusive and large-scale public display of `Greekness', such as the 
Olympic Ceremonies, the director needed to adopt specific strategies in order to avoid 
being classified within a specific political, ideological and aesthetic space, which is 
not only politically stigmatised, but also aesthetically challenged. 
1.1.2. Designating an appropriate choreographic hypothesis: artistic, `ethnic', 
internationalist and `politically correct'. 
Papaioannou's task for the ceremonies was to exploit the dominant national 
sentiment, creating an inclusive Greek ceremony without excluding any social or 
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political group or betraying his personal beliefs. For both the opening and closing 
ceremonies the idea was to represent Greece, in a non-cynical, 5 non-self-criticizing 
and guilt-free manner; to negotiate `Greekness' without falling into nationalism and to 
perform it without falling into common cliches. Within the Opening Ceremony, he 
managed to combine such opposing, yet interrelated, notions, as the local and the 
global, the modern and the historical, the personal and the panhuman, and the 
mainstream and the avant-garde. For that, he attempted to trace the "basic axes of 
Greekness" starting from an inclusive "acceptance of everything" and gradually 
discarding whatever seemed "superfluous or non-liturgical" (Papaioannou, 2005). A 
`safe' and evidently appropriate approach was to turn to the Greek arts. As one of the 
most celebrated and representative aspects of Greek civilization, Art was chosen as 
the medium that revealed the essence of `Greekness'. Hence, instead of providing a 
straightforward historical retrospective, Papaioannou evoked Greece's historical 
presence through references to significant works of art from antiquity until the modem 
era. 6 
At the same time, the ceremony also linked Greece to the rest of the world. The 
performed `Greekness' had to be legible to [at least at some level(s)] and inclusive of 
everyone, able to attract the audience's interest and sympathy through its 
comprehensibility. In that respect and in order to be more easily identified with, the 
represented country had to be associated with a larger entity that exceeded the specific 
and the local. In that way not only it would be appreciated by international audiences, 
but it would also be adequately aligned with the expected cosmopolitanist mood, 
dictated by the Olympic ideal and the dominant international political climate. The 
main hypothesis was to create an art-centric and anthropocentric performance, which 
would represent the nation through its arts, while paying tribute to the capacity of the 
body and mind. The show enacted an "adventure for self discovery, knowledge and 
reasoning", which signalled "the beginning of the western world" (Ibid). Finally, the 
core decision was that "this message be transmitted through the sensuality and 
eroticism of the Greek art" (Papaioannou, 2004, p 9). In all, the Ceremony would 
celebrate both national and pan-human values, according to the Olympic ideal. 
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The idea of representing Greece through its art and, what is more, to represent 
humanity's journey of self discovery through the Greek arts, aligned with two facets 
of contemporary Greece: an emphasis on the historicity and distinctiveness of the 
Greek culture and its parallel connection with global (and more so with western) 
history. Notwithstanding the recurring ideological overtones of this engagement with 
the Past, the base line of this dual scheme has remained tightly knit around the need 
for a distinct, coherent and solid historical national identity, which would also 
establish the nation's contemporary positioning in the (western) world. In that way, 
the ceremony met both its nationalist and internationalist prerequisites, as the nation 
projected its identity through its (already established by `the West' and hence non- 
questionable) inter-national connection with a larger (especially powerful and 
prestigious) unit, i. e. `the western world'. From then on, further decisions regarding 
the form, the underlying mood and the political positioning of the ceremony, were 
addressed in reference to these "basic axes of Greekness", as well as to the main 
hypothesis. 
According to the dominant perceptions regarding the ancient (as well as the demotic) 
Greek aesthetics and culture, symmetry, harmony and most importantly Metro (good 
measure), are the most characteristic `Greek' features. 7 Following this thesis, the same 
concepts defined the character and atmosphere of the ceremony, which was carefully 
designed as to control and prevent any outburst that would disturb its harmony and 
exceed Metro. The spectacle was to be `tailored' to Greek reality avoiding the 
extroversion and unconstrained joy of the large-scale spectacles, which, as 
Papaioannou (18/5/2005) noted, "was not our strongest point anyway". The relatively 
limited economic and technological means, the size, the population and the culture of 
the country, as well as the international expectations of `Greekness' prohibited 
anything that had to do with excessiveness, or `over-sizing' both in practical and 
ideological terms. Instead, the associations of Greek civilization with spirituality, 
simplicity, scientific and philosophical reasoning, and the anthropocentrism of its arts, 
architecture, philosophy and religion, constituted the re-construction of a widely 
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appealing image of Greekness. 
As the director maintains, esotericism, controlled pride and joy, and the inclusion of 
the audience in the spectacle were essential, as to counteract any display of triumph 
and stardom. Special torches had been handed out to the audience who were 
encouraged to experiment and `play' with them in order to create a starry-sky effect 
that enhanced the atmosphere and created a sense of a micro-universe within the 
stadium. The performers were chosen for their modest, `ethical' and `amateurish' 
physical presence, as well as for their ability to invoke feelings of identification. The 
protagonist of the night had to be the country rather then the performers and yet, a 
self-praising nationalism was strategically avoided in favour of modest pride and 
openness (Papaioannou, 18/5/05). 
The directing team took also special notice of the geographical dimensions and the 
particularities of the Greek space as markers of identity. Hence, water -prevalent 
within Greek geography- occupied an equally dominant space within the stadium as a 
core definer of nationhood but also as an archetypal life source. The architectural 
layout of the stadium inflected the directing and staging of the ceremony and was 
made use of in a number of ways: its oval shape inspired the creation of a micro- 
universe and the dominant central positioning of water simulated a closed archipelago 
dictating the performers' positioning, as well as the general stage action throughout 
the ceremony. As stated in the `post-show' talk the stadium's shape resembled that of 
an eye, or of a vagina, which for Papaioannou invoked a 'convenient association with 
birth and more specifically with the birth of the Olympics. At the same time, this same 
shape aligned with another strategic decision, which was to let the spectacle function 
erotically, "caressing, talking to and arousing the spectator" (Ibid). 
The choreographic hypothesis was thus set, exploiting older and well-established 
formulae, with an added post-modern twist. National history and culture were staged, 
according to expectation, but watchful for the missteps of `anti-modernism': isolative 
introspection, primordial nationalism and totalitarianism. The demands of a large 
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scale spectacle, e. g. inclusiveness, proximity, legibility and extroversion were 
meticulously met. At the same time, the demode flamboyance and naivete of such 
massive `mainstream' shows was surpassed. The `techniques' that were employed in 
order to manage a `yes, but' situation had been already tested for their successfulness: 
mass-entertainment made `sophisticated' through reference to anthropocentrism and 
eroticism, national self-indulgence moderated with an explicit internationalist 
referencing, historicity interlaced with modernity, a hint of exoticism `legitimised' 
through Art and consequently, High Art merged with, yet distinguished from, the 
`kitsch', all interlaced and interacting with each other. This formula bears striking 
similarities to the strategies of Isadora Duncan's artistic oeuvre, conveying 
nationalism and cosmopolitanism, tradition, history and modernity, High-Art and 
(human) `nature', chastity and eroticism. This scheme appears similar to the 
ceremony's hypothesis, with its post-modern hints assuring its contemporary 
currency. 8 Still, within this layout, the alleged (socio-political, cultural and national) 
transcendence of (High) art occupies a central position. 
1.2 Nation, History and Culture: a narrative on Art and cosmopolitan 
nationalism. 
OR: Reading in-between the voices: the power of interpretive narration and its 
semiotic significance for the 'cued' audience. 
Fragmented images of Greece rapidly alternate on the television 
screen in a video-clip manner (landscapes, ancient sites and 
artworks, monasteries, glimpses from the Olympic infrastructural 
works, traditional dances, harvesting scenes, children playing at a 
village, a couple running playfully at a seashore and even short 
clips from popular advertisements linked to `Greekness')9 as Alexis 
Kostalas's familiar voice invites the television audience to join "a 
ceremony that sings, dances, paints and flies in time, in the name of 
a Greece of yesterday, of today and of tomorrow". 
Right after his initial speech, Yiannis Diakoyannis gave his place to Alexis Kostalas, 
the most famous `cultured' voice of the local radio, television and live performances, 
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and a name indissolubly tied to `high' -or `western'- art, cultural events related to 
dance/movement, like ballet performances and competitions, figure skating and 
gymnastics. Indeed, the classification of a spectacle as High Art usually prompts 
Kostalas's involvement. He traditionally introduces both ballet and contemporary 
dance performances taking place in the Herodes Atticus Odeon during the Athens 
Festival, but rarely any contemporary dance events held in smaller venues. With the 
Ceremony directed by a celebrated choreographer, Kostalas suited to covering the 
`artistic' part of the Olympics. This introductory part set the contextual frame within 
which the ceremony would unfold, directing the gaze and the disposition of the 
Greek audience towards it. Hence, the opposing, interconnected dimensions of the 
ceremony, the local and the global, (or the national(ist) and the cosmopolitan(ist)), 
the competitive and the unifying, the 'mainstream'-sportive and the High Art-elitist 
evinced through Papaioannou's direction, were introduced from the beginning. In 
addition, the choice of the narrators seemed to follow and underline the co-existence 
and co-dependence of those elements within the ceremony. 
Those dualities (namely `mainstream' versus High art), which typified the aesthetic 
context of the ceremony, were semantically performed by the keynote narrators. Their 
personas and conventional associations provided the Greek audience with a 
subliminal-yet-immediate hint of the ceremony's political and aesthetic frame: with 
Diakoyannis being the popular national `football voice' and Kostalas the 
cosmopolitan voice of the artistic, more elitist genres, the televised version of the 
Ceremony drafted its parameters. Hence, their presence suggests an indirect reference 
to the popular-yet-elitist artistic character that the ceremony aimed for. However, this 
polarization and attribution of specific represented qualities to each spokesman is the 
product of abstractive theorizing; by no means does it imply an absolute labelling nor 
the classification of the two men into two distinct and insulated (social, class, 
ideological) categories. What is more, it is not suggestive of their corporeal 
representation of a specific ideological/political/aesthetic model. Instead, I would 
argue that both narrators consciously attempted to illustrate the `spirit of the Games' 
(and of the ceremony more specifically) through a premeditated, consistent use of 
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words and recurring references to specific figurative images, which invoke, establish, 
or reinforce the above mentioned contextual frame of the event. 
To inspire a nationalist sentiment Diakoyannis referred to the Greek ownership of the 
Olympics connecting them to other celebrated Greek `exported commodities' like 
democracy and civilization, to re-establish the nation's status in a vulnerable moment 
of exposure. As the commentary is solely directed towards the local audience, this 
somewhat pompous statement functioned as a defence mechanism, enhancing the 
national morale for this `nationally crucial' event. Moreover, the Olympic 
`expedition' having been criticized within Greece itself, this statement also appears as 
a final appeal for involvement by attempting to trigger unifying patriotic feelings. At 
the same time, and in order to soften the dangerously ethnocentric edge of his speech, 
Diakoyannis invoked the ancient Olympic ideals of peace and brotherhood of the 
peoples, which inevitably refer to a more `politically correct' trans-national 
humanitarianism. 
Even though in their modern revival those ancient ideals have been re-emphasised, the 
contemporary profile of the Olympics has been more inclined towards 
cosmopolitanism rather than humanitarianism, also informed by the recent discourses 
on globalisation. Both past and current political crises, conflicts and shortcomings on 
national and international levels are `forgotten' by all involved parties in favour of the 
`site-specific' Olympic reconciliation of peoples. Nonetheless, the essence of this 
idealistic practice, as set in the ancient Olympiads, the actual cessation of warfare for 
the period of the Games, is not even considered as a possibility in the contemporary 
Olympics. Even so, its simulation is still required: however political such a huge 
cross-national event is bound to be, the official line is that of a euphoric and almost 
forcefully a-political climate, which often appears as a stylized positivist naivete (i. e. 
ignoring reality and `abandoning' oneself in the constructed utopia of the Games). In 
that way, even though national athletic excellence is always at issue, especially for the 
hosting country, a degree of acceptance, tolerance, and openness to other national 
cultures is the expected customary behaviour. The television commentary appears to 
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embrace these principles, alongside the more specific local aspirations and 
imaginings. 
Having established a certain extroverted and celebratory `national' mood with 
Diakoyannis's speech, the shift to Kostalas's poetic narration, underlines the artistic 
and historically rooted national culture, while Papaioannou is introduced as 
the director, choreographer, painter, the wizard poet of the 
image, (who) proposes to us a simple and transparent ceremony 
-like the Hellenic civilization that it celebrates. He proposes to 
us, embracing our memories, a trip to the dream; a trip back to 
the time of yesterday, which defines today and delineates 
tomorrow. He is asking us to re-embody and re-live our 
civilization: timeless and timely, its symbols and values, which 
have influenced -and always keep influencing- humanity. 
Besides, as Melina Mercouri had said, `our civilization is our 
biggest and greatest virtue'. 
(Kostalas, NET, 13/8/2004) 
Hence, the main thesis of this narration is clearly established from the beginning: The 
ceremony is read by Kostalas as a chance to re-present and highlight the longevity of 
Greek civilization, its `globosity' and its (ongoing) wide appeal and significance for 
the whole of humanity. This commentary not only aims to recall a majestic past but 
also to emphasise the continuous (and allegedly still imperative) presence of Greece, 
at a time when the nation's contemporary status is constantly at stake. 1° For that, the 
most valued national virtue is `our civilization' and the reference to former actress and 
Minister of Culture, Melina Mercouri, is especially indicative. Mercouri was a highly 
respected and popular public figure and Greece's appointed cultural ambassador. 
During her political career, which mostly coincided PA. SO. K's (Panhellenic Socialist 
Party) trajectory in power (from 1981 to 1996), Mercouri attempted to boost (however 
successfully) the local arts, in order to build and promote a sophisticated and 
recognizable national cultural profile, intended to shape the country's international 
identity. " For this, Greek civilisation (its antiquity confirming its prestigious position, 
as the bearer of contemporary western civilisation) has been promoted as the nation's 
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strongest point in the international arena. Greece was associated with its most valued 
and popular exportable commodity: its civilisation. In that way, Mercouri's statement, 
as recited by Kostalas, not only captures the strategy and orientation of the Athens's 
Olympics, but it actually recapitulates and draws the axis of the socio-cultural politics 
of Modern Greece. 
After examining the Olympic Opening Ceremony as a bearer and promoter of these 
traits -the development of nationalism and cosmopolitanism and the co-existence of 
folk/popular practices with expressions of High Art, `nobility' and 'Culture'- 
Papaioannou's selection appears more justified. As Barka later wrote, "this was a 
High Art spectacle, and as such, it met public recognition (... ) people of all ages and 
social ranks, who have been used to watch easy-to-digest television programs, were 
moved and they enjoyed, understood and admired an avant-garde, modern and elitist 
spectacle" (2004, p 15). Since Papaioannou has been considered to be a High Art 
avant-garde choreographer, the ceremony itself was immediately placed in the realms 
of `high-culture'. While High Art is often considered exclusive, and elitist, as Barka 
puts it, the wide appeal of the spectacle is attributed not to its secular popular 
character (assumed beneath the prestige of High Art), but to its high quality, which 
was so powerful, in its refinement, as to move people used to lesser displays. In that 
way, the `secularization' of art and the bridging between the popular and the avant- 
garde, is interpreted by Barka as an artistic transcendence that underlines the High Art 
nature of the Opening Ceremony, instead of implying its `lowering' towards more 
popular art-forms. The ceremony is also described as `modern', a term used not in its 
artistic but in its political sense: modernity, alongside High Art and avant-garde, 
appears as another yet precious and elitist concept, signalling cultural `development'. 
The Opening Ceremony's `bridging' of a hypothetical schism between Culture and 
inclusiveness, as well as between nationalism and cosmopolitanism, was highlighted, 
assisted and promoted by the television narration. 
However cautious Diakoyannis's initial commentary was, it still focused on an appeal 
to an extroverted, self-celebrating and national(ist) athletic spirit tied back to Greek 
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antiquity. On the other hand (and even though he regularly made similar connections, 
as well as self-gratifying comments and references to national civilisation and 
culture), Kostalas emphasised the connection of Greece to the world, the sameness of 
all human beings, the transnational ideal of athleticism and `fair play' and the global 
reach of Art and Culture. In fact, his presence called for a recontextualization of the 
Opening Ceremony grounding it in the realm of Art and Culture. While the first voice 
evoked associations with overt collective sentiments -- a `we' identity (against 
`others') -- Kostalas's `refined' voice, more reserved and mellow, ensured the artistic 
nature of the spectacle, recovering the `appropriate, ' internationalist spectatorship 
mode. 
It was made clear to the audience that they were about to attend a celebration of 
`Greekness, ' popular enough to include and unite everyone but nevertheless of `high 
quality'. Civilization and Culture operate as `trademarks' that granted contemporary 
Greece its national substance within the international community, completing and 
counteracting other, more vernacular, national `trademarked virtues', such as the 
Zorba myth of sensuality, artlessness and of a somewhat primitive (or even brutal) 
joie de vivre. Therefore, their display appeared central to the nation's `fifteen minutes 
of fame, ' one of the country's biggest moments of exposure to the world. Aware of 
this necessity, Papaioannou presented both `faces' of Greece through the Opening and 
Closing Ceremonies. Establishing a connection with Civilization, Culture, and High 
Art in the first one, he then was `free' (and in fact bound) to present a more 
contemporary, vernacular and `loose' national profile on the second one. As he says: 
The Opening Ceremony was inspired by the Apollonian rituals. 
The Closing Ceremony by the Dionysian ones. The first is the 
light, the spirit, the ideas. The second, the miracle and the 
drunkenness of life. The first is a celebration of the human 
being. The second is the man, who celebrates. The Opening is 
like giving a statue the kiss of life. The Closure is like hugging a 
man. 
(Papaioannou, 2004, p 9) 
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This statement once again recalls Isadora Duncan's preoccupation with Apollonian 
and Dionysian elements. Her fixation on `Greekness' and her `appropriation' of its 
prestige has created, as I suggest in chapters 5 and 6, a referential ground that still 
undergirds the local contemporary dance affairs. In addition, both Palmer and Pratsika 
shared this same Nietzschean `fixation' (Fessa, 2004, p 410). This concept of duality, 
as expressed by Papaioannou, set the tone and mood of the two ceremonies and 
defined their separate roles. Art and Historicity were chosen for the beginning of the 
Games, in order to gain the `respect', admiration and approval of the audience. In 
contrast, the Closing Ceremony was free to deconstruct and play with this initial 
impression by presenting a light, joyous, earthy, proximate, folk, and popular Greek 
image. Nonetheless, these same elements co-exist within the Opening Ceremony 
itself. Right from the beginning, Papaioannou attempted to connect and engage the 
audience with the spectacle by acknowledging and performing internationally 
recognisable symbols of Greekness: the bouzouki and the rebetika music. Being a 
representative, popular Greek sound both in and out of Greece, the bouzouki took a 
leading position within the ceremony, establishing its inclusive and mainstream 
character and releasing some of the built up tension, before the more `historical' 
segment. This introduction, which functioned as a welcoming to Greece and to the 
Athens Olympics, included a presentation of the Olympic Rings and a `review' of the 
Flame's lighting ceremony in ancient Olympia as a "blessing from the source" 
(Papaioannou, 2005). In that way, the scene also provided the event with a necessary 
`grounding', by establishing its connection to the past (Ibid). 
As the countdown approaches time-zero on the stadium's screen a 
short display of fireworks signals the opening of the night with the 
welcoming scene. The stadium's layout is revealed, presenting a 
round central water theme, resembling a closed sea. As two groups 
of four hundred drummers enter, walking to their drum beat and 
encircling the water, one of the live ceremony's narrators welcomes 
"the citizens of the world" to Athens and the "Olympic Games 
back to Greece". Another (this time static) group of bouzouki 
players joins the drums in a zeibekiko by Stavros Xarhakos's while 
Kostalas makes a poetic-etymologic reference to this `lone' dance, 
attributing its drawing parallels with the "solitary struggle of the 
Greeks in their long history". At the same time, the stadium screen 
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runs over landscapes from Athens to ancient Olympia while the 
narrator notes that it was there, 3000 years ago that "the first athlete 
ran and the race began". 
The camera stops as it reaches the space of Olympia and focuses 
on a bearded, curly-haired drummer with an almost ecstatic 
expression, who immediately makes eye contact with the camera 
and initiates a rhythm. In the stadium, another drummer separates 
from the group and answers, and as their interaction grows 
stronger, the rhythm gets faster and wilder, the second drummer 
entering the water as the drumming climaxes, invoking the 
applause of the audience. Straight after, their attitude softens, they 
smile and synchronise their beats while a flamed arrow enters the 
water and lights the five Olympic circles. The zeibekiko starts 
again and Kostalas refers to the water and fire as symbols of life, 
spirituality, knowledge and human determination and the scene 
culminates and closes with an extended display of fireworks. 
The next scene, the presentation of the flag is the first part of the 
main body of the ceremony and proceeds in a more quiet, dream- 
like manner. The scene starts with a serene image of a nine year old 
boy (Mihalis Patsatzis) navigating the stadium (which now 
resembles a night time sea) on an oversized white paper boat, a 
typical childhood craft. The water is dark and sparkling under a 
blue light, as the spectators enhance the dream-like ambience by 
creating a star-like effect with the torches that they received at the 
entrance. The boy has short hair and he is dressed in white short- 
sleeved shirt and blue pants. He waves and smiles in a shy, but 
content manner and waves the flag. The Navy Philharmonic, 
dressed in their white uniforms, plays Manos Hatzidakis's 
Nocturnal Walk. The presidents of the Greek and International 
Olympic Comities (Mrs Yianna Angelopoulou-Daskalaki and Mr 
Jacques Rogues) are presented together with the hosting country's 
President of the Republic, (Mr Konstandinos Stefanopoulos), as 
customary. They walk together across the water to meet the boy 
who has now disembarked and runs towards them. Kostalas seizes 
the opportunity to comment on democracy, citing Thucydides 
(from Pericles's Epitafios), while during his etymological reference 
to democracy as "the power of the people" he makes his only 
cynical/political comment adding "or at least that's how it should 
be". The crafted flag still held by the boy, triggers Kostalas to give 
a brief reminder of its meaning, symbolising the 1821 Liberation 
Fight's slogan "Freedom or Death", as well as the Greek Orthodox 
Church. In the stadium, the Greek Flag is raised as a choir sings the 
National Anthem. Finally, the presentation of the Athens 2004 
Olympic symbol (an olive branch) closes with more fireworks, 
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clearing the stage for the following acts. 
Public expectation informed the Welcoming to the ceremony: its extrovert and festive 
character satisfied the spectators' anticipation for a phantasmagorical opening. It 
presented a recognisable `Greek' image and sound with the bouzouki and with a 
connection with antiquity through Olympia, with a touch of pagan, Dionysian joy and 
excitement. Following this, the next part, shaped around the customary presentation of 
the (Greek) flag proceeded in more `quiet', and introverted tones, in order to prepare 
the mood and facilitate the transition to the more "cerebral" (Papaioannou, 2005) part 
of the next phase, the Allegory. This transitional part developed on the same spirit of 
inclusiveness and engagement with the audiences, which characterised the 
introduction, but was re-contextualised within a distinctive nostalgic ambience. All 
the components of the scene account for a fragile, intimate image: the shyness of the 
nine year old boy, the frailty of the `paper boat', the melancholic character of the 
music created an inclusive, emotionally charged but peaceful climate. 
Within the Presentation of the Flag, it is the first time that Greece is presented within 
an image, which functions as a metaphor for the country: in-between East and West, 
North and South, between the `Balkan', the `Mediterranean', the `European', and the 
`Oriental'. Moreover, the minimalism, solitude and fragility of the scene allowed an 
effortless sympathy and identification, which further accounted for the immediacy of 
the ceremony. Indeed, Kostalas's comments on the paper boat that we all once made 
"to travel our dreams" seizing once again the opportunity to compare the small paper 
boat within the blue `sea' to Greece, in its "travelling nature", as well as its small 
geographical space within a "vast beautiful world". Such a romantic and `globalised' 
mood bolsters the spirit of the Olympics where the desire for national excellence 
coexists with the idea of a cooperating and peaceful, united world. Papaioannou 
(2005) has noted that for the completion of the event it was crucial to "overcome our 
cynical and critical nature", and embrace (and perform) the utopian ideals of the 
Olympics. In the same spirit, Kostalas's `Olympically appropriate' overtly emotional 
and positivist, as well as nationalist/cosmopolitanist commentary was intended to 
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counteract any cynical reaction on the part of the Greek television audience, 
promoting the desired atmosphere of acceptance, romanticism and euphoria. 
This is the first time (both in the opening Ceremony and the whole Games) that the 
Greek flag is introduced: as a national symbol, its presentation has the potential to 
trigger both national(ist) and counter-national sentiments. Any reference to the nation 
as distinct entity automatically separates it from all the others, replicating the non- 
inclusive scheme of Self/Other. Hence, in order to avoid any negative reaction 
towards a `triumphal' nationalist display, the flag is introduced modestly, in an 
unthreatening manner, in the hands of a young boy. The playful and innocent 
character of this display neutralises its inherent exclusiveness and potential hostility. 
Since more or less everyone has at some point in their childhood cheerfully and un- 
critically held a flag (even if not necessarily a national one), spectatorial identification 
with the scene exceeds its force as a specific national statement. This choice is in 
accordance with the overall atmosphere of the ceremony, whose layout closely 
follows the basic rules of rhetoric: immediacy and engagement with the audience is an 
essential prerequisite for every successful (re)presentation. t2 Besides its international 
appeal, this image was also intended to engage the local audience, in order to gain 
their consensus on the performed version of Greekness. The scene is clearly structured 
as to call up nostalgic feelings: The boy's attire resembles the appearance of young 
boys in the 1950s and 1960s, invoking childhood memories for the local adult 
audience. Indeed, the white shirt and blue trousers is even today a formal dress wear 
for boys and the official attire for schoolchildren participating in national parades and 
celebrations. In that respect, the child represents an embodied idea of a `typical' 
Greek boy. Hatzidakis's 's music, which also stems from the same period, supports 
the overall effect of the scene, which creates a serene, almost melancholic and 
sentimental, "embracing our memories" as Kostalas notes, atmosphere after the initial 
outburst, functioning as an inclusive nostalgic reference to the recent past. 
Having located a set of goals, as well as a number of performative means that would 
facilitate their meeting, Papaioannou frames the content, direction and atmosphere of 
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the Opening Ceremony right from the beginning. Already, several facades of 
`Greekness' have been addressed, even as brief, passing comments, formulating the 
wished-for national profile: the historical, the `touristy' and the folk Selves appear 
alongside the `spirited', poetic and artistic national features. At the same time, the 
goals of the ceremony, as a spectacle, are also ensured: inclusiveness, immediacy, 
appreciation and comprehensibility. The contextual frame of the Games is also set, 
with direct reminders of both their Greek origin and international orientation. Hence, 
all the individual components on those initial scenes, as well as their calculated 
succession, establish the frame that will then allow the spectacle to unfold: for the 
international audience, the roughly drafted initial expectations are met: recognisable 
images, sounds, brief historical account of the Olympics, an `artistic' image of an 
endearing, cheerful and yet small and modest Greece, `smoothing' the introduction to 
this Olympiad's symbols: the Greek flag, the Greek President of the Republic and the 
two most important organisers of these Games. For the local audience, the celebratory 
beginning (both through the `stage' action and the television narration), released a 
built-up anxiety, prompted a counteracting feeling of national pride and evoked 
personal and collective embodied images of nationhood. Moreover, the ceremony 
revealed the technology supporting the event and demonstrated its high quality: the 
interactive video screens in the drummers' scene and the filling of the stadium with 
water, put across a message of modernity, organisational skill and technical ability, 
that `exorcised' the distressed feelings expressed prior to the Games. From then on, 
having hinted and superficially `planted' some ideas, the `body' of the ceremony that 
followed further elaborated and played with these elements in a slightly more 
abstracted and `artistic' (or `cerebral' as Papaioannou put it) manner. 
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Chapter 2 
Identifying techniques of representation. 
2.1 Performing historicity. 
As Papaioannou noted, in an almost defensive tone, after eight years of waiting the 
Games could not start with "allegory and myth". To allow the most "artistic" part of 
the ceremony to unfold liturgically and function in the televised version for such a 
large and varied audience "we would first have to establish a connection with the 
others (my Italics) and bring them along" (Papaioannou, 2005). Hence, widely 
recognizable `Greek symbols' (e. g. bouzouki and zeibekiko) were employed to 
facilitate this initial contact. This acknowledged the powerful touristic image of 
Greece, re-creating a recognizable `Greekness' that was also proximate to the native 
people. Belonging to a generation of Greek artists that had explicitly criticized and 
rejected such `obvious' expressions of `Greekness', Papaioannou nevertheless felt the 
need to represent them within the ceremony. Still he did not resist the temptation of a 
cynical -however humorous- comment in the post-show discussion by saying: "we 
presented bouzouki and zeibekiko right in the start and we finished with those so we 
could move on to something else" (Ibid). 
Even though this statement was presented as a joke, it is indicative of Papaioannou's 
own distant relationship with the more popular, vernacular, and even `touristic' music 
and dance, as well as with the demotic and folk traditions. Like many others -of his 
generation onwards- his personal choices, as well as his social milieu, mainly located 
within an urban bourgeois cultural environment, did not offer many chances to 
observe and participate in similar dance events from an insider's instead of a 
spectator's position. Having studied fine arts, as well as western institutionalized 
forms of theatre and dance, 13 his unfamiliar, if not uncomfortable, relationship with 
the popular and more so with the folk and the demotic, appears within the ceremonies. 
This `awkwardness' was easily spotted by those with a more active and embodied 
involvement in these music and dance forms, who felt that a particularly significant 
dimension of `Hellenicity' was only addressed superficially and therefore 
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unsatisfactorily within the ceremonies. In his relevant article Hints for the Initiated' 
Professor of Philosophy, Christos Yiannaras, raises a similar critique, citing 
Papaioannou's `failure' to depict successfully the more recent periods. Yiannaras 
focuses especially on Byzantium, writing 
only this explained the adherence to the tourist cliches on 
Greece: as long as Neo-Hellenes don't know what to do with 
`Byzantium', our access to ancient Greece will be through 
figurative schemes (aerial bridges above twenty five centuries) 
or through a retailing imitation of western falsification. 
(Yiannaras, 2004, p. 18). 14 
Although it was his status as an acknowledged contemporary artist and choreographer 
that granted Papaioannou the directorship of the ceremonies, his inability to 
successfully represent specific aspects of `Greekness' within them, provoked sporadic 
negative critiques, even by those who had nevertheless enjoyed and appreciated on 
many levels the ideas and aesthetics that shaped his work for the ceremonies. 
Naturally, that raises further questions of how distanced from the local dance forms 
contemporary dance appears in Greece, how these genres can or cannot merge, 
interact or inform each other in creative and productive ways and how successful any 
portrayal of corporeal locality can be through a `foreign' medium like contemporary 
dance. 15 Still, when talking of dance, the problem attains further complications as the 
representation of a dance genre through the aesthetics and body language of another 
is at least problematic if not impossible: such attempts at representing national 
dances through ballet or modern dance have often lead to the heavily criticized 
`character' dances or folkloric ballets, 16 which seemed to weaken and alienate the 
original character of the dances, producing `kitsch' replicas. In that way, 
Papaioannou's attempt to represent so many aspects of nationhood and culture 
through his own artistic prism seems rather `honest' and consistent with his own 
style, which was one of the reasons that prompted his selection on the first place. On 
the other hand, he attempted to compensate for the lack of folkloric elements in the 
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Opening Ceremony, with their representation in the Closing one, (which was still 
subjected to criticism), as the Opening Ceremony mainly addressed the far historical 
past, rather than the living present. The beginning of this `journey back' starts with 
the scene of the Allegory: 
Dressed in a long black dress, her hair long and loose down her 
back, Lydia Koniordou (a Greek actress widely known for her 
performances in ancient tragedies) is standing in the middle of a 
blurred, dusk-like universe of calm water and starry sky. She is 
holding (dragging) a marble head upside-down behind her, which is 
revealed as she raises her left arm to stroke her hair off her back. 
Then she slowly turns the head upright and carefully holds it in 
front of her and caresses it tenderly as she recites: 
It was falling into the dream, as I was coming out of the dream 
I woke up with this marble head in my hands 
It exhausts my elbows but I don't know where to put it down 
It was falling into the dream, as I was coming out of the dream 
So our life became one 
And it will be very difficult for it to separate again. 
(Seferis, Mythistorima r', 1935 ) 
A red centaur carrying a long red spear is approaching the water as 
Koniordou is reciting. The spear lights up and the centaur throws it 
towards the middle of the water where a huge replica of a Cycladic 
Head slowly rises to the sounds of Hatzidakis's Star of the North. 
Kostalas explains about the mythological nature of the centaur and their 
symbolism of the duality of human nature, and as the Cycladic head is 
revealed he gives some information on its date of origin, its significance 
and its impact on the more recent fine-arts minimalism. Frequency 
waves, squares and geometric shapes are projected on the Cycladic 
Head and Kostalas narrates on the journey towards reasoning, 
philosophical and scientific thought. The Head breaks into pieces that 
float in the air with the central piece taking the shape of an archaic male 
statue (kouros) as the music shifts to Gustav Mahler's 3`d Symphony. 
Kostalas comments on the appearance of kouroi, up to the arts of the 
classical period, the Golden Age of Pericles's Athens, noting: This era's 
values, ideas and arts are a point of reference and inspiration for 
humanity, until today". A turning cube floats in the air and a squatting 
young man is attempting to gradually stand, balance and walk on it. 
Once again we are reminded by Kostalas of the light that Reason and 
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scientific thought attempted to shed over the metaphysical and 
superstitious anxieties and beliefs of the people, with a brief reference 
to Greek science and philosophy. On the floating pieces, projected 
images of fragmented and rapidly alternating snaps, feature `human 
activity' : people from all over the globe engaged in every-day activities, 
like kissing and hugging, while towards the end, the depictions become 
more minimalist, focusing on `insignificant' human details like an ear, a 
thumb, an eye, or finger prints. 
The floating pieces are lowered slowly towards the water, resembling 
scattered islands, while the lights dim and soften. The accompanying 
music shifts from Mahler to Yiorgos Koumentakis's composition 
Lovers. A flying Eros (Mandafounis) is wondering about as a couple in 
love (Papageorgiou and Loulis) appears running, laughing and playing. 
They hug, undress each other and roll around the seashore framed by 
the presence of Eros. Kostalas narrates on the birth of the Sea from the 
love of the Sky and the Earth under the power of Eros, citing that it was 
in ancient Greece that for the first time love (Eros) was worshiped as a 
God. Furthermore, he sites from Hesiodos's Theogonia, describing the 
archetypal trinity as the Earth, the Chaos, and Eros. The couple 
passionately kisses and lies nonchalantly on the `sea shore'. 
The Allegory is the part that Papaioannou called the "artistic juice" of the ceremony, 
since it encompasses all the ideas he wanted to share with the audience. With the 
Allegory, the director initiates the trip to the past, which is completed in the following 
part, the Clepsydra, the section with the most explicit historical referencing. To 
safeguard this referencing the director used Seferis's poetry to position himself and 
the show, exposing to his international audience the Greeks' ambiguous and awkward 
relationship with their past. Aware of the hazards that any attempt at an historical - 
and even more a representational and generalizing- narrative entails, he introduced 
this difficult phase of the ceremony by sharing with the audience its choreographic 
ambiguity, while also offering a glimpse at the `Modern Greek psyche'. Similarly, 
Lina Nikolakopoulou, explained why she chose this specific extract 
as the direct, simple style (of the poem), is revealing of a deeper 
`being' of the Greeks. Seferis raised on his shoulders a common 
sentiment. Our absolute and fatal relationship with the marbles 
is a heritage, which asks each generation to set it off in its own 
way. 
(in Hatziadoniou, 2004, p. 61 -translated by the author) 
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However essentialising this statement may sound, it highlights a specific 
choreographic point. The `deeper' insight on `Greekness' that the scene offers is this 
intended reference to the significant and complex role of historicisation within the 
contemporary Greek identity. 
Papaioannou has repeatedly commented on the "gratifying and unbearable weight of 
Tradition" (Hassioti, 2001): the problem of dealing with a past, so celebrated that is 
hard to overcome, or compete with. Similarly, artist and theatre director Kostas 
Tsoklis discussed his decision to stage Oedipus at Colonus, saying "every Greek 
creator hides an incestuous desire to have children with his mother, Greek antiquity, 
and the inclination to kill his father, again ancient civilisation, to set himself free" (in 
Spinou, 2006, p. 19). History and tradition have been probably the most 
acknowledged and prestigious elements of the Greek National Self and therefore 
could not easily be ignored. Throughout the history of the Modem Greek state, artists 
tried to deal with, embrace, revive or escape this national Past whose international 
status and appeal, had turned into an almost compulsory reference point (especially 
for the early choreographers). Since Modern Greece has not managed to reach the 
power status of western European nations, it has been almost impossible to create a 
modem national profile that could compete with, or even proven worthy of, the 
ancient one. For in the eyes of the international community -and especially of `the 
West' as I shall attempt to explain- the most interesting artistic phase of Greece was 
completed almost 2000 years ago. Since then it has been `handed down' to the West, 
only to be elaborated. 
This uneven battle of Modem Greece to rise above -or actually prove worthy- of this 
past, has shaped the neo-Hellenic sense of identity. For the artists of the relatively 
young Greek state of the early twentieth century, the exploitation of this tradition, not 
only enhanced their works with the air of `authenticity', but it also facilitated their 
acceptance and establishment both nationally and internationally. Still, the turn to 
antiquity, which started as a way of identifying the Self `from within' had turned into 
an almost compulsory canon in the following decades, which haunted and appalled 
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many Greek artists of Papaioannou's generation. In a farrago of artistic waves, 
techniques and ideologies, where almost everything new or modem was imported 
(and therefore `foreign') and everything `Greek' had to prove itself as such by 
attempting a connection with the Past (whether that was antiquity, Byzantium, or the 
folk and demotic traditions) contemporary artists often felt that they had to constantly 
define and re-define themselves and their works according to specific, national or 
foreign, standards. 
Hence, by informing his audience of this problematic relationship with the past, 
Papaioannou shares with them his own take on the specific show. He also presents 
another dimension of what Greece and Greekness consists of today, by offering an 
insight that exceeds national stereotypes and historical details, as if holding a 
magnifying glass on the scepticism of his generation of artists. In that way, having 
dealt with the folk/popular in the Welcoming scene, and having set the conceptual 
framing for the referencing to the past in the Allegory, he is free to continue the trip 
back in order to present the foundations of Greek art and culture and the "adventure 
for self-understanding and Reasoning". His own background in fine arts and the visual 
aesthetics and style of his earlier performances with Edafos Dance Theatre can be 
traced in the poetic image of the paper boat, while on the scenes of the Allegory, image 
(the whole scene with the centaur and the Cycladic idol), speech (with Koniordou's 
recitation of Seferis's verses) and movement (with the Man on the Cube, Eros and the 
Lovers) appear balanced. However, later, in the stylised part of the Clepsydra, 
movement is extremely minimalist as the emphasis is on the `framed' statue-like 
quality of the enacted images of art: representing the Past, those images appear as 
distant stills or artefacts, repelling any feeling of proximity. The distance with the Past 
and its role within the history and arts of contemporary Greece is purposefully 
designated and acknowledged and in that way the show (and the director) eschews the 
revivalist, or `ancient-loving' label. In an attempt to prevent such labelling 
Papaioannou repeatedly stated that Socrates's `know thyself (yv(dOt a' aut6v), which 
inspired the ceremony, was "transmitted through the sensuality and eroticism of Greek 
art. It (the Opening Ceremony) was not about Greek history, just about art" (2004, p. 
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9). This `anti-historical' positioning comes right in the beginning with the start of the 
Allegory as a clear political and artistic statement. 
Koniordou's performance signals the beginning of the main part of the ceremony, 
which will attempt the journey to the past and the presentation of Greece in its 
historical/artistic self. With the end of the recitation, Kostalas comments on the 
"uneasy and travelling nature of the Greeks, that is however indissolubly tied to their 
past, which they always carry with them", and cues his audience on the trip of self- 
consciousness and self-understanding to which they are being invited. For that, 
Seferis's verses, presented the self-conscious, awkward feeling of the Greeks for all 
the "cursed weight of the glorious Past" (Papaioannou, 2005). In that way, 
Papaioannou immediately disassociates himself, the spectacle and Greece, by the 
modernist and/or essentialist understanding and performing of this past, escaping the 
naivete of the parochial romanticism of the early twentieth century. In that way, there 
is a solid positioning and conceptualizing that suggests a specific reading of the 
ceremony. Hence the next part of the Clepsydra can proceed smoothly, having 
`ensured' its basic interpretive frame. 
2.2 Representation, post-modernism and the power of the performative voice. 17 
With the end of the Allegory, the broken pieces create images of islands in the sea and 
the "second cliche" as Papaioannou (2005) puts it (the first one being the initial 
presentation of the bouzouki), a couple in love running on the beach, which functions 
as a `grounding' to reality after the myth. It also re-establishes the real-life dimensions 
of the performers and of the space, in order to proceed to the `human-sized' scene of 
the Clepsydra. For the Greek television, Kostalas actually prologued this part of the 
ceremony by reading the lovers' scene as a symbolism for the ongoing passing of 
generations and ideas, referencing Homer. In that way he softens and neutralises the 
eroticism of the scene by attributing specific meaning to it, and ties it with the 
Clepsydra, whose name is derived from this core concept of perpetual succession. 
Continuously counting the time without ever dictating a specific hour, period or year, 
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the Clepsydra attempts a schematic and flowing representation of Greek history 
through its art. 
The music shifts to Constantinos Vita's composition a passage. 
With Eros always leading the way, flying above all eras, the parade 
starts with the fertility Minoan Goddess with Snakes. A woman 
holding a snake in each hand, resembling the famous statuette, 
performs slow arm movements, swirls and backbends. Behind her, 
like moving figures from wall paintings, statues and ceramics, 
parade the Minoan Prince with the Lillies, a Griffin, maidens and 
men carrying water, animals and fruits. They are all posing to the, 
typical in Minoan painting, Egyptian-inspired style, with the torso 
en face and the head and legs turned en profile. Placed in two 
parallel rows (one row showing through the gaps of the other) they 
perform small steps back and forth in a mechanical way. The 
movement is mainly reduced to the arms and steps. Whenever the 
head or torso is involved, it is in a restricted, minimalist way. At all 
times the performers seem to be an indistinguishable part of a 
setting. They all wear heavy make-up, their faces inexpressive like 
masks, while the settings, costumes and props appear two- 
dimensional and rigid, hardly following their moves. The scene is 
highly stylised and retains all the colours and style of the original 
wall-paintings, resembling a tableau vivant. 
The second `wagon' still depicts images from Minoan and Cycladic 
wall paintings: the Boxing Boys, a representation of the Minoan 
`sport' tavrokathapsia, the Fisherman, the Oceanides (performing 
fluid, continuous arm movements, completed by the rhythmic 
movement of their compartmentalised skirts) and the diving 
Dolphins. The movement is now more fluid, but still stylised and 
repetitive, confined in short phrases. Kostalas cites Nikos 
Kazatzakis on the human-centric Minoan civilization: "The soul of 
Greece accomplished the destined mission. It brought God to the 
human scale. The body moved, the mouth smiled and the stature of 
God took the size and face of man". 
A set of bronze, armouries and helmets held on sticks introduces the 
age of bronze and the era of the Mycenaean civilization. It is the 
Geometric Era and the figures appear even more stylized, in black 
and yellow, with strict minimalist geometrical patterns. A whirling 
disc refers to the Disc of Phaestos and another centaur, resembling a 
clay toy of the same era, performs military-like arm gestures with a 
slight turn of the torso. A group of men (with the same patterns 
drawn on their bodies) rhythmically rotate oversized painted shields, 
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followed by another female group with hoops (the gymnastics 
Olympic team of Sydney). Kostalas guides the Greek audience on 
the historical details of the referenced periods, moving from the 
geometric to the archaic and finally the classical period. 
With a white marble-like Pegasus at the front, a group of kores 
appears white, and static, like the statues they portray, except of a 
slight extension of the back leg and an `offering' gesture of their 
right arm to the front. In the last row, a less static and stylized 
woman takes off her costume and, wearing a bright red dress, she 
runs free amongst the static group of kourous that follow. She meets 
and equally `human' kouros and as Eros offers them a flower, they 
hug each other and leave the parade. The others periodically raise an 
arm in a salutation keeping the right leg slightly extended to the 
front. Kostalas again gives the stigma of the period in the arts, 
philosophy and politics and notes the official appearance of the name 
`Hellenes' (Greeks) in the 70' century AC. Approaching classical 
Greece, a replica of the theatre of Epidaurus frames another female 
`statue' this time more free, detailed and expressive, alternating the 
two theatre masks (the laughter and the crying). The reference to the 
tragic and comic writers of the period continues with a group of 
Aristophanes' Birds, and Riders, crossed by a blinded Oedipus who 
is walking backwards to the parade. Turning to mythology, a sphinx 
and a group of Satyrs and Maenads appears, while inside a tilted 
frame, Hercules (the mythological father of the Olympic Games, as 
Kostalas notes) appears to be fighting the Lernean Hydra. 
The `statues' of Athena, the Caryatids, the Charioteer and 
Samothrace's Niki (Victory) appear in marble-white. Figures of 
Parthenon's Marbles follow, with the performers consciously 
slipping in an out of their rigid costumes, which are part of the set, 
moulding to fit their roles in the frieze. Kostalas persistently reminds 
the television audience of the significance that the period's culture 
has had for humanity. Images of the first Olympic athletes (runners, 
wrestlers discobolus), are followed by Alexander the Great on a 
chariot (referencing the famous Pompeii mosaic). His death, in 323 
AC signals the Hellenistic era, introduced by Kostalas as a period "in 
love with beauty and form" and represented by a bright-colored 
group of Tanagraiae women with fans, under another colourful Eros. 
The style changes again to the severe two-dimensional paper-like 
figures of the Byzantine period with the trademark of the early 
ecclesiastic Byzantine panting. The themes are drawn from religious 
myths and historical details: Saints, emperors, important sites, like 
Agia Sofia and a representation of Agios Georgios (Saint George) 
killing the ('evil') snake. 
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Finally, reaching the 1821 Revolution, the figures become more live, 
more `human' and their movement three dimensional, free and 
vigorous. This chariot is framed by a group of tsoliades (the former 
royal guard, now guarding the parliament, who walk in the typical 
stylised, paced walk). Some of the key fighters of the Revolution like 
Theodoros Kolokotronis and Georgios Karaiskakis, appear alongside 
a group of men and women in traditional costumes, some performing 
stylised movements from demotic dances. A group of black-dressed 
male dancers from Pontos (part of today's Northern Turkey) stands 
out of the otherwise colourful picture. This brief reference to the 
demotic tradition is actually the only one during the Opening 
Ceremony and was confined to a visual and rather schematic and 
symbolic presentation of the demotic dances, not followed by the 
. relevant poetry and music. 
In the following carriages, athletes in black and white, dressed 
according to the time's fashion simulate the sports of the first 
revived Olympics in Athens, in 1896, young girls in tunics offering 
flowers to the winners. Their attire is typical of the time's romantic 
turn to Greek antiquity and to the competent, `healthy' body. Heroic 
gestures bring also to mind the athletic style that was promoted in 
Germany and central Europe during the Nazi period and which 
typified similar Games and public celebrations almost throughout 
Europe during the first half of the twentieth century. Kostalas 
commemorates the names of Pierre de Coubertin and Dimitrios 
Vikellas, who took on the revival of the Games. The reference to 
those first Olympiads closes with the crowning of the first `golden' 
Marathon runner Spyros Louis. 
Right after, karagiozis, the famous character from the Greek shadow 
theatre appears: rooted in the years of Ottoman occupation 
karagiozis depicted a poor, hunchbacked Greek who invented ways 
to feed himself and his family playing jokes on the Turkish Sultan 
and his officers. 18 Reaching Modern Greek history, a cheap stage 
with a rebetika band is set and beside it two sailors and military men 
drink and dance, seemingly lost in their thoughts and memories. As 
Kostalas reminds his audience, those "typically Greek" images 
resemble extremely the paintings of Yiannis Tsarouhis'9: one of the 
greatest painters in recent history and Papaioannou's teacher. 
Eros, who is still flying and supervising this unfolding of art-history, 
approaches a pregnant woman in a blue dress, who stands backwards 
in a pedestal at the end of the `caravan'. Eros caresses her and helps 
her free from her exterior dark dress. Dressed now in a plain white 
dress, the woman starts to walk slowly towards the water. As Maria 
Callas sings "Oh my country, I will never see you again", from 
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Verdi's Aida, the woman's belly lights and a galaxy is formed in the 
stadium. As the symbol of the DNA is formed by the `stars', all the 
performers follow her, walking towards the water, one by one or in 
groups, holding hands and hugging. In the televised version this final 
scene was de-emphasised; All people, naked of the past enter the 
`purifying' water, gazing at the future: "the young ones relaxed and 
with a certain arrogance and the elder ones with the appropriate-to 
their-age seriousness" (Papaioannou, 2005). Walking in a circle, 
together with the drummers they form a circle around the water 
where an illuminated olive tree rises. They leave and the stadium is 
emptied, to open the space for the Athletes' Parade that follows. 
Even though Papaioannou has already commented on the ambiguous relationship with 
the past in the beginning of the Allegory, when the following part of the Clepsydra 
begins, he insists on making his intentions towards this (art-)historical referencing 
even more explicit. As the majority of Clepsydra's images date back to antiquity, 
Papaioannou attempts the scene's disassociation from previous `ancient-loving' and 
nationalist/fascist aesthetics by acknowledging our (the contemporary world's and 
Greece's more specifically) distance from the past. As Veroli notes, discussing body 
politics in Fascist Italy, 
to our eyes, the dancers wearing flowing white tunics may look like 
reincarnations of Isadora Duncan -except that at the time, those 
images were interpreted as Roman classicism, a classicism that was 
duly connected with modern Rome and that bore the stamp of 
Duce's nationalist and colonialist plans. 
(Veroli, 2006, p. 59) 
Similarly, within Greece, such images of `flowing white tunics' also refer to a 
physical aesthetic, linked with the dictators' appropriation of Greek classicism. For all 
that, airy tunics and sandals were replaced within the Clepsydra, by static moulds of 
ready-made plaster-cast dresses that the dancers wore as a facade or a masque, 
symbolising this `dressing' of contemporary Greece, with the art and culture of the 
past. As Papaioannou noted in the post-show talk, Clepsydra appears as "a snake, 
which wants to leave its skin to freely enter the water". Hence, 
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the costumes are worn as masques in a `knowing' post-modem 
way (... ) we have to remove I them in order to exit the past 
towards an unknown future. In that way, the representation and 
the kitsch are avoided (... ) you wear the art of the past: a ready- 
made robe, a mould; not a breezy tunic. 
(Papaioannou, 2005 -translated by the author) 
In that way, Papaioannou attempted to avoid the inherent kitsch of a `literal' 
representation in favour of an acknowledged interpretation. Rather than proposing a 
revived version of the past, he presented staged and detached glimpses of it, which 
appeared self-aware of their distancing and unavoidable differentiation from the 
original references. These constructed images, resembling figures of a clockwork box 
"incorporate the kitsch and the banal", as Papaioannou proclaimed, together with the 
artist's love for the past and its arts (Ibid). In this `parade', these "circus, or carnival- 
like" qualities are mobilised in order to ground and `diss-incriminate' this love for the 
past, making it "resilient to the contemporary gaze" (Ibid). It is the (post-modern) 
intention that indeed disassociates the representational from the literal, licensing it 
with an artistic freedom that supports it. Hence, the gradual change in the performers' 
costumes and movement from two-dimensional and restricted in the ancient images, 
into three-dimensional and free-flowing in the recent ones, signify each period's 
distancing from the present. Similarly, in the `Parthenon marbles' and the statues of 
the classical period, the performers slowly `dress' and `undress' their plaster 
costumes, each time moulding into their shape and character. This could also be a 
comment on the exotic appeal of certain aspects of `Greekness' and their consequent 
embodiment or performance by the local peoples. 
The varying proximity of the performed national past was also manifested in a 
different way, which did not fall into the director's intentions: a different 
choreographic `awkwardness', when dealing with recent history. Papaioannou chose 
to deal with tradition, to the extent that he felt that he could distinguish, extract and 
enact some representative features or streams. Hence, as he later admitted, the more 
the distance with the explored period, the easier it was to recognize and discern its 
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most `powerful' representative elements (Papaioannou, 2005). In contrast, the 
immediacy of the recent past makes it hard to see clearly beyond the detail in order to 
abstract the essence. The more proximate eras carry a first (or second)-hand empirical 
factor, which minimises the required distance that allows a `scientific', or 
'objective'20 evaluation (and consequent artistic re-presentation) of it. Embodied 
memories and oral (hi)stories, carried forward by both individual and official carriers, 
compile specific and usually diverse personalised and collective narratives on history. 
Hence, personal preferences and taste, as well as political affiliations and ideological 
positioning, charge, determine and `label' the recent past, which also appears much 
richer and detailed than the detached far-historical one. In that way, the `copyrighted' 
Greekness of ancient history becomes harder and harder to locate and define as we 
progress to the Modern era. As Papaioannou rhetorically asked, in his defence, "who 
could confidently decide today what is and what is not `Greek' or nationally 
significant within modern art history, without the assistance of the ultimate trial of 
time? " (Ibid). 
Answering a related question during the post-show discussion (2005), Papaioannou 
further elaborated on the subject and admitted to have been deeply sceptical about the 
development of his representational artistic/historical `mapping' of `Greekness', 
explaining that the lack of distance makes it extremely difficult to abstract from the 
contemporary pluralism of artistic voices the most representative `Greek' core 
elements. To attempt this, would unavoidably lead to simplified generalisations and 
exclusion, which would divide the audience and disrupt the -up to that point- 
homogenous feeling of more or less shared cultural and national identity. However, 
this strategic choice was not just a matter of personal difficulty of dealing with 
Modern Greek history. The school history books (up to secondary education) cover 
almost the same periods, omitting (or de-emphasising) more recent history, creating a 
`historical gap', upon which a number of teachers, as well as political historians, 
sociologists and other scholars have repetitively attempted to draw governmental 
attention. The Civil War (1946-1949), the two dictatorships (1936-1941 and 1967- 
1974) and all their repercussions in recent history are never properly discussed and 
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taught to A-Level students, for more or less the same reasons: the lack of the required 
`safety' distance that would ensure a more `objective' evaluation of the more recent 
socio-political history. In that way, even though Papaioannou's decision came as an 
artistic strategic solution, it reflects a more general dominant political line. 
Browsing through the arts of several historical eras, Clepsydra is acknowledging 
various cultures and phases of Greek civilisation and history in an ongoing 
succession, which never halts to focus on a specific period until it reaches the present 
and `vanishes' towards the `undefined' future. This carefully directed `escape from 
the Past' can be also read more specifically as an `escape from the National Past'. 
While Callas nostalgically farewells the `home', the pregnant woman leaves her [and 
our (? )] national past for an unknown, post-national(? ) future, focused on human 
individuality (and sameness) as indicated by the human DNA symbol. In fact, from 
then on, there are no more references to Greece and Greekness, as the rest of the 
ceremony has a strong internationalist and cosmopolitanist `Olympic' character. 
Hence, the local problem of dealing with the national historical self, transforms to a 
general comment on the self-defining (and often limiting and restrictive) national, 
racial and religious narratives and the systematically speculated, promoted idea of the 
post-national `global village'. Still, it is worth noticing that the liberating turn from 
the past comes after its thorough acknowledgement. It is this idea of `knowingly' 
transcending, rather than a-politically ignoring history that Papaioannou has favoured 
as both an artistic and ideological positioning. 
2.3 Counterbalancing historicism: the imperatives of modernity. 
The contemporary profile of Greece has been composed within the Opening 
Ceremony, as a combination of tradition (or history) and modernity. Apart from a 
(re)presentation and performance of the Historical Self, the Opening Ceremony was 
also a testimony of the country's progress towards `modemisation'. The undertaking 
of the 2004 Games has been in itself a landmark in this national process. The ability 
of Greece to host this gigantic international event functioned as evidence of its 
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gradual `development' towards modernity, `Europe' and the `West'. However, apart 
from the satisfaction that the timely completion of the infrastructural works evoked, a 
further point needed to be taken within the Opening Ceremony itself. Being the very 
first event of the Games, it fell upon it to establish that Greece was indeed ready and 
that the Games were to proceed smoothly. It is indicative, that in the dress rehearsal of 
the Opening Ceremony (with the stadium at full capacity), the show started with a 
short comedy sketch, where two workers appeared to finish the construction of the 
stage until the very last moment, congratulating each other for its apt completion for 
the beginning of the show. The general discontent with the delay of the Olympic 
infrastructural works was so intense that it could not be overlooked. This `unofficial' 
performative comment was therefore intended to both acknowledge and subvert this 
fact. Moreover, it demonstrated a reassuring state of efficiency, which allowed the 
entertainment of the related anxiety, stating that this ambivalence belonged to the past. 
The message was quite clear: everything had fallen into place and so everyone could 
relax and have a laugh about this happy-ending adventure. 
This intention of demonstrating competence and modernity, translated here as 
administrational, infrastructural and technological efficiency, can also be traced 
throughout the ceremony. Realising and staging this spectacle, required a highly 
advanced technical support, which was equally impressive (and equally promoted) as 
the artistic layout. The mechanisms that were employed to fill and empty the stadium 
with water within seconds, the software programmes that allowed the drummers' 
interaction in the Welcoming section, as well as the scenes of the Allegory and the 
Lighting of the Flame, to unfold, were of the latest technology, while the greeting from 
the international space station, at the end of the Athletes' Parade, was -apart from 
another globalist comment- also a suggestion of technological aptitude. Papaioannou's 
directing choices for the most expensive part of the Allegory, the surfacing and de- 
construction of the Cycladic Head, were designed as to highlight and project this 
technology and its potentials by ensuring, that the spectators become aware of the 
enormity of scale in performance. 
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During the post-show talk, he `confessed' that the choice and use of specific colours, 
was deliberate, to assist this effect. For example, the first centaur appeared illuminated 
in bright red for specific reasons: firstly, to inform the audience that the limited range 
of colours used in the Allegory scene was deliberate and not the result of technical 
inefficiency, and secondly, to highlight the human-scale dimensions of the centaur 
against those of the Cycladic Head, so as to underline the sheer size of the latter. 
Papaioannou also pointed out that they wished to make visible for the audience the 
employed technology, which was superior of any mechanical solutions that might have 
been given for the staging of the scene. This showcasing of modernity through 
technological competence was advocated even prior to the Ceremony by Papaioannou. 
Interviewed by Vassilis Aggelopoulos he stated that the ceremonies would "narrate to 
the world an ancient history using contemporary techniques. They will present a 
spectacle inspired by Greek history and art, but approached through a contemporary 
scope and with the assistance of the latest technology" (Aggelikopoulos, 2004, p. 6). 
Similarly, the 'modem' technological infrastructure of the Opening Ceremony was 
cited, in a celebratory tone, in the newspaper article Behind the Opening Ceremony: 
The miracle of technology (2004, pp. 22-23). The article presents a detailed account of 
the technological means that supported the "technologically and aesthetically 
accomplished spectacle" of the Opening Ceremony. The subtitle of the article states 
that "the spectacle gained international admiration for its technological achievements" 
(and aesthetic qualities), highlighting once again, the political importance of this 
`international admiration'. Apart from the performed designation of identity, through 
its `historicisation', `folklorisation', and `universalisation', the modernity of the Greek 
state was also showcased. Hence, besides the staging of a number of direct and 
indirect conceptual and visual references on `globalisation and postnationalism', 21 the 
Ceremony also performed `modernity', through the overall exemplification of 
technological competence. 
The use of high-technology is of course a necessary prerequisite for the support of 
such a large scale spectacle. Nonetheless, the intention of this employment, as well as 
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its specific citation by Papaioannou in the post-show talk, is indicative of the weight 
that a verification of the nation's engagement with modernity (even though this 
assignment was realised with the help of foreign, namely French, companies) carries. 
The promotion of the modem (and `western'), together with the traditional and the 
historical, Selves has been an important `task' for contemporary Greece and a key 
issue in the dialectics of both the two dominant political parties (PA. SO. K and Nea 
Democratia) of the last three decades. Within the context of the Olympic Games, 
whose delineation was in itself a strong meeting point between the two projected 
national profiles, the ancient and the modern, the Opening Ceremony's embracing of 
the new technology and its smooth amalgamation with the mythic, the historical, the 
traditional and (sporadically) the folk elements, further accounted for the re- 
presentation and performance of an artistically and technologically advanced, post- 
modern and historically aware National Self, which coincided with the officially 
promoted national image. 
However, 'modernity' was not only conveyed through the engagement with 
technology. Modernity was also addressed, through the performance's engagement 
with a `modern' (in actuality rather post-modern) art form: contemporary dance 
theatre. The `westernism' (if not `globalism' nowadays) of contemporary dance, has 
indeed brought a level of `sophistication', (translating as `westernisation' and even 
`cosmopolitanism') to the ceremony, right from the beginning, with the assignment of 
its direction to an avant-garde contemporary choreographer. The value of such an 
engagement within the western artistic world, in contrast to an attachment to the 
`ethnic', lies in its underlying assumption of the nation's meeting with one of the most 
significant criteria of modernity: the expressed and factual affiliation with 
globalisation, transnationalism, or even better, post-nationalism. 
This internationalist mood is thoroughly cultivated throughout the Opening Ceremony 
and besides being in accordance with the Olympic movement, it has also been dictated 
by an imperative `national need': the overcoming of nationalism. This need originates 
in specific external and internal conditions. On an international plane, a nation's 
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engagement with modernity and with the vision of globalisation, requires the shift of 
its focus from the strictly local, to the global. While internal affairs are invariably 
considered important, a `modern' nation is however `obliged' to maintain a parallel 
macroscopic politic, in compliance with the set international standards. On a national 
level, the `denial' of nationalism, is related to its specific political weight within the 
recent local history, as suggested in the introduction. In that way, while the 
delineation of a coherent and distinct national profile has been a central aim for the 
Opening Ceremony, a parallel transcendence of this narrowing national discourse in 
favour of internationalism, appeared equally vital. Having portrayed a cultural and 
national identity defined by history, a balancing performance of modernity and 
transnationalism has been imperative as to avoid the stigma of the `primordial'. 
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Chapter 3 
Performing Agency: internationalism, pluralism and individuality as 
conveyors of Modernity. 
3.1 Escaping Nationalism 
Even within the widespread feeling of national delight for the success of the Olympic 
Opening Ceremony, the underlying local fear of nationalism is manifested within 
many relevant articles. A question related to the `Hellenocentric' character of the 
ceremony appears in the majority of Papaioannou's interviews that supersede it, as a 
tactful query on its potentially national(ist) undertones (e. g. Georgakopoulou, 2004, 
pp. 20,61), while similar concerns were expressed in relevant articles, either by 
challenging the `nationalist' orientation of the ceremony (e. g. Stefanidis, 2006, p. 18) 
or by praising its `escape' from nationalism, in spite of its `Hellenocentricism', with 
such comments as "our country opens to the world keeping its Hellenic profile" 
(Lazopoulos, 2004, p. 10). Even when not directly asked Papaioannou felt the need to 
defend this ethnically-focused character of the ceremony. When asked if he felt that 
he has been subjected to unsubstantial criticism, he replied "nagging, not criticism. 
That we over-emphasised the Greek element. Hence, your song was nice, but... you 
were singing" (in Aggelikopoulos, 2004, pp. 14-15). 
Papaioannou, if anything, a left leaning unconventional choreographer in his 
beginning, was never overtly political. Starting from such a position, an issue he had 
to deal with was the association of big athletic/national celebrations with official 
governmental policies and with nationalist ideals. 22 Koula Pratsika's involvement in 
the `national festivities', parades and celebrations of Metaxas's dictatorship politicised 
dance's specific position within similar events. Having developed a choreographic 
language based on Dalcroze's method, as well as on Isadora Duncan's and Eva 
Palmer- Sikelianou's versions of `revived Greek dances', her choreographies mainly 
drew from ancient mythology and theatre and were highly focused on the re- 
construction and projection of `Greekness'. The emphasis on an idea of `Greekness' 
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defined through antiquity, as well as the ceremonial and somehow ostentatious 
character of their works have been criticised and even negated by many dancers and 
choreographers of the following generations (e. g. Papaioannou in Hassioti, 2001). 
Still even this criticism is expressed always extremely tactfully and carefully, because 
of the high status of these local dance pioneers and their widely acknowledged 
significance for the development of the national theatre and dance. 
A number of subsequent choreographers wished to escape the pre-defined and 
`patented' `Greekness' of those works, which mainly focused on the glorification of 
Greek antiquity and the romantic idealisation of folklore, and which they often 
perceived as an externally imposed restriction on their works, limiting their creativity 
and their space for personal expression. More than that, as the turn to antiquity served 
the nationalist fascist discourse of the extreme right, this choreographic line was 
promoted and retained in most national celebrations until the end of the second 
dictatorship, that of the Colonels (1974). The appropriation of national symbols and 
the gymnastic/athletic character in the majority of the dictatorship period celebrations 
in Greece (like in most fascist festivities) has created associations that had to be 
somehow cancelled or reversed. Still, the intensity of such associations has been 
gradually weakened over the past three decades, which ultimately permitted the recent 
overt mass expression of a celebratory national sentiment, during the 2004 European 
Football championship, by people from almost all political and ideological spaces. 
During the Junta (1967-1974), football had been promoted by the regime as an 
`unthreatening' outlet for social agitation. Apart from its assistance in the cultivation 
of a superficial nationalist sentiment, football also promoted a deceptive image of 
social prosperity and liberty, which was upheld by the dictators. Hence, regular 
attendance at football matches and the overt expression of nationalist feelings have 
been `stigmatised' by most left-affiliated fractions. In that way, the wide `apolitical' 
appeal of the 2004 championship appears indicative of a re-contextualisation of 
similar expressions and symbolisms, however momentarily. In fact, the intensity and 
spontaneity of the local celebrations for the victory of the Greek National Football 
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team, re-introduced a `guiltless' nationalist sentiment (e. g. the `proud' display of the 
Greek flag) and a euphoric sense of national identification and belonging that 
transcended political affiliations and set the atmosphere for a similar approach to the 
Olympics. 23 Nonetheless, this atmosphere surrounded the European championship 
and by extension the Olympic Games in the summer of 2004, prompted a graffiti, on 
the wall of a busy street in central Athens (Exarheia), which recalled the previous 
semantics of such events and their relation with social oppression: "we haven't had 
so much football and police since the Junta". In addition, discussing Junta's 
`historical spectacles' Art Historian Manos Stefanidis begins his article, titled 
Diachronic Hyper-spectacle, with a reference to football during the Junta ("GOAL! 
dear audience, proud Panhellenes! ") comparing it with the climate of the 2004 
European Championship. Within the article he also refers to the above mentioned 
graffiti. (2006, p. 30). 
Stefanidis recalls the nationalist `Pan-Hellenic' character of the large scale spectacles 
organised by the Junta in `national' and `international' celebrations, including the 
regime's, as well as NATO's, anniversaries. 24 He notes the propagandist methods of 
the Junta, which "invented" television, "trading patriotism and piety" and organised 
"hyper-spectacles of `diachronic historical character' in the packed Panathinaiko 
stadium". To these `national celebrations', Stefanidis juxtaposes the national 
representations as staged within the 2004 Olympic Ceremonies, openly criticising 
them, writing "do all these (Junta's `Hellenic' shows) remind you of something? 
Perhaps you have also been recently shaken by the epic depictions of our three- 
thousand-years history? " The article concludes by reminding the reader of the 
founding of the Ministry of Culture during the Junta, as to assist its nationalistic 
propaganda, as well as its "primitive idolisation of art works and ideas of Greek 
civilisation" for its purposes. Hence, he notes the dictators' appropriation of large 
parts of Greek history, art and ideas, arguing that their aesthetic and semantic 're- 
contextualisation' by the Junta is still at work today, signalling a "widespread 
populism", which has deeply affected Greek society (Ibid). 
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In addition to such associations of any attempt for national representation with the 
`national(ist)' spectacles of the Junta, the aesthetic and ideological background of the 
revived contemporary Olympics [with their inherent ancient-oriented (at least in their 
initial conception) character, the residues of their connection with racist and fascist 
ideologies (and more specifically with Nazism), as well as their customary promotion 
of an excessively euphoric a-political atmosphere and of an `aesthetic of the masses', 
surpassing and diminishing of the individual], could potentially encourage an 
authoritarian, assimilative or nationalistic reading of the Olympic Ceremonies. The 
fact that Pratsika and her students took part in the 1936 Berlin Olympics, has been a 
`black spot' in her otherwise celebrated career, even though at the time this "Black 
Olympiad" was highly acclaimed by the majority of the local media. In fact, an article 
under the title A brilliant idea by Dr Goebels, published four months prior to the 2004 
Games (and four days prior to the start of the `world tour' of the Olympic Flame) 
noted that the official internet site of the Greek Olympic Committee (EOE) of the 
same year was still "unbelievably praising" the 1936 Olympics, referencing the 
organisers' promise that "there would not be any racial discrimination against the 
Jews and the Niggers(! )" and commenting on the "huge propaganda of the organisers, 
which managed to attract to Berlin 3.000 media representatives". As the journalist 
team virus notes, this is the only (and indeed positive) reference to the Nazis, while 
the site also reminds the reader that this was the Olympiad which initiated "for the 
first time the arrival of the Olympic Flame, which gave further grace to the Opening 
Ceremony of the Games" (2004, p. 54). 
The article comments on the use of the racist term "nigger", revealing of "the deepest 
racist ideals of the `Olympic movement' in the steps of the extreme racist Pierre de 
Coubertin"25 (who is actually referenced by Kostalas, during the transmittance of the 
Olympic ceremony, as the (celebrated) spiritual father of the contemporary Games). 
Apart from that, the article notes the lack of any reference to the torch-race's 
significance for Nazi propaganda in the related sites. Furthermore, it highlights the 
original conception and establishment of the ceremony for the Lighting of the Torch 
in Olympia by the Third Reich's Minister of Propaganda Joseph Goebbels, describing 
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it as an attempt at a revived `ancient-Greek' Olympic ceremony, aligned with the 
ideological principles and aesthetics of the Nazi regime, which has been carried forth 
identical until today. Indeed, the ceremony is still performed at the present day 
following the style and aesthetics of its original designation, before each Olympiad by 
a "High-Priestess" and a female chorus in white tunics, under the directions of one of 
Pratsika's former students, Maria Hors (yet another leading figure within local dance 
affairs). The first part of the article concludes writing: 
One needs not be an expert in the semiotics of Nazism to realise 
that all the ritualistic kitsch, which accompanies to the present 
day the ceremony of the `holy flame' (with priestesses, high- 
priestesses, altars and sun-gods), is nothing more than a re- 
introduction of the Hitleric perception of ancient Greece and its 
rituals. 
(Ibid -translated by the author) 
The reference to ancient Greece as a basis for racist ideologies, such as the Nazi 
notion of the Aryan racial `purity' and superiority (which still usually excluded the 
modem Greeks), has been a common-place ideological construction of Greek fascist 
factions [such as the contemporary association Xpvcri Avyij (Golden Sunrise)] and 
dictatorial regimes. 26 In fact, at the time of the establishment of the torch-race and of 
the related ceremony, in 1936, with Greece's active involvement in the Olympiad in 
Berlin, the country was under the rule of the dictator Ioannis Metaxas. Moreover, as 
the article indicates, the foundation of International Olympic Academy in Olympia, an 
idea inspired by Coubertin and realised after his death by the German Karl Dim and 
the Greek Ioannis Ketseas in 1973, was carried forth under the aegis of the Colonels' 
dictatorship. The dictators' assistance to the Olympic movement is thoroughly 
acknowledged in the speech of thanks of the president of the Academy at that time, 
Epameinondas Petralias (13.7.1973). As the author points out, even though Dim has 
been recently denounced in Germany for his role in the "militarization of German 
athleticism and the war propaganda of the Third Reich", in Greece he is still 
mentioned in the annual session of the Academy as "a great Philhellene, friend and 
collaborator of Coubertin" (Ibid). The prestige that these ceremonies, committees and 
institutions, with their extensive referencing to the ancient Olympic ideal, bore for 
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Greece, hindered their re-evaluation and re-contextualisation by the state. 
Nonetheless, the underlying politics of such revived `ancient' spectacles have been 
noted in related articles, and are brought to the awareness (even though in varying 
levels of intensity and political/historical consciousness) of many Greeks today. 
The character and aesthetic of such ancient-like spectacles, not necessarily fascist or 
racist, but ostensibly nationalist, which often surround national -and particularly 
athletic- events is therefore politically charged. Hence, Papaioannou was extremely 
careful in his depictions of nationhood and his (however accustomed and required 
within the Olympic context) references to the Greek nation, in order to shield the 
Opening Ceremony against the slightest `heroic', aggressively nationalist, 
authoritarian, or ethnocentric edge. This intention can be seen as an underlying thread 
throughout the Opening Ceremony, with the cautious employment of a number of 
`safe proofing' tricks and strategies at all times, which could be schematically 
presented as: 
a) Introducing the national symbols (e. g. flag) as cultural elements: nostalgically and 
with modesty, to avoid triumphing and aggressiveness. 
b) Connecting the local to the global. 
c) Focusing on the individual rather than the mass. 
d) Avoiding uniformity, conformity and military aesthetics. 
e) Acknowledging the unavoidably `heroic moments', and 
f) Engaging with the post-nationalist globalist discourse. 
The first time the Greek flag is introduced, it is a small `craftwork' and it is not 
carried by an athlete or politician, but by a young boy, in a playful manner. In 
addition, the image of the paper boat, where the boy is in, stands for an allegoric 
depiction of Greece itself, with the country presented in a non-threatening, non- 
antagonistic or self-praising manner. This allows the foreign audiences to relax, 
embrace and sympathise with it. At the same time, it presents a distinct, recognisable 
image of an embodied sense of `Greekness', rooted in the connective power of this 
referencing to collective childhood memories (the paper boat, the appearance of the 
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boy, the small flag etc). The scene promotes nostalgia for the experiential past, 
associated with a symbolic `playful' depiction of Greece: small and alone in the 
ocean, frail as a paper boat, its flag equally flimsy, also resembling a childhood craft. 
The fragility and sentimentality of the scene not only introduced and established a 
positive, familiar and immediate icon of Greekness for the foreign spectators, but it 
also evoked a unifying and internalised sense of a common identity, and of a shared 
(recent) past in the local audience. 
Similarly, the first references to the history of Greek science, philosophy and art, in 
the Allegory, are smoothly interlaced with more `internationalist' ones, to lessen their 
intensity. The `journey from myth to reason', or towards knowledge and self- 
understanding, which was the stated and performed intention of the scene, does indeed 
refer to the Greek `history of reasoning'. Nonetheless, with the scientific and 
philosophical foundations of ancient Greece being located as the origins of western 
reason, the connection of this `local history' to the world is secured. Indeed, while the 
appearance of the man balancing on the floating cube triggers a reference to 
Pythagoras, by Kostalas, Papaioannou himself has later noted that the scene was not 
to be perceived as a reference to the Pythagorean earth, but as a symbolism on 
Reasoning and "on the beginnings of the Western World" (2005). Interestingly, the 
`opening to the world', which ensures the methodical transcendence of the national 
introspection in favour of the internationalist spirit, is marked by a connection with 
the `West'. It is through that linking with the `West' that the opening to the rest of the 
world is attempted. Counting on the traditional projection and promotion of `western 
culture' as `globally significant', as well as `globally applicable', Greece's 
contextualisation within it assists its comprehensibility and acceptance by both the 
`West' and the rest of the world. In that way, this connection serves two purposes: 
firstly, it facilitates the engagement of the international audience with a `known' and 
generally acceptable historical narrative, which somehow brings them closer to an 
understanding of the `local culture'. Secondly, it celebrates this `local culture', by 
representing its origins as a globally significant moment in the international `history 
of knowledge and reason'. 
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This dual scheme of a stated globalist and underlying nationalist mood runs 
throughout the ceremony, but it is more overtly manifested in the Allegory. The 
projection of scientific symbolisms on the Cycladic Head throughout the scene also 
operates in the same way. The intention of the scene is to remind the audience that 
"ideas pre-exist their `discovery'. Hence they should not be perceived as novelty 
achievements but rather as results of intensive thinking" (Papaioannou, 2005). Still, 
while the stated intention is meant to lessen the `national praise', it nonetheless pays 
one more tribute to those `intensive thinkers' of Greek history. Even without an 
insight on the director's objectives, the national character of the scene and its parallel 
aim to open and connect its specificities to the world, are clearly traceable. As the 
`Cycladic Head' cracks, it reveals the kouros statue that prompts Kostala's praise of 
this era's sculpturing. As Papaioannou noted, the prevalent reference to sculpture, 
with the dominant portrayal of these art works was thought appropriate as this is the 
art that "has scattered human limbs all over the world" making ancient Greek art 
known to the world (ibid). Hence, kouros is portrayed as another easily recognisable 
symbol of Greek art. Sculpture is celebrated because it has been `known' to the non- 
Helladic world, functioning as a bridge between the local and the global. 
Papaioannou's comment not only reflects once more the wish to connect and project 
the local heritage internationally, but it also carries ideas on the `globalism' and 
trans-nationalism of (Greek? /Western? ) art and culture, establishing the ceremony's 
positioning. 
Nonetheless, the presentation of kouros is brief and the scene proceeds to moderate 
the build-up of a triumphal nationalism, with a shift to translocal, `unifying' images. 
Aware of the ethnocentric edge of the scene, and in order to prevent the built up of an 
over-stated self-praising atmosphere, the national referencing is promptly disrupted by 
the breaking and scattering of the Cycladic head, while the projection that follows is 
solely focused on the celebration of humanity in its diversity. The music also tactfully 
changes from a characteristically `Greek' sound of Manos Hatzidakis, to a `western 
classic' (and therefore internationally `classic') composer, Gustav Mahler. The 
intention is "to beat any tendency for national(ist) triumphing and convey a 
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panhumanistic/globalist spirit right from the beginning of this "adventure" and before 
the more detailed referencing on Greek art begins with the Clepsydra (Ibid). As a first 
step, Greek civilization becomes `de-nationalised' or better `de-localised' and linked 
to other cultures (i. e. the western). However, this connection is still a more or less 
direct praise for the nation, by highlighting its impact on a powerful part of 
contemporary world. The second stage then goes a step further to lessen this 
impression of uniqueness and superiority, by referencing (even briefly and indirectly) 
other civilizations, juxtaposing them with the local one. It is with the focus on de- 
nationalised, de-culturalised and even de-personified human details, which are yet 
distinct in their uniqueness, that humanity is celebrated in its entirety and sameness 
and at the same time, in its unifying non-conformity and multiplicity. In that way, not 
only the scene discourages any tendency for national(ist) exultation by acknowledging 
other (non-Hellenic) peoples, but also conveys an (essential and almost compulsory 
for the Olympic setting) pan-humanistic unifying feeling. 
Throughout the ceremony Papaioannou avoided the aesthetic of a mass spectacle and 
created a human-centric and human-sized ceremony. Each of the performers can be at 
all times distinguished, as they are presented as distinct `characters' or 
personifications of ideas and are very rarely grouped together as to form an ensemble 
in unison. The aesthetic of the `human movement choirs', from Rudolf Laban (1879- 
1958) to the Sydney Olympics, was also consciously avoided for both practical 
reasons, e. g. the number of the volunteers, and ideological: again nothing should 
resemble the uniformed gymnastic performances of the dictatorships years. Moreover, 
Greece, in its geographical morphology, in its population, as well as in its 
architecture, arts and culture, has never been associated with the massive, the 
`grandiose' nor the assimilative. Even in the customary parade the athletes were 
encouraged to walk on their own style and pace in a non-linear non-uniformed 
movement, to avoid uniformity and grouping. The music, carefully selected by well- 
known Dutch dj Tiesto, was also chosen for its appeal to the taste of the (in their 
majority) young athletes and its effect on their mood and movement qualities, in order 
to promote a more relaxed, `human' and personalised, non-military-like presentation 
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of the athletes (and indirectly of their represented countries). Furthermore, their final 
positioning was directed as to form a colourful spiral fusion, rather then parallel lines 
as accustomed, which completely contrasted the military geometrical aesthetics (again 
to divert any ideas on the militarization of athleticism). In that way, plurality, cross- 
culturalism and mixing, both as a visual impression and symbolic political statement, 
were thoroughly promoted. 
This globalist imaging was underlined by Bjork's performance in Oceania: a song she 
composed especially for the Athens Olympics. Within the song, the sea, mother of all, 
declares her love and pride for all her children and Bjork performed it in a huge wavy 
dress which seemed to include the whole stadium, assisted by a widespread blue light. 
This somehow naif and straightforward metaphor further accounted for the trans- 
national, trans-cultural and unifying appeal of the ceremony (and of the institution of 
the Olympic games in general), in an obvious, direct and romanticized way. Bjork's 
presence, and her undeniable stature and popularity within the international pop-music 
scene, fortified the transmission of the message, while her extremist, avant-garde 
(however mainstream) and cynical artistic profile, somehow softened the popularized 
naivetes and commonness of this (however intentional or political) image. The 
globalist mood is further enhanced by the live connection with two astronauts from 
the International Space Station, who greet the Games. 
The next scene presents an overview of the Olympic History: The 
course of the modern Olympic Games is represented by a running 
race, which also functions as a tribute to the first Olympic athletes 
(runners). Each Olympiad is marked by a finishing line, its ribbon 
cut by the runner as he passes through, while the year and host city 
of the Olympiad is mentioned by the stadium's speakerphones. In 
that historical run, the First World War is specifically noted by the 
runner who performs a `trip' and falls. The Second World War, 
with the `notorious' Black Olympiad of 1936, provokes the athlete 
to stop, his head tilted forward as in grief, or defeat. The athlete 
then continues to count the years up to 2004 when he stops, with 
the audience's cheers. The following and final section, the Lighting 
of the Olympic Flame, begins with a greeting from the presidents of 
the International (Jaques Rogue) and the Greek (Yianna 
Agelopoulou-Daskalaki) Olympic Committees. The scene takes 
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place mid-stadium, under an olive tree (a culturally and 
economically significant, as well as representative, tree for Greece 
and also the mythological gift of Goddess Athena to the city of 
Athens) while five bells (standing for the five continents) signalled 
the closure of the ceremony, with the rise of the Olympic flag and 
the lighting of the stadium's torch with the Olympic Flame. The 
Flame is carried in a `flying' relay and handed down to Nikos 
Kaklamanalcis (Gold Medallist in windsurfing), who runs up a giant 
stair towards the, equally colossal, lowering torch of the stadium, 
which rises again lit. 
This final scene seemed, as Papaioannou noted, to have been "extracted from a heroic 
comic book": the gigantic size of the stadium's torch, as well as of the staircase that 
the last athlete (Kaklamanakis) had to run for the lighting of the torch, accounted for 
an unmistakable `heroism', which had been previously avoided. This quality was 
noted by the director, who `confessed' that the scene bore "a totalitarian aesthetic, in a 
raw attempt to inspire the idea that the sky and earth are being united for the 
transmission of `spirit' and the distance between them is the man" (Ibid). For that 
final scene, Papaioannou admitted to have been inspired by the Olympic Games of 
1936 in Berlin, whose aesthetics he had thoroughly studied (as well as all of all the 
previous Opening Ceremonies). The stigmatisation of that Black Olympiad, 
established in the preceding scene of the Olympic History, exemplifies both its 
acknowledgment and condemnation, hence disassociating the current Olympiad (and 
the Opening Ceremony more specifically) from its ideological, political and even 
aesthetic context. Still, the Lighting of the Flame presented some resemblance to 
Fascist aesthetics, which Papaioannou felt the need to further explain in the post-show 
talk. 
The whole concept of that final scene and the sheer size of the performance are bound 
to result in a triumphing, heroic and ritualistic image, which is extremely hard to re- 
contextualise. Aware of its inherent fascist quality and `heroism', which would be 
almost impossible to avoid or reverse, the director attempted to push it further towards 
that already drawn line in order to acknowledge its character and publicise his own 
awareness of its intense political and ideological parameters. Since the significance of 
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similar images is being specifically read and recognised in Greece, Papaioannou 
handled it as an especially sensitive subject. However, this exact `national sensitivity', 
as embedded in a collective social memory, has been in itself an important parameter 
of contemporary post-war, post-dictatorial contemporary `Greekness', which was 
better to be acknowledged rather then silenced or ignored. Hence, Papaioannou chose 
to adopt and adapt the inescapable and render it liable to his own idea of `Greekness' 
by adding to the scene a comic-hero quality, which exaggerated and in that way 
somehow undermined its initial character. Still, as in most of the double-meaning 
bearing scenes of the ceremony, this ironic intention was subtle enough to be easily 
missed or overlooked (and probably was indeed) by the majority of the spectators. 
The ceremony had to remain a popular, mainstream, a-political and inclusive 
spectacle and this initial purpose was preserved and maintained at all times, even 
though Papaioannou had cleverly seen to the establishment of a (however 
underground) foundation to support possible alternative readings, which in turn bore 
the potential to 'dis-incriminate' and protect the ceremony, at least from the 
anticipated critiques. 
Finally, it is worth noting, that throughout the ceremony, the reference to a national 
`Home' always appears as a reference to the Past. Papaioannou's comment on his 
inability to characterise anything contemporary as `Greek' after the `patented' 
(meaning internationally recognised as such) voice of Maria Callas, some celebrated 
poets (e. g. Seferis) and some urban folk characteristics like the bouzouki, the rebetika 
music, and Karagiozis, is also indicative of a specific ideological and political 
positioning. While the historical past is recognised as national, its origins (e. g. the 
water symbolising the source of all life), as well as the future (enacted by a `symbolic 
entrance to the water'), appear de-nationalised. Hence Callas's interpretation of this 
specific part of Aida at the moment when all the performers of the Clepsydra stripped 
off their past to enter the (identity-less) water, can be read as a conscious decision, 
which further underlined that thesis as it appears to be a farewell to the national past 
in favour of a trans-national future. This `escape from the past' is initiated by the 
`pregnant' woman, whose lit belly bears promises for an equally bright future. As 
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Papaioannou noted, it is the second time that a fictional dreamlike action is forwarded 
by a woman. The first time "we enter the dream" towards the (national) past is in the 
Allegory after a "woman's invitation". This second time, after the stage action has 
finished, a pregnant woman "invites us to enter the dream" one more time, towards an 
"imagined, unidentified (transnational) future" (2005). This de-nationalisation, is 
further assisted by the projected DNA symbol, exemplifying the sameness of all 
human beings, in their shared (and yet individually unique) physicality, promoting a 
globalist vision of the future. 
This positioning is, as mentioned earlier, in accord with the time's political ethics, as 
promoted within the international community. It requires the overcoming of 
nationalist and localist sentiments in favour of the vision of a `global village'. 
Moreover, it forms the ideological and political theoretical base line of the 
contemporary Games, aligning once again the Opening Ceremony with the `politically 
correct' Olympic spirit, as expected, promoted and perceived by the majority of the 
world's media, audiences and the relevant international committees, as well as by the 
sponsoring private companies and governing parties. 
3.2 'The Power of Love' 
Still, the director's most powerful card and his `safety net' within this game of 
impressions was the dominant presence of Eros throughout the ceremony. Having 
chosen to approach and present Greece through its arts, the spiritual heritage was 
perceived as an important national emblem and an exportable cultural commodity. As 
Papaioannou said, all the local ideas and arts have been the results of sensuality and of 
a culture that loves to enjoy life (2005). Hence, Eros was dealt as another distinctive, 
classic element in Greek mythology, arts and culture, watching, playing, interfering 
and haunting every era, every aspect of Greek culture and more than anything its arts 
(Ibid). In that way, Eros was one of the basic axes around which Papaioannou 
attempted to knit his understanding of `Hellenicity'. The first time Eros appears is in 
the end of the Allegory, initiating and directing the love games of a young couple 
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around the water: a transcendent scene (Lovers), which links Allegory to the next part 
of the Clepsydra. 
From that moment on, Eros is always present, flying above the proceedings on the 
stage, as the underlying force that initiates everything. He `supervises' all eras and 
often interacts with the enacted `tableaux vivants' of the Clepsydra occasionally 
`disturbing' the organised and, therefore expected rhythm of this ongoing succession 
of generations and ideas. Eros is the force that initiates the two unpredictable 
`escapes' of this national past: the first one is that of the `kouros-kori' couple, where 
the woman undresses from her costume, disassociating herself from the uniformity of 
the other statues and symbolically, from the past? tradition? any assimilative social 
oppression? She then runs backwards in the parade towards the kouros resisting and 
reversing the flow of things, in order to engage the personal, `human' and liberating 
`power of love'. Eros legitimises this revolutionary act by offering a flower to the 
couple, right before their escape. Towards the end of the parade, Eros also assists the 
pregnant woman to strip off the Past (by literally taking off her gown, which 
metaphorically stands for that past) and to walk away towards the unknown `nation- 
less' future. He is indeed the key-figure of the ceremony and his quality as a strong, 
omnipresent, non-discriminative and inescapable life force is systematically 
underlined. 
Apart from being a personally intriguing issue for Papaioannou, who has often dealt 
with the different faces and intricacies of Eros and the representation of the 
differentiation and/or unification and interaction of the sexes in his previous works 
(e. g. Medea, Dracula, The Storm, Human Nature), Eros has been a popular subject 
for the majority of the local contemporary choreographers. Human relations and more 
specifically the erotic ones has been a widely negotiated subject. In fact most of the 
related choreographies focus on the complicated, problematic or even tragic 
implications of Eros, (the lack of communication, the emotional immaturity and 
shallowness, the inability to love, or to express love, the larger than life -and therefore 
unfulfilled- expectations and fantasies, the sexual differences, social exclusion and 
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even violence, as well as games of dominance and subordination, are all recurring 
themes) rather than its romantic version. Even though Eros has always been an 
important and popular theme within the arts, the popularisation of the Freudian 
theories and the Modernist turn to the human psyche, have resulted to a more in- 
depth, often more cynical and less romanticised, or `polished', negotiation of love and 
sexuality within many western modern and post-modern choreographers. This has 
been aided by a gradual `liberation' and social acceptance of the human body and the 
focus (both in art and life) on human sexuality, as well as the (also gradual) opening 
towards new forms of expression, which characterised the second half of the twentieth 
century. 
In Greece, as well, these have been dominant features of a post-modern wave, which 
(as a noticeable general stream) appears rather late, around the mid-1980s with the 
return of the third wave (in the twentieth century) of western-exposed and educated 
(or re-educated) dancers and choreographers. As a leading figure within this stream, 
Papaioannou has also been concerned with similar issues in his work and hence the 
ceremony's portrayal and acknowledgement of Eros's significant role within art and 
life appears as an anticipated comment. Still, its portrayal within the ceremony is not 
merely confined in its established position within the local (and international) dance 
scenes or in personal preferences. His role is multi-functional and multi-originated, 
serving in many ways the director's purposes and enhancing the character and 
atmosphere of the ceremony. 
In the post-show talk, Papaioannou referred to the importance of Eros for the ancient 
Greeks, as well as to its less romanticised modem (auto)-exoticised profile and its 
commoditization as a prevalent `tourist attraction'. Whether captured in an idealized, 
ethereal or even Platonic sense, or in a, somehow cynical, secular and modem version, 
Eros is in both cases negotiated as a national characteristic. It appears as a significant 
parameter of identity and of the imagined self, as well as, as an `exportable 
commodity', since it has been a stereotypical image in foreign imaginings and 
constructions of `Greekness'. 27 In that way, Eros, as an ennobled sentiment (god) or as 
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a `fake' and somehow degraded value, becomes nationalised. At the same time, and 
since Eros is negotiated as a pan-human diachronic characteristic, transcendent of 
national, cultural, racial or ethnic boundaries, as well as of age and gender, it further 
supports and promotes the inclusive, assimilative and globalist character of the 
ceremony, and by extension the Olympics. By emphasising a symbol with which 
everyone can relate, Papaioannou's portrayal of Eros accounts for the accessibility of 
the show, facilitating the engagement and identification with it, while at the same time 
promoting its encoded cosmopolitanism and/or trans-nationalism. 
Eros also supported Papaioannou's initially stated aim, which was to represent 
Greece through the sensuality of its arts. This focus on sensuality was also intended to 
`exorcise' nationalism. Three days after the Opening of the Games, Georgakopoulou 
opened her interview with Papaioannou saying "you are being applauded even by the 
most conservative and nationalist Greeks". The comment bore an underlying 
`accusation' for the Hellenocentric character of the opening Ceremony, which 
Papaioannou defended by stepping on the `power of Eros', replying 
If this is accurate I would be astonished. Because I think that the 
message on love, as well as on physical and sensual liberation, 
which was promoted by the Ceremony, the message that we 
have to accept the true coordinates of our civilisation, is 
something that should probably provoke the carriers of such 
beliefs. 
(Papaioannou in Georgakopoulou, 2004, p. 20 -translated by the 
author) 
Furthermore, the non-artistic, non-idealised, un-praised and almost un-dignified 
position of Eros in contemporary reality (and dance) provides Papaioannou with at 
least one link with his more cynical, caustic and marginal/elitist artistic self, which 
had to be toned down for the purposes of the Olympic ceremonies. In fact, in the post- 
show discussion Papaioannou (2005) presented an alternative, completely erotic 
reading of the ceremony and justified this decision by referring to the above 
mentioned national importance of Eros. In his talk, not only did he highlight Eros's 
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presence and significance within the show, but he actually interpreted almost every 
aspect and every image of the ceremony as a more-or less direct or indirect reference 
to the sexual act. In that way, the elements of fire and water that dominated the space 
were decoded as "archetypal symbols of the male and female" with their interaction 
and spatial arrangement to (re)present recurring symbolic images of the sexual act and 
the orgasmic experience. Moments such as the initial presentation of the five Olympic 
Rings (initiated by a flamed arrow, which enters the water and lights them) and the 
final lighting of the torch (resembling an oversized phallic symbol), as well as less 
`obvious' hints, such as the arrangement of the fireworks' display, were decoded by 
Papaioannou as clear erotic references. 
Elements that support his claimed version are the representation of the archetypal 
Male and Female (in the shapes of the rising torch, the stadium, and the elements of 
fire and water) and the sexual act (with the lighting of the torch and the fire running 
along the stadium simulating the final orgasm), as well as a number of more direct 
references like the constant presence of Eros, the lovers' scene, the image of a gay 
couple kissing (projected momentarily on one of the Cycladic idol's pieces) and the 
initiation of the Clepsydra with the bare-breasted Minoan Goddess [whose 
exceptionally sensual movement contrasts the otherwise stylized two dimensional 
movement of those `ancient' images- encouraging an "erotic reading of the history of 
art through sensuality" (Papaioannou 2005)]. At the same time, everything bore a 
second, equally valid and more `Olympically appropriate' symbolism, which was 
actually what the organizers saw in Papaioannou's initial proposal and what the 
majority of the cheering audiences received. 
For example, the lighting of the torch had a very heroic ritualistic quality of a 
totalitarian aesthetic, which contradicted and excluded any sexual reference. Eros 
appears in its mythological (therefore `purified' and chaste) widely accepted facade, 
framing equally acknowledged depictions of past ('high'-) art-works. Even the 
presence of the two couples (the first in the lovers scene and the second `escaping' the 
Clepsydra) receive their justification in creation: the first couple, which forwards the 
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Clepsydra, introduces Eros, in its force, which is then expressed through its impact on 
the arts. The eroticism of the Lovers' scene is `chastised' through its connection with 
an idea of Eros as an inspiring creative force, rather than as a mere physical attraction 
or lust. The second couple's act, is `fulfilled' in the following image of the pregnant 
woman, who appears to be carrying our unknown, bright future and therefore gives an 
alternative meaning to the couple's union. Similarly, as noted by Kostalas, the water 
functioned as a "purifier", bearer of our past and our future, while the fire was 
associated with spirituality and with human determination for knowledge and 
reasoning. Theatre critic Georgousopoulos read them as symbols from the pre- 
Socratic philosophy, referencing to the four elements of Empedocles, water, fire, air, 
earth (2004, p. 79). Even the perception of the stadium's shape as a symbolic vagina 
(and not as an eye as was also noted in the same talk), was also pointed out by 
Papaioannou as a bearer of associations with the birth of the Olympics in Greece, 
rather than as a sexual reference. 
Adding another layer of meaning to the ceremony, this later reading still appeared 
somewhat `inappropriate' for a core subject of a spectacle with such mass appeal as 
the Olympic Games. It is believed that this deliberately unconventional explanation, 
apart from being a matter of personal choice and taste, ties back to Papaioannou's 
provision of an `avant-garde safety net' that would prevent his total association with 
the mainstream (in its political, ideological and artistic sense): an almost unavoidable 
consequence of his active and significant involvement with such a debated institution 
as the Olympic Games. Being intensively criticised on their economic and political 
significance, as well as for their particular consequences and cost for a country like 
Greece, the `Olympic issue' had almost turned to a signifier for a person's political 
and ideological affiliations and background. As noted, the Greek Communist Party 
(KKE) had heavily criticized and sabotaged the conduction of the Games in Greece, 
while in general lines the majority of the left-wing (and of course of the extreme left 
and anarchist) space had held -at least initially- a negative stance towards them. 
Moreover, the political (and economic) significance of the Games and their tight bond 
to national and international capitalist interests and investments, as well as the size 
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and nature of the Opening and Closing Ceremonies immediately placed the organisers 
in a different sphere from that where Papaioannou `belonged' for his pre-Olympic 
audience. In that way, Papaioannou's latter interpretation of the Opening Ceremony as 
a personal as well as national narrative around sexuality appears as a highly strategic 
decision. 
For the ceremony, Papaioannou made sure to present a coherent and accessible image 
of `Greekness' and straightforward symbolisms on nationhood, on the athletic and 
globalist ideals, as well as on the perpetual and yet relentlessly evolving character of 
human nature, thought, Art and spirituality. Such `Olympic' and generally acceptable 
ideas were promoted within the ceremony and further underlined by the televised 
commentary, which drew its initial information (and therefore a general direction) by 
Papaioannou himself. Still, Papaioannou later conveniently disassociated himself from 
this nationalist/mainstream/sentimentalist position to give his alternative (or initial? ) 
version of the ceremony as a symbolic sexual act. Hence, he attempted not only to 
offer the expected, but also to re-establish his choreographic agency, and protect his 
avant-garde self. Moreover, by giving a sexual meaning to pompous or heroic 
symbolisms, such as the huge stadium torch and the lighting scene, he caricatured any 
nationalist/fascist associations by diverting the attention and shifting the whole 
meaning, and positioning of the image towards a completely different subject. 
In that way Papaioannou achieves a dual purpose: representing Greekness and 
eschewing it through the dominant portrayal of a universal, pan-humanistic 
characteristic: the erotic love. By domesticating Eros, he creates an accessible and 
easy-to-identify-with, identified with, idea of Greekness. At the same time, he 
transcends the national by negotiating a trans-national subject, proximate, unifying 
and inclusive to all. In addition, by providing an erotic layer to the ceremony, he 
managed to disturb its ritualism and solemnity with recurring images of unrestricted, 
unpredictable and highly individualistic human behaviour. Besides the ceremonial 
tribute to humanity as a creative, evolving and ongoing `entity', the individual is also 
celebrated in its ephemeral and volatile existence. This interjection of non-conformed 
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impulsive behaviour has an effect to further strengthen the ceremony's `resistance to 
nationalism' by constantly shifting its focus between the national, the transnational 
and the individual. Even though the inclusive, mainstream character of the Olympic 
Games dictated the profile of the ceremony, rounding any extremist (artistic and/or 
ideological) edges, Papaioannou retained some of the themes and concerns that had 
characterized his previous work (like the erotic love), which in a way re-claim his 
position within the local dance avant-garde. In other words, the `alternative' and the 
`mainstream' were both `played out' and exploited, as to serve the director's specific 
(for the ceremony) and general (for his artistic agenda) purposes. 
3.3 Identifying strategies of representation. 
Through this deconstructive reading of the 2004 Opening Ceremony, one can identify 
a series of interconnected strategies employed by the director, in order to represent a 
distinct national cultural portrait. Through the performance of an artistic journey to 
the past, the ceremony relied on history and tradition, as well as on folk and popular 
cultural elements. Moreover, its globalisational and humanitarian `touch', together 
with a display of a `western', post-modern, freely expressed individualism (mainly 
underlined by the director's own `uncompromised' agenda), functioned as a showcase 
of modernity and political, as well as cultural, tolerance and pluralism. Art, in its 
prestigious and fluid status, was chosen as the medium through which these somewhat 
`conflicting' aspirations of national framing and internationalist openness, collective 
and individual agency, history, tradition and modernity and, ultimately, ('oriental') 
primordialism and ('western') postnationalism, were smoothly fused. These 
selectively performed `national' characteristics correspond to a mixture of national 
and international expectations and regulations on the specifications of a sovereign and 
`accountable' contemporary nation-state. Indeed, these strategies of identification and 
representation tie back to some of the main axes around which the Modern Greek 
national (at times nationalistic) discourse has been developed. 
Within Modern Greek history, the emerging need for a coherent identity mainly relied 
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on the demonstration of the nation's historical continuity, which initially grounded the 
notion of `Greekness' in antiquity. The connection between the (ancient) past and the 
present eventually required the acknowledgment of the Byzantine traditions in the 
formulation of a local identity. For that, apart from the weight that has been given on 
the coherence and continuity of the Greek language, special attention has been paid to 
the detection of a number of distinct and traceable `historical' currents that ran 
through the folk arts. The `Byzantine reference' has also provided the historical and 
national contextualisation of another significant parameter of `Greekness', the 
Christian orthodox religion, which even though differentiated Modern from ancient 
Greece, it nonetheless held a connection to the latter through Byzantium. In addition, 
in its recent political history, Greece has thoroughly promoted a Modern, `European' 
profile, which has at times counteracted the historically and culturally (including 
religion) defined national identity. Still, the nation's insufficient industrial and 
technological development, lead to the solidification of its identity around 
Civilisation, Art and Culture: a set of undeniably prestigious, recognizable and 
`exportable' virtues. 
Within the following chapters I argue that while the ways through which Modern 
Greece re-invented and established itself derived by specific national needs, the 
canvas upon which this discourse on national definition and representation developed, 
reveals the adoption and embodiment of a number of principles and values as set by 
the `West'. As an `emerging' nation, Greece established its status in relation to its 
engagement with the western political and economic developmental model, as well as 
from its cultural fraternity with `the western world'. Hence the nation's historicity and 
spirituality (traditionally accounted as `oriental virtues'), have been projected in their 
correlation with western models of `classicism', such as the ancient Greek and Roman 
and the Renaissance aesthetic principles. The engagement with a mainstream western 
European sense of history has also prompted the projection of Greek civilization as 
the basis and core of contemporary (western) civilization, elevating it above national 
and cultural boundaries, to the realms of High Art. At the same time, the antiquisation 
of the nation was accompanied by a celebration of its folk traditions (that typified 
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many European nationalist discourses in the twentieth century), as well as by an 
embracement of the (western) discourse on Modernization. 
Looking back at Papaioannou's directing choices for the Opening Ceremony, his 
negotiation of these `national queries' can be summarized in a number of 
representational `strategies'. Artistic, scientific and philosophical legacy, validated 
through history and credited by an international appeal, allowed the simultaneous 
`nationalisation' and `globalisation' (or `westernisation') of `Greekness'. The nation 
has been delineated through its traditions (folkloric, popular and mainly ancient- 
derived) and contextualized by claiming a specific place within contemporary world: 
that of the developed, (western) European, competent nation-state. Hence, these 
representational `techniques', as identified within the Opening and Closing Olympic 
Ceremonies, 28 can be condensed in three main and interrelated lines, addressed within 
the thesis as Historicisation, Folklorisation and Universalisation. These `strategies' are 
in turn analysed and negotiated in the following three parts of the thesis, with 
reference to their specific socio-political, ideological and artistic weight. 
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notes 
All three newspapers cited, as well as To Vima (cited later in the text) are daily Athenian papers of 
great circulation. 
The prefix re- or neo-, to denote a renewed understanding of term, is most commonly affixed in 
terms describing identity within Greece. Hence, the contemporary Greeks are defined as neo- 
Hellenes, the new generations that express a strong religious sentiment are described as neo- 
orthodox and so forth. The employment of nationalist discourse by the local dictatorial regimes 
also resulted in necessity of re-definition and clarification of the related terminology. 
Professor Panagis Panagiotopulos notes "before becoming synonymous of 'bad taste', the kitsch 
was a conscious artistic stream within the visual arts, as well as within the haute couture. Through 
a dialogic relation with the tendencies of the punk and pop cultures, the kitsch artistry questioned 
the sonorous academism and the entrenchments of the avant-gardes, which it imputed with 
pomposity and arrogance. The history of the Hellenic kitsch has a completely different origin: it 
has the state stamp of the Colonels' dictatorship, which, within the context of a crumbling, as well 
as aggressive, ideology of a nationalist world order, collected (... ), around a prominent civil-war 
military camp image, the most superficial elements of our country's nationalist deposit. (2006, p. 
32). 
Greek classicism was also a central theme in Fascist performances outside Greece, such as 
Germany and Italy. Patrizia Veroli characterizes Greek classicism as an "obsessively recurrent 
theme" within Mussolini's politics and she explains that "this is how the great topos of Greek 
classicism, which had provided a legitimizing context to choreographic modernity, was retrieved 
and simultaneously corrupted" (2006, p 59). 
This reference to cynicism is important since, belonging to an avant-garde which `traditionally' 
kept a critical stance towards similar economic and political events, tied to state interests, as well 
as towards any essentialising attempt to define such ambiguous notions, as that of 'Greekness', 
Papaioannou made an effort to justify his choice. He said, "the cynical view is something I have 
almost studied. I can also see the other side. It is a matter of choice how I will look at things" 
arguing that it is easier to criticise than to create and that while a critical stance is usually 
necessary and productive, there are times (like in the Olympics) that one has to maintain a positive 
stance and act (in Kormaris, 2003 pp. 38,40). 
Interviewed by Vena Georgakopoulou, Papaioannou said "Above all was Art -with capital A. We didn't choose to represent anything from historical periods. We only chose to animate art works, 
which condensed in their form the energy and scent of each era. There was not a single image 
which did not come out of a painting, a mosaic, a fresco, a statue or an old, black and white artistic 
photograph" (2004, p 20). 
These were also the most `western' features of ancient Greece, connected to Reason and 
anthropocentrism, appearing directly opposed to he `typical oriental' concepts of excessiveness 
and theocracy, diminishing of the individual. While these claims are accurate when comparing for 
example the architectural styles and social structures of (ancient) Greece and (ancient) Egypt, they 
nonetheless promoted the alleged Western-ness of Greek antiquity as oppositional to an under- 
valued image of 'orientality'. For the same purpose, other 'oriental' expressions of ancient Greece 
related to excessiveness, such as the Dionysian cults, were less emphasised within traditional 
Eurocentric History. Still, much like similar customs today that appear evasive of the established 
ethics and norms, these cults functioned as contextualised outlets for individual and social 
agitation. What is more, they are also part of the much-praised anthropocentricism and celebration 
of the individual in its imperfection that glorified Greek antiquity. 
Turner (1997), defines postmodernism as "critical scepticism in relation to grand narratives" 
(1997, p. 18), as well as "an approach to parody, irony, simulation and other forms of reflexivity in 
literary devices" (ibid, p. 16). I characterise Papaioannou's commentary on the national grand 
narrative that he also presents in the ceremony as post-modern, because of his engagement with 
irony, parody and satire as a means of reflexivity and as a critique of the same narrative that he 
selectively engages with. I further analyse this idea in the following chapters. 
I could confidently recognise two scenes from coffee and ouzo television advertisements. 
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10 This refers to its ambiguous 'modernity' and unstable place within the 'West', as well as to more 
pragmatic challenges, such as the constant re-negotiation of the nation's borders with Turkey, 
especially at times of international turbulence in the geographic wider area. The uncertainty that 
such conditions invoke is often counter-balanced at 'nationally important' moments, by a boosting 
rhetoric, such as Kostalas's commentary. 
11 It was also during her time as Minister of Culture that the query for the return of the Elgin Marbles 
from the British Museum to Parthenon begun in earnest. 
12 In his article the wolf and the lamb: the rhetoric of abuse, Umberto Eco comments on the value of 
captatio benevolantiae and malevonatiae in rhetoric, as means of social persuasion within different 
forms of political rule (2006, pp. 64-89). He argues that in social systems based on public 
concession (as in democracy), captatio benevolantiae is a necessary 'strategy' in order to attract 
the audience (or possible voter) and gain their consensus. The case of the Olympic ceremony falls 
in this category. 
13 He studied painting under the tutorship of Greek painter Yiannis Tsarouhis and "started exploring 
the world of contemporary dance in 1983 performing with the groups Analia, Small Dance Theatre 
and La MaMa", which invited him to New York, where he attended Butoh workshops and trained in 
Erick Hawkins's studio until 1986 when he returns to co-found Edafos Dance Theatre with dancer 
Angeliki Stellatou (Papaioannou in Gregoriou, 2004, p. 231). 
14 Yiannaras here refers to Byzantium as the basis for any analysis of Modern Greek identity, which 
was shaped during the Byzantine era, as well as during the Ottoman occupation. Yiannaras 
suggests that the understudy of these periods resulted in an inability to organically link the present 
with antiquity, as a direct connection (an 'aerial bridge') is impossible without a thorough 
acknowledgement of these intermediate periods and their contribution to the local culture. For 
this the study of folk culture is a crucial (and also political) issue, and will be thoroughly 
discussed in Part 3. 
15 Levidi, (1992, pp. 109-112). Similar concerns have been also expressed by anthropologist Irene 
Loutzaki, as well as earlier, by Eva Palmer-Sikelianou, Koula Pratsika, Vassos Kanelos. 
t6 There are plenty examples from Orientalist Ballets and early modern dance performance, which 
would not be accepted today out of their initial context as revivals/reconstructions of dance history. 
17 The title was inspired by S. L. Foster's Dances that Describe Themselves (2002). 
Even though today the appeal of this shadow theatre is not as wide as before, the comical episodes of 
his adventures have been for many years a favourite spectacle of the children and Karagiozis is still 
recognized today as a characteristic Greek figure. He is a local symbol of survival, against all odds. 
19 The depiction of young sailors and men in their military outfit, as well as of scenes from kafeneia 
(traditional street cafes) and taverns are trademarks of Tsarouhis's work, which has been typified by 
these non-heroic and humble depictions of Greek men in everyday-life moments. 
20 In the introduction of Orientalism, Said challenges the common-place academic division between 
'scientific objectivity' and the (non-scientific) 'political subjectivity' (1995, pp. 9-15). 
21 The term is borrowed from Appadurai (2000) and shall be discussed in Part 4, in relation to 
22 
`primordialism' and modernity. 
I use the term 'nationalism' in its totalitarian sense, as defined in the introduction. 
23 This is not to suggest a complete apolitical national homogeneity and concession, nor a total dis- 
incrimination of nationalist expressions (which have lately gained a new 'stigma', classified 
together with any national reference as 'primordial' by many modern historians). It is rather 
suggestive of a general climate which 'eased in' the Olympic Games. 24 This is suggestive of the regime's close connection with American politics and partially explains 
the combined hatred towards nationalist expressions and transnational (American) political 
liaisons expressed by the Left, the years after the Junta. Slogans against the NATO, demanding the 
`removal' of American military bases from Greece were also central in the initial political 
speeches (1974-1981) of Andreas Papandreou (former president of socialist party PASOK). 25 
26 
Even though at the time, the term was not as stigmatised as it is today. 
See also Loukas, 1991 "on the role of the ancient Greek fantasy in the ethnosocialist ideology" 
(Virus, 2004, p. 54). 
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Mainly applies to men: the focus is on masculine eroticism rather then female sexuality as in the 
traditional orientalist model. 
28 The Closing Ceremony is more thoroughly discussed in Part 3. 
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Part 2 
The art of Historicising: representing the National Self, dancing 
history. 
The historicising of a national narrative reinforces the ties between a nation's 
members, distinguishes it from others and justifies its sovereignty on the basis of 
a shared history and culture assuming both a common past and a common future. 
In Greece, this historicising of the Self has been mainly formulated in relation to 
the `West'. I argue that Greece holds a peculiar position, which stands both in 
and out of the `West', and which has shaped its political and cultural discourses 
on identity. Part 2 discusses the interaction of western exoticism, idealisation, 
and engagement with Greek antiquity in the definition, evaluation and 
performance of `Greekness', with specific reference to dance. This relation has 
not always been clear or straightforward, with a number of other internal and 
external political factors playing along, such as the need for separation and 
differentiation from the East and the Ottoman rule, in the nineteenth century, the 
nationalist introspection that followed the disastrous expedition in Asia Minor, in 
the early twentieth century, and the collapse of the vision of a revived expanded 
Greece, as well as the periodical opposition to the West. Nonetheless, it has 
always been the most definitive underlying current. Finally, as a further insight 
into the identification of `historicisation', as a choreographic strategy within the 
Opening Ceremony, this part focuses on the political economy and socio-cultural 
underpinnings of this means of representation, examining its weight in the 
national discourse on identity, as well as its correlation to the local arts. 
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Chapter 4 
In-between the 'Orient' and the `Occident': Greece on the 
periphery. 
4.1 Discussing exoticism and auto-exoticism 
The investigation of the `exotic other' is not new to social and humanities 
studies. Issues related to exoticism and auto-exoticism, Orientalism and 
Otherness are crucial to post-colonial, post-Marxist, socio-political and 
anthropological studies. This concept of the mysterious, appealing and 
`primitive' exotic Other as formed during the colonial era reflects the very heart 
of a western-centric perception of the world order and hierarchy. According to 
Savigliano, 
exoticism is a way of establishing order in an unknown world 
through fantasy; ' a daydream guided by pleasurable self- 
reassurance and expansionism ... 
Perhaps all people have 
practiced exoticism of one kind or another, but Western 
exoticism accompanied by worldwide imperialism has had the 
power to establish Eurocentric2 exoticism as a universally 
applicable paradigm. 
(Savigliano, 1995, p. 169) 
The crucial issue therefore is power. Even though everybody may have 
practiced exoticism at some point, 3 Western exoticism has been universally 
accepted and established: a palm-treed sandy beach is considered `exotic' and 
may be described as such not only by a Western traveller but also by the local 
people, who might have lived near that beach all their lives. In that way, as 
Savigliano implies, `exotic' has become a synonym for non-western, rather than 
for `different', or `outside', as its western-centric content has been accepted and 
used as such, both by westerners and `others'. While discussing Orientalism, 4 
Edward Said argues that Europe -or `the West'- has represented the Orient only 
because it had the power to do it in a dense and systematic way. Through the 
(mainly) colonial experience, the "West was able to manage and even produce 
the Orient politically, socio-logically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically and 
imaginatively, during the post-Enlightenment period" (1995, p. 3). Furthermore, 
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Said underlines that "The relationship between Occident and Orient is a 
relationship of power, of domination, of varying degrees of a complex 
hegemony" (1978, p. 5). He borrows the term hegemony from Gramsci, to 
describe "a form of cultural leadership" and he argues that "it is hegemony, or 
rather the result of cultural hegemony at work, that gives Orientalism" (or 
exoticism in general), its "durability and strength" (Ibid, p. 7). 
Hence, the strength of such powerful ideologies and/or cultures lies in their 
assimilation of a number of popular (mis)conceptions and behaviours, which 
grants them, not only a wide public consensus, but also a distinct internal 
coherence and durability. Orientalism, or western exoticism, elaborated on pre- 
existing stereotypes and popular ideas about the Other(s) and gave them a clear 
definable shape, contextualising and justifying them within a wider colonialist 
ideological scheme. The threading and interlacing of often nebulous, and even 
semi-conscious ideas, fears and popular beliefs, can create a powerful web, such 
as the orientalist discourse, with profound socio-cultural implications that are 
often hard to trace (let alone to eliminate). At the same time, the European 
colonial experience gave to this discourse a pragmatic dimension, which added 
to its establishment as an authoritative and `objective' documentation of 
globally applicable `natural' laws and `truths'. In fact, Said emphatically notes 
that there has been a continuous and considerable material investment in this 
"created body of theory" and practice, turning it into a system of knowledge 
about the Orient, which strengthened, multiplied and promoted the orientalist 
ideas into the general culture. 
The "Orient" therefore appears as "an integral part of European material 
civilization and culture", while Orientalism "expresses and represents that part 
culturally and even ideologically with supporting institutions, vocabulary, 
scholarship, imagery, doctrines, even colonial bureaucracies and colonial styles" 
(Ibid, p. 2). This "European invention of the Orient" was not merely a product 
of imagination, as it was based on very real facts and experiences from Europe's 
(mainly colonial) encounter with the Orient. In addition, when a hegemonic 
culture, such as colonial western-centrism, has been ideologically, culturally 
and materially supported, promoted (and at times even imposed) by 
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authoritative institutions, large scale publications and a pragmatic governing 
political and economic reality, it has the potency to become authenticated and 
even `naturalised' as a cross-cultural/cross-national Truth or fact. Although the 
twentieth century5 has been characterised by an international cry for freedom 
and national independence, which signalled the end of the European, mainly at 
that point British and French, world domination, many of colonialism's core 
features and hegemonic ideological streams are still influential. 
As an expression of the sovereign colonial ideology, orientalism -and exoticism 
in general- has provided the base of a number of classifications and divisions 
(such as East and West, developed and developing, or First, Second and Third 
World economies, nations and cultures), that are still valid today. Again as Said 
and Savigliano point out, these classifications are not merely imaginative as 
they are further supported by both a very real and systematic western foreign 
policy, as well as by a solid institutional/scholarly and material substructure. As 
Said explains "what we must respect and try to grasp is the sheer knitted 
together strength of the Orientalist discourse, its very close ties to the enabling 
socio-economic and political institutions, and its redoubtable durability" (1995, 
p. 6). In addition, the neo-colonial politics, with America's world's 
`guardianship' being the most prominent, 6 of the post-colonial era (since the end 
of World War II) have created new alliances and oppositions, which are 
however still based on these same classifications. 
The unequal dichotomisation of the world into the `postnational, civilised' 
Occident and the `primordial, under-developed' Orient7 still forms the base of 
today's world order. The core features and various manifestations of this 
scheme have been decisive in the way most of the `under-developed' or 
`emerging' 8 countries chose to re-discover, re-interpret and re-construct, and 
finally to re-present their national character to the (western? ) world. Within this 
process, it seems that (auto-) exoticism has played a significant role. The 
colonial culture, with its morals, ethics, and political ideological positionings, 
can still be located in the very heart of today's `global culture' and world order, 
as well as in very specific cases of highly localised (or nationalised) cultures 
and subcultures. 
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Within dance studies, Martha Savigliano's Tango and the Political Economy of 
Passion deals with issues relating to the endurance of colonial ideologies, 
examining the impact of imperialism on post-colonial Argentinean tango and by 
extension, on post-colonial Argentinean self-identification. Being a national 
symbol and at the same time one of the most popular `international' ballroom 
dances, tango is analysed with specific reference to its `exotic', or exoticised 
and auto-exoticised character. Likewise, other writers and dance scholars have 
explored similar issues, through the study of particular dance practices. It 
seems, however, that exoticism is often examined through its implications for 
traditional and/or folk dances from the Orient and the former colonies. The 
majority of the related dance literature is concerned with the (auto-) 
exoticisation and staging of such dances (within their place of origin as well as 
in their transnational formations), as well as `Oriental' themes within Western 
concert dance. In contrast, there seems to be a comparatively limited 
bibliography dealing with the implications of exoticism in the adoption of 
western concert dance within non-Western cultures. 9 In both cases, however, it 
is the interaction (however unequal this relationship may at times be) with the 
Other, which re-directs the national imaginings and re-defines the profile of the 
National Self. 
Said argues that "European culture gained its strength and identity by setting 
itself off against the Orient as a sort of surrogate and even underground self' 
(1978, p. 3), as the Orient has long been a "cultural contestant and one of its 
deepest and most recurring images of the Other", which functioned as a 
"contrasting image, idea, personality, experience" (Ibid, p. 1,2). Similarly to 
Savigliano's analysis, Said's interpretation of the Other is focused on its 
contrasting qualities as a reflective image of a negative and surrogate self. 
However, this is the constructed image of an Other according to "our" (in that 
case meaning western) standards, interests, desires and rules. Hence, what 
defines the Other is its inability to impose itself, its set of rules and ultimately 
its own perception of the Self and the Other. According to Professor Grigoris 
Pashalidis, 
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cultural identity is constructed within the context of a 
symbolic antagonism of a community with its Important 
Others, in a reflective, self-defining and self-preserving act, 
which draws on the historical experience and cultural 
repertory of the community, but (operates) in accordance to 
the conditions on symbolic hierarchy and evaluation, as set 
by the kind of antagonism that faces. Hence cultural identity 
consists of a symbolic claim, within the terrain of the Other 
forming an interrelated agonistic and dialogic act. 
(Pashalidis, 2000, p. 81 -translated by the author) 
Within Pashalidis's text, the notion of the Other appears slightly shifted from 
Savigliano's model, as his argument deals with a community's `important' or 
semantic Other. The Other in this case is the one who possesses the power to set 
the terms and conditions upon which conflicting identities are constructed and 
thus, to return to Savigliano's paradigm, Argentina's semantic Other would be 
the colonial `West'. In that sense, within Modem history, the `West' appears as 
the semantic Other, not only for the majority of post-colonised nations but for a 
growing number of `less powerful' societies, which position and identify 
themselves in relation to it. In the case of Greece's Modern history, the role of 
the defining `Important Other' was gradually transferred from the `East', as 
represented by the Ottoman Empire (later Turkey) to the `West' and yet, its 
cultural identity is still defined through an `agonistic and/or dialogic act' with 
both the `East' and `West'. Nevertheless, the `symbolic hierarchy and 
evaluation' system, which provided the skeleton for the development of this 
Modem identity was set and defined by the `West'. 
4.2 Locating Greece as an exoticised exoticiser: in-between `East' and 
`West'. 
The implications of the colonial construction of the `exotic other' have been 
intensively experienced not only by the two directly opposing parts (of the 
Coloniser and the Colonised), which constituted the colonial world, but also by 
a number of peripheral10 cultures of which Greece is one. The cultures that had 
neither a direct nor an active involvement in the colonial history, can be 
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described as peripheral, and still, they might have played an important - 
however indirect- role in the colonial perception of the world order. In the case 
of Greece, this role consists of the indirect contribution of Greek antiquity (as 
perceived by the West), to the colonial ideology, which provided the base for a 
number of western ideas about `classical' socio-political and aesthetic values. 
On a different level, Greece's involvement appears more direct, through the 
commercial transactions (and consequent political dependency) of the Greek 
bourgeoisie with the West during the colonial period. " Finally, even though for 
the peripheral cultures the impact of the colonial era was felt and absorbed from 
a remote position, its implications have often been decisive on the way these 
cultures have been re-defined and (auto-) identified as parts of the contemporary 
world. As political historian Nikos Svoronos writes: 
the starting point for every sociological analysis of Greece is 
indeed, the fundamental fact that the bourgeois classes 
initially developed under the force of the economic activity in 
the Eastern Mediterranean, by western powers, on which they 
remain closely dependant, and that (takes place) within a 
space whose relations with the central economies of western 
capitalism have the character of an economic, if not directly 
political, colonialism. 
(Svoronos, 1999, pp. 9-25 -translated by the author) 
Svoronos's comment on the importance of the colonial impact on the socio- 
political and economic structure of Modern Greece underlines the significance 
and intensity of colonialism within a typically `neutral' or not-directly-involved 
peripheral space. Furthermore, it highlights the perplexity of the dual role of 
Greece within the colonial discourse as a colonial ally/supporter and colonised. 
Notwithstanding its contribution to the reinforcement of the colonial ideological 
and/or economic and political authority, however indirect, Greece's position in 
relation to `the central economies of western capitalism' was (and many, like 
Svoronos, would argue that still is) that of an `economically, if not directly 
politically' colonised country. Taking into account the endurance, intensity and 
extensiveness of western colonialism, it becomes apparent that its implications 
were not just confined within the space of the former colonies, as they can 
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easily be traced, not only within the space of the western colonisers, but also 
within that of the peripheral `detached' nations. 
While discussing primordialism, Arjun Appadurai suggests, "In raising the issue 
of the postnational" one has to "extend the sphere of the postcolony, beyond the 
geographical spaces of the former colonial world". And he continues arguing 
"the journey from the space of the former colony.. . to the space of the 
postcolony is a journey that takes us into the heart of whiteness" (2000, p. 159). 
Taking that thought further, one could argue that the journey from the space of 
the former colony to that of the white, western, former coloniser, passes through 
a number of `intermediate' or peripheral countries. As the sphere of the 
postcolony becomes more inclusive, extending from the former colony to the 
`heart of whiteness', it stretches over spaces that belong neither to the former 
colonised or colonising world, and are often far from the (western? ) heart of 
whiteness. It is often within these `in-between' societies, where expressions of 
Western colonial culture, such as the notion of the `exotic other' have had an 
even more complex impact than on the former colonies. In the case of Greece, 
exoticism actually had a strong influence on the formation or re-formation of its 
socio-political and cultural life. 
It is important to keep in mind that the terms `in-between' or `intermediate' 
countries are not here to suggest a specific geographical spatial, racial or 
religious intermediation 12 between the non-white former colonies and the 
`white' West. Their intermediary character rather lies in their role and 
positioning within the international political scene, as well as in their internal 
collective imaginings and socio-political affairs. The terms are thus more 
closely relevant to intermediate economies and political affiliations, as well as 
constructions of national identities, through their particular relations to the 
(post-) Colonial or Imperial West. 13 In Greece, the idea of a cultural 
intermediation between East and West, appears quite often in various texts. 14 
The history of western political and economic interference in the affairs of these 
countries is different from that of the former colonies. The difference lies not so 
much on the intentions, as on the level of intensity and the emergence of these 
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interferences. Even though western foreign politics oriented towards the less 
powerful countries may have had the same starting point, there has been a 
difference in the methods engaged each time -diplomatic and political 
interference was chosen in the non-colonised countries, instead of military 
action. Still there have been times when military action and violence substituted 
diplomacy. 15 Another important element is the unstable positioning and the 
changing roles of the West within these people's realities and consequent 
imaginings. 
Not having a clear, long-term direct opposition with the Imperial West, unlike 
the peoples of the colonised world, 16 the collective self-imaginings of these 
peripheral nations have been accordingly ambiguous. The (ideological and/or 
active) shifting between any of the two opposing worlds (of the coloniser and of 
the colonised) have led to subsequent occasional identifications with either of 
those, according to the ethnic, national -or personal- realities, expectations and 
needs of different times. This has resulted in historical overlaps of intense 
transitional periods of co-existing conflicting currents. The frequency of these 
periods is negatively analogous to the level of regularity and solidity of a 
society's ideological and political identity, resulting in a complex and multi- 
layered sense of self-identification and consequent construction of self. This 
intricacy can also be traced within the artistic and cultural affairs of these 
countries, as expressed in specific periods. 
In the case of Greece, the role of the West has changed back and forth, from that 
of a supporting ally, saviour and liberator, to that of a foreign oppressive power 
within a few decades. 17 This has resulted in an in-consistent ideological 
positioning towards the West, its politics, its morals, values and culture. Yet this 
is not an accidental positioning as it is usually responsive to real facts and 
circumstances. It is important here to note that whether the West is seen as a 
democratic and helpful ally, or as an imperialistic power it is always perceived 
as The Power. The reference point has mostly been the West (I am only 
discussing Greece's modem history as in the past the defining Other had 
occasionally been the `eastern' Ottomans or, further back, the Persians, etc). It 
is often the opposition to, or the identification with Western society and culture 
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that accordingly provokes counter-national or cultural imaginings, while in the 
case of Greece it also provided the ground for local imaginings and 
constructions of social class and status (Filias, 1985). Still, whether its politics 
and culture are resisted, or admired and followed, the prestige of the `powerful 
West' lies, in the world's consciousness, far above those of the colonised -and 
therefore less powerful, less admirable and thus lower-valued- cultures. 
The value of western culture within the Greek consciousness is much higher 
than that of its politics, which is very often disputed not so much by the 
government as by the Greek people. In that way, one could argue that there is a 
quite clear and consistent negative ideological positioning towards western (and 
mainly Anglo-American) external politics while at the same time its culture 
(especially the arts and sciences) is widely accepted and respected. This 
complex identification and positioning is also relevant to the particular 
circumstances under which the Greek bourgeoisie has been formed and 
developed, as well as on its distinct role within the country's economic and 
political affairs. The value of western culture in the consciousness of the non- 
western 18 countries is of extreme importance as it affects not only this culture's 
international status but also its authoritative influence on the morals, ethics, 
cultural and social values and aesthetics of these countries, with obvious effects 
on their development and structure. 
The term `non-western' can be very problematic when used to describe Greece, 
which is a European `western' country. However, it is this `in-between' 
positioning of Greece that is of extreme importance here. Again, the crucial 
difference lies in the collective self-imaginings of the Greek people rather than 
the official governmental line. Even though the latter has always been western- 
oriented and usually dependent on British or American policies and guidelines, 
there is a strong resistance from the people who often see the West (and mainly 
its politics) as an alien -often objectionable- force. Greece is a typical example 
of an 'intermediate' country. As part of the Ottoman Empire for almost four 
hundred years, and through a long-term economic and cultural exchange with 
the Arab world, 19 Greece has both strong affiliations and rivalries with the East. 
Its geographical positioning in the Balkans and the religious and political 
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bonding with Eastern Europe has resulted in an additional socio-cultural 
network, which has historically played a significant role in the country's self- 
identification. 
Already since the years of the Byzantine Empire and especially from the end of 
15th century A. D., Russia was seen as a political ally. This positioning was 
established through a series of diplomatic acts but also unofficially through a 
long-term political and commercial exchange with the Greek populations of 
Asia Minor (especially in Caucasus and around the Black Sea -Koromila, 1993). 
During the Russo-Turkish wars (1711 and later again from 1768), Russia was 
seen as a liberator, co-fighter in the Greek struggle for freedom. During the 
Revolution of 1821 and the years that followed the Greek independence, Russia 
was established within the Greek imagination (together with the U. K. and 
France) as an authorised patronising power that would help the national 
regeneration (Sfuroeras, 1991, pp. 125-127). Moreover, Greece's relationship 
with its neighbouring Balkan peoples has been established through cultural 
exchange, while the political relations with many Balkan countries (like 
Bulgaria and Albania and later the FYROM) have historically been extremely 
turbulent. 
The Byzantine Empire, which included most of these areas, has been a strong 
historical, religious and cultural reference point for modem Greece and the hope 
of its revival (as expressed at specific periods) left a deep imprint on its modern 
political history, with a dramatic impact on the realities and collective 
imaginings of the Greeks. 20 Another important aspect is the political bonding of 
the Greek communist party with the former USSR, which for many years 
provided a political and ideological model. This bonding is also particularly 
significant for an understanding of the positioning of the left-wing Greek 
working class and intellectuals, which have been decisive on the formation of a 
Modem Greek identity. 
Furthermore, being part of continental Europe and through a series of economic 
and political treaties with the Western world, Greece is classified under 
`Europe'. The Greeks had turned to the West (England and France) during the 
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years of the Turkish rule in order to gain recognition as an enslaved nation and 
diplomatic as well as military support for their struggle. The same attitude 
continued even after the Revolution of 1821 and the years that followed Greek 
independence, in order to acquire political and financial support (It is significant 
that the formation of three major political parties, as the English, the French and 
the Russian-loving one, led to the final predominance of the English party). 
Since then, Greece has joined the Allied Forces in World War I and II, NATO, 
the European Community and more recently the EU, establishing its positioning 
in the West. Therefore, it is now situated on the side of the `developed' Western 
economies. 
Even though the identification with the West does not come solely from these 
political or economic arrangements, they have played a significant role in it. In 
fact these arrangements have defined the dependency level of Greek economy, 
which is heavily based on international loans and aid-parcels, as well as on its 
commercial transactions with the world's powerful economies. These conditions 
affect not only the country's official positioning within the international 
political scene, but also its level of autonomy and its status within it. Thus, even 
though modem Greece is undoubtedly a part of Europe, 21 its prestige (if not its 
`privilege' of standing shoulder-to-shoulder to the `developed West') is mainly 
justified in its historical past rather than on its contemporary presence. 22 
The sciences, arts and humanities of Greek antiquity are believed to form the 
foundations of contemporary western civilisation, thus placing Greece on `this' 
side of the world. Said considers two ancient Athenian plays, The Persians of 
Aeschylus and "the most Asiatic of all the Attic dramas" Euripides's Bacchae to 
be the first Orientalist texts. 23 He actually concludes his analysis of the texts 
explaining: 
Two aspects of the Orient that set it off from the West in this 
pair of plays will remain essential motifs of European 
imaginative geography. A line is drawn between the two 
continents. Europe is powerful and articulate; Asia is 
defeated and distant. 
(Said, 1978, p. 56-57) 
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In that way, he is clearly positioning Greece on the side of the western 
Orientalists, to be drawing the first imaginary line between East and West. He 
also suggests that the purpose of most travellers, historians and geographers in 
classical Greece and Rome was to prove the `superiority' of European 
civilisation over the East, promoting various subdivisions "separating races, 
regions, nations and minds from each other". For Said, these early accounts with 
the Orient formed the basis of the Western perception of the non-western world. 
However thorough this analysis is, it overlooks some important aspects of the 
situation. For long historical periods Greece has been closer to the East than to 
Western European cultures, even though the economic and political transactions 
of the last two centuries have positioned it within the latter. As part of the 
Eastern Roman (later Byzantine) Empire, Greece was attached to the East 
during the crucial years of (western) European self-identification and 
empowerment. According to Greek historian Nikos Psiroukis, the stereotypical 
division of the world into West-East was an expression of the Western- 
European "collective egocentrism" as formed during the years of the early 
Middle Ages. During these encounters with the East, the Greeks and the Arabs 
were positioned in the Orient, as "atheists" (1992, p. 13). This belief, which was 
heightened during the peak of European feudalism, was later expressed in 
practice with the crusades that targeted the Byzantine Empire, as well as the 
biblical lands of the Arabic world. In 1204 A. D. the Crusaders conquer and 
occupy Constantinople, the capital of Byzantine Empire. It is believed that the 
fall of the Byzantium to the Ottomans, in 1453 came as a result of its internal 
political problems, but mainly because of its weakening after numerous attacks 
and a short term domination (from 1204 A. D. and for thirty years) by the 
Christian Crusaders [Nomikos in Psiroukis (1992, p. 13), Maalouf, (1983) and 
Delanty, (1995)]. 
Moreover, after the fall of Constantinople (in 1453 A. D. ) and for the following 
four hundred years, Greeks remained under Turkish occupation and therefore in 
the western consciousness as another part of the (very `oriental') Ottoman 
Empire. In fact, the greatest concern and struggle of the European Philhellenes 
and Greek intellectuals, already in the years that preceded the National 
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Revolution of 1821, was the establishment of Greece as a distinct nation within 
western conscience and its differentiation from the Turkish-populated provinces 
of the Ottoman Empire. These first attempts for a recognizable and generally 
accepted definition of Greekness mainly focused on the re-connection of 
modem Greek culture with its classical antiquity. For that, a romanticized 
emphasis was given to the coherence and continuity of the popular language and 
folk traditions of the Greeks, which functioned as living proofs of such 
connection, in the eyes of the Western Philhellenes. 
The tendency for differentiation and self-definition can be traced within the 
Greek populations of the Ottoman Empire, who located their ethnic origins in 
their sharing of a common religion and language, as well as on communal moral 
and social practices. Those elements created a web, which somehow worked as 
a referential basis and at the same time as a connective tissue for both the 
wealthy and often well-positioned bourgeois Greeks of Asia Minor and the poor 
agricultural populations of the mainland, despite the growing pressure for 
religious and cultural assimilation by the Ottoman State. In that way, Greek 
national feeling was moulded around a cultural, rather than racial or territorial, 
distinctiveness. Through language and religion the awareness of a shared past - 
located so much in the arts, sciences and literature of ancient Greece, as well as 
in the cultural and religious traditions of the Byzantine Empire- created a `core 
of Greekness', which was reinforced and projected -to both Greeks and 
westerner foreigner alikes- during the period of the National Regeneration. 
Still, what appeared as an urgent priority, both during the Revolution and after 
the establishment of the first autonomous Greek state, was the nation's 
recognition by the West as an independent, non-oriental state. At a time when 
the orientalised contemporary Greeks were completely disassociated from their 
pre-Ottoman historical past even by Western intellectuals, archaeologists and 
scholars with great interest and respect for Greek classicism, the re-connection 
with the widely recognized `western' antiquity was thus essential to provide the 
Greek people with a certain level of `westerness' that would justify their 
independence struggle against a -now differentiated- Eastern or Oriental power. 
In fact, this dis-orientalisation or Europeanisation syndrome (together with its 
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reactive ethnocentric or orientalist forces) has haunted the whole of the 
country's modern political history, adding to the complexity or even 
`inconsistency' of the Greek self-identification. This `westernisation' was 
achieved through the modem nation's re-connection with its antiquity. 
The weight of the connection between ancient and modern Greece via their 
`westernism' was also made between a number of European and American 
articles on the 2004 Olympic Opening Ceremony. The post-show praising 
articles persistently connect the Ceremony's `contemporary triumph', with the 
`greatness of antiquity'. Hence, Italian journalist Antonio Ferrari writes 
regarding the ceremony that "the power of antiquity astonishes the world", 
while, commenting on the delayed completion of the infrastructural works, 
American journalist Lora Vexi writes "we cannot underestimate the people who 
managed to build Parthenon and assume that they cannot construct a few 
stadiums and streets" (in Abatzis, 2004, p. 6). In that way, contemporary 
competence and modernity, as `western' virtues, are identified with ('western') 
antiquity and in fact are attributed to it. Within that scheme, all other `dubious' 
eras are excluded. One could not however disregard the intermediate historical 
periods, which have been of great importance in the formation of the Greek 
identity. Greece, as a Christian European country is today distinguished from 
the Islamic world and the East, but at the same time its culture and ethics are 
often perceived as `oriental', or as `intermediary' between East and West, even 
though officially (and politically) its international status lies much closer to the 
West. As Andersen suggested 
The Greeks should always remember that their country is the 
one that bridges the East with the West and it is their duty to 
maintain every oriental ornament. 
(Andersen in Tsarouhis, 1986, p. 268 -translated by the author) 
This idea of Greece being a 'bridge' between East and West, has been often 
expressed not only by western, but also by ('oriental') Arab, and Greek writers, 
poets and scholars, such as the Nobelist poet Odysseus Elytis. In a verse from 
his most celebrated poem Axion Esti (3, IT'), Greece is also depicted as floating 
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between Asia and Europe, only touching each of them, as it stands alone in the 
sea (Elytis, 2002, p. 150). In a different tone, reviewing the Olympic Closing 
Ceremony, Georgousopoulos referred to the depiction of folk customs, as "the 
root and fruit of a people, who merged creatively the tree of the East with the 
fruits of the West" (30.8.2004, p. 7). Similarly, when interviewed by Yorgos 
Karouzakis on his musical direction of the Olympic Opening Ceremony, 
composer Yorgos Koumentakis said "for the synthesis of all music parts, I tried 
to figure what the Greek space is, which connects three continents, the East and 
the West" (2004, p. 20). For most Greeks the Orient has not traditionally been 
as distant or alien as for the rest of the West while their identification with one 
or the other varies according to the subject matter and the historic-political time 
period. In an article titled Travellers: Images of Greece, historian Aikaterini 
Koumarianou writes about western travellers in "our East", meaning Greece 
(2002, p. 4). The term xa0'r1uäs Avaroho [our (side of) East] is a set term, 
commonly used within Greece, to refer to the whole of contemporary Greece, as 
well as to the former Greek- inhabited coast of Asia Minor. 
However `western' Greek antiquity may be considered, it seems that this 
western character was constructed and established in a later historical period. 
Moreover, while the Roman Empire is always perceived as western, Greece is 
often examined as an indirect influence to contemporary western civilisation, as 
filtered through Rome. In fact Roman civilisation is often perceived as a 
mediator between the (ancient) Greek and (contemporary) western culture. 
Brunschwig (in Droit, 1992, p. 47) suggests that even though the Romans can 
claim a direct relation with the Greeks, "we (westerners) are only indirectly 
their heirs, as the heirs of their heirs". 24 In his article under the title: The 
invisible mediators: between the Greeks and us, the Romans and the Arabs, 
Brague points out that the Islamic world "is in its own way, an heir of the 
(Greek) Antiquity. And it is a completely legal heir" suggesting that some of its 
aspects "might in fact be even more `ancient' than our western world" (Brague 
in Droit, 1992, p. 31). In addition, much of the ancient Greek civilisation was 
transmitted to the West, not directly through the Romans, but to a great deal 
through Arab (and Byzantine) scholars, contributing greatly to the European 
Renaissance. (Maalouf, 1983, Delanty, 1995). 
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Returning to Said's text, it would be inaccurate to attribute the world's division 
(East-West) to ancient Greece, as Said proposes, as its occasional expressions of 
a feeling of cultural superiority over the rest of the then known world can be 
misleading. However exclusive Greek self-identification was in classical 
antiquity with the famous 17as, u, E)A, vßöpßapoc (meaning "every non-Greek, 
a barbarian")25 it was never associated with today's West against a `barbaric' 
East. In fact, the peoples of north-western Europe are hardly ever mentioned in 
any of the known scripts while the `Eastern' cultures are often acknowledged 
with admiration and respect. However dismissive, the term `barbarian' as a 
synonym to 'foreigner'26 first appears in the fifth century B. C. 27 and is rooted in 
the traumatic experience of the Persian wars, 492-478 BC (Papadimitriou, 2000, 
p. 56). The fear of a complete submission to the (then extremely powerful) 
Persian Empire, followed by the pride for "Asia's 28 defeat" (as expressed in the 
above mentioned plays), had signalled the beginning of an era of Greek 
`ethnocentrism', that excluded all `barbarians' (Dihle, 1997 and Papadimitriou, 
2000). At the same time it excluded the West at least as much as the East. Even 
later, during the years of the Roman occupation, Greek civilisation and language 
was considered (by both Greeks and Romans), superior to that of the -western- 
Roman conquerors. 29 
It seems therefore inappropriate to characterise ancient Greek culture as 
Orientalist or to attribute to it the beginnings of today's Western-centricism. 
The ethnocentrism of Greece in its classical period was eschewed by the 
peoples, cultures or territories that form contemporary Europe and thus it was 
not suggestive of the superiority of the West over the East. Similar 
`nationalist' 30 expressions can be found in the classical periods of other 
`Oriental' civilisations, such as Egypt and China. 31 It is however the Greek 
literature (mainly that of the classical period) that has been often used 
selectively to justify European racist, 32 nationalist and imperialistic ideologies 
and policies (Droit, 1992, p. 11). It is during the European Enlightenment that 
Western civilisation turned to classical Greece, claiming and re-establishing an 
ancestral ideological lineage. Its principles, core ideas and evaluations of the 
world order, with an anthropocentric (and often self-centered) and scientific 
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`logical' explanation of the world, trace their roots back to Greek antiquity, 
incorporating it in western history. 
Gregory Naz, Professor of Classical and Comparative Philosophy in Harvard 
University and director of the Greek Annex of Harvard's Library of the Centre 
of Hellenic Studies in Washington, said, while interviewed by Fotini Barka on 
the contemporary role of ancient Greece within western thought, that it provides 
a way of meeting with the challenges of the contemporary era, 
which is seeking new answers to old questions, such as `What 
does it mean to be civilised? ', `What does internationalism 
mean? ', `Which is the content of democracy today? ', `What 
does it mean to be European? ', `What does it mean to belong in 
the West? ' (... ) Greek civilisation, with the continuities and 
fragmentations that characterise it, offers undoubtedly an ideal 
historical background for the examination of these questions 
(... ) as it is a mixture of diverse historical forces, which resists 
easy categorisation. 
(Naz in Barka, 2007, p. 23 -translated by the author) 
Naz's thoughts on Greece and its identity, as expressed in this passage, appear 
in agreement with my reluctance to position Greece within a category, such as 
`East', `West', `Coloniser' or `Colonised', as discussed in this chapter. Greece's 
misfit within Said's inspired theorising of Orientalism, is indicative of this 
historical terrain of `mixed forces', which has shaped its course. Nonetheless, I 
agree with Naz that this not easily definable, or `intermediate' as I propose, 
character, does turn it into an interesting, if not `ideal', case study, which 
addresses and negotiates the above posed questions, among others. 
4.3 Defining `Orientalist' and `Occidentalist' features: following the 
colonial paradigm. 
What I draw from this discussion of (ancient) Greece's role within western 
history is an understanding of the positioning of Greece within western 
consciousness, as the nearest exotic Orient (or South? ). It is a country that is 
still European (and thus more familiar than other `exotic' non-European places) 
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and at the same time `less European' (and thus more exotic) than Western 
Europe and even the U. S. A. and Canada. The comforting familiarity that 
western tourists experience in modem Greece is also related to their 
`knowledge' of its civilisation and culture. As a part of the western historical 
and cultural past, Greece (as an idea rather than a geographical space) appears 
already `experienced', developed and elaborated, or else understood, explained 
and possessed by the `West': this scheme presents striking similarities to Said's 
definitions of Orientalism and its manifestations through the Western policies in 
the East. 33 However, the difference that distinguishes the case of Greece from 
Said's `orientalist model' of (western) knowledge-power and control over the 
Islamic peoples, is that Greek antiquity is considered to be western and thus it is 
examined -and appropriated- in a different way than the Islamic ones. It is with 
a feeling of nostalgia that the `West' has approached Greece, seeking its own 
identity: its roots, `truths', and its 'way home' to a past (and in that way a more 
primitive and yet `purer') way of living. 34 
Nevertheless, exoticism as applied to Greece can be differentiated from others, 
as it incorporates the charm of the `other' and the proximity of `our' (meaning 
western) past. This linear relationship with Greek civilisation that is well 
established in the West, also implies an up-down relationship as it seems that 
the greatness of ancient Greece was handed to the western world where it has 
been better understood, evolved and elaborated, reaching its ultimate stage in 
contemporary western civilisation. It is thus suggestive of an inconsistency 
and/or stillness within Greek history and culture, or even of a failure to 
comprehend and deal successfully with its own past. In that way Greeks, (as in 
other cases, Egyptians and other `oriental' peoples), 35 seem to be less worthy of 
their ancestral heritage than their `civilised' western compatriots. 36 
Similarly, while discussing post-colonial nationalism in India, Janet O'Shea 
explains that 
Orientalist scholarship described Indian culture as the 
attenuated remnant of an illustrious but long-since decayed 
civilisation, locating the `real' India in the past rather than 
in the present. Orientalists criticised `the East' for 
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remaining fettered by tradition while `the West' embraced 
change and vitality but also fetishized antiquated, 
hegemonic textual traditions. 
(O'Shea, 2002, p. 19) 
The fetishising of the oriental `hegemonic traditions' by both `the West' and 
`the East' appears even stronger when this antiquated past has been incorporated 
within `western' history. As O'Shea points out "the discovery that Sanskrit, as a 
progenitor of the Indo-European language group, linked India to Europe, 
accelerated this glorification of the past and its canonical texts" (Ibid). 
Similarly, the westernisation of the Greek antiquity enhanced its prestige within 
Greece itself. 
Sharing a number of `oriental' characteristics, such as a spiritual hegemonic 
ancient heritage, together with a `western' (and therefore materially and 
technologically upgraded) future, modem Greeks are often hesitant when asked 
to locate themselves in either the East or the West. However, the location and 
identification of Greece's `eastern' and `western' features, presupposes the 
embracing of the orientalist division of the world into two -apparently 
opposing- sides. Defining Orientalism as "a style of thought based upon an 
ontological and epistemological distinction made between the Orient and (most 
of the time) the Occident", Said argues that to talk of either the Orient (and/or 
the oriental), or the Occident, one has to accept a dichotomization of the world 
into two separate halves: the East and the West. Similarly, political theorist 
Partha Chatterjee (1986) suggests that (Indian) nationalism "retained the basic 
ideological tenets of orientalist thought by dividing world into `East' and 
`West', each with its characteristics", such as the "spirituality" of the first and 
the "material virtues" and technological advance of the latter, emphasizing the 
value of "their own" specific domain. In that way, the Orient seems to be 
situated in its glorified yet never-to-return past, while the present and future 
belongs to the Occident. In addition, "Indian nationalists found validity in the 
same aspects of Indian culture that orientalists had located as "culturally 
valuable" turning to their past to dignify their undeserving -according to the 
colonial ideology - present being (Chaterjee in O'Shea, 2001, p. 20). In a 
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similar way, both Greece's `oriental' and `western' aspects have been detected, 
classified and evaluated according to the Orientalist hypothesis. 
Following this classification scheme, progress and modernity appear to be 
exclusively `western' virtues. Hence, the securing of a nation's future, (a 
process that mainly refers to modernisation) requires its fundamental 
westernisation. At the same time, the nationalist projection of a `timeless Greek 
ideal', focusing on the re-appropriation of Greek antiquity, falls within the 
`eastern' sphere of the `ancient' and the `spiritual', while its evaluation and re- 
definition draws heavily from the related western literature. The concentration 
on both these `eastern' and `western' aspects is much in line with the orientalist 
ideology, as they share not only the orientalist division of `East' and `West', but 
also its definitions, classifications and evaluations of each side's distinctive and 
significant qualities. In that way, the ultimate receiver of this attempt for 
national self-identification and outward projection is in both cases `the West', 
whose confirmatory acknowledgement signals the success of the expedition, 
assuring the nation's international status and prestige. Hence the profile of the 
Modern Greek state was developed around two legitimising axes as expressed 
above: the re-discovery and re-appropriation of its hegemonic past -even more 
elevated by its connection with western civilisation- and the 
modernisation/Europeanisation of its modern self. 
This polarisation, which also appears prominent within O'Shea's (2001) and 
Chatterjee's (1986) remarks on the Indian nationalist discourse, as well as in 
Said's definitions of Orientalism and post-colonial nationalism, is -as the 
authors also point out- functionally interrelated. As Paschalidis (2000, p. 79) 
explains, these two elements can be found in most anti-colonial, nationalist and 
nativist movements, as the invocation of tradition and the reconnection with it, 
appear organically related to the demand for autonomy. Hence, the preservation 
and/or recreation of tradition is not an end in itself but rather a means to 
legitimise the present and secure an autonomous future. For a nation like 
Greece, which is not securely established as `modern' or `developed', the 
validity of its identity is most often ensured by its historicisation. Greece's 
positioning in between `East' and `West', still retains the acceptance of a 
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number of colonial and post-colonial standards and values that have informed 
the shaping of a national identity. Similarly, conceptions and performances of 
Greekness, as manifested through western artists have been imported and 
domesticated by local ones. The following chapter looks at the way `Greek 
discourse' was negotiated by western dancers, choreographers and teachers at 
the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, in order to 
illuminate its weight and expose the reasons for its adoption by the early Greek 
choreographers. More specifically, Isadora Duncan's (1877-1927) negotiation 
of `Greekness', as manifested through her dances and writings, and their 
analysis by subsequent dance scholars (i. e. Ann Daly), is especially taken into 
account for its influence within the Greek space. 
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Chapter 5 
Western constructions of `Greekness': tracing Duncan's steps. 
5.1 Re-claiming history: the re-appropriation of antiquity by the early 
Greek choreographers. 
The history of Greek contemporary dance has been closely related to the 
development of modem dance in the West (northern and western Europe, as 
well as North America) or to be more specific, to the way its different faces 
have been experienced and perceived by Greek choreographers. In this process 
of consumption, adoption and re-creation of the various movements that 
characterised western contemporary dance, (auto)exoticism has been a 
formative factor. The character of contemporary Greek dance today is 
ostensibly, the (changing) result of a local perception and adaptation of a 
foreign cultural practice. On a deeper level, it is part of a wider multi-layered 
network of internal national, and external hyper-national factors, which 
determine the core of `Greekness', as well as the way Greek and non-Greek 
ideas, values and aesthetics are perceived evaluated and classified as such. 
However, this is not to suggest a general consensus on the definitions of the 
term; in contrast, there seems to be a wide range of interpretations and 
definitions of `Greekness' and most importantly, of the way Greek 
choreographers understand and trace it (or not), within their work(s). 
The import of a foreign artistic genre, such as modem dance, within the 
economically wrecked and politically unstable Greek society of the early 
twentieth century was due to very specific socio-political conditions. These 
offered, for the circumstances of the period, a more-or-less fertile ground for the 
establishment and `nationalisation' of this type of art. Within a society which 
desperately needed to establish its national and `European' character, the new 
art form was introduced as a `local product', returning `home' in a more 
elaborate disguise, after having been `revived' and `refined' within the `West'. 
The early American and European Modem dance, as manifested mainly through 
Isadora Duncan's performances and writings, and Emiles-Jaques Dalcroze's 
(1865-1950) -and his students'- teachings, was perceived and promoted by the 
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local artists as a direct reference to the ancient Greek Orhesis7 and the staged 
presence of the chorus in Greek tragedy. Hence, the first choreographic attempts 
were solely directed towards the Greek tragedy. Indeed, the integration of 
movement and speech, the theatrical (again mainly tragic) context and the 
intense reference to Greek antiquity were some of the core characteristics that 
typified these early works. 
In fact, the role of the choreographer (here also teacher, director and even 
mentor) was not only confined to the conception and staging of an artistically 
(and/or conceptually) complete performance, but more than that, in the 
composition (or re-construction) of a dance genre, which would convey 
`Greekness'. The need for the establishment and development of a distinct 
national culture, which these choreographers also shared, led them to work with 
a combination of Greek cultural elements from different periods, (such as ways 
of making the costumes, as well as the use of demotic and Byzantine-inspired 
music etc), which suggested a coherent and continuous national historicity 
embedded in the dance. Through its nationalisation modern dance became 
acceptable in Greece as a `serious' art form. The archaeological character of the 
early performances, which involved extensive study on the part of the 
teacher/choreographer dressed this new (for the Greek society) art form with the 
prestige of the `authentic', the `national' and the historical. At the same time, its 
introduction by upper-class Athenian women (such as Eva Palmer-Sikelianou 
and later Koula Pratsika) placed it immediately in the realms of High Art. 
Nonetheless, its main appeal was drawn from its reliance on classical antiquity 
(national and authoritative) and its association with the European/western 
(cosmopolitan and `refined') `high culture'. 
Still, the `Greek connection' that the local choreographers drew from the `new 
dance', was neither completely abstract nor random. Instead of imposing a 
specific imaginative construction on a given form, they actually located and 
abstracted the underlying Greek references that were embedded within the 
dance discourse of the time. For a better understanding of these references that 
drew the attention of the Greek (bourgeois) artists, I give a brief 
contextualisation of the time's dance scene with reference to the specific role 
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and position of the `Greek discourse' within it. The focus is mainly on the 
performative and conceptual paradigm of Isadora Duncan, as well as on the 
central European scene (especially in terms of a methodology in movement and 
dance education), since their appropriation and their re-interpretation of the 
ancient Greek ideals has been crucial for the formation of a dance education 
syllabus in Greece. The `Americanisation' of Isadora Duncan's dances presents 
a very eloquent paradigm of `nationalisation' of modern dance, or better of its 
potential to convey and promote specific national(ist) imaginings. Duncan's 
example was chosen among other similar cases (e. g. Mary Wigman's 
`Germanisation', or Martha Graham's (later) Americanisation, of dance) firstly 
for her appropriation and usage of the `Greek discourse' and her association 
(through her extensive referencing to Greek antiquity and her Greek-inspired 
dress-code) with a `Hellenicised' dance style (often described merely as 
`Greek'), and secondly because of her strong impact on the first local dancers 
and choreographers. 
In that way, the local need for reference to and reliance on antiquity to convey 
nationhood, becomes even more comprehensible when considering the immense 
power of this referencing. Its wide acknowledgment as an archetypal model (in 
education, political and social organisation and artistic expression, as well as on 
the sciences, literature, philosophical studies, and so forth) and more 
specifically its significance for the western dancers, who wished to validate and 
elevate their art. Hence, the re-appropriation, re-location and re-nationalisation 
of this powerful and internationally accredited discourse, was naturally 
appealing -and indeed necessary- not only for the establishment of Greek 
artists, but for the establishment of Greece itself as a sovereign nation-state, as 
well as of its culture as a homogeneous, distinct, `authentic' and exportable 
commodity. 
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5.2 The Hellenic discourse in the turn-of-the-century western dance scene: 
elevating the dance. 
In the late nineteenth century, theatrical dance seemed to have reached a low 
point in both America and Europe. After the peak of its Romantic era, 38 ballet, 
until then the only dance form considered as `serious' (in contrast to the `light' 
character of the only other known concert dance form at the time, the 
vaudeville), had reached a point of stagnation, with its repertoire, technique and 
aesthetics strictly confined to recurring, untimely themes. Despite a few 
sporadic revitalizing ventures, timid preludes to the forthcoming triumph of its 
classical period, ballet "bore all the symptoms of an art about to die of 
exhaustion" (Au, 2002, p. 59). 39 While this low point signalled a transition 
within ballet, which started `re-inventing' and realigning itself with the avant- 
garde artistic movements of the time, it also prepared the ground for a new shift 
in dance creating a new form of solo dance, which was classified neither as 
vaudeville nor as ballet. As Nancy Reynolds notes, 
some of the things that made it new were its seriousness of 
purpose, the use of concert music as an accompaniment, and 
an innovative approach to dance technique, in which the 
rigorous codes of ballet and the exhibitionist high kicks of 
the music hall played no part. There was also freedom in 
dress -the dancers wore loose, uncorseted garments, revealed 
bare limbs, and danced without shoes. Their hair was 
unconfined. 
(Reynolds and Mc Cornick, 2003, p. 1) 
The `new dance', with Isadora Duncan being one of its major representatives, 
came to suggest an alternative (to ballet and cabaret) dance and (to Puritanism) 
lifestyle. Reynolds suggests that this `new' dance -also called `aesthetic' or, 
occasionally, `barefoot' dance- did not appear as a rebellion against ballet, as 
most of its forerunners had not been in a position (at least during the dance's 
formative years) "to see any ballet worthy of its name" as "the glories of the 
Russian repertory were an ocean away" (ibid, 2003, pp. 1,2). Still, with this 
remark Reynolds only refers to the American and not to the European pioneers 
of Modern Dance, who have actually been very much inspired and influenced in 
their perception of the body, rhythm and movement by European (such as 
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Delsarte's and later even Dalcroze's and Laban's) movement theories, in their 
turn very much informed by the `ballet practices' and aesthetics of the time. 
Moreover, it is unlikely -even if those American pioneers had never watched a 
"worthy" (as Reynolds puts it) ballet performance- that they were unaware of 
ballet's aesthetic and technical norms. In fact Duncan -already proven to have 
received ballet classes by a very `worthy' ballerina of her time, Maria Bonfanti- 
(Daly, 1995) often criticised and openly condemned `the restrictions' and 
`pretentiousness' of ballet, as opposed to her own `natural' and `free' art. 
Hence, even though what the `new' dance most fought against was the 
`lightness' of the music hall dances, it also made a case to disassociate itself 
from the `overly serious', or better the `conservative and restrictive' ballet. 
Dance scholar Ann Daly defines Duncan's `new dance', as "forged, practically 
and discursively, out of three American movement traditions: social Dance, 
physical culture and ballet" (1994, p. 25). While the first two dance genres 
"contributed to the positive arguments of Duncan's discourse" promoting dance 
as a "means of modelling social intercourse", as well as, as a means to "social 
betterment", she used ballet "to construct her negative argument" projecting her 
dance as a liberation from ballet's constrictions in both their physical and social 
dimensions. 
Still, in need to also disassociate themselves from vaudeville dances, many of 
the pioneers of the `new' or `free' dance sensed that in order to give their art a 
chance to be recognised as such by the public, they would have to further 
support it, providing it with a legitimising ideological and aesthetic background. 
As Daly notes, Duncan's new approach to movement was, at least in the 
beginning, hardly even recognised as `dance' (1995, pp. 22-23). For it to 
become acknowledged as a legitimate art form, it first had to be established as a 
dance and then to prove itself as a `higher' or else more `artistic', `spiritual' or 
even `natural' form of expression. More than that, it had to justify its 
revolutionary and inappropriate, for the time, character by proving its `moral', 
`educational', `socially valuable' and `noble' nature. The whole set of social and 
political values that ballet expressed till then, could only be taken by a dance 
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that could draw from an equal, or more prestigious set of ideological and 
aesthetic values. 
One of the main sources of inspiration for the turn of the century dance artists 
such as Ruth St Denis (1879-1968), Maud Allan (1873-1956), and -the less 
acknowledged- Tortola Valencia (1882-1955)40, was the Orientalist discourse, 
which appears particularly strong throughout the nineteenth century. Drawing 
from the `Oriental' history, mythology and even religion and culture, these 
artists composed extravagant `exotic' dances responding to the popular demand 
for mystic and sensual exotic themes. As at that time most of the dancers were 
planning, managing and promoting their careers on their own, many of them 
made sure to advertise the `authenticity' of their dances. The level of 
authenticity of a dance creation was directly analogous to its authoritative value 
and `exotic' dances were often presented as results of archaeological, historical 
or even spiritual research. Even without claiming an accurate reconstruction of 
ancient dances and rituals, many choreographers, including St Denis and 
Valencia, supported their works by tactfully referencing museum visits, 
exploratory trips to the Near and Far East and extensive readings on the 
represented ancient civilisations. Nonetheless, the person who actually set the 
most elaborate career plan and managed to elevate her own persona, as well as 
her `Greek' dancing to the realms of the mythic was Isadora Duncan. 
However influenced by the Orientalist discourse Duncan might have been, she 
chose to identify herself and her art with a more proximate, and yet still exotic, 
civilisation which seemed even more promising in its elevating power than any 
other 'oriental' culture: Greek antiquity. As Daly notes, the `Dance of the 
Future' was "built upon a compelling, but largely imaginative, past - 
specifically, the ancient splendours of the Greeks" (1994, p. 26). Similarly, 
many other dancers and theorists have addressed Greece as an inspirational or 
even referential source and yet it was Duncan's name that became a key-word in 
any re-search on `Greek dance'. The turn to Greece was by no means 
coincidental, as "the Hellenistic tradition", as Daly puts it, "was then considered 
the pinnacle of genuine artistry" (1995, p. 62). The "elevated Greek discourse" 
(Ibid) could thus provide a solid and widely respected aesthetic and ideological 
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context whose legitimising power extended beyond the sphere of the arts, to 
those of science and politics. The rise and popularisation of the `new dance', 
and more specifically Isadora Duncan's celebration of `Greekness', had definite 
social and political parameters. Moreover, the romanticised idea of a liberation 
from the restrictive pretentiousness and conformity of ballet (and what it 
socially represented) with a re-turn to a `purer', or more `natural' (and therefore 
more authoritative) way of expression, which Duncan located in the (Greek) 
origins of (Western) civilisation, provided an ideological dress for the `New 
Dance', aligning it with the new liberal bourgeois ethics. 
Hellenism, as a synonym to `classicism' became a useful tool for the early -in 
their majority female- choreographers, who used it as a referential basis for 
their works. The characterisation of a dance as `Greek' automatically classified 
it in a privileged category in comparison to the `non-Greek', `non-classic' and 
therefore less prestigious dances 41 The Hellenic discourse could purify and 
ennoble tabooed subjects such as the display of nudity, technique-lessness and 
womanhood. Re-contextualising such issues by establishing a secure connection 
between the dance/r and, for example the a-sexual42 `nobility' and `classicism' 
of the ancient Greek nude sculptures, the audiences were guided as to how to 
deal with this staged non-sexual, non-vulgar and thus non-scandalising nudity. 
In the same way, the very idea of technique was devalued in order to signify 
manual labour rather than virtuosity and artistry. Ballet's physically demanding 
and restrictive -and therefore `unnatural'- character was affirmed to be 
unsuitable for the spirited, expressive, `natural' Greek-modelled body. 
Moreover, the Hellenic ideal of natural beauty and of a harmonious relationship 
with (the female, motherly) Nature supported the idea of a celebrated and rather 
essentialised womanhood. 
Conversely, Ted Shawn's (1891-1972) first all-male piece in 1916, which 
preceded his forthcoming group of Men Dancers in the 1930s (Au, 2002, p. 94), 
was called Pyrrhic Dance in reference to the ancient Greek war-dance 
Pyrrihios. In this case `Greekness', as expressed through the healthy, athletic, 
masculine bodies of the male warrior-dancers, was employed to convey 
manliness and vigour, justifying the male presence within a -so far- female 
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dominated art form. `Greekness' appeared more as an ideal pan-humanistic 
archetype, which covered almost all aspects of human action. The undeniable 
validity of the Hellenic discourse was so strong as to idealise whoever/whatever 
managed to convey a defensible association with it. In fact, through the 
projection of the `Hellenic' character of their individual works, a more 
generalised association of the `new dance' with the principles of ancient Greek 
education came to play, expanding its elevating power from specific artists and 
creations, to the whole genre. What was long seen as a form of predominantly 
male entertainment and /or female leisure activity was now claiming its place 
within the artistic world as a legitimate professional occupation of artistic and 
social value. 
In Europe the reference to the idealised Greek civilisation' was also perceived 
as a validating connection. Again, body-related theories and practices, such as 
dancing, whose aesthetic and moral character was easily disputed, found 
comfort in such connection with the authoritative Greek antiquity. Emile 
Jacques-Dalcroze, one of the most influential teachers and theorists within the 
history of western theatrical dance, was also associated with the Greek antiquity 
and more specifically with the similarities of his key-ideas to the principles of 
the renowned ancient Greek education. His emphasis on the connection of 
music, rhythm and movement provoked associations with the ancient Greek 
ideals of the harmonious development of the mind and body through rhythm, 
music and gymnastics. This approach, which challenged the long-established 
schism between the body and mind within western cultures, was perceived as an 
attempt to rediscover and reconnect to some of the `long lost' ideals of ancient 
Greek civilisation. It is indicative that a number of texts related to Dalcroze's 
system contain direct references to (or even quotations from) Plato's 
teachings. 43 In the introduction of the second English edition of the Eurythmics, 
professor M. E. Sadler, praises Dalcroze for having "Reopened a door which had 
long been closed", as he "had rediscovered one of the secrets of Greek 
education". Such complimentary statements aimed at legitimising Dalcroze's 
pioneering methods, acknowledging their authoritative power within the 
western academic and artistic communities (1941, p. 10). 
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It is worth noticing that, after a period of stagnation, ballet also turns to Greece 
for thematic and aesthetic solutions, first with Mikhail Fokine's and later with 
Vaslav Nijinsky's innovative choreographies. In a similar to Duncan's way, 
Fokine's first full-length ballet Acis and Galatea in 1905, was inspired by the 
`Greek Ideal', while in 1907 he actually based the choreography of his Eunice 
on "his study of Greek vase-painting and Egyptian sculpture" (Au, 2002, p. 72). 
In his Memoirs of a Ballet Master, he writes that "Duncan proved that all the 
primitive, plain, natural movements ... are 
far better than all the richness of 
ballet technique, if to this technique must be sacrificed grace, beauty and 
expressiveness" (1961, p. 256). As Au suggests, even though Fokine (who had 
seen Duncan dancing during her first visit to Russia in 1904), denied having 
been influenced by her, he might have been "stimulated to experiment with a 
freer use of arms" (Au, 2002, p. 72), or at least motivated by her `Hellenic' 
orientation. Still it is debatable whether or not Duncan was his primary source 
of inspiration and yet her impact on his work seems to be generally 
acknowledged, as she seems to have given him "a tremendous jolt into a path he 
was already groping for" (Jowitt, 1985-86, p. 28). Nonetheless, whether these 
historical claims are valid or not, 44 Fokine's shift towards the ancient -and more 
specifically classical- Greek culture is indicative of the time's spirit. In fact, the 
possibility that Duncan's performance did not precede or influence Fokine's 
orientation, makes an even stronger case of the specific weight and intensity that 
`Greek referencing' bore at that period in both (eastern and western) Europe and 
America. 
In his choreography for L'Apres Midi d' un Faune in 1912, Nijinsky also wished 
to "evoke the flat appearance of the bas-reliefs and vase-paintings that had 
inspired him", as "the dancers moved in parallel paths across the stage" (Ibid, p. 
83). In an attempt to support his work and rebut the spectators' claims that the 
flat appearance and twisted torsos of the dancers laid aesthetically closer to 
Egypt than to Greece, Nijinska later explained that her brother "wished to evoke 
archaic Greece rather than the classical Greece preferred by Fokine and 
Duncan" (Ibid, p. 82). In that way she both illuminated his intentions and 
`secured' the authority of his work by re-positioning it on the side of the 
sophisticated `Hellenism'. Even though Nijinsky "did not fall", as Jowitt 
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suggests, "under Duncan's spell" he is believed to have being inspired by her 
free-flowing upper-body movement, as well as by her expression of `Hellenism' 
(Fessa, 2004, pp. 183-184). Although he chose a different, probably less popular 
phase of Greek antiquity than the classical period, which intrigued Duncan and 
Fokine, it seems that the legitimising power of the `Hellenic connection' had not 
been overlooked either by him, or Nijinska. 
Even before Duncan's international success, French scholar Maurice Emmanuel 
was publishing, in 1895, his book on The Antique Greek Dance, in which he 
approached and valued the `Hellenic discourse' in a way quite similar to 
Duncan. Attempting to reconstruct the ancient Greek dances through his study 
of ancient statues and vase figures, Emmanuel tried to connect those movements 
with the `modern' (meaning French ballet) dance, "by pointing out similarities 
and differences, thus aggrandizing a form temporarily in need of all the 
justification it could get" (Jowitt, 1985-86, p. 26). Seizing upon his material, in 
1922, the Franco-Russian balletomane Andre Levinson protested against the 
"prejudices, which ranged Greek antiquity on the side of Duncan and Dalcroze 
in their combat against the art of ballet", stating that they were based on a 
"popular misconception that had to be eliminated" (Levinson in Daly, 1995, p. 
240, note 55). 
The intensity of this later statement as well as of the above mentioned attempts 
to appropriate, or to at least align with, the Hellenic tradition shows its 
considerable strength as a legitimising asset. Its use (or misuse) as a validating, 
argumentative or even confrontational means left little space for further 
confutation favouring its `user' with a definite primacy over the `non- 
enlightened' ones. As Jowitt suggested, "to link something with Greece 
automatically dignified it" (1985-86, p. 26). In short, the Greek reference, with 
its undeniable prestige, worked as a proof-shield securing the art's and the 
artist's, often precarious, positioning within a solid tradition achieving their - 
almost prerequisite- legitimising connection with `Culture', `civilisation' and 
`spirituality'. In that way, the Hellenic discourse was of great value to the 
pioneer dancers and choreographers whose reputation and status -even within 
the artistic world- was always at stake. 
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For Duncan, "the Hellenic discourse and its corollary, that of `Nature', had been 
enormously useful to her as a way of establishing a universal, transhistorical 
cultural authority for dance in America at the turn of the century" (Daly, 1995, 
p. 178). Duncan's choice of Nature as her referential basis, and her denouncing 
of the hard work that ballet technique required was a conscious phase of her 
(and her dance's) image-making. Jowitt interprets Duncan's reluctance to 
rehearse in public view as a way of preserving her personal myth of 
spontaneous and labour-free, natural artistry (1985-86, p. 23). Duncan also 
repeatedly denied having had any influence from the dance techniques of her 
time, claiming her art to have "sprang out of the Zeus head" (Daly, 1994, p. 24). 
Daly also notes how "she effectively removed from (her body) any vulgar 
requirement for labour, which would have smacked of the working class: 
instead, it could be imbued with an aura of the innate -of good taste, which is, 
by definition, effortless" (Ibid, p. 115). Building her own myth around 
narratives that gave the impression of a life and art of luxury and ease, and the 
blessing of a `natural charisma', Duncan aimed directly to an association with 
`Culture' at a time when the term was directly related to race (white) and class 
(upper) and a glorified (and in that case Greek) past. 
5.3 Contextualising the dance, performing politics. 
At the end of the nineteenth century, dance was confined in a twofold schema, 
which consisted of the `heavy', over-stylised ballet and the `light' vaudeville 
scene (Daly, 1995 and Kouroupi, 1999, p. 121). In any case, dance was a 
predominantly female occupation. Still it was staging a submissive, manipulated 
femininity as expressed either through the ethereal (even though hard-working) 
beauty of the ballerina, or through the eroticised body of the cabaret dancer. The 
(female) dancer was, however, ill-reputed and dance (conceived as a mere 
bodily and therefore secular function) was far from a prestigious professional 
occupation. As Daly suggests, 
By the turn of the century, the "dancer" (implicitly female, 
but with little distinction between the trained ballerina, the 
entertaining skirt dancer, and the moonlighting factory 
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worker-cum-chorus girl) was constructed as a highly paid, 
empty-headed, blonde soubrette of ill repute. 
(Daly, 1995, p. 157) 
The rise of the first feminist issues among the western-European and American 
upper and middle class women coincided with a widespread tendency for a 
return to nature and the spread of the `physical culture' craze. The new 
discourses on healthy living endorsed the idea of an accordingly healthy 
unrestricted body for both men and women, which favoured such physical 
activities as the Delsarte45-oriented groups and the `free' or `artistic' (dance) 
movement. It is these socio-political currents that actually prepared the ground 
for the appearance of such personalities as Loie Fuller, Isadora Duncan and 
Ruth St Denis, whom Jowitt credits as "the acknowledged foremothers of what 
came to be called modern dance" (Jowitt, 2000, p. 2). 
These pioneers of American modem dance expressed through their artistic 
choices the new aesthetics and ideas, responding to needs such as the equality of 
the sexes, a `nostalgia' for a simpler way of life and a `return to nature', a 
longing for the `exotic' unseen, or a national(ist) need for the legitimisation of a 
(political as well as cultural) American (or merely `white' middle-class) 
identity. The `new dance' encompassed traditional and new values offering an 
alternative modem and yet rooted in tradition, way of life. Loie Fuller, Isadora 
Duncan and Ruth St Dennis were all deviating from the established Puritan 
lifestyle. They engaged and celebrated new technological innovations46 and 
progressivist discourses on the free -social- body while at the same time 
engaging on traditional morals, values and ideological frameworks, such as the 
serene charm of romanticism, the orientalist47 discourse of the `civilised' white 
and the `primitive' (non-white) Others, distinctions between High and Low (or 
even `moral' and `immoral' )48 art and even conventional ideas related to the 
`purity' of motherhood and of the desexualised (as opposed to the `crudeness' 
of the erotic) body, the `authenticity' of the Natural and the nonnegotiable 
prestige of the Classic, that are been explicitly articulated in Daly's reading of 
Duncan's `body'. 49 
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It therefore becomes apparent that this shift from the meta-romantic stylised 
ballet to a freer dance genre was not merely an internal matter of aesthetic or 
formalist artistic discourse, as it was initiated and fuelled by the mainstream 
social and political ideological streams and events of the time. The turn-of-the- 
(twentieth) century changes in the western political and social structure initiated 
by the new values and realities of capitalism, modernisation and 
industrialisation required a new dance language that could suitably express, 
promote or challenge the new ideas, feelings and aesthetics, as well as collective 
desires and needs. Drawing from the progressivist discourse, the `free' and 
`liberating' (even though in its core still conservative as Daly points out)so 
character of the new dance came as a reaction to the restrictive, `old-fashioned' 
structure of ballet and in extension to the old structures of Victorian morals and 
European conventions. At the same time, sensing the social and political 
changes that occurred with the new century, the ballet world was also slowly re- 
adjusting to the new realities, anticipating the great structural, aesthetic and 
thematic changes that were to mark its `golden age', soon to come with the 
international tours of Anna Pavlova and Sergei Diaghilev's Ballets Russes. 
The rapid urbanisation and industrialisation of (north) America and (western) 
Europe in the late nineteenth century had generated anxiety concerning the loss 
of a familiar (and gradually idealised) past, an `unnaturally' fast changing 
present and the threatening prospect of a `dehumanised' future. The romantic 
ideal of a return to the nature, or else to the roots of (the `civilised', white) 
humanity as expressed earlier by Jean-Jacques Rousseau51 regained a new 
vigour as an alternative to the threat of a fast growing materialist culture. These 
concerns can be also traced in the romantic themes and aesthetics of the Art 
Nouveau style, which "emphasised nature imagery and fluid, sinuous lines" 
(Au, 2002, p. 89). At the same time the popularisation of Darwin's theory of 
evolution triggered and supported a growing socio-political interest on the 
human body, its agency and rights, raising new discourses on the equality of 
races, classes and sexes. 52 This growing interest on body agency had naturally 
affected the arts with a great impact on the creation and perception of dance. For 
the first time dance was re-examined as an artistic (and therefore connected not 
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only with the material, but also with the spiritual `body') as well as, as a social 
practice and educational means. 
Such social agitations occurred almost simultaneously within North America 
and Western Europe and especially Germany where the first foundations for the 
development of European modern dance were set. However distinct in their 
styles and individual components, and through a fragmentary and yet significant 
interaction (Partch-Bergsohn, 1994), the two `schools' that resulted to the 
formation of early German and American Modern dance shared, at least in their 
beginnings, a large common ground on what concerned their social and political 
orientation. The engagement of the Hellenic paradigm in both continents was 
the outcome of their similar pursuits for essentialising `truths' in their need to 
legitimise and root on the `safe' soil of History, Tradition and Natural Law 
specific artistic, ideological, social, political, national/ethnic and even racial 
identities. In a similar way, while discussing early modern dance in Spain, 
Professor Iris Garland describes it as "that strand of modernism before World 
War I that engaged European intellectuals and artists with the essential, the 
primitive and the exotic in a search for spiritual values during the rapid 
technological changes of the fin du siecle", explaining how "the myth of origins 
took on a new significance in the quest for universal knowledge and truth" 
(1997, p. 1). 
5.4 Plato on stage: "The True, the Good, and the Beautiful' : s3 
Those pursuits led to (ancient) Greece, which in western conscience stood for 
Classicism, Nature, Harmony, Beauty, and Rhythm and most importantly for 
Culture. 54 As the acknowledged source of (western) civilisation, Greece was 
thought to hold the answers to the problems of (the then) modem life providing 
a stable and safe ground for the new dance and movement theories. A 
connection to such an unquestionable Culture automatically legitimised dance 
adding to its social prestige and elevating it from a leisure activity to a 
professional occupation and ultimately, a way of life. 
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In fact, the idea of a `healthy soul in a healthy body' and the perception of (the 
`right') movement as a way of cultivating the spirit and soul, as well as an 
individual and social sense of morality was rapidly growing in Europe and 
America. The unification of body, soul and mind and the idea of the body not as 
merely material, but as a "transparent representation, or `expression' of the 
soul" (Daly, 1995, p. 128), was drawn from the ancient Greek ideal of vou; 
vy14s ev othpari vyu (a healthy spirit in a healthy body). This axiom has been a 
mainstay concept for Francois Delsarte and Emile Jacques-Dalcroze and had 
greatly affected the works of Isadora Duncan, Rudolf Laban and Ruth St Denis 
(determining the orientation of Denishawn school and company), marking the 
course of modem dance. This interaction was identified by Jowitt (1985-86, p. 
28) as a `Duncan-inspired, Dalcroze-based' formula, which has shaped the 
development of western dance education and performance. 
The movement of Delsartism, in America, as formed and developed through the 
interpretation and appropriation of Delsarte's theories was also based on the 
same `classical' trinity of mind-body and soul. As Daly points out, Delsartean 
theories, as imported to America by the actor Steele McKaye and "compiled and 
disseminated" by the latter's student Genieve Stebbins, provided the base for 
the development of a "variety of "physical culture" practices, from elocution to 
gymnastics to statue-posing" (Daly, 1995, p. 123). Delsarte's system, which "in 
a true nineteenth-century style ... simultaneously embraced art, science and 
religion", attempting through the "Principle of Trinity" to harmonise life, soul 
and mind through bodily movement, had a great impact in the late nineteenth- 
century America. Delsartre had also introduced three principles that were later 
adopted by many dancers and choreographers (including Duncan, as Daly 
suggests): 55 the principles of succession or movement fluidity, which was based 
on his study of Greek statues (Jowit 1985-86, p. 24), of oppositional forces in 
movement and of correspondence between physical, mental and spiritual states, 
which were all perceived as "intimately interconnected and patterned" (Daly, 
1995, p. 124). His theory was interpreted, re-interpreted and "forged originally 
by elocution schools and actors" and later by dance schools and teachers, 
eventually forming the pose-and gesture school of American Delsartism (Ibid). 
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In the 1890s America, Delsartism became increasingly popular not only 
amongst professionals but also amongst upper and middle class women, as a 
favourite past time. The `statue posing', or `living statues; moving in poses 
drawn "exclusively from classical Greek sculptures whose images were 
provided in manuals and magazines" became a mainstream trend (Ibid, p. 125). 
As Daly points out, Stebbins's "Delsartre matinees" had inspired Ruth St. 
Denis, who started her own career by defining her dance as "artistic statue 
posing". It is also very likely that Delsartism, as expressed through its various 
formations in the numerous `statue posing' classes and expression groups all 
over the country, had also influenced Isadora Duncan. These various activities 
formed `physical culture', which "with the emphasis on "culture" as "self- 
improvement", "artfully engaged the physical, and moral" suggesting a 
"natural" unbroken bond between body and soul" (Ibid, p. 127). In that way, the 
spread of Delsartism provided a fertile ground for Duncan's approach to dance 
(Jowitt, 1985-86, p. 24). 
Even though the Hellenic trend had started before Duncan, it was her name that 
became mainly associated with Hellenism and was followed by the numerous 
`Greek dance' schools. Her `Greek dance' paradigm dominated the western 
perception of what Greece and Greekness constitutes for, setting the standards 
upon which (or against which) later Greek (or interested in Greek dance and/or 
aesthetics) choreographers based their own representations or interpretations of 
`Greekness'. Daly notes that: 
By the teens, as a result of Duncan's success, dance in America 
meant a band of barefoot nymphs in Greek tunics and 
headbands, each with a knee lifted high and head thrown back, 
frolicking quite "artfully" around a tree or against a skyline. 
(Daly, 1995, p. 102) 
Also citing Duncan's influence in both the amateurs and professionals of her 
time, Jowitt writes in her defence: 
Duncan could not be held responsible for all the pageants and 
Greek games (... ) for the well-meaning girls in bare feet and 
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bunchy tunics (... ) that were, by the 1924, indispensable in 
displays of "natural" or "interpretive" dancing. 
(Jowitt, 1985-86, p. 28) 
Duncan's `Hellenic' influence was not however confined within the American 
borders. Discussing the British dance scene, Larraine Nicholas notes that "the 
`free' dancers of the turn of the century, in particular Isadora Duncan and Maud 
Allan, had generated a similar British movement of `Hellenic' dancers" (in 
Carter, 2004, p. 120). Similarly, while describing the (European) dancers of his 
time Dalcroze writes: "Dancers choose models for their attitudes among great 
works of sculpture or of painting and take inspiration from Greek frescoes, from 
statues, from paintings" (1917, p. 26). Even though many of those dancers had 
turned to Greece out of their own initiative, Duncan's version of Greekness 
definitely affected the way this subject was treated in the subsequent years. 
Duncan's impact on the development of expressive dance in Europe and 
America is generally acknowledged. Therefore an exploration of some of 
Duncan's basic ideas on what constitutes `Hellenism', as well as what it stands 
for in western society and the ways it could contribute to her artistic (and often 
social or even political) vision seemed necessary for the aims of the present 
study. Even though Duncan drew many of her poses directly from ancient 
sculptures, vase paintings and bas-reliefs, her perception of `Greekness' was 
largely based on secondary sources, rather than from a direct contact with Greek 
reality and culture. In fact, she did not visit Greece until 1903, after having 
already being established as a `Greek' dancer. Jowitt also notes that Duncan's 
"transformation" from a "solo artist, genteel nymph" to a "true bacchante" and a 
"great dancer 
... seemed to have taken place quite rapidly, with only a finishing 
lustre applied by the air of living Greece" and she explains that "her trip to 
Greece only fuelled ideas she already had" (1985-86, p. 25,26). It thus seems 
that Duncan's perception of Greekness was already shaped before her visits and 
staying in Athens, which just added another dimension to her pre-existent 
Hellenic imaginings. 
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As Ruth St Denis later pointed out, for Duncan, Greece was -much like the 
majority of the `cultured' people of her time- "a state of mind". Duncan's 
inspiration was exclusively drawn from her extended visits to the Hellenic 
collections of the Louvre and the British Museums, as well as from translations 
of Greek plays, `classical' Greek therned paintings, sculptures and musical 
compositions or essays on Greek civilization and culture. Still, as dictated by 
the "educated naivete of the age ... Greek poetry, 
Greek philosophy, Greek 
architecture, Greek statues, bas-reliefs and vases were of consuming interest" 
(Jowitt, 1985-86, p. 26). In that way, the discovery of the real living Greece was 
of secondary importance, as the idealised imaginings on Greek civilisation left 
little space for the `banality' of everyday life. Even though Duncan eventually 
visited Greece and attempted to set a school in Athens, she did not really deviate 
from that norm. All in all, she constructed a westernised and rather romanticized 
conception of Greece and Greekness, which became easily recognizable in the 
West and enthusiastically adopted in Greece. 
As one of her major sources of inspiration Duncan often referred to Friedrich 
Nietzsche's Birth of Tragedy from the Spirit of Music, which she often 
described as her `bible'. Through this book she actually had the chance to be 
initiated on the two balancing aspects of the Dionysian and the Apollonian, 
which co-existed in Greek tragedy and religion. The importance of the "fierce 
Dionysian aspect" (Jowitt, 1985-86, p. 26) as a complementary counterpart of 
the -praised by her contemporaries- Apollonian serenity, was to mark her 
approach to dance which lead to her shift form the `nymph' to the `bacchant'. 
Moreover, her extensive readings of Nietzsche, especially between the 
formative years of 1900 and 1905 (Ibid), inspired her idea of the rebirth of the 
Greek chorus; an idea that was to be adopted and persistently worked upon by 
the first Greek choreographers, as I shall discuss in the following chapter. 
Although during her later years Duncan tried to remove the Greek stigma from 
her dance (ibid, p. 26) and located her sources of inspiration in the Irish folk and 
Native American traditions, her association with `Greek dance' remained as 
such until today. In the International Dictionary of Modern Dance Duncan is 
described as an "American pioneer dancer, choreographer and teacher (... ) who 
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toured Europe performing barefoot, free interpretations of classical Greek 
dance" (Berbow (ed), 1998, pp. 213-214). Greek dance scholar Nina Alkali 
also writes "Drawing inspiration from the ancient Greek aesthetics, Isadora 
Duncan had opened new routes in dance" (2002, p. 21). Similar passages can 
easily be found in the majority of the literature related to Duncan. Still, this 
connection with Greece and Greek dance was not just a construction of her 
numerous reviewers, admirers or audiences as it has been suggested. Duncan 
consciously tried to connect herself and her dance to the `cultured' Greek 
antiquity and in her effort she has re-constructed and re-defined a Greekness 
that was to haunt Greek (and not) choreographers for years. 
It could be argued that Duncan's version of `Greekness' was still staging a 
different (or more proximate) Exotic Other, re-presenting a westernised and 
romanticised idea of Greece. Thus her idealised Hellenism has to be examined 
within the wider orientalist framework, which characterised the dance (and not 
only) discourse of her time. As Daly observes, "After the several seasons of 
Indian incarnations, Salome dances and "La Loie" (Fuller) look-alikes, the 
`Greek' dance was a welcome distraction" (1995, p. 106). The staging of a new 
`ethnic' theme came thus as a refreshing variation to the already popular Eastern 
exotic themes. Greece was often re-presented - both before and after Duncan- 
alongside other `eastern' cultures, within groups that were characterised by their 
long history and theorised antiquity. Even though appropriated as `western' and 
`white' and thus as familiar and proximate, the idealised Greek antiquity and its 
extended references in dance still formed an exotic alternative paradigm, other 
than the everyday (western) `modern' life. Still, although Duncan must have 
been aware of the exotic appeal of her Hellenic references, she did not just aim 
for that. 
What renders Duncan's staging of `Greekness' a significant point of reference 
for Greek dance history, is the conscious and tactful way with which it was built 
and used as a career plan. Even though other dancers like Ruth St Denis and 
Maud Allan also presented `Greek' themes both before and after Duncan, in 
most cases these were chosen in between other `oriental' or `exotic' ethnic 
themes as to present a more diverse repertory satisfying the audience's ceaseless 
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eagerness for novelty and re-innovation. The staging of Ted Shawn's Pyrrhic 
Dance, as noted earlier in the text, was actually part of a big production, which 
was performed in 1906 by the entire Denishawn school in an open-air Greek 
theatre in Berkley, under the general title A Dance Pageant of Egypt, Greece 
and India. As the title suggests, the performance included `ethnic' pieces 
inspired from the above mentioned cultures arraying and juxtaposing them as to 
represent the Orient in a more holistic way. Thus, Greece was chosen here 
indiscriminately to add another perspective to St Denis's (re)presentation of the 
East. Duncan's turn to Hellenism was however a more conscious choice, which 
drew on carefully selected issues in order to construct and establish the desired 
self image. One of the most interesting aspects of Duncan's `Hellenic discourse' 
was the parallel attempts of linking her dance to Greece, while at the same time 
distinguishing and `removing' Greece from (or actually elevating it above) the 
rest of the 'Orient'. To secure this twofold connection, Duncan invested on 
Greece's most important virtue: its `westerness', or even better, its 'whiteness': 
a characteristic that alone was a confirmation of cultural (and racial) inferiority. 
5.5 Setting a Hellenic stage to perform the National Self(s). 
As Daly explains "Duncan was interested specifically in going back to and 
appropriating the roots of Western (white) `Culture' in the Greeks" as opposed 
to the "primitive" or "precivilised" state of being (and dance) she endeavoured 
to elevate. Duncan actually located this `precivilised' state in the fast spreading 
jazz and ragtime dancing which "she regarded as a reversion to `African 
primitivism" (1995, p. 7). In that way, Duncan portrayed a notion of noble, 
white Americanness at a time when America's racial and cultural diversity was 
distorting the definition of a clear national identity. By distinguishing the 
(western) Greeks from the non-western (or non-white) Others according to the 
dominant orientalist paradigm and by linking a white, middle-class America 
with an ennobled ancient civilisation, Duncan constructed a very clear 
positioning for her, her dance and her audience. 
"In this era (second half of the nineteenth century), not so far removed from the 
implosion of a civil war, America was reconstituting itself, self conscious about 
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the creation and imprinting of national identity" (Ibid, p. 5). Duncan's dances in 
which `Americanness' and `Greekness' coexisted with such notions as Nature, 
Truth, Classicism and Progress provided the ideal framework that could support 
a strong, young and daring -and at the same time rooted in `classical values' 
and justified by `natural laws'- American identity. It enclosed a respectable and 
glorified past and a progressive and promising future, draped with the 
unquestionable prestige of Nature and Classicism. In that way, Duncan elevated 
her dance into the realms of High Art and Culture through its identification with 
`Americanness'. At the same time, a time where "Migration and movement, 
mobility and motion characterised identity" (Schlereth in Daly, 1995, p. 9), she 
identified America with "an elite, white, europeanised monolith" (Ibid, p. 10). 
By defining her audience as the ('elite', `white' and Europeanised -and 
therefore- `civilised') core of Americanness, she also guaranteed the 
classification of her dance as High Art and its popularity within those who 
shared "a growing upper-middle-class desire for (national, as well as) social 
prestige" (Ibid). 
The widespread need for the construction, re-construction and/or legitimisation 
of national identities was another characteristic of the twentieth century. The 
restructuring of the world order, marked by the first signs of a possible 
disintegration of the old colonial world and the shaping of new national 
(geographical as well as ideological and cultural) borders provoked new 
nationalist feelings and ideologies. Since the very beginning, the `new' or 
`expressive' dance appeared particularly sensitive to such issues not just 
reflecting but often suggesting, distinct national (and often racial or social) 
characters, identities and cultures. In the early twentieth century, dance56 
seemed to revolve around issues of nationalism and more specifically of a 
white, western, upper/middle class nationalism. Incorporating both `new' and/or 
re-shaped traditional values, the new dance could add to the justification of the 
newly constructed or re-constructed nationalisms through their connection with 
antiquity, tradition and nature. In that way it seems to have provided a 
consistent ideological framework that allowed it to meet the western tendencies 
and needs of the time. In an era when not only America but in fact most parts of 
Europe were trying to restructure and legitimise their identities by tracing and 
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re-collecting national (or racial) roots, the preoccupation in both America and 
Europe with the `eternal' and `true' ideals of Rhythm, Harmony, Nature and 
Classical Beauty that referred to Greek antiquity had both historical and socio- 
political significance. 
The popularity and spread of Duncan's `free' dance as well as of Dalcroze's and 
Laban's theories on `natural' rhythm and movement in the early twentieth 
century were not irrelevant to the growing ideological and social streams that 
were to mark that century. Duncan's preoccupation with ideas of Americaness 
and Greekness, was actually an expression of a more general tendency: the 
designation and representation of nationality/ies. At the same time many of the 
leading figures in the dance field were also preoccupied with re-presentations of 
national selfhoods. Whether that was the configuration of one's own, or the 
interpretation of other people's (other cultures' or eras') national characteristics, 
the National Self was one of the main (although not always explicitly 
proclaimed) subjects of the early modem dance. 
In America, Martha Graham was also concerned with American and Hellenic 
themes, although she addressed them (and especially the latter) in a completely 
different to her predecessors way. After leaving Denishawn, she tried to escape 
St Denis's exotic representations and Duncan's romantic `Hellenism' leaning 
towards a more contextualised and informed by her time's social, political and 
psychoanalytical discourses, approach. Her choice of Greek themes (largely 
drawn from mythology and tragic plays) focused on a series of -mainly female- 
tragic figures which served as archetype characters for a modern study of the 
human -again predominantly female- psyche. The appearance of the first 
modern choreographers, which actually historically coincides with the 
weakening of the colonial ideology, signals a new orientation in dance which 
evades the `orientalist' discourse. Still, what is also prominent in Graham's 
repertory is her celebration of `Americanness' within a series of works based on 
the American and Amerindian experience (Au, 2002, p. 121). In that way she 
shares the most prominent tendency of her time, which marked not only the 
course of dance but the whole first half of the twentieth century: the nationalist 
feeling. 
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In Europe, the preoccupation with the `healthy', `natural' and -white- 
'classical' body that claimed its authoritative power in its association with 
ancient Greece became a key concept in Nazi ideology as well as within other 
European Nationalist or Fascist regimes. 57 The communal and `moral' character 
of `expressive dance', perceived as a means of individual, as well as social 
cultivation and reform (often through uniformity of movement) was also inline 
with the ideologies and aesthetics of European Fascist and dictatorial regimes. 
The gymnastic ('healthy body') and moral ('healthy spirit') aspects of the new 
dance, as expressed by some of its main representatives (e. g. Duncan, Dalcroze, 
Laban), were at times appropriated and used (even though in their most 
distorted, conservative and restrictive form) by the fascist propaganda. The Nazi 
account of the `Greek Ideal' as expressed also with the revival of the Olympic 
Games in Berlin, in 1936 was embraced and adopted by the Greeks. 
Along with the international political scene, the dance scene also changed after 
World War II and the modem choreographers of the late 1950s and 1960s 
turned to more abstract themes, often focusing on issues of agency and 
individual freedom. For the modem dancers, choreographers and movement 
analysts, body was a means of personal expression but also of collective 
imaginings and diachronic features of the human psyche, as well as of 
humanitarian `classical' ideals (such as the threefold slogan of the French 
Revolution of liberte, egalite, fraternite). Still, the general guidelines, as set by 
Dalcroze and Laban, Duncan, Saint Denis and Shawn), which revolved around 
these schemes, had a deep influence on the following generations of 
choreographers in both Europe and America. 
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Chapter 6 
Staging 'Greekness' for a western audience. 
6.1 Connecting western modernity with Greek antiquity: the 
nationalisation of early Modern Dance. 
In Greece the twentieth-century creative dance has been, as choreographer Hans 
Mandafounis suggests, "an imported species" while its alignment with the 
international avant-garde movements and trends seems to be its dominant 
tendency (Fessa, 2004, p. 36). As modem dance did not come to challenge a 
previously established dance status quo there has never been the process of 
agitation and (re-)creation, found in the West. In fact the appearance of modern 
dance in Greece precedes that of ballet, while it was the first form of dance to be 
officially recognised as `artistic', `socially valuable' and most importantly 
`Greek'. In the beginning of the twentieth century, there was no ballet company 
or academy operating in the country while the first professional dance school, 
set in 1937 by Koula Pratsika, had a definite 'Duncan-inspired, Dalcroze-based' 
orientation and syllabus. 
Even though there have been few dance teachers/choreographers working in 
Athens, ballet technique was mainly employed as a tool for the creation of 
cabarettvaudeville dances, while the term `ballerina' was mainly used to 
describe young female cabaret dancers and had clear associations with `loose 
moral' women. However, although the situation resembles the dance climate in 
America in the late nineteenth century as described above by Daly, in Greece, 
ballet had never been established as a respectable dance form -or at least as a 
spectacle worth presenting in Royal courts and Opera Houses- as it was during 
its romantic era in the rest of Europe and (probably only as a faded echo of 
European `culture') in America. Keeping in mind the time's conservative 
positioning on body politics and the female agency, the delayed establishment 
of the ballerina's status comes as no surprise. Nonetheless, in Greece dance was 
first introduced with Duncan's visits in Athens and established through a 
middle-upper class circle of Athenian ladies as a sophisticated activity 
associated with High-Art, Culture and Hellenism, yet still not as a profession 
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until Koula Pratsika. Such referential association of ballet with High Class or 
High Art was only achieved later. 
While for most of the European nations the re-definition of their national 
cultures signalled a return to ballet as High Art, in Greece, it is actually modem 
dance that first comes to establish its character as High Art, in a very similar 
process to that of Duncan's elevation of (her) dance's status in America: 
through its connection with Nature, Classicism, and an upper-class Athenian 
social circle, as well as through its linkage with other -more prestigious and 
socially accepted- arts, such as theatre (and especially with Greek tragedy), 
(western) classical, Byzantine and traditional demotic music, painting, 
architecture, literature, archaeology. With the legitimisation of High Art dance, 
and the opening of the first professional -and later State- dance school, in 
Greece, ballet's status became also elevated, as to signify Class, Culture and 
`good upbringing' for young girls, mainly of middle and upper classes, until the 
1980s when its appeal became even wider. In that way `modern' dance achieved 
first (and also on ballet's behalf): a high status, governmental support and social 
recognition as a valid professional career. For a better understanding of some of 
the parameters that contributed to this unorthodox development of dance in 
Greece, a brief account of the historical framework of the period is necessary. 
The appearance and establishment of ballet in Europe dates back to the 
seventeenth century court dances, originating in a feudal era of wealthy 
aristocrats and art-lovers which financially supported the artists and sponsored 
the creation of new works. For Greece this period was however a period of 
cultural stagnation. Being under a long-term Turkish occupation, Greece was 
not only politically and economically repressed but also bound to the Islamic 
moral and law system. The religious restrictions, which applied in all spheres of 
social and political life set firm moral and aesthetic standards that allowed little 
freedom for artistic (and especially bodily) expression. By the time Greece was 
liberated and re-established as an independent state, in the beginning of the 
twentieth century, ballet was already fully developed (and even over-stylised 
and already bearing symptoms of decline). Even more, it was strongly related 
with specific (European) national and cultural identities such as those of Russia, 
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France or Italy and even England. The import of an already perfected and 
appropriated by other national cultures dance form, which was completely alien 
to Greek reality, would be an unattainable task for Greece at the time. With a 
very low national income and a chaotic political scene the foundation and 
support of a National Ballet was impossible. Furthermore dance education was 
non-existent, while even basic education was at the time still considered a 
luxury for the majority of the population. 
Nevertheless, while ballet bore all these negative undertones for Greece, which 
concerned its foreign/alien nature, the `new dance' as represented by Isadora 
Duncan appeared more `natural' and thus more simple, attainable and 
financially viable: it did not require a demanding technical training, big 
ensembles or expensive costumes, settings and theatres; It could be performed 
in open spaces, ancient theatres and archaeological sites, with bare feet and 
simple robes, even as a solo dance. Moreover the new dance appeared to be 
`Greek'. 
Similar to the situation in America in the early 1900s Greeks were also 
"concerned with finding for themselves a national selfhood, a cultural identity 
and a means of individual self-expression" (Daly, 1995, p. 7). The triptych of 
novelty, nature and classicism was also a suitable `identification guide' for the 
newly founded Greek nation wishing to established its new, liberal and 
`European' or Modern (in any case non-Oriental) character, as well as its 
historical presence in the area that would justify its right of existence. Duncan's 
references to Greek antiquity and the association of Greece with `natural 
beauty', `harmony' and `high' aesthetics invited the Greeks to re-appropriate 
and re-present the `new' or `Greek' dance even more 'Hellenicised' than before. 
In that way the new dance provided a new field, which seemed to be more 
competent for the Greek artists, whose national origin could immediately grant 
them with the prestige of the `authentic'. For what could be more `authentic' 
and therefore more `true', `natural' and `classic' than an `inside' representation 
of classical Greece? While the established ballet scene excluded Greece, the 
`new dance' scene appeared full of promises. Instead of a solid institutional 
infrastructure that was essential for the development of a national ballet, Greece 
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collated the `authenticity of the indigenous', which would allow it to create a 
national and yet internationally acknowledged dance scene. For the 
development of such aspirations, the already established (so much by Duncan, 
as well as by Dalcroze) connection between Rhythm, Harmony, Classicism, 
Hellenism and dance, was momentous. 
Naturally, Isadora Duncan's extensive referencing to Hellenic civilisation and 
more specifically, her interest in `Greek' aesthetics and dance, functioned as a 
stimulus for similar expeditions within Greece itself. During her first visit in 
Athens, in 1903, Duncan attempted (unsuccessfully) to create her own school in 
Kopanas, while the magazine Panathinaia publishes (15th October) the full text 
of her essay The Dance of the Future, which she had presented in Berlin few 
months earlier. On the 28`h of November, the same year, Duncan performed in 
the Public Theatre of Athens and was frantically applauded by the -mainly 
student- audience. The success of that first performance was followed, after a 
royal invitation, by a second performance held on the I1t of December in the 
Royal theatre. This time the performance was attended by the royal family while 
the rest of the audience consisted of the Athenian `aristocracy' (Fessa, 2004, p. 
37). During their stay in Athens, Duncan and her brother Raymond studied 
about Greek art under the guidance of the archaeologist, painter and philologist 
Alexandros Philadelfias. Their eccentric appearance (they used to wear tunics 
and sandals even when promenading in the city) further intrigued the 
`Europeanised' Athenian bourgeoisie. Still, the intensity of the internal political 
affairs of the time did not allow a further experimentation or interaction with the 
local artists, who strove to surpass the everyday hardships. 
Duncan's second stay (and teaching) in Athens, in 1915, was even shorter as it 
coincided with the beginning of the National Division and the fall of prime 
minister Eleutherios Venizelos, who had until then supported her local ventures. 
In a final attempt to set her own dance school in Athens, Duncan returned in 
1920 with a group of students and started intensive rehearsals for an ambitious 
project, the Festival of Dionysos, which was meant to involve for thousand 
dancers. This time, the catalytic events that followed the catastrophic expedition 
in Asia Minor caused the cancellation of her plans and prevented the 
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establishment of a Duncanesque technique and school in Greece. Still her 
influence on the resident choreographers such as the Palmer-Sikelianou, 
Kanelos and later Pratsika was direct and considerably lasting. Although the 
dance education in Greece, as set by Pratsika, was methodologically based on 
Dalcroze's principles its ideological and aesthetic orientation was very much 
influenced by Duncan's paradigm. Jowitt's comment on the `Duncan-inspired, 
Dalcroze-based' method is probably the scheme that best describes the 
physiognomy of dance education in Greece, during the whole first half of the 
twentieth century. 
6.2 The exotic appeal: Dance under the shadow of a glorious past. Trying to 
fit Duncan's `Greek Robe'. 
Duncan's case is only an example of the potential of modern dance to be 
associated with (and convey) specific nationalities. The flexibility of modem 
dance regarding the style, technique, aesthetic background and thematic (which 
has been further widened and `liberated' in the post-Duncan years), has been 
susceptible to the engagement and/or appropriation of specific ideological and 
political thesis and nationalist discourses. The cases of similar `nationalising' of 
contemporary dance forms are numerous and world ranging from Martha 
Graham and Mary Wigman, to the Taiwanese Cloud Gate dance theatre and 
still, Duncan's example is exemplifying of the high position that Greek 
civilisation (always referring to antiquity) held for the `western world' since the 
European Renaissance and what is more important, its consequent adulation and 
exoticisation. The acceptance and gradual embodiment of this western 
exoticism has been a crucial factor in the shaping of Modern Greek cultural 
identity and has been specifically linked to the over-evaluation and emphasising 
of the historical past. It is exactly its romantic and/or exotic appeal and its high 
position within western cultural ranking, which further elevated Greek antiquity 
within Greece and turned it into the cornerstone of the national(ist) discourse. 
The quest for a `cosmopolitan Greekness' haunted the early Greek 
choreographers, dancers and teachers, who saw in the principles of Duncan's 
"basic dance" (Martin in Magriel, 1979) and Dalcroze's Eurhythmics, the tools 
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they needed in order to represent the Greek idea, `from the inside'. 
Characterised by a similar turn towards the "noble spirit of the Greeks" (Chalif, 
1920, p. 9) the principles and aesthetics of the `new dance', could easily be 
related to the Greek history and culture. 58 Even though not always explicitly 
expressed, the `Hellenistic' character of these dance (or `rhythmic movement') 
experimentations `invited' the Greek artists to adopt and develop them 
according to their (personal and national) artistic visions. After attending a 
performance by Dalcroze's students in Hellerau, in 1923, Pratsika writes in her 
autobiography: 
Oh, God! What a vision! (... ) Here in this corner, in this 
German village, they were teaching Greece: of Art, of 
Poetry, of kindness and humanitarianism. Greece: of dance, 
of rhythm, of music. Plato's Greece, the timeless Greek 
spirit (... ) I had a shock deep and incurable. This! And 
nothing else!! 
(Pratsika, Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 15 -translated by the author) 
It was after this first encounter with expressive dance that Pratsika decided to 
study under Dalcroze, in order to "bring back to her country this education, 
which had its roots in the Greek ideals" (Alkali, 2000, p. 21). 
As with their fellow American and European artists, Greek choreographers 
considered their connection with ancient Greek orhesis to be crucial for their 
recognition, within Greece, as well as internationally. In addition, they strongly 
felt the obligation to present an `inside' and therefore more `authentic' 
representation of the `eternal Greek spirit'. In that way, the task of reviving their 
`western past' was undertaken by the early Greek choreographers, who bore the 
weight of their prestigious heritage. However, the fact that this past had already 
been interpreted and represented by western dancers, choreographers and 
scholars, should not be underestimated. The `classic' Greek ideal was already 
known, taught, and appropriated (as an inspirational source for artistic creations 
and/or as an ideological reference point) by the West. The western perception of 
classical Greece was already set. Its content had been defined, examined, 
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interpreted and projected filtered to the rest of the world, through a number of 
printed material, academic institutions and governmental policies S9 
The Greeks, themselves, (even, or actually especially, the `educated' ones) were 
inevitably overwhelmed by this western construction of `Greekness'. While 
discussing her decision to study in Dalcroze's school, Pratsika explains that she 
had to "bring back to Greece, where we ignored the eternal teachings of Plato, 
the timeless spirit of Greece... which was blowing free in the European 
countries" (Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 15). Later on, describing her apprenticeship 
there, she exclaims: "The Europeans in the avant-garde of everything, Greeks! " 
(Ibid, p . 19). For Pratsika, it was Europe and not (the non-European? ) Greece 
that knew how to evaluate, respect and develop the Greek spirit, to the benefit 
of humanity. 60 It was Europe which was actually more Greek than Greece 
itself. The dutiful need to represent the national culture and the admiration and 
attraction for the western artistic avant-garde found within those remarks a 
meeting point, which marked Pratsika's course. The cosmopolitan and more 
specifically European cultural orientation of the Greek bourgeoisie (where 
Pratsika also belonged) merged with patriotic (and at times even nationalistic) 
feelings, as to create a `Greek-yet-European' (meaning local and yet 
internationally acclaimed) theatrical dance tradition, rooted in the local history 
and culture. 
Pratsika was initially interested in exploring and re-establishing the role of the 
ancient chorus within Greek tragedy. Her attempts focused on the study of the 
principles and aesthetics of ancient Greek dance, which would provide her with 
the required information to support an `authentic', or at least legitimate, 
reconstruction of the chorus. In spite of its local/national character, the success 
of this task was to be estimated by its appeal to international -European- 
scholars, critics and audiences. Pratsika was aware that her nationality alone 
was not enough to ground her work with the authoritative `authenticity', of the 
`original'. Western education was thought to be essential, in order to provide 
her with a `true' understanding of the `timeless spirit of Greece', as well as with 
the methodological tools that would assist her revivalist attempts. 
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In that way, I argue that Pratsika's sense of `Greekness' and consequently her 
artistic visions and teachings, had an auto-exoticised core character. Another 
decisive factor in the orientation of Pratsika's quest for `Art' and `Hellenism' 
was her acquaintance with another `westerner', the American Eva Palmer- 
Sikelianos, who was to become her mentor and role model. Pratsika's 
apprenticeship and collaboration with Palmer-Sikelianos seems to have actually 
channelled her attention towards the richness of Greek culture. In fact, her 
decision to study in Hellerau and her understanding of Dalcroze's teachings, as 
well as her ideas on the role of the ancient chorus, were deeply influenced by 
her encounter with Palmer and her involvement in the preparation and 
presentation of the first Delphic Festivals, in 1926-'27, as a coryphaeus in the 
chorus. For Pratsika this was a very powerful experience that shaped her whole 
life and career. "Through the vision of Sikelianos, (she) experienced the values 
of ancient Greek civilisation as an unrivalled, universal and unique heritage 
with a global and diachronic range" (Karasmanis, in Alkali, 2002, p. 22). In her 
autobiography, she compares her experience in Delphi with the attendance of 
her first performance in Hellerau: 
Here, in Delphi I get a new shock, as powerful as the one in 
Hellerau: Plato's Greece, of spirit, of study, of rhythm, of 
music of movement, of Europe under the enlightened 
guidance of the wonderful American, Frau Baer. And the 
living Greece that exists in the country, full of beauty and 
vivacity, always young, under the guidance of the other 
wonderful American, Eva Sikelianos. 
(Ursa Minor 1991, p. 17-translated by the author) 
Even though she later questioned Palmer's choreographic ideas and choices, she 
acknowledged her as her most influential teacher, "whose example had opened 
new, unknown routes and enlightened her whole life" (Ibid, p. 96). What is 
particularly interesting is that the most valuable lesson Pratsika (and other 
dancers and choreographers) were taught by Palmer, was the latter's 
(exoticised) vision of `Greekness'. Choreologist Katia Savrami writes that even 
though the Delphic Festivals did not manage to actually start a school, "they 
revealed the symbolic, or semiotic, (ethnic) character of dance for the Greek 
community of the time" (Savrami in Gregoriou, 2004, p. 41). In her writings, 
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Pratsika often referred to Palmer with great respect and gratitude for her 
guidance. As she explains, 
At that moment, between 1925-1927, who else had tried to 
show us, the new generation, the deep content of the ancient 
Greek civilisation? Who revealed to us the great spiritual 
heritage of the Greeks and their everyday life, as pictured in 
the ceramics, so close to contemporary Greek reality? (... ) 
Under Eva's guidance, we were discovering an unknown 
Greece, whose existence we never even suspected, and that 
Greece was us, ourselves. 
(Pratsika, Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 96 - translated by the author) 
For the first generation of Greek dancers, their personal and, most importantly, 
their national `awakening' and realisation, came through their contact with the 
`real' Greece that Palmer had revealed to them. It was a self-identification and 
definition that was shaped from the outside and gradually sunk in, through a 
polymorphous educative process that included (except of the dance classes), 
excursions to the countryside and lessons of Byzantine music and ancient Greek 
arts and literature, as well as folk traditions, arts and crafts. The enthusiasm with 
which Pratsika, and the rest of the participants, embraced Palmer's passionate 
vision had originated (at least partially) in the prestige that their newly revealed 
Greek identity was carrying, as well as by the promising new opportunities that 
it had to offer. 
After three years of learning and teaching Dalcroze's method Pratsika returned 
to Greece in 1930, in order to share this knowledge. She immediately started 
teaching (Rythmique Gymnastique as she used to call it after Dalcroze) in her 
house in Athens (with 350 students, Ibid, p. 20) and was hired as a teacher in the 
Royal Theatre School. For the following five decades she had been constantly 
teaching and choreographing for theatre plays (mainly tragedies), as well as for 
public celebrations and student performances (Ibid, pp. 9-46). In 1934 Pratsika's 
dance school -the first professional school in the country- started operating in 
the centre of Athens, in a building especially designed for this purpose by the 
architect Yiorgos Contoleon. This same school was later (in 1972) donated to 
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the Greek State and became the State School of Orchestic Art, which is until 
today the only public dance school in Greece. 
Pratsika's teaching method was very much influenced by Sikelianos's `Hellenic 
vision' and apart from the indispensable dance and music classes, she organised 
for her students a number of excursions to the Greek nature, as well as tours to 
historical sites. Her student Dora Iliopoulou says that 
the aim of these excursions was the general education of her 
students. She wanted us to get used to observing the beauty of 
the Classical period, in relation to the contemporary one. 
(Iliopoulou in Pratsika, p. 135 -translated by the author). 
Much like the similar western tendencies of the time, Pratsika turned to the 
classical period of Greek antiquity, as a primary source of inspiration, in an 
attempt to draw some parallels with (and in that way celebrate) contemporary 
Greece and its artistic potential. More than that, the school held a series of 
lectures from Greek and foreign guest artists, architects, scholars and writers of 
the time. They were the representatives of the `generation of the (19)30', or as 
Alcali (2002, p. 22) writes, the "Helleno-centric spiritual elite"6' that Pratsika 
had already met in Delphi, through the Sikelianos couple. The emphasis was - 
for as long as she remained the school's director- given on the development of a 
general cultural education, and a profound sense of Greekness, rather than on 
the technical artistry of the students. 
The way Pratsika envisioned Greek dance and the principles upon which she 
based her teachings and her school's program also bore Duncan's influence. 
Pratsika favoured applicants with general education and "usually those coming 
from families with influential power" as she was aiming to create an initial 
nucleus of teachers, who would then teach all over Greece, in order to 
"contribute to the general cultural development of the country" (Alkali, 2002, p. 
51). That way of selection unavoidably "favoured applicants from middle and 
upper class families" (Ibid). It is only in 1962 that Pratsika adds an article in the 
School's regulations, to state that applicants from the Greek province, will be 
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favoured, if they are planning to continue their career there, "so that the art of 
dance can be safely transmitted in the whole of the Greek space" (1991, p. 77). 
In fact, she chose to start a new course for these girls, as a separate department 
of the school: The professional class of the province. Thus this `inclusive' act 
was actually seen as a separate project for the further development of the dance 
itself and of her mission on the educating of the Greek people: It was a 
transfusion -rather than a fusion- of this urban, bourgeois Culture to the 'non- 
enlightened' ones, even though it had heavily drawn from the folk culture and 
traditions alongside the ancient arts and literature and the European neo- 
romanticism. 
The emphasis on the educational and moral character of dance, which Pratsika 
saw as a means of national cultural development rather than as a means of 
personal expression and creation, resembles Duncan's vision of the 
"remoralisation of American society" (Daly, 1995 p. 10), her schools, being less 
concerned with the training of professional dancers and more with encouraging 
children to a "beautiful and moral living" (Ibid). Similarly, Pratsika was 
interested in the cultivation of a refined and `Cultured' upper-middle class 
`Greekness'. Although she paid great interest in the re-discovery of Greek folk 
culture and traditional heritage, for her it remained a `discovery' of an Other 
Greece; 62 And that was a Greece that Pratsika, as an upper class bourgeois 
Athenian woman had not experienced and of which, as she often writes, "she 
was not aware". Her contact with the `authentic' (namely rural) Greek tradition 
happened through her appropriation of a westernised exotic view of Greekness: 
through Duncan's paradigm, Dalcroze's `Plato-inspired' teachings and Palmer's 
passionate guidance. 
Pratsika's understanding and evaluation of `Greekness' was based on an auto- 
exoticised or, according to Said's model, auto-orientalised perception of a 
National Self. Her work has been characterised as "an inspired civilising 
attempt", (Murivilis, in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 60), "ethnically beneficial" 
(Kakouri, in ibid, p 71), "the flame of national education" (Karas, in ibid, p 57), 
and herself as the "unquestionable "mother" of Greek dance" 
(Georgousopoulos, in ibid, p. 125). Her student Aleka Katseli (ibid, p. 141) 
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confesses "She (Pratsika) introduced the notion of Greek civilisation to our 
teaching". Her main contribution to the local dance scene was the restoration 
and establishment of its profound `Greekness', within Greece, as well as 
internationally (or at least in the West). 63 This `national' (and I would add class- 
conscious) character of the new dance, as taught and introduced to the public by 
Pratsika, was the element that allowed its recognition as an ethnically 
significant, and therefore `decent' and prestigious art and profession. 
Nevertheless, together with a sense of `Greekness', Pratsika introduced her 
students to the main international tendencies in dance education. Her 
"unquestionable" and "polymorphic" contribution is also acknowledged by 
Alkali who notes that "Pratsika brought back the ancient ideal of education. At 
the same time though, she familiarised her local students with the main 
tendencies in the international dance education" (2002, p. 31). 
However `Greek' Pratsika's perception of dance was, [to such an extent that it 
has been questioned and criticised by the following generations as 
"nationalistic", as Alkali (2002, p. 32) notes] it represented (at least in the 
beginning) an auto-exoticised national identity. The idea that modern Greeks 
were less aware (even though not less worthy) of their cultural heritage and 
identity than the western (European and North-American) peoples, is itself a 
very orientalist notion. It is also suggestive of the power of the `enlightened' 
West, to define, elaborate and `return' this new, more `authentic' and 
prestigious cultural and national identity to the Greek people. Considering the 
huge influence that Pratsika had on the structuring of an educational dance 
system in Greece, it becomes apparent that her influence on the formation and 
development of Greek contemporary dance cannot be underestimated. Zouzou 
Nikoloudi (1917-2004), Pratsika's student, as well as one of the most 
acknowledged Greek choreographers, wrote 
She (Pratsika) opened new routes, upon which the younger 
(choreographers) still walk today, without probably 
suspecting, that she made the start. A very difficult start, 
for that time, which marked the course of dance for the next 
generations. 
(Nikoloudi in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 151 -translated by the author). 
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Apart from establishing the first professional dance school in Greece and 
providing a solid guideline for all dance teachers of her time, Pratsika's 
preoccupation with the tragic chorus and her -as well as her students'- 
collaborations with all the major theatrical directors of her time and her 
extensive teachings resulted to the establishment of a theatrical tradition, rooted 
in these same theoretical principles. Reminiscing her teachings in the Royal 
Theatre Pratsika (ibid, p. 21) writes "All the old actors have passed from my 
hands during the ten years I worked there (... ) All! " In the same way, while 
discussing her "contribution in the interpretation of the ancient drama in the 
contemporary scene" theatre critic Kostas Georgousopoulos writes: 
Until today there has not been a single performance of 
ancient drama that has not been supported by one of Koula 
Pratsika's students, or by a student's student (... ) All the 
(theatre) directors from the most conservative ones to the 
revolutionaries, have drawn ideas, in order to give solutions 
to the complex problem of the chorus in the tradition that 
Pratsika cultivated. 
(Georgousopoulos in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 125-127 - 
translated by the author) 
Having embraced and embodied Pratsika's vision, her students have continued 
to teach, perform and choreograph for ancient plays, shaping the course of 
modem dance and theatre traditions in Greece. In fact, as Steryani Tsintziloni 
suggests in her MA dissertation on Nikoloudi, up to the 1960s "the avant-garde 
dance activities in Greece were mostly related to theatrical productions, 
choreographies in Greek themes and collaborations between artists aiming to 
give a Greek morphology to their arts" (1997, p. 39). Most of her initial students 
like Maria Hors, Eleni Kefalou-Hors, Maria Kynigou, Lena Zaboura, Maria 
Diamadidou, Dora Tsatsou-Symeonidi and Agapi Euaggelidi continued their 
studies abroad, mainly in Germany, England and the USA under such tutors as 
Mary Wigman, Anna Sokolov, Rosalia Chladek, Harald Kreutzberg, Doris 
Humphrey, Hanya Holms, and even Martha Graham, Jerome Robins, George 
Balanchine and more. In that way, their dance education, filtered, developed and 
`domesticated' by Pratsika, was consequently re-informed and updated to the 
evolving international (western) trends. German (or Central European) 
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Expressionist dance and American Modem dance continued to be the two major 
sources of influence for that generation of choreographers. Almost all of them 
have also extensively taught, performed and choreographed (mostly for the 
staging of ancient dramas and public celebrations and events) both in and out of 
Greece, have been distinguished with a number of national and international 
awards and have designed, founded and staffed the Greek dance education 
system. 
6.3 Performing the `Exotic Other', re-constructing an `Exotic Self': 
following the `oriental(ist) strategy' of national historicising. 
The exoticised `return to the past' and the historicising (through the connection 
with the ancient drama) of dance in the first half of twentieth century, aimed in 
its domesticisation or nationalisation, which can only be understood within the 
wider political context of the period. Like other politically and economically 
unstable, newly liberated or post-colonial states, Greece heavily relied on 
historicity to justify its contemporary self. Even though the turn to antiquity was 
employed in order to convey `westerness' alongside national distinctiveness, it 
nonetheless appears as an `oriental' rather than `western' tactic, which further 
accounts for Greece's `orientalist' character. 
While modernisation (usually linked to `westernisation') and development are 
the most frequent economic and political targets of the so called `emerging' 
economies, the advance and relative superiority of the western nations in those 
sectors create an unsurpassable precedence, which is hard -if not impossible- to 
reach. In addition, these terms have been so tightly associated with `western' 
identities that would be impossible to successfully integrate them within any 
non-western national discourse, in such a degree as to be so distinctively 
associated with it that can convey nationality. However, national history and 
tradition can also be negotiated as `westernising factors'. As discussed above, a 
national tradition that bears a `proven' connection with western culture(s) is 
granted with a value that exceeds the national boundaries. When `westernism' 
and/or modernism (and hence development) are impossible to attain in socio- 
political and economic terms, Culture is called forth as a sign of social 
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refinement and national excellence. When this Culture (usually belonging in the 
far past) has been acknowledged, praised and studied by the `West' (even more 
when it can present a connection with western history), it can account for the 
nation's -at times remote or indirect- connection with it, enhancing its prestige. 
Hence, whilst most advanced (western) nations have traditionally projected 
values and `national qualities' tied to modernity, practicality, industrialism and 
economic as well as political autonomy, authority and affluence, the emerging 
(otherwise `western aspirant') nations often rely on history and tradition to both 
establish and elevate their status. While this idea is further discussed in Part 4, I 
want to note here that this argument does not dismiss the importance of western 
national histories in identity policies. It does however stretch the importance 
that a `promising' present and future played in the collective imaginings of 
these `advanced' nations, which differs from those of the `orientalised' 
countries. For such nations with authoritative histories, belonging to the far past, 
this re-turn to antiquity appears as their strongest and most prestigious asset in 
the process of identity-making. In any case, the heavy and single-directed 
reliance on antiquity as the main conveyor of cultural and national identity has 
been established as an `orientalist' strategy. 
As an `intermediate' European country, Greece is more difficult to position on 
the side of the `orientalised' nations and cultures. While its present status is far 
behind those of the `advanced' world in power-hierarchy, its own reliance on 
History and Culture appears closer to the `orientalist' model, than to western 
negotiations of national tradition. The auto-exoticisation and `antiquisation' of 
`Greekness' within the local course of early modem dance resembles similar 
`nationalising' cultural projects within other, more securely `oriental' nations, 
such as post-colonial India. Discussing the political parameters of Bharata 
Natyam's recrafting as (pan-)Indian Dance, O'Shea notes that it occurred in a 
way so that "it could express a national identity through its alignment with 
colonial gender forms ... refigurating orientalist discourses in the interest of a 
nationalist agenda" (2001, p. 4), describing a `nationalist'/culturalist project , 
which drew from the same antiqued national histories, where the western 
interest seemed to focus on. This process resembles the `nationalisation' of 
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modem dance within Greece. Moreover it is indicative of the intricacies and 
complexities that come to play in the conceptualising and choreographing of 
national and local identities. In both Greece and India, the attempt to produce a 
contemporary-yet-historically `justified' nationalised dance, included both an 
adoption and adaptation, according to national cultural standards, of a western 
dance form (whether ballet or modem dance) and the re-construction (or re- 
invention) of a `historical' national genre, such as the Indian temple dancing and 
the Greek tragic chorus. 
In that way both the `western' and `oriental' virtues of antiquated spirituality 
and modernity (always as defined by the `West'), have been employed, in order 
to gratify the dances, as well as the nationalist discourses within which they 
were located, with credibility and legitimacy that could be understood, 
acknowledged and valued in the `West'. Hence, for most newly-founded non- 
western nation states engaged in a `developmental' process, which would assure 
national stability and international authority, the historicising of national culture 
has been a key-issue. This course appears even more intense in cases where this 
`historical National Self had already been located, analysed and valued by 
`West'. Hence, western conceptions of the exotic ('oriental', `ancient' and at 
times even `primordial') Other, as formed during the colonial period and 
evolved in the post-colonial times, have played a leading role in the histories 
and collective imaginings of most (whether post-colonial or not) non-western 
nations. 
Re-examining the Olympic Opening Ceremony of 2004, the `historicising 
strategy' appears clearer, contextualised within a wider and continuous national 
process of definition and re-definition. By turning to history in order to create a 
performance of nationhood, Papaioannou chose to follow (even if re-figured) 
the most 'typical' and anticipated narrative on `Greekness'. Both in a national 
and international level, Greece is expected to represent itself through its History 
and Culture: a diptych that refers a great deal to antiquity. Aware of this 
political economy of Greek History, as well as of its canonical presence in 
almost all public performances of Greekness, throughout the nation's modern 
history, Papaioannou attempted to escape this `cliche' tradition, by interjecting a 
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post-modem commentary in the narration. Hence, in the beginning of the 
Allegory, he acknowledges the inescapably dependant and surrogate relation of 
the present with past, with the awkwardness and perplexity that it often 
instigates. In that way, he manages to state the contemporary awareness of the 
situation, also subtly infusing his own agenda. Nonetheless, the comment is 
almost romanticised itself: This `awkwardness' is presented through its artistic 
dimension (direct references to poetry, drama and the fine arts are all present in 
the scene, as signifiers of the bigger, socio-historical matter). The comment is 
subtle and politically `harmless', since it ultimately adds to the re-presentation a 
more sophisticated and intimate idea of a contemporary-yet-diachronic 
`Greekness'. In that way, the ceremony retains its `mainstream' and `politically 
neutral' character, while distancing itself from previous historicising attempts. 
In other words, Papaioannou presented a `modem' version of the `national 
historicising in progress', which appears more appealing to the contemporary 
audience. Nonetheless, however re-contextualised, re-informed and self-aware, 
the Opening Ceremony was, it re-worked a set historically and culturally 
defined Greek profile, re-presenting a re-modelled and refigured contemporary 
image of national identity. 
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notes 
` Similarly, discussing the Orientalising imaging of Japan within Australian drama, Alison 
Richards cites "the paradox of the West's double vision of much of the rest of the world as 
both a place, and a phantasm representing something at once mysterious and simple, 
desired and threatening" (Fensham and Eckersall, 1999 p. 140). 
2I prefer to use the term western-centric instead of Eurocentric here, as the latter excludes 
the North American expansionism -and exoticism- which coincides with the western 
European. 
3 The exoticisation, or as Fensham and Eckersall put it, "the wilful fetishisation" of the 
Other, is not an exclusively western practice. As an example, they cite the commonplace 
(mis)interpretation and representation of `exotic others', within theatres of Singapore and 
Japan (1999, p. 5). 
' Said distinguishes British and French involvement in the Orient from any other "European 
and Atlantic power" locating Orientalism within the Franco-British experience of dealing 
with the -colonial- Orient, from the beginning of the nineteenth century until the end of 
World War H. From that point on, America has dominated the Orient approaching it as 
France and Britain once did (1995, p. 4). From this 'western' (whether British, French, or 
American) closeness and up-down relationship with the Orient came a large body of 
`orientalist' texts, sharing a backbone of historical generalizations such as the division 
between East and West 
5 Even though similar movements for national independence and freedom had started already 
from the nineteenth century (e. g. the de-colonisation of Latin America, as well as the Greek 
revolution in 1821). 
6 For a discussion of neo-colonialism and the American world domination after World War 11 
see Psiroukis, 1980 and Said, 1978, as well as Noam Chomsky's relevant articles and 
speeches. 
7I use the word `Orient' here as in Said, referring to India and the Bible lands (which 
describes the dominant British and French understanding of the term till the end of World 
War Il), as well as to the more extended post-World War II American perception of the 
term which is "much more likely to be associated very differently with the Far East (China 
and Japan mainly)" (1995, p. 1). However, this unequally large `second half of the world' 
usually includes the whole of the former colonised world -even if this cannot be classified 
under `Orient' in order to distinguish `us' Westerners (Western Europeans and North 
Americans) from `them' non-Westerners. 
s The boundaries between these categories are not always clear. Greece for example has 
lately fulfilled all the requirements in order to join the EU as a developed country. However 
it has long been classified as an emerging economy. What is important to note here, is that 
the standards that define and separate these categorisations are set by the ever-developed 
western economies: This automatically places them on a whole different level then the ones 
who try (even the ones who `succeed') to comply with these standards. 
9 Of course, this doesn't mean that there are not any related texts, e. g. Sally Ness on the 
"Philippinisation" of ballet (1997, pp 64-108) and Yatin Lin on Cloudgate Dance Company. `o I use the term here with its literal sense and as described in the text rather than as a set 
economic term. See also Svoronos, 1999, p 12. 11 See Filias (1985) and Meriaklis (1983) on Greek bourgeoisie. 
11 Although the geographical location is often a decisive factor in the history and politics of a 
country, while issues based on religion and race are often used to justify in people's minds 
alliances and rivalries as 'natural' facts. 13 Even today, the relations of a nation with the West (especially with the US) define its 
political positioning and international status. 
14 I use the term here in its broader sense, as defined by Janet Lansdale (ed), 1999, in 
lntertextuality and interpretation 
ýs See for example the British politics in Greece in the History of the Greek Nation, 1978, 
volume IE, pp 397-411 and 2000, volume IST, pp 96-108, about the external factor in the 
Dictatorship of the 4th of August, as well as the British occupation in Cyprus (Ibid), pp. 
430-459. 
16 This is not to suggest in any way that the complex network of relations and counter-actions 
between the colonial powers and their colonised sub-nations can be simplified into a linear 
chain of actions and re-actions. Least of all, that these relationships had the same form and 
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characteristics throughout the whole of the colonial world, at all times. However, some 
generalised categorisation is essential for the purposes of this study, in order to distinguish 
and frame the specific area under scrutiny. 
17 See the History of the Greek Nation (2000), as well as in Svoronos, (1999), about modern 
Greek history and the role(s) of Europe (France and mainly England) and -after World War 
II- of America, within the Greek internal affairs since the first attempts for a national 
independence in the early 19th century. 
to The term non-western can be very problematic when used to describe Greece, which is a 
European `western' country. However, it is this `in-between' positioning of Greece that is 
of extreme importance here. Again, the crucial difference lays in the collective self- 
imaginings of the Greek people rather than the official governmental line. Even though the 
latter has always been western-oriented and usually dependent of English or American 
policies and guidelines, there is a strong resistance from the people who often sees the West 
(and mainly its politics) as an alien -often objectionable- force. 19 See Psiroukis, 1992, Herodotus, 1981, Dihle, 1997, and Brague in Droit, 1992, pp. 30-39. 
20 See p. 182 about the "Great Idea" and the Greek expedition in Asia Minor and its tragic 
ending for the Greek populations in Asia Minor. 
21 Closing the prologue of his book A Review of Modern Greek History, Svoronos writes 'The 
intention of the book was to follow the efforts of the Greek intelligencia on the definition of 
the elements that consist the real modern Greek civilisation, positioned within the whole of 
the European spirit, where it belongs" (1999, p. 24). 
22 This argument is by no means intended to weaken the importance of the contemporary 
economic and political bonds that tie Greece with the rest of the West, and even less the 
determining -for the country's international positioning- role of the clear and dense ranking 
of the Greek shipping capital within western economy. It is however suggesting that for the 
majority of the international imaginings on Greece, its prestige is drawn by its connection 
with a celebrated antiquity. 
23 Said's objection lies in Aeschylus's idea to speak for the part of the defeated Persians. In 
that way, Said argues, he diminishes them, believing that he can represent their culture and 
thinking. For a very different interpretation of the play, see Dihle (199,7 pp. 43-46) where 
Aeschylus's choice is seen as an outcome of his admiration of the Persian world, while the 
whole play appears very sympathetic (and by no means offensive) towards the defeated, yet 
respected, Persians. In fact, the victory of the Greeks is not attributed to their natural 
superiority, but to the will of Gods who could not allow such a great disturbance of the 
world order. The two different but equally respected worlds (of the Greeks and the 
Persians) are represented in a dream of the Persian King's mother by two female figures. 
According to the Gods' will both have the same rights in existence and thus any attempt to 
enslave one of them opposes the divine world order provoking the intervention of Gods 
(The Persians, 181-199). Palmer-Sikelianou, believed The Persians to be the most "peace- 
loving" of all Athenian plays. 
24 The same opinion is also expressed by Palmer-Sikelianos, writing: "Roman literary works 
... dwindle to insignificance when compared to the master works, which were their models. 
We have had enough of this second-hand culture. It is time to recover direct contact with 
the Greek language again" (in Anton, 1993, p. 230). 25 A phrase that capsulated the spirit of the time. Still, the term 'Greek" was mostly used in a 
non-racial and non-territorial sense, so as to incorporate every Greek speaking or Greek 
educated person. See Papadimitriou, 2000, pp. 56-64. 26 According to Dihle (1997, p. 19) the term barbaric is to suggest an unknown -for the 
Greeks- language. 
27 For some in the fourth century B. C. See Dihle, 1997. 
28 Asia is here identified with the Persian Empire, which was then covering almost the whole 
of the known (for the Greeks) eastern world (see also Touraix in Droit, 1992, p. 109). The 
generalisation thus in Aeschylus's play comes from a very real fact, rather than from an 
"orientalist" attitude towards the East. It is well known that even before that period (but 
also later, during the Hellenistic years) Greeks were well aware of the various peoples and 
cultures of the East, as well as of the differences within them. There was not a single policy 
towards the whole of Asia as the political, cultural and commercial dealings and affiliations 
with each of them varied according to the circumstances (See Dihle, 1998 as well as 
descriptions and references in Herodotus's scripts). 
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29 It is indicative, as Dihle (1997, p. 63) points out, that from the first stages of the Greek 
submission to the Romans in the 2"d century BC, till the Yd century A. D. the Greek citizen 
of the Roman Empire never needed to learn Latin, while all educated Romans had to know 
how to speak, read and write in Greek. 
30 I use the term here in its broad sense, as nationalism as a set term appears much later. 
31 See in Papadimitriou, Z. (2000, p 57, footnote 74) about the use of the word "barbaric" in 
Egypt and China to characterise the non-Egyptian speaking and non-Chinese (thus non 
civilised) respectively. 
32 According to Papadimitriou, "Biological racism, in contrast with the various formations of 
social racism that consist an everlasting phenomenon known in all the historical societies, is 
an outcome of European civilisation, as formed since the discovery of the New World". 
And he points out that even though it appears as a practice, with the savage way the 
European conquerors treated the indigenous peoples, in the beginning of the 16th century, 
as an ideology it first appears in the mid-18th century. In that way, he considers biological 
racism to be a construction of European Enlightenment and of its "heavily contradictory 
theoretical principles" (2000, p. 19 -translated by the author). 33 Said discusses orientalism as "a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and having 
authority over the Orient" describing it as a "corporate institution" that has the power to 
describe, talk about and for the Orient, as well as to "teach it, settle it and rule over it" 
34 
(199,5 p. 3). 
An example of such approach is described and analysed in Part three, discussing the 
Delphic Festivals. 
35 See Said (1995) about the western encounters with Egypt and India and generally about the 
model of knowledge and power. 
36 This attitude is still representing the thinking of many western scholars, historians and 
archaeologists today. Indicative is the argumentation of the British Museum (and of all the 
related committees) against the return of the Elgin Marbles to Parthenon. One of the main 
arguments used, is the `inability' of the Greek Archaeological Service to properly maintain 
and treasure them, in contrast to their `efficient' British colleagues. 
37 Orhesis is the ancient Greek term for dance, which however includes music and singing. 
See also Lawler, 1964, p. 47. 
39 Even though Romanticism in ballet came later than to literature, music and the visual arts, 
as Au suggests, "it was perhaps the most important influence on the 19th-century ballet" 
(Au, 2002, p. 45). 
39 See also, Jowitt, (1985-86, p 21), Daily (1994, p 25). 
40 About the life and work of Tortolla Valencia see Garland, 1995 and 1997. 41 See also Dounagh in Berbaw (ed), 1998, p vii, on `classic' dance. 42 About the suggested de-eroticized way which has been established as the 'right' way of 
contemplating Greek High Art and the transfer of this same scheme to Duncan's `chaste' 
body, see in Daly, 1995 and Jowit, 1985-86, p26. a3 See Harvey in Dalcroze, 1917, p 7, as well as Pratsika in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 15 and 
Alkali, 2002. 
44 Indeed there seems to be a growing skepticism among historians and academic circles on 
the validity and utility of similar historical hypothesis on the basis of a linear temporal 
notion of a cause-and-effect successive influence, forwarded through history. 45 Francois Delsartre (1811-1917). 
ab Technology was also occasionally celebrated within ballet. (Au, 2002, p. 58). a' See Tomko in Carter, 2004, pp 86,89 and Desmond, 1991. aS As Daly points out, "although often portrayed as a flagrant iconoclast, Duncan at the same 
time embodied the forces of moral and spiritual righteousness. For the woman who bared 
her flesh knew that in order for dance to be accepted in America as a legitimate art, as 
"Culture", it had to be accepted as moral" (1995, p. 9). 49 I use the term in its broader sense here, to include the physical, spiritual and social body. 
Examining Isadora's body as "dancing", "natural", "expressive", "female", "politic" and 
"divine" (or idealised) as the accordingly titled chapters of Done into Dance suggest, Daly 
"conceptualised Duncan's body as a practice through which a variety of cultural issues such 
as self, race, Woman, art, democracy and America were being negotiated" (Daly, 1995, p. 
xi) in order "to demonstrate the powerful ways in which the dancing body participates in 
the production of cultural identity" (Ibid, p x). 
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S0 Daly notes that, "the progressivists embraced many traditional values" and she explains that 
"Progressivism ... rooted in Protestantism, was ultimately less an innovative than a 
conservative force, seeking to restate old-fashioned American ideals of morality" (Daly, 
1995, p. 9). 
51 About Rousseau's influence on Duncan, see Jowitt, 1985-86, p 27, footnote and 28. 
52 About Duncan's embracement of Darwin's theory, see Jowitt, 1985-86, p 28. 
53 Daly, 1995, p 171. 
54 The capitalisation of these words was chosen as to refer to the way they were perceived by 
the turn of the century scientists and scholars, as well as by Duncan, as absolute and 
unquestionable "truths" with inherent meaning. 
ss See also Jowitt, (1985-86, p. 24) and. Kouroupi, (1999, p. 117). 
56 The late nineteenth - early twentieth century nationalisms also affect the ballet scene of the 
time. See for example Diaghilev's aim to promote, through the tours of his Ballets Russes, 
the Russian culture in the West. 57 Daly also notes Duncan's "echoing of the rhetoric of eugenics in her Dance of the Future" 
(1994, p. 25). 
58 See about Duncan in Berbow (1998, pp 213-214), Allkali (2002, p 21), Magriel, (1979, pp 
1-89), Anton, (1993 pp xvii, 181-190), Duncan, 1955. Chalif, 1920. Dalcroze's system was 
also associated with the ancient Greek education. His emphasis on music, rhythm and 
movement provoked associations with the ancient Greek ideals of mind and body 
development through rhythm, music and gymnastics. It is indicative that in a number of 
texts related to Dalcroze's system, have direct references to (or even quotations from) 
Plato's teachings. See Harvey in Dalcroze, 1917, p. 7, as well as Pratsika, 1991, p. 15 and 
Alkali, 2002. 
59 See also Anderson's (1991) idea of print capitalism, and Said, (1995, p. 6) about the 
academic support of orientalism. 
60 While describing her experience in Hellerau, she writes that they were teaching Plato's 
Greek spirit, "in order to serve: man, with his rhythms, his body and spirit" (Pratsika, 1991, 
p. 15). 
61 Alkali (2002, p 22) names a few of the representatives of the "generation of the 30's, which 
"formed the development of neo-Hellenic culture": writers Pantelis Prevelakis and Stratis 
Murivilis, painter Yiannis Tsarouhis, musicologist Simon Karras and architect Yiorgos. 
Kontoleon. 
62 Mark Franko describes a similar process, discussing Martha Graham's turn towards the 
`Other', `primitive' America (1995, p. 52). 
63 See in Pratsika (Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 44) about her performances outside of Greece. 
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Part 3 
Historicising Folklore, validating History: the intervention of the 
`folk' in the artistic makings of identity. 
While the 2004 Olympic Opening Ceremony focused primarily on Greek antiquity, 
the Closing Ceremony staged the present, offering a glimpse into contemporary 
Greece. For that, Papaioannou turned to the local folk and popular traditions, which 
were employed in order to facilitate the transition from the past to the present. 
Apart from providing the performed Greekness of the Opening Ceremony with a 
`reasonable' completion, this strategic choice also reflects a more profound 
relationship between the historicising and folklorising of the nation, as established 
through a chronic interaction of art and politics. The historicisation of identity, as 
discussed in Part 2, is not a single-faceted phenomenon, nor does it imply a process 
of national representation narrowly focused on Greek antiquity. Within any attempt 
for a coherent construction of identity based on history, continuity appears as a vital 
prerequisite. With Greece's turbulent history, a connection between antiquity and 
the contemporary nation-state has not been self-evident. Through a parallel 
development of archaeology and ethnography, folklore was indicated as a dynamic 
carrier of prime cultural elements from antiquity to the present day, presenting a 
live link with the past. This prestigious quality of folklore (first established for its 
rural and later for its urban expressions) intrigued many local artists of the 
twentieth century, who both sought inspiration and wished to formulate (each in 
their own way) a nationalised artistic language. However, folklore -with its 
significance for the national discourse- was also appropriated, used and at times re- 
shaped by various political forces, which added further meanings to it. Within this 
constant re-negotiation and re-contextualisation of folklore, dance holds a prevalent 
and significant position that shall be discussed in the following three chapters. 
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Chapter 7 
The politics of Folklore: Culture, Art and Tradition negotiating Identity. 
7.1 Sea, Sun, wine and the syrtaki: re-presenting the present. 
The Olympic stadium is dressed in a warm golden light, which 
highlights a central spiral pattern defined by ear shafts. Two 
television commentators (Margarita Mutilinaiou and Alexis 
Kostalas) introduce the main themes of the ceremony that is to 
follow: the sun, the earth, wheat, birth and death, emigration and 
expatriation; "the bread and salt of life" according to Kostalas. 
They describe the event as a celebratory concert/festival of 
dances and songs, "that convey continuity" and turn the 
spectator's attention to "the ancient roots of the songs and 
dances that (they) are about to witness". The lights lower for the 
countdown that will signal the official beginning of the 
ceremony with another firework display, similar to that which 
opened the games. The show starts with a song by Dionysis 
Savopoulos AS Kpar joovv of Xopol (May the Dances Last)', 
performed by five popular singers: Haris Alexiou, Dimitra 
Galani, Yiorgos Dalaras, Marinella and Yiannis Parios, on a 
platform in the centre of the spiral. The song signals the entrance 
of the performers, who are dressed in loose earth-coloured 
gowns and traditional folk costumes. They position themselves 
alongside the periphery of the stadium's stage and address the 
audience, guiding and coordinating them into rhythmic applause 
to accompany the song. The lights are lowered again to 
introduce the celebrated folk singer Chroms Aidonidis, who 
performs a traditional welcoming `table song'2 from western 
Thrace (N. E. Greece): Welcome my friends. The performers 
proceed to a harvesting scene and the song ends with the 
entrance of a group of masked men dressed with animal fur and 
metallic bells. Mytilinaiou explains that they come from Drama 
(in Northern Greece) and perform an ancient pagan custom, 
using the noise of the bells to exorcise the spirits that threaten 
their crops. 
The bell carriers follow the spiral's path towards the central platform 
where a group is performing a traditional Thracian dance as the 
harvesting scene is proceeding. 3 The demotic reference is even more 
explicitly connected with antiquity, as a group of women in white 
tunics carrying large wine pots enter the stage, followed by a group 
of bare-chested men with grapes. In a direct reference to Dionysos, 
ancient God of Wine, Bacchus and the related ancient festivals, the 
men wear grape-leaf garland crowns and step on the grapes with 
overjoyed leaps and ecstatic gestures. At that moment the music 
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changes from demotic to urban-folk, 4 with a hasaposerviko by 
Vassilis Tsitsanis Ta Mirta zov Ayanrv (The Eyes I Love), written 
in 1949. Twelve men, each standing in a statue-like pose on a white- 
clothed table, symbolise the twelve months of the year. The men are 
bare-chested and dressed in military trousers and boots, with head 
garlands made from flowers and hay. Each one carries a different 
symbolic object, e. g. a small fishing boat, a basket of fruit, or pieces 
of wood, and they are holding their static poses on the tables, as they 
are themselves carried around the stadium by pairs of men in black 
moving the tables, in a slow parade. As Kostalas notes, the aesthetic 
of the scene is a direct reference to the painting of Yiannis 
Tsarouhis. 5 The portraits of young soldiers and sailors were very 
common subjects within his work, which has been typified by its 
depictions of the time's masculine, urban, working-class culture. 
The referencing to folk Greek traditions is continued with a 
Tsamikos -a men's dance from Epirus- presented by a folk troupe- 
followed by a Tsakonikos -a women's dance from Peloponnesus 
(southern mainland). The spiral movement of the dance has been 
associated with depictions of Minotaur's labyrinth in the myth of 
Theseus and Ariadne: a connection that Mutilinaiou immediately 
notes. The scene is followed by a performance of a Greek wedding, 
as Domna Samiou (another acclaimed local folk singer) interprets 
kalamatianos (song from the area of Kalamata, again in 
Peloponnesus). Right after, groups of children in white, and 
fishermen laying their nets introduce a nisiotikos balos (from the 
Aegean islands) performed by Yiannis Parios6. The twelve tables are 
now transformed into sailing boats, with the table clothes raised, 
resembling open sails. The scene enacts typically tourist and 
expected Greek-island themes, with the white and blue colours 
framing images of carefree, happy fishermen and joyful children. 
Nonetheless, the folklorism of the image is offset with the entrance 
of a group of bathers. It's the first non-idealised, non-mythic image 
of contemporary Greece within the ceremony, with people of all 
ages in colourful beach clothes carrying all the beach-culture 
paraphernalia: plastic chairs, life jackets, beach umbrellas, inflated 
water toys. Instead of presenting a tourist brochure image of a Greek 
island beach (empty, idyllic, with turquoise water and white sand, 
occasionally with a tanned young man or a bare-chested woman 
posing seductively on the background), Papaioannou presents an 
alternative, more common and prosaic pragmatic image of the 
popular summer tourist destinations. 
The scene is forcefully interrupted when a Datsun7 open van loaded 
with watermelons enters the stadium, accompanied by a group of 
loud, dancing gypsies, while Marinella8 is singing a popular tsifteteli 
urban-folk song of 1956 Avaipe ro TQiyäpo (Light my Cigarette). 
The tables now form the setting for a Greek-music night-club also 
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known as Ellinadiko or bouzoukia9 with a group of partying `neo- 
Hellenes', 1° wearing shirts, suits and flashy dresses, dancing 
tsifteteli on the tables, throwing flowers and breaking plates 
representing the contemporary popular culture of the (kitsch? ) neo- 
folk. The lights lower once more and a half moon appears as singers 
Dimitra Galani and Haris Alexiou each sing a song by Manos 
Hatzidakis: MavoUa pov (Oh, mother) and ITäpc pia ß6A. ra ato 
ppcyyäpi (Let's Take a Walk to the Moon). The performers unfold 
from the spiral carrying torches and leave the stage. As the next 
scene starts, Mytilinaiou reminds the audience once again that they 
are watching "a festival of rhythms, images and traditions, which 
have deep roots in the past and yet are still alive today". 
Small fires are lit around the stadium's perimeter and the performers 
jump over them as in the customary festival in the night of Ai- 
Yiannisl'. The music is a well know song by Stauros Xarhakos E), a 
Anöyic azov Owpä (Come tonight in Thomas's), performed by 
popular singer Yiorgos Dalaras. A group of bouzouki players 
descend from the platform, through a number of successive wooden 
frames ornated with little white and blue flags and naked bulbs, and 
carried by pairs of male winged `angels'. The scene, both as visual 
image and contextual reference, reflects once again on Tsarouhis's 
work, who -as Kostalas exemplifies- has celebrated the rebetiki 
culture. The last two traditional (demotic) regional dances 
performed, come from Crete and Pontos respectively: two distinct 
and renowned cultural entities most associated with Greek pride and 
dash. In fact, the Pontic dance presented is Serra or Pyrrihios: a war 
dance whose origins are located (by many Pontic and Greek dancers, 
teachers and scholars) in the Greek antiquity, and whose 
significance for the Pontic people has been of great importance. 12 
The last image is focused on xenitia: the emigration of vast numbers 
of Greek peoples (mainly men) in search of work, which was a 
major problem for Greek society during the first half of the 
twentieth century. Dalaras starts with a short amane13 and performs 
with Alexiou a neo-rebetiko composed by Stavros Xarhakos's in 
Nikos Gatsos's lyrics Mäva pov E. Udq (My Mother Hellas) 
14 
You told me the great fake words, you with your first milk 
But now that the snakes awoke, you are wearing your ancient 
ornaments 
And you never set a tear, oh mother Hellas, for selling your children 
as slaves. 
(... ) 
The great fake words, you told me with your first milk 
But now that the fire has grown again, you are gazing at your 
ancient beauty 
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And in the world's arenas, oh mother Hellas, you still sell the same 
lie. 15 
Scenes of people travelling, packed tightly in what could be ship- 
holds, or trains, are followed by the joy of re-unification and the 
setting of tables for a joined meal. The performers now carry the 
corn ear away, as the flying Eros from the Opening Ceremony 
reappears. With him, a male statue of Kouros, a Karyatis and a few 
tsoliades appear, accompanied by a group of excited foreign tourists 
with cameras. The staged part of the ceremony closes with Mikis 
Theodorakis's music for Zorbas the Greek: the famous syrtalci, 
where the ensemble dances together. 16 
Following the unfolding of the Closing Ceremony, its character appears noticeably 
different than that of the Opening one, its re-presentation of a contemporary, 
vernacular Greekness functioning both antagonistically and complimentary to the 
initial `trip to the past'. The re-construction of a historicised Greek identity, which 
forwarded the Games, is now enhanced with depictions of a present, living Greece. 
The main pattern is inspired by the traditional harvesting, which bears a "double 
meaning" within the Closing Ceremony, signalling the end of summer, as well as 
the end of the Games. In that way, the seasonal celebration, "customary within 
agricultural tradition", coincides with a festive closing of the Games 
(Eleutherotypia, 2004, p. 39). Elements from the local folk and pop cultures are 
interspersed as to present a mosaic of diverse cultural expressions, composing a 
pluralist, vivid and immediate contemporary national portrait. 
The nation is staged as a non-mythic, live and diverse ethnoscape in its vernacular 
and often prosaic reality. The contemporary distance from the celebrated antiquity, 
already hinted in the Opening Ceremony, appears now more explicit through the 
counter-positioning of the Present. More importantly, the popular conscience 
regarding this distancing is once again explicitly stated, this time through a rebetiko 
song. In addition, the final co-existence of trans-historical national symbols 
(statues, tsoliades) for the tourist gaze, denotes an (at least semi) intentional self- 
exoticising display. Greece appears aware of the value of national Mythology, as a 
political (suggesting a specific international positioning), ideological (stimulating 
the national imagination and hence promoting a sense of belonging and elevating 
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the national morale, when necessary) and economic (through its tourist 
exploitation) asset. At the same time, it also appears aware of the scheme's 
limitations and its inability to account for all the shortcomings of the contemporary 
state. Finally, within this contemporary national imaging, the Folk and the Pop 
function as bridges with the past, connected both to antiquity and the present, as 
trans-historical and dynamic cultural continuums. 
7.2 The negotiation of folklore within the ceremonies. 
Both the Opening and Closing Olympic Ceremonies performed representations of 
Greekness in historical and contemporary periods, as well as in 
embodied/experiential and imagined terms. While the Opening Ceremony mainly 
focused on the distant artistic past, the closing one attempted to bridge the distance 
with that past by referencing everyday-images from contemporary Greece. 
Nonetheless, it touched on traditional and folk elements that have their origins in 
the past, adding to the historicity of the Opening Ceremony. This `Dionysian' 
ceremony, as Papaioannou called it, juxtaposing it to the `Apollonian' character of 
the opening show, presented romanticised images from the Greek provinces, such 
as the harvesting of the wheat, the stepping of the grapes and the making of wine. 
This rural context was intended to function as a natural setting for the staging and 
projection of the national folk element, which had been omitted in the opening part. 
Since the Opening Ceremony focused on a High Art classicism, touching only 
momentarily the more recent artistic traditions through their urban expressions (e. g. 
the rebetika music and dance and karagiozis shadow-theatre), the performance of 
the folk face of Greece appeared as a necessity for the closure of the Games and the 
successful completion of the Hellenic referencing. In addition, the presence of the 
`folk', as a substantial subject of ethnographic study, provides an immediate, `real' 
historicity that completes and grounds the semi-imagined or semi-mythological 
ancient past. In that way, it contributes to the solidification of a national identity by 
providing it with a tangible cultural and historical (folk) base. Its exhibit of carried- 
forth antique traces establishes a strong connection with antiquity, whose feeble 
shape is also somewhat congealed by the showcased preservation of such traces. 
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The re-presented music and dances were carefully selected as to include references 
to as many regions and traditions of Greece, as possible. " Hence, there were songs 
and dances from Epirus, Macedonia, Thrace, Peloponnesus, the Aegean islands and 
Crete. At the same time there was an acknowledgement of the wider Hellenic 
region, with references to Asia Minor and Pontos. This glimpse at the demotic 
tradition was framed by the romantic harvesting scene, which ran through the 
ceremony. As the television commentators noted throughout the transmission of the 
ceremony, the historicity of Greek culture was still underlined in the closing (as in 
the opening) ceremony by connecting the old with the new: the reference to 
Dionysian customs and beliefs, the pagan ritualistic character of the bell-bearers, 
the ancient Greek roots of the Pontic war-dance (Pyrihios/Serra), the jumping of the 
fire, all contributed to the historicisation (and antiquisation) of the folklore. 
Between antiquity and the present day, folklore, as a collective cultural expression, 
stands as a mediator that connects the two. This link has been established by the 
attribute of certain folk elements and customs into pagan/ancient origins. While, 
this ascription is usually the outcome of substantial ethnographic and 
archaeological comparative research, it can also be arbitrary and intentional as to 
serve specific socio-political needs and purposes. Throughout the ceremony, traces 
of the past within contemporary folk traditions were demonstrated, reinforcing the 
idea of Greekness as a continuous and consistent force throughout the years, 
marking a long-lasting civilisation. 
It is no coincidence that the Closing Ceremony opens with the masked bell-carriers, 
and the (re)presentation of a ritualistic custom, with attributed pagan-ancient 
origins. Following Turner's (1975, p. 95) distinction between transformatory and 
confirmatory rituals, Papakostas (2006, p. 8) places the Olympic Ceremonies in the 
second category, citing its political character, "its contribution to the national issue 
and its direct relation to the nation-state", as a means through which "the glorified 
past of the community is confirmed". Within that context, he examines the re- 
presentation of ritualistic customs and folk traditions, such as babouyera, and 
traditional demotic dances and songs within the Closing Ceremony, as "temporal 
and symbolic thresholds of a uniformed cultural morpheme: Hellenic civilisation" 
(Ibid). As a Dionysian, (or Bacchic)-derived primitive custom, babouyera is 
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presented in the beginning of a long historical line of similar `national symbolic 
thresholds', ending with contemporary pop singers (e. g. Sakis Rouvas) performing 
traditional songs. 
Discussing the relation between ritualistic customs and the cultural identity of a 
community, Papakostas examines ritualistic customs as "a historically defined 
dynamic process, subjected to social and political manipulations and negotiations" 
(Nitsiakos in Papakostas, 2006, p. 2) focusing on the significant role of babouyera 
in the construction of the cultural and national identity of Kali Vrysi Dramas. 
Questioning the `authenticity' of the ancient origin attributed to the custom, 
Papakostas highlights through this example the political dimension that often 
triggers and defines the historicising of folklore. Looking at the case of babouyera, 
in Papakostas's study, it becomes apparent that the verification of the ancient -and 
indeed Dionysian- origin of the custom has resulted to the hyper-nationalisation of 
a historically troubled community. '8 Archaeological and ethnographic research in 
the area has solidified a historical narrative, which `proved' the ancient (and 
therefore unquestionably national) origin of the custom, as well as of the 
community itself. These scholarly theses have been welcomed, adopted and 
eventually performed by the inhabitants of Kali Vrysi, who incorporated into the 
traditional custom a new character: the figure of Bacchus, who has played a 
dynamic part in the ritual since 1994. As Papakostas notes, 
the custom appeared so authentic that it `authenticised' the 
cultural identity of Kali Vrysi. The evidences of a science as 
perceptible to the senses as archaeology, but also its `dialogue' 
with ethnography, offer a solid ideological platform for the 
connection of the community with the neo-Hellenic identity, 
via the Greek antiquity. 
(Papakostas, 2006, p. 6 -translated by the author) 
Furthermore, the `authenticity', `historicity' and `Greekness' of the custom has 
attracted both scholarly and tourist interest in the area, while it also participates in 
an internal exoticism "energizing the structural nostalgia of the urban population of 
Drama, which exoticises the rural life and the related traditions" (Nitsiakos in 
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Papakostas, 2006, p. 7). The advertising of the custom's appearance within the 
Closing Ceremony by the local media, under the names `bell-carriers', or simply 
`the bells', and its proclamation as `ancient', `archetypal, `primitive' and 
`Dionysian' gave it a hyper-national dimension (Papakostas, 2006, pp. 8-9). The 
confirmation of the custom's Hellenicity through its appearance within the Closing 
Ceremony (and its consequent interpretation and contextualisation) was celebrated 
by the community of Kali Vrysi, as the most significant local success of the last 
decades (Ibid). This example contains a condensed version of most parameters of 
the dialogic relationship between antiquation and historicisation, folklorism, 
exoticism and auto-exoticism that are examined in this Part, also highlighting the 
important role of the Olympic ceremonies in the negotiation of identity, in both 
local and national levels. 
The openness and joyful character of the Closing Ceremony, as well as the 
inclusion of a contemporary, live, and popular image of Greekness were generally 
acknowledged as pertinent for the completion of the show. Further to the Opening 
Ceremony, the closing one evoked the same spirit of inclusion, foregrounding a 
holistic image of Greekness. Hence, apart from the demotic elements, the urban- 
derived folk traditions of laika and rebetika were also represented in the ceremony, 
as parts of the wider net of Greek folk culture(s). Moreover, a touristic display and 
`sale' of all the `typically Greek products', e. g. Greek antiquity, folklore, and 
romance (Eros) is present throughout the ceremony, performed alongside other less 
idealised aspects of contemporary Greece, such as the gypsy water-melon vendors 
and the sea-and-sun experience in its unattractive pragmatic dimension. These 
interventions function antagonistically to the first category, in order to lighten its 
seriousness and distance the spectator from the essentialism of the projected 
national identity. In fact, these post-modern comments are both humoristic and 
ironic, stating once again the choreographer's (and indeed many Greeks') 
awareness of the semi-mythic origin of this prestigious national narrative, as well 
as its contemporary commercialisation and frailty. Both Gatsos's lyrics of the last 
song (My Mother Hellas) and the syrtaki finale with Theodorakis's music for 
Zorbas the Greek, exemplify this semi-conscious choice of the Greek people often 
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to `play along', trust, embody, perform and most importantly promote and invest in 
the `Greek myth', however prosaic their own reality may be. 19 
In adition, the acknowledgement of the Greek gypsy community, through a very 
common and yet stereotypical and slightly romanticised image of the carefree 
gypsies dancing to popular songs behind the fruit-vendor's truck also has another 
function: it represents a less-nationalised and under-represented cultural minority 
which, however, is an indispensable element of Greek countryside. Indeed, with the 
gypsy community occupying a distinct space within the provinces, the image of the 
watermelon-loaded Datsun trunk appears very familiar to the local audience. 
Moreover, this referencing further opens the projected idea of Greece and 
Greekness by offering a space for alternative and possibly repressed national 
narratives. In that way, it contributes to the inclusiveness of the ceremony. The 
image of a `pure' essence of Greekness, as may be perceived through the intense 
historicisation of the Opening Ceremony is enhanced by the reference to a 
substantial minority, such as the gypsy community. Hence, by preventing the 
portrayal of a (racially, culturally and ethnically defined and delimited) essentialist 
nationalist identity, this opening assists the popularisation of the spectacle and 
secures its politically correct stance. 
Wanting to include as much Greek imagery as possible to avoid elitism, 
Papaioannou presented many (rural, urban and mobile) popular Greek identities. 
Even the contemporary night-out in the bouzoukia, a non-mythic, secularised space 
even for the regular participants, had its part within the ceremony (although it 
appeared as a rather caricatured, comic scene). Nonetheless, all of these ethnic folk 
and popular elements were unavoidably de-contextualised, theatrically staged and 
performed according to Papaioannou's artistic scope and aesthetic mediation. The 
sporadic criticism that Papaioannou was subjected to for the staging of folklore, 
mainly came from some traditional dance practitioners, teachers and scholars (like 
Papakostas). Their main objection arose from the inadequate and superficial 
representation of this rich and nationally significant part of Greek culture within the 
ceremonies. For some with a more profound and specialist interest in these cultural 
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areas, Papaioannou's post-modernist visual approach appeared alienated from, and 
unsympathetic to their socio-cultural, contextual and aesthetic principles. 
While Papaioannou's works have often being cited for their inherent `Hellenic' 
character, he has never specifically and directly worked with prime elements of the 
local folk traditions. Instead, his choreographed Hellenic images emerged through 
his familiarity and engagement with postmodern visual and theatrical streams and 
the `Hellenocentric Modernism' as expressed within the local visual arts, which is 
discussed further in this chapter. This latter intellectual and artistic tradition has 
offered an additional possibility, to the artists dealing with national themes and 
issues, providing them with a secondary (in contrast to the first-hand folk and 
ancient-derived material) referential layer, which is however recognised as an 
equally valid portrayal of nationhood. Hence, besides a fundamental decision of 
dealing or not with `Greekness', a further assessment of the means employed for 
such representation is also momentous. For a contemporary choreographer, the 
reliance on either primary sources or a filtered and interpreted second-hand 
deliverance of them can be a decisive criterion for the classification of their work 
(e. g. as modernist, or post-modem). 
7.3 The 'traditional' negotiation of tradition: the example of Sofia Spyratou's 
Roes. 
While the overt and direct engagement with tradition (ancient, demotic-folk and 
popular) has been a characteristic of the earlier choreographic works, 20 the use (or 
not) of folkloric elements is even today a critical choice for a choreographer. This 
choice, (however conscious), which may refer to the thematic orientation, as well 
as the aesthetics, kinesiology and style of his/her choreographic language, can 
indeed typify and classify the choreographer. The systematic preoccupation with 
the folk traditions, as well as with ancient (or ideas of ancient) forms of dance and 
theatre, indirectly positions a group (and/or a choreographer) either on the same, or 
the opposite side of a line drawn by the early choreographers, e. g. Eva Palmer, 
Koula Pratsika, Zouzou Nikoloudi, Rallou Manou between the 
`Hellenic/traditional' or even `conventional' and the `non-Hellenic' and possibly 
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the `new'. Although Papaioannou has often acknowledged the contribution of these 
pioneers, he has also made clear that similar works could not stand in today's scene 
and has distanced himself from their orientation and aesthetics. Still, other 
choreographers, such as Sofia Spyratou21, have followed this focusing almost 
exclusively on the local traditions, from which they drew their inspiration. 
Describing the orientation and the aims of her dance theatre group Roes (founded in 
1989), Spyratou states in the Greek Choreographers Association publication Dance: 
All choreographies created by the group have included 
elements from the Greek culture and tradition, along with 
methods and techniques of contemporary dance and theatre. 
Moreover, the group aims in the projection of young artists and 
the organisation of music concerts in both the centre and the 
province. 
(in Gregoriou, 2004, p 361) 
In her works Spyratou has often drawn inspiration from ancient historical and 
mythological themes (e. g. Holy Bacchus, 1994, Taurokathapsia, 1995,2002, The 
hum of the myth, 1996,1998, The dancer Aristophanes, 1999, Sapfo -the roses of 
Pieria, 2001), as well as from the folk traditions, music, poetry, myths and cultural 
practices (e. g. Here is a beautiful table, 1990, The hum of the myth, 1998, Milk 
flows, Honey flows, Wine flows, 2003 etc). 22 Having also studied under Pratsika, 
Spyratou has been influenced by her choreographic principles, whose "nucleus was 
the achievement of a contemporary and authentically Greek expression" (Fessa- 
Emmanouel, 2004, p. 438). She founded Dance Theatre Roes in 1989 to research 
and experiment with the unification of theatre dance and music and to pursue the 
"search for a Greek-styled dance theatre (... ) This is not negotiated as an external 
mimesis of traditional elements, but as a search for ways that the dancers can 
express themselves, e. g.. their education, culture, literature, their aesthetic 
preferences etc" (lbid, pp. 438-439). At the same time, Spyratou has also 
extensively choreographed for the chorus in the staging of many ancient tragedies, 
from 1979 to 2000 (Ibid, pp. 440-441). Similar interests have been expressed by 
most of Pratsika's older students, who focused on the Greekness of their works 
(manifested through the exploration of historical cultural elements from various 
historical periods from antiquity until today). In addition, they have shared an 
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interest in the modernisation of their choreographies and teachings, which they 
wished to align with western (European and American) artistic currents. Finally, 
they valued the idea of a unification of the arts, working on cross-artistic 
collaborations and have been intensely preoccupied with the contemporary staging 
of ancient tragedies. 
However different in style, technique and aesthetics, Spyratou's stated artistic aims 
are consistent with the principles and concerns of most of Pratsika's students (as 
well as Pratsika herself and even Palmer-Sikelianou). 23 Being one of the most 
productive and acclaimed Greek contemporary choreographers, Spyratou has 
collaborated extensively with the ministries of Culture and Education and has 
organised performances, events and seminars (often in schools), both in Athens and 
in the province. While there is no clearly stated official positioning favouring an 
`ethnocentric' choreographic orientation over others, the association with a 
nationally acclaimed dance/theatrical tradition is nonetheless an asset for a 
contemporary choreographer, and likely to positively affect her/his reception by (at 
least some of the older, well-established) critics, as well as her/his chances for 
governmental funding and support. Indeed, while many choreographers with 
different interests and orientation are also acknowledged and supported (such as 
Constantinos Rigos and Dimitris Papaioannou), Spyratou's company Roes, has 
been one of the longest running and best funded24 (and promoted) Greek 
companies. 
Within Spyratou's works and stated interests in the aesthetic, contextual, cultural 
and educational parameters of her perception of dance, lies a common base line that 
runs through the local dance affairs from the early twentieth century until the 
present day. Although divergent in style and character, I would identify this 
orientation as a `mainstream' tendency, within Greek contemporary dance scene. 
This tendency is directed towards a Hellenocentric position focusing on the 
development of a Greek dance language, which draws directly from the national 
history and culture, namely from the folk traditions and the ancient arts and 
literature. Compared to Papaioannou's choreographic style, Spyratou's works have 
a more consistent, overtly Hellenic character. Nonetheless, in the urge of 
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choreographing or directing a national narrative (whether personally driven or 
contextually specified), both choreographers seem to move on the same grounds of 
history, culture and art that Papaioannou inhabited in the Opening and Closing 
Ceremonies. However different in their aesthetics, thematic, kinetic, stylistic 
choices and ideological underpinnings, these two acclaimed choreographers still 
follow and develop, as I shall attempt to demonstrate, different strands of the same 
Hellenocentric modernist tendency that has typified the Greek dance affairs. 
The crucial difference between the two approaches lies in the traditions that each 
choreographer uses as a source in their constructions of `Hellenicity', and their 
distance from them. On one hand, Spyratou has been acknowledged for her 
negotiation of elements from the local ancient and folk traditions, such as myths 
and tales, music, dance, texts and even sites and artefacts. Hence, her Hellenic 
references rely on prime historical and ethnographic material, which trigger, assist 
or frame her own choreographic purposes. On the other hand, Papaioannou's 
staging of Greekness (as a core subject, as in the Olympics, or as an underlying 
reference) mainly draws from secondary sources, through the Hellenic-oriented 
works of previous artists, like the exponents of the `Generation of the '30s'. In that 
way, Hatzidakis's music and Tsarouhis's paintings appear as self-contained Greek 
references, suggestive of a neo-Hellenic culture. Their modernist (and at times 
post-modernist) negotiation of prime sources, like folk and popular rhythms, 
painting techniques and subject matters, has created an intentional, cultural web, 
which is today considered an indicator of Greekness, in its own right. Hence, while 
Spyratou appears to be continuing the Hellenocentric Modernist tradition (with 
post-modern influences), Papaioannou uses this same tradition as a referential 
ground, in order to re-present recognisable ethnic symbolisms. 
At this point, it is important to review the significance of folklore within the 
national discourse on identity, in order to understand better the origins and 
justifications for these tendencies within the contemporary Greek dance scene. The 
different phases of the Neo-Hellenic political and cultural identity from the 
beginning of the twentieth century until the present day have shaped (and have 
been shaped by) the relevant movements within the arts. The evaluation of the 
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Greek folk and popular culture (and the definition and delineation of what these 
consist of), as well as its recognition as a significant aspect of nationhood, has 
followed an intricate process of abrupt denunciation, romantic idolisation, and 
gradual acceptance, and re-evaluation. This process has not been the same at all 
times within the arts as in other sectors of social life and yet, the interaction 
between the spheres of official politics, the popular sentiment and the artistic 
expressions of each period have created a referential ground that informs the 
contemporary perception of the folk tradition as a dynamic element of identity. It is 
upon that nexus of interrelated socio-political, historical and artistic conditions that 
contemporary Greek choreographers often base their understandings of their art, 
and its positioning within (outside of, or in opposition to) the official, mainstream 
or marginal national narratives on identity. 
7.4 Folklorisation as a re-nationalising process in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. 
While Greek antiquity was, nationally and internationally, unquestionably 
recognised as both Greek and western, its connection with the neo-Hellenic identity 
as shaped in the early twentieth century was heavily questioned by western 
travellers and scholars. As discussed, in the nineteenth century, Greeks needed to 
demonstrate a distinct identity that would in turn justify their independence struggle 
against the Turks, and establish Greece's status as a sovereign nation. The 
historicising of a national narrative rooted in antiquity required a validation of this 
connection of the old with the new. Hence, the intermediate historical periods had 
to be re-nationalised, in order to showcase the recurrence of specific cultural 
elements that would prove the unbroken continuity of Greek civilisation. The re- 
turn to the folk arts came `naturally', as they enclosed lasting characteristics from 
earlier periods, which further informed and gratified the historicising of the 
National Self. At the same time, however, the newly established local bourgeoisie 
went through a long phase of denial and rejection of anything that reminded of their 
peasant -and hence `vulgar' and `oriental'- origin, in favour of the admired 
European modernity (Filias, 1985). 
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The historicising of the National Self, alongside the parallel political and cultural 
identification with Europe, did not however follow a linear path from the East to 
the West. It is a fact, that the westernisation (and modernisation) of Modem Greece 
appears as a strong and lasting underlying driving force in both the nation's 
political and cultural affairs. Still, the changing socio-political conditions (both 
nationally and internationally) that marked Modem Greek history have inevitably 
affected the local perceptions, creations or re-constructions, of a (geographic- 
political and cultural) national identity, which balances between East and West, 
tradition and modernity, developed and developing. Nonetheless, the first decades 
after the nation's liberation, the character of the new state was explicitly `western': 
The local turn to Europe and the reliance on the western allies during the liberation 
fight, as well as during World War I, had created a network of foreign interests in 
the area that shaped national politics. Moreover, these political orientations of the 
new state have at all times reflected, promoted and been generated by local 
tendencies within the arts and literature, as the following discussion shows. 
7.4.1. Poetry and literature: the demotic language and the return to the folk 
tradition. 
As historian Nikos Svoronos writes, during the first years after the establishment of 
the Greek state, and up to the 1880s, the `antiquity-worshiping' 25 philologists 
attempted to `purify' the modern Greek language and re-form it according to the 
classical prototypes, which they wished to revive. This tendency, self-defined as 
`nationalist' and `orthodox', was aligned with the Great Idea and denounced all 
western influences (1999, p. 92). The Great idea was a utopian vision that started 
with the intention to free all the Greek-populated lands, which were then parts of 
Turkey. As the borders of the newly liberated (and still in the process of the 
completion of its contemporary shape) Greek state were blurred, the Great Idea 
tended to be identified with the royal nationalist aspirations of regaining the lands 
of the Byzantine Empire. Psiroukis gives another dimension of the Great Idea, 
focusing on its role for the promotion of the specific political and economic 
interests of the royal and upper bourgeois classes, expressed through "the 
contradictory dual ideology of the civic state": while it cultivated a feeling of 
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national weakness and helplessness, which justified the nation's overt foreign 
patronage by the western European states, it also promoted the creation of `Great 
Greece', through the re-establishment of the Byzantine Empire. The turning of local 
patriotism into a-critical nationalism, would secure the state's hegemony of the 
`national movement'. Moreover, it promoted the local bourgeoisie's capitalist 
interests in the wider area, acquiring an increasing partaking of the colonial 
exploitation of the periphery. (Psiroukis, 1981, pp. 101,103). The Idea finally 
evaporated with the catastrophe that followed the expedition in Asia Minor, and the 
massacre of the remaining local Greek populations by the Turkish Nationalist army 
(Skoulatou, Dimakopoulou, Kondi, 1999, pp. 259-262). 
Nonetheless, the proclaimed positions of Orthodox Nationalism were highly 
contradictory, as they reproved the `filthy character of Byzantium' and favoured the 
literature schools of the time26, which, as Svoronos argues, relied on the 
"superficial re-production of schemes drawn from French literature, the eighteenth 
century neoclassicism and the following romanticism" (Ibid), hence favouring 
foreign, European prototypes instead of local ones, as the title Orthodox 
Nationalism suggested. Indeed, the first post-Revolution poets and intellectuals 
were inspired by the facts, histories and mythologies of the seven-year Revolution 
fight of 1821, in an alignment with western Philhellenism. Most of them wrote in 
the official archaic-like Greek (kathareuousa-ua9ap0ovaa) but were informed by 
western literature. More than that, they were heavily influenced by another school 
of poets, the Fanariotes: these intellectuals came from Constantinople and other big 
centres of Asia Minor, like Smyrna, where they had played a crucial role within the 
diplomatic affairs of the Ottoman state, as well as in the promotion of European 
Philhellenism, which supported the Greek revolution. Through a long term relation 
with western European cultures (mainly French), they also held onto a linguistic 
conservatism, insisting on the archaic Greek forms. Conservative and Romantic in 
nature, they had embraced western Philhellenism (which focused on antiquity), and 
visualised the rebirth of ancient Greece. They completely disregarded the folk 
heritage, which seemed different, `oriental' and not equal to the ancient tradition, 
and embraced the Revolution in the same way as the European Philhellenes: as a 
first step towards the revival of the classic antiquity (Meraklis, 1983, pp. 17-24). 
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As a reaction to that increasingly sterile tendency, detached from contemporary 
Greek reality, came the literary generation of the 1880s, who supported the 
vernacular demotic language and escaped romanticism by introducing (often in a 
satirical/comic mood) elements from everyday reality (Ibid). Identified as the New 
Athenian School, these poets have been characterised by their intense 
preoccupation with popular/national themes. Svoronos suggests that this return to 
the demotic language and the folk tradition was initiated by the earlier Eptanesian 27 
poets. Hence, while tradition was officially abandoned in the freed mainland, it had 
been being valued and cultivated within the Ionian islands (under the direct 
influence of the West), with poet Dionysios Solomos (1798-1857)28 signalling "a 
new phase of national consciousness, which was gradually transfused to the 
mainland through its transfer from poetry to history and the social life" (Svoronos, 
1999, p. 92). Following that, both the Eptanesian and Athenian schools focused 
heavily on rural Greece and drew from its traditions, still in accordance with the 
Romantic paradigm. Neglecting the newly founded urbanism, they identified 
Greece with the folk traditions of the province, which appeared (however 
influenced by the various invasions and the Ottoman occupation) as a "treasure- 
keeper of Tradition" and more true to the historicity of Greekness then the new 
civil classes (Meriaklis, 1983, p. 31). 
Still, some of the 1880s Athenian poets, like Zaharias Papadoniou and Yeorgios 
Drosinis, eventually started to introduce an `urbanism', originating in their own 
understanding of the province and their engagement with "urban bourgeois 
personal psychological states" (Ibid, p. 6), Most importantly, the Athenians 
exceeded both the earlier Eptanesian school and the idealistic romanticism by re- 
discovering through their contact with these rural traditions elements from the pre- 
Christian 29 pagan Greece, which openly expressed a worship of life and nature and 
a denial of the afterlife. Hence, the worship of the body in its physicality, mortality 
and sensuality (as opposed to the ethereal idea of the body of the Eptanesian poets) 
was embraced as another Greek element (Ibid, p. 32). 30 This post-Christian return 
to the living body and its glorification, also facilitated the introduction of the meta- 
traditional dancing body, with the performances of Isadora Duncan and the later 
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initiation of a local theatrical dance scene. The return to pre-Christian values and 
ethics in relation to the body also relied on the prestigious artful chastity and 
`classical beauty' of the nude statues of antiquity. This intellectual positioning was 
used as a reference, by the early Greek dancers and choreographers, forming a base 
upon which they built their image as `high-artists' and re-contextualised the free, 
meta-traditional movement of the body, within a `proper' and acceptable (high-) 
artistic sphere. 
The re-evaluation of folk traditions and their projection as significant bearers of 
cultural historicity and nationhood, appear with the foundations of ethnography by 
Kostas Papaioannou (1815-1891) and later Nikolaos Politis (1852-1921) in the late 
nineteenth century, which came as a reaction to the theories of politician-historian 
Jacob-Phillip Fallmerayer (1790-1861). Fallmerayer denied the existence of a 
specific Modern Greek identity proclaiming that there was absolutely no 
relationship between the contemporary Greeks and classical antiquity. Instead he 
identified them as Slavic tribes, who had re-populated the area. This triggered 
reactions from many European and Greek historians, who felt the emerging need 
for validation and historicisation of the Greek identity. Intellectual Spyridon 
Zabelios (1815-1881) defended the continuity of Hellenism, turning to folk 
language and songs and to Byzantium in Demotic Songs of Greece, under (the 
prism of) historical study on Middle-Ages Hellenism (1852), while historian 
Konstandinos Paparigopoulos wrote his History of the Greek Nation from the 
ancient years until today (1860-1874), elaborating on the cultural and historical 
continuity of Greek civilisation. Following this argument, Politis researched the 
life, literature and ethics of the Greek people. In 1871 he publishes the Study on the 
life of Modern Greeks, establishing ethnography in Greece, "as a quest in search of 
the remains of the past within contemporary everyday life. In that way, he counter- 
posed to the idea of the return to the past, the discovery of the past within the 
present" (Svoronos, 1999, pp. 93-94). The establishment of a present-day identity 
through referencing the past was embraced and further elaborated by the artistic 
generation of 1930s. 
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Addressing a German audience, Stilpon Kyriakides31 (a student of Politis), 
introduced his study Modern Greek Folklore: Folk poetry, folk religion and folk art 
with references to German folklore, noting 
For as we know well, folklore is simply the picture of 
psychical and material life of a preliterate race, unconscious of 
its origin and future. It is the picture of the life of historical 
nations, in which all older periods of history have more or less 
left their ineradicable traces, a picture which is uniformed and 
versatile, colourful, and mosaic-like, into which history has 
repeatedly inserted a little stone from time to time. 
(translated from German by R. A. Georges, 1968, p. 16) 
As Georges notes, Kyriakides's writings on modem Greek folklore present a 
paradox: they include views that seem overtly nationalist and even chauvinist, 
alongside statements, "which could have only be written by a staunch comparativist 
who has no time for ethnic biases" (1968, p. 8). George locates this inaccuracy in 
Kyriakides's disdain for the employment of "extreme generalisations to account for 
peculiarities in folk culture" (Ibid). And he further explains that Kyriakides would 
be as critical of the nomination of Greece "as the great reservoir from which all of 
Europe drew its traditions", as well as of the proclamation that Greek folk culture 
had been "radically affected or completely supplanted by the cultures of invaders 
and immigrants" (Ibid), hence trying to maintain a balance between the two 
extreme scholarly positions of his time. 
Kyriakides (like many other scholars of the time) felt the need to defend Modem 
Greek culture against the extreme positions of Fallmereyer and other scholars. 
While his 1936 study attempted to create a link between Greece and (the cultivated 
and established) Germany, drawing parallels in both the folk and `higher' cultures 
of the two nations, his study The language and folk culture of Modern Greece 
(written in 1943), is more defensive and ethnocentric than the former. This second 
monograph came as a reaction to the theories with which the German occupation 
forces indoctrinated their soldiers during the Second World War, 32 as well as by the 
theories of the Nazi theoretician, Alfred Rosenburg. Continuing Fallmerayer's 
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thesis, Rosenburg, in his book Der Mythus des 20 Jarhunderts (Munich 1936), 
"proclaimed the extinction of the ancient Greeks calling their descendants weak 
Levantines" (Katranides in Kyriakides, 1968, p. 47). Kyriakides intended to publish 
his study within Germany (which was impossible), to prove the `purity' of Greek 
race, on the grounds of language, culture and social behaviour. Relying on the 
mediatory role of folklore, between the ancient and Modern Greek cultures, he 
highlights its significance for Greece (and Europe in general), writing: 
Such a survey is even more necessary for Greek culture because 
not only the layman, who learns what he knows in schools, but 
often even the scholar, admires only the works and 
accomplishments of the Greeks of the classical era, forgetting 
the long historical periods which have followed. These historical 
periods lack the unique beauty of the classical epoch, but they 
are not less glorious because of that. In fact, they are of greater 
importance to modern European culture and especially to 
Modern Greek culture than the classical era is. 
(Kyriakides, 1968, p. 4) 
Thus, while he cannot go so far as to elevate these intermediate historical periods to 
the higher realms of `beauty and uniqueness', where classical antiquity is situated, 
he nonetheless underlines their major significance for the understanding of Modem 
Greek culture. Nonetheless, while his writings are defensive of Greece against 
foreign (especially German) anti-Greek theories, they still exhibit an immense 
admiration for western (German) academic culture, which he adopted and used as a 
guide to his own study and readings of Greek culture. In this treaty, of 1936 he 
praises German scholars for their "contribution to the revival of Hellenism", 
placing Germany in front of all the "western nations that, during the Turkish 
domination, took over Greece's homeless culture and developed it into a newer, 
splendid culture" (1964, p. 43). This idea that Greek culture was homeless for four 
centuries, transferred and cultivated in the West and re-planted within Greece after 
its liberation, was indeed a very common perception both within western Europe 
(where it was initially expressed and established) and Greece itself. Kyriakides's 
ideas resemble Pratsika's positioning, as addressed in Part 2, who also praised her 
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German teachers in Dalcroze institute, for teaching her what Greece really was: a 
scheme that she felt the need to introduce to her own students in order to enlighten 
them and introduce them to their `real' identity. 
For those (scholars, artists or intellectuals), who sought to define, develop or even 
defend Greekness in its continuity, historicity and coherence, the already 
established western literature and scholarship on Greece was perceived as an 
undeniably valid and prestigious reference ground. Hence, they often developed 
westernised and at times auto-exoticised self-portrayals, creating a network of 
interlaced nationalist, and supra- (or even contra-) nationalist positions. This 
referential network has in turn informed (positively or negatively) the approaches 
of the subsequent dance artists. 
7.4.2 Westernisation, classicism and exoticism in the visual arts. 
The importation and establishment of a Bavarian royal family (1833-1862), which 
followed the foundation of the Modem Greek state, established a cultural link with 
German artistic traditions, which cultivated a local `German-fed academism' 
(following the principles of the Academy of Munich, where many of the time's 
Greek artists actually studied under governmental scholarships)33, which typified 
the local fine arts. While the themes were largely drawn from Greek history, (most 
commonly depicting heroic incidents from the Independence Fight, and/or romantic 
moments of everyday rural life), the character and style of the time's `official art' 
remained distinctively western. Even though the classic, romantic and beautifying 
style was gradually enriched by further imported modernist tendencies, its character 
remained highly mimetic, re-producing foreign established forms and patterns 
(Daskalothanasis, 2000, pp. 29-38). 
Apart from their portrayal through western painting techniques and styles, the 
contextual negotiation of Greek themes, also appeared filtered through the western 
gaze, as form seems to have also influenced the character and orientation of these 
works. The local painters often adopted a `European' stance towards the local 
reality presenting accordingly romanticised or exoticised images of it. 34 
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Furthermore, they have often been identified with the "nineteenth-century arrogant 
European perception of the Eastern nations", embodying (and reproducing) other 
orientalist stereotypes, such as the "nonchalance, apathy, cunningness and 
hedonism" of the Oriental man (Dascalothanasis, 2000, pp. 37-38). 35 In all, 
Dascalothanasis suggests that the adoption of the Munich Academism by the 
Greeks, "condenses a group of relationships of dependence, reflected within the 
artistic sphere" (Ibid, p. 32). The uncritical affiliation with the West and the 
unconditional embodiment of the time's western (both political and artistic) values, 
ethics and aesthetics continued, as it had after King Otto's fall in 1862, into the 
twentieth century as the mainstream official artistic guidelines. 
The first deviations from the Academism (as this phenomenon has been known 
within Greek art history) appear in the first two decades of the twentieth century, 
but the first open confrontation with that model came with the Generation of 
(19)30's (Ibid, pp. 39,54-58). While national(ist) and-or self-searching tendencies 
have been sporadically expressed much earlier, it is in the 1930s that the search for 
Hellenicity appears particularly strong, typifying a whole stream of artists, writers 
and intellectuals, which formulated their positions around this core demand (ibid, p. 
55). Even though the need for the definition of a distinct national identity appears 
much earlier, being periodically intensified and lessened for more than a century, 
Eleni Vacalo (1983, p. 15) points out that it was actually the Generation of `30s, 
which defined and established the shape and content of Greekness, for the 
following generations (also: Alkali, 2002, p. 22, and Daskalothanasis, 2000). Their 
intense preoccupation with representations of Greekness typified their works, 
which have often been acknowledged as a historical reference point within most 
arts. 36 Thus, even though one cannot interpret all the artistic manifestations of that 
century as mere extensions of the arts of the 1920s and 1930s, it is still important to 
examine that period with its core features, as well as its impact on the future 
generations. 
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7.5 Positioning the National Self `above' East and West: The significance of 
the Byzantine tradition as a locator of identity. 
The most significant position of the Generation of (19)30s was the search for a 
unique Greek identity, which differentiated from both its `western' and `eastern' 
neighbours. 37 The national defeat (known as the catastrophe) in Asia Minor, 
generated the need for a new clarification of national borders38 and for the healing 
of the wounded national morale. Besides the opposition, now rejuvenated, and 
disassociation from the Orient (as represented through the Turkish state), the 
realisation of the nation's peripheral and disadvantageous positioning in relation to 
the developed West, generated a nationalist tendency, which aimed to elevate the 
nation above all `foreigners'. For that, the solemn reliance on antiquity was no 
longer sufficient; as the majority of the western-educated artists realised, any 
revivalist attempt would have to be further supported in two ways. Firstly, by an 
engagement with the international artistic scene and secondly through the location 
of a distinct and alive core of Greekness that would also re-nationalise and enhance 
antiquity. Dascalothanasis stresses the political significance of this artistic shift 
explaining: 
because the Great Idea had, as a historical probability, 
collapsed, the choice of a more recent past that could be 
associated with the -now `imagined'- possibility of Greece's 
expansion beyond its tight contemporary national borders, was 
being offered as a reaction to the national catastrophe in the 
best possible way. For the fulfilment of this role, the Byzantine 
past was called forth. 
(Daskalothanasis, 2000, p. 56) 
Similarly, Vacalo summarises the artistic pursuits of the time in three main points: 
"a cosmopolitanism, a pessimism of neo-romantic nature and at the same time a 
positioning of the Greek root in Byzantium" and attributes this turn to the 
Byzantine heritage, as an expression of the anger the Greeks felt about "Europe's 
responsibility for the disaster in Asia Minor" (1983, p. 15). Both Vacalo and 
Daskalothanasis note that the previous neglect and even rejection of Byzantine 
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history by the supporters of the country's monolithic "westemised development" 
further influenced the new artists' choice of this specific era as a national 
cornerstone. According to Vacalo's interpretation, Greece's Byzantine heritage 
appeared as non-western in contrast to its ancient history, which had been 
`discovered' and `appropriated' by the West. In that way, the shift towards an 
`eastern' part of Greek history and culture operated as a reactive, defensive 
mechanism, triggered by the role of the West in the biggest national tragedy of the 
Modern Greek history. Of course, this shift towards the east by no means implied 
an affiliation with the Turkish `Orient'; in fact Byzantium, in its historical and 
religious significance, has always appeared as diametrically opposite to the 
(antagonistic) rising Ottoman Empire. 
Furthermore, I argue that the turn to Byzantium can also be seen as a result of the 
internal artistic and political schism of the time. In the early twentieth century the 
dichotomy of Greek language was already intense, dividing writers and scholars 
into the conservative kathareuousianous and (more or less) liberal demotikistes, the 
first promoting the formal, ancient-like Greek language and the latter supporting 
the official use of the popular, demotic language. As Vacalo points out, the 
extensive referencing to antiquity was already appropriated by the 
katharevousianous and even though there were still unexplored aspects, it led many 
of the artists of the 1930s towards the (still untouched) Byzantine and folk art. With 
Greek antiquity having being valued by the West, the local official emphasis on it, 
which prompted the supporting of kathareuousa, can be interpreted as yet another 
case of adaptation to western values and ideals. In that way, the initial model of a 
self-identification through affiliations with, or opposition towards the West is once 
again present. Still, the main representatives of both linguistic styles came from 
rising urban middle and upper classes, which identified themselves with the 
Western European bourgeoisies. The two different strands, expressing the 
conservative and liberal forces of the local bourgeoisie do not appear profoundly 
different when examined further. 
The study of Byzantine tradition (perceived as continuous with antiquity) aimed at 
the projection of a set of diachronic Hellenic elements that had survived the 
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contemporary era. Hence, this shift was accompanied by a parallel turn to an 
equally understudied area that neither artists nor historians had recognised: folk 
culture (Daskalothanasis, 2000, p. 57). Already in the mid 1920s several studies on 
the Greek folk art had appeared, while in 1931 the association Greek Folk Art was 
founded, together with the first publications on folk architecture. One of the leading 
figures in this tendency, artist Angeliki Hatzimihali (1895-1965) proclaimed that 
"the folk art is a resistance power against the foreign (western), evolved rhythms, 
non-familiar to the psycho-spiritual powers of the nation" (Filippidis, 1984, pp. 
153,156-159 in Daskalothanasis, 2000, p. 57). Within that quote, the `anti-western' 
spirit appears as anti-modern, exemplifying the neo-romantic and rather mystical 
inclination of the local bourgeoisie to return to a deeper (national) self. These 
`psycho-spiritual powers' appear as essentialised qualities, inherent in both the 
individuals and the society that form the national web. The re-discovery of these 
national (and personal) roots and the reconnection with them was believed to be the 
way to restore the lost balance of those national powers, at a moment of a deep 
political crisis. The location of this mystic core somewhere outside the modern life 
(in the past? ) dictated their recalling through the folk arts: a `pure' and therefore 
`safe' channel to the national past. Hence, the triptych of neo-romanticism, 
pessimism and the location of the Greek root in Byzantium and the folk tradition is 
clearly articulated here. 
However anti-western these tendencies may have appeared to be, it is important to 
note their parallel alignment with similar pursuits within the West: the 
establishment and development of European nation-states had generated a similar 
turn towards the history of the middle-ages, as well as towards the folk traditions, 
to legitimize their sovereignty and distinctiveness. Hence, the identification of folk 
traditions as locators of identity was a common practice within most western 
nation-states during the nineteenth century, but one which was carried forth into the 
twentieth. Moreover, the `return to the roots' was also a main axiom of (western) 
European neo-romanticism, which favoured similar artistic pursuits; a tendency that 
many western-educated Greek bourgeois artists were fully aware of. Finally, the 
imaging (and imagining) of the National Self, had been already influenced by 
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western imaginings on Greece, established through travel literature39, scientific 
treaties in Greek civilisation and ethnographic expeditions. 
7.6 Western readings of Greekness: denouncing the present and celebrating 
the past. The intermediation of folklore. 
The gradual discovery40 and exoticisation of Greek civilisation appears to have 
begun in the middle of the eighteenth century with the appearance of the first 
western romantic travellers, whose expeditions were usually accompanied by a 
commercial activity and/or an illicit trade in antiquities (Voutira, 2000, p. 140). 
During the nineteenth century, a growing number of Western European travellers 
attempted to approach, study and delineate Greece, mainly through its ancient 
monuments, but often with a parallel interest in the folk arts, ethics and morals and 
the everyday life of the modem Greeks. 
Throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a growing 
romanticised exoticised interest in the ideals, aesthetics and educational values of 
ancient Greece appears. Having studied and idealised Greek antiquity, western 
travellers systematically tried to connect ancient and modem Greece. Nonetheless, 
the reality of Modem Greece disappointed these travellers and scholars, who could 
not always trace the `nobility' of ancient Greece in the wrecked, impoverished and 
`vulgar' countryside. As Maria Tondorova suggests, the Philhellenism that 
"conquered Europe" in the decade of the 1820s was followed by an anti-Hellenism 
which came as a result of the final disappointment of the West by the contemporary 
Greeks (1996, p. 73). In fact, anti-Greek sentiments had been eloquently expressed 
much earlier by Western European (and especially British) scholars, such as Henry 
Blount, and John B. S. Morritt of Rokeby (Todorova, 1996, pp. 78,74). As 
Todorova suggests, coming from a rising Empire themselves, they tended to 
affiliate with an already established one. Hence, they favoured the Ottoman 
Empire, instead of the enslaved agricultural populations that inhabited its territories 
(1996, p. 80). Romantic descriptions of the `classical landscape' of the Balkans are 
intervened with degrading comments on the meta-layers of cultures that lay upon 
them. 1 Moreover, Morritt openly express his disgust for his contemporary Greeks, 
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who, unlike their aristocratic Ottoman rulers, are described as "vulgar, vile, slimy, 
unreliable and slavish", able to enrage any English-blooded gentleman (Ibid, pp. 
81-83). 
Greeks are often compared to their noble ancestors, to whom they appear unworthy 
and totally differentiated from. While attending a local feast in Peloponnesus, 
Morritt writes "Good Lord! If a free ancient Greek could for a minute attend this 
scene, I am sure that, if his fate in the underworld was not particularly tough, he 
would beg to return back there" (in Todorova, 1996, p. 81). Interestingly, and 
consistently with the Orientalist model, Greek women are exempt from these 
negative descriptions and described as incredibly beautiful, expressive and 
aristocratic (Ibid, pp. 81-82). In addition, the association of aristocracy with beauty, 
honesty and refinement and the identification of peasantry with vulgarity, 
unreliability and ugliness were common perceptions that defied national borders. 
As Rebebecca West suggests, the nineteenth-century English traveller tended to 
condemn the Christian subordinate populations of the Ottoman Empire as dirty, 
uneducated, slavish and unrefined, associating them with the inhabitants of the 
newly developed industrial centres of Lancashire and Yorkshire, who were also 
described as smelly, drunken and vulgar (1969, p. 105). 
Within that climate, Todorova suggests, the development of ethnography in the 
nineteenth century, which focused on the peasant life and customs, was not 
appreciative of the peasant, but of the "Volk" itself. As she notes, the academic 
research on the Balkan area developed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, alongside the romanticism and evolutionism of that time. In that way, it 
inherited the romantic "passion for the folklore and the language" central and in the 
relevant German academic tradition, as well as in the Darwinist classification 
which mainly prevailed the Anglo-Saxon tradition, and located the Balkans in the 
dawn of civilisation (Ibid, p. 90-9 1). At that time, the folk art and culture of modern 
Greece was explored, and valued when found to present a remarkable historical 
continuity and coherence in its various manifestations, presenting a validating link 
with the longed-for antiquity. This reflected a general tendency for a "(re)turn (and 
re-connecting) to the sources", which characterised European and American 
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modem art in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Vacalo 1983, p. 
16) 42 
In order to exemplify this tendency through a number of examples, Vacalo (ibid) 
further notes Henri Matisse's influence in painting and the attempts to connect 
"popular and ancient art", as well as the general emphasis on the originality of the 
naif painting within modern art. At that time, a parallel interest in modern Greece is 
expressed by several (western) artists, in the domains of architecture, the fine arts 
and even literature: Le Corbuzier exhibits a great interest in popular Aegean 
architecture, while the Greek self-taught naif painter Theophilos (Hatzimichalis, 
1867/73? -1934) was discovered and exhibited in Paris (and consequently within 
Greece itself) in the late 1920s -by Y. Gounaroppoulos and Sratis Eleutheriadis- 
Terriad- being highly praised for his conveyance of an unbroken and continuous 
folk sentiment of Greekness. Similarly, Greek novelists and poets (like Angelos 
Sikelianos) are been translated and published in different countries and gain respect 
outside Greece. 
7.7 Establishing the national as a passport to the world. 
The local turn to the roots followed this western quest. Hence, while the 1920s and 
1930s were for Greece a period of "restlessness and search" (Alkali, 2002, p. 21) 
characterised by a general tendency for recuperation, they were also typified by a 
newly experienced opening to the world. The restless search for identity and self 
/national reassurance that typified the arts still required the location and/or 
construction and projection of a national profile to the rest of the world. For the 
Greek artists, the detection and establishment of a distinct Greek identity was not 
only intended to fulfil an inner (or social) need for inspiration and self-definition. 
The widespread return to the roots also offered the Greek artists a chance to align 
with (western) international artistic movements and assure their place within them. 
As Vacalo suggests, those who first used `Greekness' as a critical evaluation point 
for the legitimacy of an artwork were at the same the ones who were `opening their 
horizons to the international movements and ideas and wanted to lead Greece to 
them" (1983, p. 14). The fact that Greek folk culture still included primary 
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elements of these same roots that were now re-explored by western modem art, 
allowed Greek artists to enter the international scene, with a distinct -and yet 
totally aligned with the spirit of the time- proposal. 
On the other hand, in the twentieth century, Byzantine history also gradually started 
to attract some western scholarly attention. This western interest alone would 
indeed be enough to raise the status and the prestige of a long neglected historical 
period, not only within the West, but also within the rest of the world, including 
Greece itself. Thus, it could be argued that the Greek artistic shift towards 
Byzantine arts43 was an auto-exoticised escape from its `western' roots, through the 
adoption of a non-western origin, but still as defined and classified by the West. 
Most importantly, the easily traceable relation of the Greek folk art to Byzantium 
offered an opportunity for artists to underline the existence of continuity within 
Greek culture, bridging a historical `oriental gap' between its `western' ancient and 
contemporary character, which could justify the country's modern identity. 
Thus, the re-creation and export of a Greek culture to the West was facilitated by a 
combination of external and internal socio-political factors. The so-called artistic 
Generation of the 30s has been especially credited for its nationalising of the 
foreign currents, achieving international recognition for the Greek arts. Going back 
to Vacalo's triptych of cosmopolitanism, neo-romanticism and Greekness, these - at 
first site contradictory- tendencies, are all interrelated. The need for a recognisable 
national identity is related to the need of establishing a position within the newly 
discovered western (artistic) world, which now seemed more approachable to the 
Greek artists. In contrast to Dascalothanasis's analysis, Vacalo interprets the time's 
tendency as an increasing artistic self-assurance, at a time when Greece was 
"starting to believe in its equality with Europe (... ) no longer questioning the 
possibility of an alignment with it" (1983, p. 14). Still, this remark only seems 
relevant to the artistic affairs, as Greece was going through an intense economic 
and political crisis and it was apparent that it could never fully follow the rapid 
developmental rhythms of advanced Europe. In fact, this belief appears rather as a 
reactive plasmatic act of self reassurance, at a time when the national morale 
desperately needed a boosting injection 44 
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Within the arts, this national `confidence' was mainly drawn from both the contact 
and familiarisation with western artistic streams, as well as from the possibility of 
an alignment with them, through the re-negotiation and export of an authentic 
(meaning historically aware and yet contemporary) Hellenic artistic suggestion. 
Indeed, the widespread neo-romanticism of the time, which favoured both 
nationalist distinctiveness and the engagement with the exotic `authenticity' and 
`primitivism' and the naif/folk, seems to have facilitated this integrative attempt. 
The new tendencies and ideas, however, still revolved around the same crucial 
schemes of identification with and/or differentiation from the West, as described in 
the previous entity, invoking issues of (auto) exoticism, which are central within 
the complicated idea of Greekness as expressed in the Hellenocentric arts of the 
1920s and 1930s. The same issues still emerge in any contemporary endeavour of 
identity refiguration. Within Papaioannou's staging of the Olympic ceremonies, the 
exoticist attachments that still haunt the national identity discourse were negotiated 
(and manipulated) as intrinsic aspects of Greekness, since their surfacing was 
unavoidable. Moreover, and similarly to the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century artistic undertakings, almost a century later, the 'national' was still 
employed as a `passport to the word' within the 2004 Olympic Ceremonies, while 
folklore occupied a distinct position as a coherent identifier of nationhood. To 
further comprehend the specific weight of folklore within this enterprise it is 
essential to trace its role within the local artistic affairs of the twentieth century, 
examining its interplays with the emerging concept of national `modernisation'. 
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Chapter 8 
Negotiating Modernisation and Folklore within Dance, Film and Music: 
staging a twentieth-century Greek identity. 
8.1 The Delphic Festivals. 
The negotiation and artistic delineation of identity in the first part of the twentieth 
century (and up to the 1980s approximately) is closely connected to the exploration 
and configuration of the local folk and pop cultures. Artists of all spaces (aesthetic, 
political and ideological) have gradually developed an interest in these previously 
under-privileged traditions, which they often merged with western-derived 
techniques and styles. Within such diverse spaces as the visual arts, poetry and 
literature, music, dance, theatre and later film, folklore is re-discovered and merged 
with the institutionalised `high-arts' to present new and distinct forms of 
expression. Nonetheless, this fusion was only confined within the spheres of High 
Art; popular music, dance and cinema took onto this tendency, presenting new 
hybrid styles of folklore, some of which have been gradually established within the 
national repertoire (e. g. the syrtaki from Zorbas Dance). Within dance, the re- 
discovery of the `folk' was related to the intense preoccupation with antiquity that 
prevailed the first choreographic attempts. Its contemporary presence and its 
connection with both antiquity and the Byzantium, offered a chance for the 
presentation of a complete and diachronic image of Greekness. 
The attempts to locate and/or construct a coherent national and cosmopolitan 
identity, through the projection of the nation's cultural continuity characterised the 
first choreographic projects. This lead to the examination and (partial) artistic re- 
appropriation of the demotic culture, which was perceived as a live link with 
antiquity. Indeed, the first turn to folklore, which typified the Delphic Festivals 
(1927,1930) was tied to the need for historicisation and the exotic engagement 
with the antiquity. The Delphic Idea suggested the revival of an `eternal Greek 
spirit' and its connection to the world, in order to create a pan/human and hyper- 
national artistic and intellectual network around an essentialised Greek nucleus. 
Again, this concept was in accordance with the neo-romantic (or exotic) spirit of 
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the time, which suggested a "return to the roots of civilisation" (Anton, 1993, p. 
xii)). 
The Festivals included the staging of ancient Greek plays and dances, as well as an 
exhibition of folk art, crafts and costumes from all over Greece, held in the nearby 
villages. Sikelianos believed the ancient tragedy to be "the highest form of social 
and spiritual creation" (Hartnoll (ed), 1983, p. 351) and so, for the A' Festivals, the 
couple chose to stage Aeschylus's Prometheus Bound, in two scheduled 
performances: the first day was meant to be for the guests (Greek and foreign 
bourgeois and intellectuals) and the second day was for the nearby villagers (Fessa, 
2004, p. 23). Palmer undertook the organisation and staging of the performances. 
Her vision was to "reunite tragedy and the art of dance" (Anton, 1993, p. xiv) and 
revive (as accurately as possible), the original character of the tragic chorus in a 
way that would allow it to express the 'true' substance of Greek culture. Moreover, 
the couple's intention of creating and presenting a pan-Hellenic spectacle, in a 
manner that would be compatible to the foreign (Western) artistic and intellectual 
pursuits and expectations, is evident in the conception and organisation of the 
festival, as well as in the choreographing and staging of the chorus. Palmer 
attempted to link elements from different eras of the local history and culture, in 
order to present the very essence of Hellenism according to her personal 
mythology, Sikelianos's vision and the established foreign literature and 
consequent imaginings. 
While Isadora Duncan's influence can be easily traced in Palmer's primary interest 
in the role of the chorus, as well as in her reliance on the aesthetic and spiritual 
principles of ancient Greece, their connection with the Byzantine and demotic 
traditions reveals her intention, which differed from Duncan's artistic aims. Living 
and working in Greece, Palmer (together with Sikelianos) wished to revive an 
ancient national form by diachronically linking it to contemporary Greek reality. 
Hence, kinetic and rhythmic phrases from folk dances were combined with archaic 
poses. In that way, the highlighting of the chorus's inner dynamics was processed 
through their engagement with other (more recent) elements of the national 
tradition. The Byzantine-inspired music, commissioned to a known researcher of 
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Byzantine music and hymns, composer Konstandinos Psachos, was chosen for its 
mediatory character between the ancient rhythmic styles and the recent demotic and 
ecclesiastic traditions. Indeed, Palmer turned to the Byzantine heritage believing 
that the combination of rhythmic movement and speech with the simple spirituality 
of Byzantine music would be the optimum way of reaching the original essence of 
the Greek chorus. 45 As she writes, 
I would give lessons on the theory of Byzantine music, 
alternating with gymnastic exercises which I considered a basis 
for the sort of dancing that I would teach them later; and we 
would go all together quite often to the National Museum to 
study, and especially to make copies of the infinitely varied 
poses and figures on the ancient vases. These three things would 
be a foundation for the chorus I was imagining. 
(Pamer in Anton, 1993, p. 109) 
Furthermore, the ancient text was translated to Modem Greek and hence the staging 
of Prometheus Bound became a testimony to the coherence and continuity of Greek 
culture. The perception of Hellenism as an unchanging, timeless ideal actually 
validated the blending of various cultural elements in the composition of a trans- 
historical performance of the National Self. Indeed, during the festival, re-creations 
of ancient dances were performed alongside folk (demotic and island) dances, 
while the folk art and craft fair that accompanied the event included exhibits from 
as many different regions of Greece as possible, in a unifying spirit. Furthermore, 
the ancient sanctuary of Delphi, chosen for its mystic/religious significance, was re- 
contextualised through its connection with the contemporary lives and cultures of 
the nearby villagers. 
The restoration and the linking of the ancient and Byzantine heritage within the 
realities of the modern Greeks, 46 was an additional aim for Palmer, who was 
determined to re-establish and underline, through the Delphic Idea, the significant 
historical continuity of Greek civilisation and culture, and the presence of the 
`classic Greek spirit' within modern Greece. In a text celebrating the completion of 
the thirtieth anniversary of Pratsika's Dance School (in 1957), writer Pantelis 
Prevelakis writes: 
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An inspired poet and his comrade were then (in 1927) shaping 
the foundations of a neo-Hellenic Renaissance. Assenting the 
ancient tragedy, allowing the Byzantine `melos' to be heard 
alongside its 'chorika' (choirs), organising the first exhibition of 
Greek folk art (... ) the Sikelianos were announcing their faith on 
the unbroken continuity of Hellenism. 
(Prevelakis in Ursa Minor, p. 51 -translated by the author) 
Similarly, Palmer explains that they "wanted to show, not so much the beautiful 
work of about a hundred years ago, but the living talent of today" (in Anton, 1993, 
p. 112) and at the same time "to establish the fact that Greek is not a dead but a 
living language" (Ibid, p. 108). A statement that, once again, reveals the urge for 
national reassurance and the disbelief of the West - the ultimate receiver of any 
local attempt for national definition- for this national definition and re- 
appropriation of history. This also recalls a similar national urge as expressed 
within the Olympic Opening Ceremony of 2004. The importance of foreign 
(western) approval, as well as the need to demonstrate both the continuity of Greek 
civilisation and its contemporary value framed both the anticipation and reception 
of the Games, and of the Opening Ceremony in specific. Praising Papaioannou for 
the Opening Ceremony, Georgousopoulos writes that he feels grateful to him for 
sending the world the message that "Greece `Is', not just `Was"' (2004, p. 79). In a 
similar tone, journalist Socrates Tsihlias, writes: 
We had a unique opportunity to remind the whole of humanity 
the essence of our country, and Papaioannou grabbed it. He did 
not narrate our history. Using history as a vehicle, he created a 
spectacle of high aesthetics, of senses and sentiments. A poetic 
universe, created today, by contemporary Greeks (... ) Forgotten 
symbols and lasting myths (... ) spelled the Greek adventure. 
(Tsihias, 2004, p. 20 -translated by the author). 
While situated within a different socio-political and temporal context, the political 
investments on the Ceremony's cultural representation of identity, parallel those of 
the Delphic Festivals. The nature of the Delphic project and Palmer's specific aims, 
are indicative of the pressing need for an (inter)national recognition that Greece 
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was experiencing at the time, which was an especially important issue for the Greek 
government. The political significance of the Delphic festivals was noted by the 
state, as Palmer writes: 
The Greek Government exhibited interest. One Minister stated 
that, for the first time since the Greek Revolution, Greece had 
held up her head abroad; and they said that the Delphic 
movement could balance the Greek budget; another that we had 
demonstrated the creative capacity of the Greek people today. 
(Palmer in Anton, 1993, p. 121) 
Since the projection of a cultural and historical continuity within the Greek space 
appeared as a priority, the festivals included cultural elements from different 
historical periods, in an attempt to underline the "eternal and timeless values of its 
civilisation within one celebratory event". As Anton notes, "Palmer was convinced 
that Greece was carrying in its primordial currents the true substance of culture that 
had survived the vicissitudes of time. It could be found in the richness of Byzantine 
music, the domestic crafts of the villagers and the authentic ritual of celebrations" 
(Anton (ed), 1993, p. xvii). 
Palmer actually appears very conscious of the importance of a western consensus 
for the Festival, which could grant it with the desired level of `authenticity' and 
prestige. As she writes, "it would be well for the Festival to obtain the approval, as 
it were the patronage, of the foreign (American and European) Archaeological 
Schools". Even though staged in Greece and visualised as a celebration of 
Greekness, which Prevelakis (in Ursa Minor, p. 51) describes as a "holy 
celebration" of Hellenism, the Festival was carefully planned in order to attract a 
large foreign (mainly western) audience, which was the ultimate receptionist and 
judge of its `Greekness'. In that way, Palmer's decision to favour the rendering of 
the plays in Modern Greek rather than using the original text was, among other 
reasons, triggered by her concerns about the problems that the pronunciation of the 
ancient text would raise. Indicatively she writes: "if we chose the Erasmian method, 
the Greeks would be dreadfully shocked: but if we pronounced it as the Greeks do 
their ancient language, European or American scholars would think it quite 
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horrible" (in Anton, p. 108). Hence, even though authenticity (in the sense of 
accuracy and `truthfulness') had been a key issue of this attempt to represent 
Greece `from the inside', the final word still belonged to the "foreign 
Archaeological Schools". Even for Palmer (herself a westerner), the legitimisation 
of her and her husband's vision and, most importantly, of the Greek culture in 
general, was directly related to the verdicts of such authoritative `experts'. 
Similar concerns related to the impression of the festivals on the western guests, 
were shared by many of the Greeks involved in the organisation of the Festivals, as 
well as by the local authorities, who thought it to be a matter of national pride. 
Palmer describes her meeting with Mr Petrakopoulos (then director of Grande 
Bretagne, one of the premium hotels in Athens) in order to "ask him if he would 
announce the Festival to his various correspondents abroad". Mr Petrakoploulos's 
negative reply illuminates this attitude: he explained that although he believed that 
the Festivals would "interest exactly the kind of people" that he had been "striving 
(... ) to bring to Greece", the accommodation provided in an "almost inaccessible 
village" could never be appropriate for these people, who were not used to "any 
sort of primitive hardships". And he concludes "and so, in a single day, you could 
destroy the effort of my whole life, which has been given entirely to the advance of 
tourism in Greece" (Ibid, p. 114). Clearly, for him, the discovery of a `real', rural 
and therefore `primitive' Greece, was considered a threat to his attempts of re- 
presenting to the foreign western -and therefore more refined-tourists, a noble, 
Europeanised, `civilised' Greece. 
Nonetheless, the first attempt at choreographing the chorus for Prometheus Bound 
in the A' Delphic Festivals did not meet either Palmer's or the audience's 
expectations. Palmer insisted on highly stylized and static archaic postures, which 
alienated the dance from the rest of the stage action distorting its original role as an 
integral element of the play, which promoted the plot. These poses, which were 
copied from wall and vase paintings, were linked together with simple steps, often 
in the rhythm of syrtos or balos47 to create movement phrases (Tsarouhis in 
Tsatsou-Symeonidi, 2003, p. 177). Moreover, Palmer insisted that the chorus girls 
would always appear with the torso facing front and the head and legs in profile 
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throughout the play to retain the archaic style of the original models. The result was 
"inferior to its prototypes" and devoid of any dynamic elements confining the 
dancers into a "decorative role" (Fessa, 2004, p. 360). Even though the rehearsals 
for the chorus lasted three years the final performance still suffered from its lack of 
coordination with the orchestra and the choir, while Palmer later also admitted to 
have neglected to work on the unification of the chorus with the actual actors. 
Furthermore, the performing of the Byzantine-style musical score, composed by 
Psahos, by a full orchestra gave it a different twist to Palmer's initial idea losing its 
ascetic character, as well as its role as a means of promoting and colouring the 
speech. As Tsatsou-Symeonidi48 notes, the Delphic Festivals did not manage to 
connect with a wide audience nor did they found a school. Instead, they excited 
"an international group of intellectuals, who were influenced by the western- 
imported Hellenic-mania" (2003, p. 178). However, the Delphic Festivals were 
acclaimed by the local government, upper-class intellectuals and art-lovers as a 
significant national `high-art' event. This atmosphere is exemplified in Miliadis's 
evaluation of the Festivals: 
Eva's dance was a wise dance. She lived within the "classicist" 
spirit of Isadora Duncan (... ) but beyond that it was full of 
nobility, fine taste and excellent quality. It was an archaic frieze 
that moved in front of our astonished eyes... a fine aesthetic 
aroma and a delight of high spirituality. Nonetheless, it surely 
was not the chorus of an Aeschylean tragedy. 
(Miliadis in Sideris, 1976, p. 355 -translated by the author) 
The Sikelianos's efforts were indeed supported by the local authorities, as well as 
by a number of wealthy upper class Athenians. Fessa lists a number of individuals 
who sponsored the B' Delphic Festivals, including Antonis Benakis, Elena 
Venizelou, Penelope Delta and Alexandra Horemi, as well as certain banking 
organisations, while they also received a donation by the Greek government. 
Moreover, in 1929 the couple received two silver medals for their "brave attempt to 
revive the Delphic games" (Fessa, 2004, p. 361). Hence the second Festivals of 
1930 were even more successful than the first. They lasted three days and included, 
besides the staging of two tragedies (Aeschylus's Prometheus Bound and the 
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Suppliants), archaeological tours with local and foreign guides, a pan-Hellenic 
exhibition of folk arts and crafts (organised by the Association of Art-lovers) Pythic 
Games in the Stadium of Delphi, organised by the Military School of Gymnastics 
and dedicated to the heroes of the Greek Revolution, as well as more athletic 
games, marches and speeches, a Macedonian war-dance, gymnastic performances 
and even a presentation of the Pyrrhic Dance (Ibid). The Delphic Festivals were 
seriously considered as a Greek ambassador to the world, and therefore had to 
include as many and as varied Pan-Hellenic elements as possible. In fact, the 
Delphic (or Hellenic) Idea had a strong influence on a number of artists, poets and 
writers of the time and guided the re-turn to (the folk and demotic) tradition. 
Musicologist Simon Karras writes characteristically 
For us, Eva Sikelianou was a radiant guide. All of us who have 
been preoccupied with the national tradition of Greece (... ) got 
our initial induction from Eva, because Eva really adored the 
Greek tradition, "the soul of Greece", as she used to say, and she 
believed in the universality of Greece and Orthodoxy. 
(Karras in Fessa, 2004 p. 40 -translated by the author) 
8.2 The particularity of Greek traditional dances within the national discourse 
on the historicisation and politicisation of folklore. 
The European neo-romantic movement, which favoured such re-turns to the 
`untouched' province as a `pure' bearer of the national Past, stimulated Palmer's 
interest in it and her embrace of traditional arts, crafts and everyday practices, 49 
which in turn inspired the local `enlightened' bourgeoisie. The turn of the Athenian 
upper class to the folk arts and crafts originated in their projection as diachronic 
cultural elements, which inherently bore traces of the past (whether that was the 
antiquity or the Byzantine period) carried forth through the generations. This 
`unconscious' preservation of history that the folk traditions implied granted them a 
certain credit, at least amongst scholars, artists and a specific `art-loving' upper 
class circle. The ancient currents that run through these traditions graced them with 
a `historical credibility', which nominated them as prime carriers of an `everlasting' 
core of the national civilisation. Together with the language, the folk arts have been 
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the main conveyors of Greekness presenting a remarkable continuity and 
coherence, which seemed lost in other sectors of social life. As exclusively rural 
genres, they could still invoke images of the pastoral serenity of a romantic and 
`pure' bucolic life. To the extent that these traditions bore distinguishable traces of 
the ennobled antiquity, they were explored and even treasured by (mainly) artists 
and scholars concerned with the discovery of a `Hellenic core'. 
Tyrovola suggests that the `false urbanisation'S0, which characterised the course of 
the Modem Greek state, did not eliminate all the cultural traces of the past. Many 
of these material and technical elements have been preserved within the popular 
arts and culture and expressed through "the contemporary merger of personal and 
social artistic forms" (2003, p. 54). Dance and dance related practices were found 
to be more resistant to change than other cultural forms. The incessant presence of 
what is today known as traditional dance, throughout Greek history, its significant 
role and position within society and its unyielding core characteristics, encouraged 
its study as a "field of social interaction, as well as a conveyor of cultural identity" 
(Ibid). As Tyrovola points out, whereas Greece has been since antiquity an area of 
great racial, music, dance and linguistic admixtures through the moving of 
populations, the various invasions and the foreign influences and loans, it still 
presents a "persistence in a number of basic melodic, rhythmic and dance 
prototypes" (2003, p. 54). Hence, Tyrovola further argues that, in all its 
manifestations, Greek traditional dance has been profoundly connected with 
previous dance forms (1996, p, 82 in ibid). Moreover, Dimitris Lekkas further 
suggests that the flexible nature of Greek dance, its corporeal directness and 
inclusiveness, as well as its ability to "re-adjust new meanings in old signifiers", 
has functioned as "a stable and connective spine cord for the rescue of polymorphic 
cultural fluids from the arts, the language and the social life, that would have 
otherwise extinct" (2003, p. 57). 
In that way, the ethnicity of traditional dance was also addressed within a defensive 
re-search on the historicity and distinctiveness of a Hellenic cultural identity, and 
"used as a cultural token against Fallmerayer's theories" (Lekkas (ed) 2003, p. 21). 
Hence, the first interest on folk dancing is expressed in the turn of the previous 
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century. The first big folk dance association (school and company) Lykio 
Hellenidon (AüKcto E». vISwv) appears in 1911 and gradually other schools and 
associations open, for the promotion of regional identities through the preservation 
and cultivation of specific dance forms. Traditional dances are used to promote 
both localised or ethnic and Pan-Hellenic cultural identities both in and out of 
Greece and their national significance is increasingly highlighted. As urbanisation 
intensifies in the following decades, the learning of traditional dances within the 
public schools, as well as within specific associations becomes a common practice 
and part of a cultural/national education. 
Besides the national significance of traditional dancing, further meanings have been 
ascribed to it, this time political. As Irene Loutzaki points out, "in Greece, text, 
melody and movement have often been used as an important element in the struggle 
for freedom or resistance" (2001, p. 1). However, they have also been used 
for power and propaganda, or as mechanisms of accommodation, 
incorporating elements of dominant powers for maintaining 
national identities, or expressing populist policy. Through the 
manipulation of these cultural symbols, those in power impose 
on dance an intensive and strong political character. 
(Ibid ) 
In that way, "public cultural events", like religious feasts, were often transformed 
into "public political events" and as "arenas of power, or confrontation by different 
socio-political groups" (Ibid). In the early twentieth century, a main distinction was 
drawn between folk, popular and urban-folk dances, which did not only refer to 
their stylistic and contextual differences, but also to their level of `appropriateness' 
and `Greekness'. As the cultural value of traditional (e. g. demotic) dances is 
recognised as ethnically significant, their promotion becomes a concern of the state, 
which fosters their study and performance. The presentation of traditional dances 
by schools, dance troupes, peasants and workers within national events and 
festivities had become the norm in Metaxas's dictatorship. The `spontaneous' 
participation of politicians and government officials in traditional dancing was 
promoted as a proof of their connection with the country they ruled, its people and 
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its customs. At the same time, Metaxas's regime banned many rebetika (urban- 
folk) songs of the Asia-Minor refuges, which often manifested their struggle and 
resistance against the state (Ibid). 
Alongside `ancient-derived' spectacles, like many of Pratsika's commissioned 
choreographies of the time, folklore was employed by Metaxas's regime as a 
further nationalist symbol. Apart from their staging, folk dances were also 
promoted within the audience, demanding their bodily participation to the regime's 
feasts. 51 As Alkis Rigos notes (in Loutzaki, 2001, p. 2), the regime "desired the 
public to be not only an audience, but also a participant in the performance that was 
rehearsed and put on". The `spontaneous outbursts' of musicians and dancers 
"forming circles to dance syrtos, kalamatianos and tsamikos" (ibid) within the 
streets and stadiums where the celebratory events were held, were indispensable to 
the regime's nationalist and populist profile. Within these appropriated, by the 
regime, "public cultural events", and the additional "ceremonies that Metaxas 
`invented', for the purpose of preserving the Greeks' relationship with the past, by 
reviving their heroic spirit and religious fervour", such as the Youth Festival, the 
Festival of Pioneers and the Festival of the 4t' August Festival" Metaxas added his 
own corporeal presence, "styling himself as "the First Peasant", or the "First 
Worker" the "Leader", and the "National Father" in an ideological delirium" 
(ibid). 52 
Similar pursuits were followed by the dictatorship of the Colonels. Ancient Greek 
Ideals were thoroughly projected and promoted, alongside rural traditional dances, 
within the regime's festivals. The infamous "Greece of Greek Christians" slogan 
summarised the dictators' persistence on the re-turn to tradition, religion and 
nationalism (as defined and represented by the regime). However, the appropriation 
of tradition by the Junta, was not as total as in Metaxas's period. The regime 
banned, among other things, the staging of specific ancient and other plays that 
were considered to promote resistance, as well as the works of many composers, 
poets, writers and actors, who were send to exile. As a reaction to the dictatorships 
oppressive rule, the folk tradition was re-discovered and appropriated by the people 
as a means of resistance (e. g. to the uniformed dress-code, or to the official 
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kathareuousa language), while "a movement for a popular music of protest against 
the junta" was developed (Ibid, p. 1). While the Junta embraced and promoted (and 
ultimately distorted) many such expressions of popular culture, in a grotesque and 
exoticising manner, it never managed to fully absorb and re-popularise this re- 
contextualised popular/folklore as I will discuss in the following chapter. 
Within that formation of a popular culture of resistance, dance also got specific 
political ascriptions. The participation of governmental personae in the dance 
taking place in major social events, like Easter, has been the norm for all regimes. 
As Loutzaki notes, members of the former Royal Family (until 1967), the Prime 
Minister (since then), the President of the Republic, leaders of political parties and 
even the Dictators (in both Metaxa's and Junta's dictatorships) joined the soldiers' 
dance at special celebrations, performing a `ritual of bonding' with the `common 
people' (2001, pp. 5-6). The dances taking place in such events were demotic (rural 
traditional) dances, such as syrtos, kalamatianos and tsamikos (Ibid), while the 
urban folk genres, of rebetika and popular dances were officially `ignored' (and in 
some periods banned) until the Junta. Hence, it is no surprise that the 
representatives of the post-dictatorial Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PA. SO. K), 
which won the 1981 elections, embraced, amongst other characteristics of that 
popular culture of resistance, such as its dress-code (jeans, jumpers and no wearing 
of tie even for politicians), music, poetry, literature, theatre (with the previously 
banned and exiled artists been celebrated) and even behavioural patterns (like the 
employed language and the way of standing and moving -more freely than before 
and `de-militarised'), the previously discharged urban folk dance genres. Hence, as 
Loutzaki further observes, while demotic dances (within the wider left-wing re- 
appropriation of tradition, which developed during the Junta) 53 were still 
celebrated, the new socialist political personae were more likely to perform urban- 
folk dances, within public events, such as zeibekikos and tsifteteli (2001, p. 7). 
Apart from the socially and politically contextualised significance of the socialist 
parties' turn toward the urban folk, the characteristics of these dances, regarding 
their form, bore further semiotic undertones. The inclusive circular shape that 
typifies the demotic dances, preferred by the dictators, encouraged mass 
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participation and uniformity in movement. In that way, they promoted within their 
public festivities and spectacles, a submissive and populist atmosphere of `social 
consensus' performed through the peoples `joyous' corporeal participation in the 
regimes' policies. Discussing the body politics in Fascist Italy, Patrizia Veroli cites 
Ellias Canetti (1992), noting that "the `rhythmic' masses constituted a superior and 
refined instrument of propaganda: their strict geometrical regulation favoured 
control over individuality" (Canetti in Veroli, 2006, p. 56). While Veroli refers to 
the choreographed performances taking place within Fascist Celebrations, the 
Greek peoples non-choreographed, 54 and therefore `spontaneous', participation in 
the dance, added to the `voluntary' and `natural' character of the exerted social 
control. Moreover, "the circular form and the open-air context, which evoked the 
myth of nature and naturalness, lent themselves to being interpreted as the 
manifestation of a primordial, eternal order" (Ibid). 
Considering the established archaeological character of Greek folklore and the 
special weight of folk dances within the local discourse on identity, as discussed in 
Chapter 7, the connection between the mythic and primordial' origin of the 
performed dances and the sense of `natural' and `eternal' order, which they invoked 
appears even stronger, revealing its value for the Dictators' wishing to nationalise 
and essentialise their rule. Hence, while the circular form of demotic dances is 
usually interpreted by both performers/participants and viewers/ researchers, as a 
reference to democracy, equality and social interdependence, ss the totalitarian and 
conformist ascriptions on folk dance during the Junta, were particularly strong. In 
this way, the latter turn towards urban folklore and the participation of socialist 
politics in urban folk, or rebetika, dances, is also linked to their form, which 
contrasted the `rhythmic mass' aesthetics. Zeibekiko, as well as tsifteteli are solo, 
improvisational dances, hence promoting an image of individuality, independence 
and freedom of movement (in its physical and social sense), which was particularly 
welcomed by the post-dictatorial Greek society. 
Within this context, the official acknowledgment of these genres and their transfer 
from the margin to the `mainstream', which occurred rather late if compared to the 
re-discovery and establishment of folklore in the beginning of the twentieth 
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century, is better understood. Nonetheless, the elevation of folklore was neither a 
progressively smooth, nor linear process. In the course of its intellectual, political, 
ideological and artistic negotiation, folklore underwent a long period of 
underrating, dismissed by the European-aspired Greek bourgeoisie. Referring to the 
re-turn to tradition as a means of resistance against the Junta, Loutzaki writes that it 
"flourished after a period of silence" (2001, p. 1). Literally speaking, this 
"silencing" refers to the dictatorship's heavy censorship of all `dangerous' artistic 
and cultural expressions. On the other hand, the period of silence for tradition can 
also refer to its abandonment and disownment by the post-war emerging urban 
classes. It is the period when the discourse on modernisation, and consequently 
urbanisation, and Europeanisation intensifies, tearing the traditional bonds with the, 
until then common, rural lifestyle. 
8.3 Tradition versus modernity: the improbable national dilemma. 
Apart from its ennobled connection with antiquity, folklore also implied the 
existence of a primordial or even primitive character. Moreover, for most people it 
equalled `orientality' and, even worst, `balkanism': a synonym, as Todorova (1996) 
suggests, for both political instability and vulgarity. Associated as it was with the 
rural, agricultural Greece rather than with the westernised imported culture that the 
new Greek civil bourgeoisie struggled to adopt, the folk tradition was appreciated 
only when de-contextualised and disassociated from its pragmatic, non-exotic 
dimension: the village life and the peasant. As noted in chapter 8.1, the folk and 
rural aspirations of the Delphic Festivals, had been strongly opposed by hotel 
director Mr Petrakopoulos. His fear that the `primitive' conditions of the nearby 
villages could appal the western bourgeois guests, is quite indicative of this stance. 
While the folk arts, crafts and cultural practices could be exhibited, admired and 
evaluated by (both the local and foreign) bourgeois intellectuals, the actual contact 
with their original, rural environment seemed inappropriate. Hence, while folklore, 
as a source of artistic inspiration, a national grounding factor and/or a romanticised 
exportable cultural commodity, fulfilled specific roles within the neo-Hellenic 
bourgeois national (and class) imagery, the province itself, where the local folk 
culture emerged, clearly had no place in their vision of a modern/western Greece. 
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Similarly, while Palmer favoured and promoted this `authentically Greek' culture, 
her stance towards the Greek province appears in fact also quite elitist. However 
impressed she may have been by the villager's arts and crafts, she still though it 
necessary to not merge the local and foreign bourgeois audiences and to stage a 
separate performance for each of them. In a way, the villagers' invitation partially 
removed the boundaries between the (upper-class local and foreign bourgeois) 
spectator, intended to gaze at, judge and evaluate and the provincial plebeian 
`exhibit', meant to be looked at, produce and perform for the first. Nonetheless, the 
separation of the two `worlds' reveals their perception as not only different, but 
also incompatible, with an unmistakable primacy of the `literate' first. 
The intense `modernising' and `Europeanising' political discourse, which was 
already established in the first decades of the twentieth century, represented a 
distancing from `peasantry' -and consequently from tradition- which created a 
severe schism that still afflicts Greek contemporary social, cultural and intellectual 
life. During its modern history (mainly with the end of World War II and up to the 
1970s), Greece changed quite abruptly from an agricultural society to a service- 
based economy as vast numbers of the population moved towards the city centres 
and especially around Athens and Piraeus. This period of intense urbanisation has 
been characterised by local historians, social and political analysts, as a cultural 
shock for Greek society. Within this period they also locate a disruptive schism, or 
a cultural discontinuity, which marked the course of Modern Greek history. 
Naturally, its impact on the orientation and character of the local economy, as well 
as on the social web itself, has been particularly strong. 56 
The mass exodus from the province and the re-arranging of the population around 
the big city centres signalled a parallel desertion of the rural, traditional way of life, 
in favour of a newly adopted urban culture. The new work and living conditions 
demanded the apprehension and adoption of social codes and norms, whose 
character was alien to the embodied experience of the communal life in the 
villages. Hence, since the abrupt and delayed57 character of the transition did not 
allow the evolution of a gradual and organic growth of a local urban culture, an 
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imported `European' (this time modern rather than `classical') city-lifestyle was 
unconditionally adopted and externally worn -often in an absurd and distorted 
way- as a sophisticated bourgeois facade. The old customs, ethics and morals and 
even the interpersonal relations and daily routines, as formed and developed within 
the small agricultural communities, were no longer compatible with the 
requirements of the urban setting. More than that, they were no longer socially 
accepted by the newly formed bourgeoisie, who set the new standards according to 
a desired European prototype. Bearing in mind the almost exclusively folk 
character of the Greek art and culture until almost the mid 1950s, the importance of 
this shift becomes even more apparent. 
Disowning every reminder of the `vulgarity' of peasant life in favour of the 
`elegant' mannerisms, which characterised the European upper classes, even the 
least powerful and economically viable social groups appeared eager to adopt -or 
be adapted to- those touchstones of modernity and (Western) civilisation. In that 
way, anything `Greek' was devalued as grotesque, old-fashioned and `village- 
like', 58 while anything foreign (or foreign-like) -from industrial to cultural 
products, trends, habits and mannerisms- was automatically valued and admired. A 
relevant display of `foreignness' was essential to convey aristocratic upbringing, 
elegancy and class, as the level of one's (or even better, a family's or a social 
circle's) westernisation and modernisation accordingly defined their Culture and 
social rank. 
8.4 The modernising and nationalising process as featured in the local popular 
cinema in the 1950s and 1960s. 59 
The mainstream popular film industry of this period reveals plenty of references, 
suggestive of this social trend. Indicatively I cite two comedy films, which almost 
border those years. The first one is The Aunt from Chicago (1957), produced by 
Finos Film and directed by Alekos Sakelarios (probably the most famous and 
productive director of this period) who also wrote the script. The storyline was 
inspired by the "invasion of the American way of life, within Greece during the 
1950s" (Delaportas, 2001, p. 108). The film featured the comedy actress Georgia 
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Vassiliadou in the role of a long lost rich aunt, who has lived most of her life in 
America. After becoming widowed she decides to return and stay with her 
brother's family in Athens and the comedy is set on her attempts to `modernise', 
`inform' and `upgrade' their conservative and modest lifestyle according to the 
American ethics. Her efforts include the exchange of the family's traditional 
handcrafted wooden furniture with modem plastic items, of the old gramophone 
with a record-player (with a collection of modern American records) and of the 
girls old-fashioned clothes with trendy, mini skirts and small bikinis. Her `foreign 
air' and mannerisms and her certainty that Greeks should at last follow the example 
of the modem and civilised West are projected throughout the film leaving little 
space for arguments to the both the cinematic family and the real-life audience. 
Interestingly, the righteousness and validity of the new way of life that the aunt 
represents is validated towards the end of the film with her undeniable triumph: the 
`successful' weddings of her five nieces. The securing of a girl's future was, at this 
time, pretty much related to her marriage, and thus every family's ultimate concern 
was the settling of the daughter or daughters as in the case of the film. In that way, 
the value of the modem foreign ethics, as introduced in the film by Vassiliadou, is 
ultimately justified and celebrated through their linking with at least some of the 
traditional Greek values of the time. 
In the second film under the title An Italian from Kypseli ° (1968), written and 
directed by Christos Dimoulas, a Greek student in Italy (Alekos Alexandrakis) falls 
in love and secretly weds his fellow student, also Greek, (Maro Kontou) despite his 
family's opposition. However, both his life and studies are sponsored by his 
controlling elder sister, whose recent entree into the realms of the rich upper-class 
Athenians is marked by her expressed despise of anything that has to do with the 
('oriental' and/or `Balkan') Greece and exceeding admiration of everything foreign 
and western. Thus, with his return home Alexandrakis decides to introduce his wife 
as an Italian, who -being `foreign'- immediately wins the respect and admiration 
of the family. The comedy starts with his unsuspected sister praising the looks, 
manners and style of her `Italian' sister-in-law, favourably comparing her with the 
`unrefined', `unsophisticated' and `common-looking' local girls. The truth is 
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revealed to her towards the end of the film when she finally realises how wrong her 
presumptions were and regrets disowning her own people and culture. 
While in the first film the joke is on the backward `village' mannerisms of the 
traditional, narrow-minded Greek father, who cannot understand the modern way of 
life, as indicated -and forced- by his Americanised elder sister, in the second film, 
the unconditional approval of the elder sister for the `Italian' newcomer 
(accompanied by such comments as "A Greek girl could never be so pretty", or "so 
refined", or "with such class" throughout the film) turns the farce against her. In 
fact, the viewer is informed -and often reminded during the film- that her absurd 
xenomania6' came as a result of her sudden enrichment. In that way, it is suggested 
that her eagerness for foreignness -and again it might be useful to remind once 
more that `foreign' here is only used as a synonym to `western'- was only part of 
her intense efforts to adopt the values and codes, which corresponded to her new 
social position -this of a wealthy, cosmopolitan Athenian lady. As the film was 
released within the second year of the General's Dictatorship (1967-1974), its 
`patriotic morale' can also be contextualised within the dictator's wider nationalist 
discourse. What is most interesting is the difference between the two films in the 
way each chooses to deal with what appears as a noticeable social phenomenon: the 
xenomania. 
While Sakelarios was not appreciative of the `Americanism' that was gradually 
invading the still-traditional Greek society of the 1950s, 62 he nonetheless accepted 
some of its manifestations that facilitated the modernisation of Greece. Hence, 
while the preservation of the local identity appeared necessary, the selective 
abandonment of some of the traditional (often perceived as backwards) ethics and 
aesthetics, was perceived as part of the nation's modemising/westernising route 
towards progress. Within the second film, the westernised urban bourgeois 
aesthetics are by then established and remain unquestioned. Still, the film is 
attempting to boost and elevate the national morale by exemplifying (through a 
superficial and comic commentary), its equality (if not its superiority) with its 
western prototypes. Nonetheless, the differentiation of the two films merely lies on 
the directors' personal choices and ideological positions. As both films have been 
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very popular, mainstream movies, they were much in tune with the popular 
sentiment and social orientation of their time, targeting to a very wide audience. As 
cultural products, they were not merely responsive to, but also formative of the 
public opinion but still remained within specific limits, as not to offend, scandalise 
or provoke the dominant political, social and ideological sentiments and aesthetics. 
Thus the different perspectives within the two films are indicative of a changing 
era, signalling a gradual shift out of the turn of the century's xenomania. The 
restoration of a certain level of national pride and the re-evaluation of the Greek 
traditions and cultural heritage becomes in fact more overt during the period of the 
Junta, when the mainstream local film industry reaches its low point with a series 
of nationalistic-yet-westernised films. 
8.5 The `dictatorship kitsch' and its impact on the popular film and music 
industries. 
Another distinct feature of the local popular cinema was its particular connection 
with music and dance. Indeed, the presentation of new songs to the public through 
the films had been a common practice, as throughout the peak of the Greek film 
industry, well known composers (with Manos Hatzidakis being the most popular), 
singers and musicians have produced and performed commissioned works for the 
films. These songs and music themes became popular through the film and found 
their place within the national repertoire. In fact, the presentation of at least one 
song had been a standard canon for all films. The song was either incorporated 
within the film's plot, or functioned as an interval from it and was often performed 
by the principal actors (usually aiming to establish their particular state e. g. being 
in love, sad, excited etc). 63 The other common technique, was the presentation of 
the song in its natural setting (of a bar-restaurant, a tavern etc), performed by the 
original musicians and singers. Such scenes were parts of the film-characters' 
(usually upper-class bourgeois) `night out, which was almost mandatory for both 
the forwarding of the plot and the presentation of the music interval. Mainly set in 
Athens or Thessaloniki, these films offered to their non-urban (or merely non- 
upper-class) audiences a glimpse on the `glamour' of the city's night life. 
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Those music intervals were almost always accompanied by dance. In the early 
films the dance would be part of the cabaret show that the characters enjoyed as 
spectators, often performed by well known dance duets of the time. `' When the 
song was performed by the principal actors, the dance was mainly theatrical and 
stylised, based on pantomime, ballet, jazz and vaudeville steps and gestures. Later 
on, the choreographed parts gradually shifted towards the rising urban-folk genres, 
which were gaining increasing popularity within the local audiences. 
Choreographed versions of syrtaki, zeibekiko, hasapiko and hasaposerviko appear 
altered, through their metallaxis by the ballet and/or jazz aesthetic of the 
choreographer. The main exponent of this style was the dancer and choreographer 
Fotis Metaxopoulos. As noted above, this tendency was heightened during the 
years of the Junta and the exoticised `ethnic' folklore appears dominant within the 
films, informed by both the tourist gaze and the dictators' nationalistic aspirations. 
Films like AurAoirevte (Diplopenies), 1966, i iJ. u rprl pov (My Dimitris), 1967, and 
To 2no Aapirp6 Aatept (The Brightest Star), 1968, directed by Kostas Karayiannis, 
as well as H ©eia gov ri Xbritycya (My Aunt the Hippy), 1970 directed by Alekos 
Sakelarios, (all choreographed by Fotis Metaxopoulos), are indicative of this shift 
towards -an exoticised- folklorism. 
In fact the dictators' revived nationalist and populist discourse, which (at least 
rhetorically preached the return to the `common man') 65 cultivated the phenomenon 
of the `kitsch folklore', which was adopted and further promoted through the 
mainstream film industry of that period. The dictatorship's rhetoric focused around 
the promotion of a Hellenic-Christian ideal through a kitsch aesthetic, as defined in 
Chapter 1. As Christos Lazos suggests, Junta searched for the aesthetic shape of 
this ideal in the earlier military marches and vast celebrations of Metaxas's 
dictatorial regime, the Nazi coordinated and disciplined spectacles and the popular 
Hollywood musicals (2006, pp. 30). But Junta's celebratory shows did not even 
retain the glamour of Metaxas's Nazi-inspired parades, which were transformed 
into cheap imitations of carnival-like spectacles, with student parades and 
thousands of soldiers dressed as Marathon-fighters, Byzantines, or simulating the 
Italian's curbing in 1940, and the right-nationalists' victory in the Civil War (Ibid). 
Lazos further describes the cheap imitations of luxury, the flamboyant nationalism, 
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the solemn reliance on antiquity66 and the childish slogans of the paraded tableaux 
vivants, as products of a "pure-blooded kitsch", with heterogeneous and de- 
contextualised stylistic elements, being re-contextualised and synthesised together 
for the dictators' purposes, in a non-homogenous final product. This product was 
deciphered as an original and unique ideal, aspired to generate a positive aesthetic 
reaction. 67 
The "Greece of Greek Christians" (E &. E1. Af vo v Xptanavd v) dictatorial motto68 
included as many representations of `Greekness' as possible, in a superficial, 
stylised theatrical and `tourist' manner (hence the carnival-like enactments that 
Lazos describes). The middle-class's new interest in the culture and mannerisms of 
the lower urban classes was distorted by Junta into an exaggerated neo-bourgeois 
kitsch folkorism, which however did not manage to gain a wide popular appeal. 
Still, its impact on the mainstream cinema and the popular music and dance 
spectacles cannot be overlooked. The re-appropriation and de-contextualisation of 
folklore, intended to "satisfy the bourgeoisie's desire for exoticism" (Papakostas, 
2006, p. 7), created an endoscopic exoticism, blending the western-European 
aspirations on modernity, progress and aristocratic eclecticism, with the tourist 
consumption of folklore as an exotic national commodity. 
The auto-exoticisation of `Greekness', the bourgeois identification with Western 
Europe and the patronising and sympathetic downwards gaze towards the local 
folklore resulted in its de-contextualisation and `touristicisation'. Films like Mia 
Kvpia ata MirovCovxia (A Lady in the Bouzoukia), directed by Yiannis Dalianides 
and released by Finos Films in 1968, exemplify this tendency for exaggerated fun, 
a false western mimesis (in the clothing, ideas, manners), and an engagement with 
the folk element as a bourgeois gateway to the catharsis of primitivism and, as a 
statement of a nationalist sentiment, the re-engagement with the autochthonous 
`authentic' ethnic culture of the `simple peoples', according to the populist rhetoric 
of the dictators. This folklorisation of the bourgeois, was mainly expressed through 
their engagement with (mainly the urban-) folk music and dance, which resulted to 
the formation of the hybrid genre of arhontorebetika (apxovcopeµuftiixa). 
69 The 
occasional performance of an urban-folk dance, such as zeibekiko, would mostly 
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signal an atavistic personal escape to national primitivism (which therefore appears 
as an inherent, racial, essentialised quality). However, it was the traditional demotic 
(rural) dances, which started being taught by special institutions and performed by 
trained dancers, as part of the local heritage. 
8.6 The balleticisation and urbanisation of traditional dance. 
While the interest on the demotic tradition had been slowly cultivated between 
local researchers and scholars, already from the beginning of the century, its 
popularisation within the urban bourgeoisie occurred few decades later. Almost up 
to the late 1950s, the urban bourgeois and upcoming middle-classes would 
perpetually remove from their lives the traces of the rural past, systematically 
replacing traditional clothes, home-wear and other everyday apparatuses with 
imported `modem' ones (favouring for example plastic, nylon and synthetic 
materials over the `parochial' traditional ones such as wool, wood, cotton. The 
entertainment revolved around imported music genres, from `Latin' songs to 
ballroom and `modern' dances such as waltz, rumba, cha-cha, Charleston, etc 
(Koutsouba, 2003, pp. 185-216) and the flourishing of vaudeville and cabaret 
shows, while traditional dances, (often alongside folk arts and crafts) were 
exhibited in public performances and national celebrations, as signifiers of (a past, 
or somewhat primitive core of) Greekness. During the post-war years, the urban 
upper and middle-classes re-discovered the traditional demotic culture. As Loutzaki 
notes, "the 1950s have been a shifting point for our perception of Greek dances; 
with the opening of Dora Stratou Greek Dances Theatre in 1954 and the gradual 
integration of traditional dance teaching in schools and associations, folk dances 
have been detached from their original context and transferred to the cities as 
spectacles" (in Tzartzani 2001, pp. 62-63). 
This change was assisted by the participation of Greek dance troupes in the 
international (and mainly Balkan and eastern European) folk festivals of the period, 
which initiated a new type of choreographed (often called `artistic') presentation of 
the traditional dances. This staged dance prototype, which was eventually adopted 
by most schools and companies in the 1960s was also a result of the familiarisation 
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(both in terms of spectatorship and embodiment) with the ballet and modern dance 
techniques70, which accounted for the balleticisation of folk dance performances 
(Ibid, pp. 63-64). Indeed, this resulted to their upgrade into 'art' and their alignment 
with the western-defined aesthetic preferences of the newly established local 
bourgeoisie. The popularisation and appreciation of the traditional demotic dances 
within the urban milieu, was facilitated by their theatrical `virtuosic' re- 
presentation by specially trained dancers, and their consequent exoticisation and 
`neutralisation', since the decontextualised `artistic' staging promoted their 
consequent cultural objectification (ibid, pp. 62,66). 
The removal of the dances from their traditional context resulted in their 
idealisation and exoticisation by the civil bourgeois. As Meriaklis suggests, this 
was the time when "the hybrid bourgeoisie got excited by the exoticism of 
folklore" (1983, p. 61). The re-appropriation of the traditional heritage by the 
(civil) upper classes, whose aesthetic criteria were formed by the western oriented 
institutionalised education and culture, endorsed a high level of auto-exoticisation. 
The western lenses, through which the local bourgeoisie understood and evaluated 
the traditional culture, resulted to an incorporeal and distanced engagement with it. 
During the 1960s there is also a great interest in Greek folklore by many western 
European and American scholars, whose research resulted in the `stabilisation' of 
specific folk elements and their projection outside Greece, contributing to their 
exoticisation and auto-exoticisation (Loutzaki, 1992, pp. 30,34). In that way, the 
gradually typified specific folk elements became international symbols for Greece 
and Greekness. As Savigliano eloquently explains describing the re-nationalisation 
of Argentinean tango 
the Exotic is not an item exclusively for the delight of the 
imperial West; it is in turn exported in its new, colonised 
package to the rest. When exported to the (neo)colonies of 
"origin", practices of autoexoticism develop conflictive as a 
means of both adjusting to and confronting (neo)colonialism. 
Through these complex activities of autoexoticisation carried out 
in the periphery's internal political settings, the exotic/exoticised 
representations end up becoming symbols of national identity. 
(Savigliano 1995, p. 2) 
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The nationalisation of the folklore and the idealisation and exoticisation of tradition 
have been common practices within most nation states world wide, including the 
`western' nations. As Kate Ramsey notes, discussing the staging of voodoo 
performances in Haiti, "the folklorisation of national identity through performance 
has played a part in twentieth-century nationalisms more generally" (1997, p. 346). 
In fact, the staging and exoticisation of folk dances had occurred earlier in Europe, 
at times when "the dance of the peasants was rediscovered and celebrated" (Lange, 
p. 70 -no date cited). Moreover, "during the Renaissance and Baroque periods, the 
mainstream culture has been enriched by elements of the demotic culture but 
transformed in order to suit the aesthetics and values of the ruling class" (Ibid). 7' 
Hence a certain level of exoticisation, originating in the distancing and alienation 
from the aesthetic and socio-cultural context of the dance has been inevitable. Still, 
the complexity of this internal exoticism is heightened in cases where the 
(neo)colonial gaze (however direct or indirect) is actively involved, and indeed 
adopted by those subjected to it. In the case of Greece, the implications of western 
exoticism, founded in the socio-political and economic conditions described in Part 
2, have been diffused and incorporated within the popular culture through the 
mimetic westernism of the local bourgeoisie ('false urbanisation'), the import and 
establishment of foreign ideological artistic streams as High Art prototypes and the 
development of tourism. 
8.7 The `artistic' appropriation and elevation of rebetika and of the urban- 
folk culture. 
While the demotic traditions -however `primitive' may appeared- bore the 
romantic connotations of the countryside life with its traceable connections with 
Byzantium and Greek antiquity, the urban-folk streams (rebetika and later laika)72 
were perceived as a expressions of a `vulgar' working-class (sub)culture. Rebetika 
is a musical genre that flourished amongst the Asia Minor refuges, who settled in 
the cities and especially in Athens around the port of Piraeus and is played mainly 
with bouzouki and baglamas. The themes of the songs often dealt with love and 
betrayal, as well as with drug use, imprisonment and, resistant to the dominant laws 
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and ethics, illegal behaviours. Hence, the rebetes (the people involved in this (sub)- 
culture) were stigmatised as drug users and out-laws while their music was 
degraded as crude. Not having any apparent romantic, ethnic nor historical 
attachments, this genre presented no excuse for its low-class origin or its 
`orientality'. Being associated with low-class immigrants and marginal behaviours, 
rebetika were considered offensive to the ethics, values and aesthetics of the middle 
and upper classes. More than that, they were often perceived as a Turkish-derived, 
degenerated sub-cultural form, which eroded the coherence of the wished-for 
national portrait: that of a modem nation with a western contemporary presence, 
which was still rooted in an authoritative national past. In that way, the 
acknowledgement, study and appreciation of these genres, as a distinct yet equally 
valid facet of the national folk tradition, came long after the re-evaluation (even if 
not popularisation) of the demotic tradition. 
Within the arts, the re-appropriation of tradition in the 1960s is part of a tendency 
to align the national with the international: the western-educated, re-educated (or 
merely informed and affiliated with) bourgeois artists, attempt to graft traditional 
Hellenic elements, styles and forms onto the foreign artistic streams. While the 
post-war artists mainly elaborated on the 1930s nationalising schemes (further 
informed by the artistic voices of the Resistance) the 1960s signalled a new era in 
this long encounter with tradition. 73 This new turn to the local culture included 
apart from the demotic elements (already partially established in certain circles as 
bearers of tradition), the urban-folk genre of rebetika. As Hassioti notes, a similar 
course of action was undertaken by the local choreographers. While the first Greek 
`school' of dance (right after World War I -and mainly the above mentioned 
`Generation of `30s) "sought to revive the past", the second one (after World War 
II) turned towards its "Oriental affinities" (1995, p. 45). Both Palmer and Pratsika 
were concerned with the folk element within their works (as a choreographic 
practice, educational means, or aesthetic intervention) and the same orientation was 
followed by their dancers and students. Still, the urban-folk element, as expressed 
both through the rebetika music and the related aesthetics and cultural practices, 
such as Karagiozis shadow-theatre, were for the first time acknowledged as 
significant elements of the Greek culture by Pratsika's students. 
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Rallou Manou (1915-1988) and Zouzou Nikoloudi (1917-2004), were two of 
Pratsika's students, who took on her vision of creating a `Hellenic/High-Art' dance 
tradition and gave it a slightly different twist. Both performed with the School's 
group and taught in its classes while continuing Pratsika's tradition of 
choreographing for theatre plays, (again mainly for ancient dramas). They 
embraced the interactive cross-collaboration with major artists of their time and 
worked for the establishment of a holistic and most importantly `Hellenic' dance 
education. While Nikoloudi mainly focused on the musicality and rhythmic 
accuracy of the tragic chorus, Manou was more directed towards the folk, demotic 
and popular culture, in order to re-present and connect through them, the core 
meanings and aesthetics of the ancient tragedies to the Neo-Hellenic social and 
cultural realities. Both Manou's and Nikoloudi's stylistic, aesthetic, choreographic 
and historical approaches to choreography (and ultimately to what constitutes 
`Greekness' or `Greek Dance') were each slightly different than Palmer's and 
Pratsika's romantic visions, re-informed by the evolving national and international 
artistic and socio/political tendencies and realities. 
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Chapter 9 
In-between Folklore and `Art': The development of Hellenocentric Modernism 
and its impact on the contemporary dance-theatre scene. 
9.1 Six folk paintings 
Rallou Manou74 has been probably the choreographer the most associated with the 
turn to the folk and demotic traditions, which also typifies Spyratou's works, but 
most importantly, with the acknowledgement of the working-class, urban-folk 
cultures. Manou choreographed for theatre plays (mainly for ancient tragedies) and 
operas in the National Theatre, where she remained as a resident choreographer 
until 1951 when her school started operating as a professional school for dancers 
and dance teachers. In her school, she introduced her students to Graham's 
technique, in an attempt to provide them with a more solid technical training. 
Moreover, in the same year she founded the Hellenic Choreodrama, the first 
contemporary dance group in Greece, which attracted many of the local avant- 
garde artists. Fessa describes it as "an artistic association, which gathered in its 
bosom the cream of the crop of the local intellectual and artistic life" (2004, p. 
270). In the same way, poet Odysseus Elytis wrote in 1956: 
It is not accidental that the most important, the most energetic 
painters, poets and musicians, who were on the lead of the 
artistic agitations of our era and gave with their personality the 
tone to our intellectual life, are today gathered around Rallou 
Manou and her School. 
(in Fessa 2004, p. 270 -translated by the author) 
The element that actually drew all those artists together was their shared interest on 
`Greekness' and its potential expressions within the contemporary arts. While 
Manou was deeply influenced and inspired by German and American modern 
dance75 and especially by Graham -whose technique became the basis for the 
dancers' training, as well as for the development of her choreographic language- 
her choreographies had an intentional Hellenic character. In her school, Manou 
taught both Ballet and Modern dance technique (which she perceived as one dance 
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genre) explaining that although it is an "international genre" that follows specific 
rules, 
technique is only the means. Art is the objective. How can -as I 
think it should- our art be Greek? This does not mean that our 
dancers will be wearing tsarouhia and foustaneles (rustic wear). 76 
Greekness is not an external feature, neither a matter of citizenship. 
It is something you carry in your blood. You either have it or you 
don't. Neither the theme, e. g. of a choreography, plays always a 
substantial role. Many foreign choreographers are inspired by Greek 
themes without the outcome to be necessarily expressing Greece. I 
often refer to a phrase from a text by Martha Graham: our blood 
remembers. Hence, I carry tradition within me, subconsciously. 
(Manou in Fessa, 2004, p. 274-275 -translated by the author) 
The style and thematic of her works, as well as of the avant-garde artists with 
whom she repeatedly collaborated were inspired by Greek tradition (Ibid), while 
she often broke the modernist character of her chosen dance techniques with 
gestures, steps and positions drawn from Greek traditional and folk dances. Her 
concern was to find a way to "maintain our own character, style and our particular 
features, those who distinguish us and allow us to create an original work" (Manou 
in Fessa, 2004, p. 275). In that way, originality appears here explicitly as a 
synonym of identity and nationality: a thesis that has indeed dominated the history 
of the local dance affairs. Her concerns again resemble Graham's77 thoughts on the 
course of American modern dance, as she stated: "it is worth retaining our Hellenic 
features and not become bad or mediocre imitations of a foreign civilisation" (Ibid). 
Together with composer Manos Hatzidaltis, Manou actually described her company 
as 
a company of artists each of whom confronts, from his own 
individual point of view, the issue of dancing, with the specific 
requirements that it presents within our land. Afterwards, all 
decide together, agreeing along some basic lines, to contribute to 
an organised Hellenic dance event. 
(Hatzidakis and Manou in Fessa, 2004, p. 270 -translated by the author) 
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The `problem of dancing' that Manou refers to, was in fact the same problem that 
most artists of the decades between the 1930s and late 1960s confronted: the 
combination of modern arts with the local national tradition. The turn to folklore as 
a source of inspiration and grounding within Greek reality, was therefore a 
common strategy for many artists (e. g. Tsarouhis and Moralis). Within the dance 
affairs the `problem' appeared even stronger, as there was no relevant concert 
dance tradition that could support, inform or enhance with a `local colour' the 
imported species of modern dance. Hence, apart from the theatrical chorus (as a 
staged movement form), which supported and justified the antiquation and 
therefore the nationalisation of the early dance performances, the more recent 
demotic and folk traditions appeared as diametrically opposite to the bourgeois 
`nobility' of ballet and modern dance technical repertories. In an attempt to bridge 
this historical and cultural gap between the ancient and the modern and realising 
the need for a refreshment of the archaic prototype, Manou turned to tradition 
attempting a more substantial choreographic engagement with it. At the same time, 
she also turned her attention to the urban neo-Hellenic music and dance traditions 
of the urban-folk, rebetika. 
With Elliniko Choreodrama Manou staged some of her most acknowledged 
choreographies, inspired by popular and folk traditions, dances, and cultural 
practices. In the 1950s, Manou was probably the most representative choreographer 
to have engaged with "her oriental affinities" as Hassioti suggested. In fact, by 
oriental Hassioti referred to the cultural elements that came with the Greek refuges, 
(who came in extremely large numbers to Greece after 1922 and the catastrophe in 
Asia Minor) and had just started to get assimilated towards the 1950s. In 1951 
Manou choreographed one of her most acclaimed works and a landmark for the 
neo-Hellenic artistic wave, under the title Six Folk Paintings, inspired by (urban- 
folk) songs of Tsitsanis, Mitsakis and Kaldaras. The music of the performance was 
composed by Hatzidakis, and the settings and costumes designed by painter 
Yiannis Moralis. Inspired by the urban working class culture, the choreography 
projected a neglected (or actually rejected) side of `Hellenicity', less glorified but 
more `factual' and close to modern Greek reality. 
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In the same spirit, Hatzidakis's music was deeply inspired by rebetika. Although 
rebetika later became very popular and are now widely acknowledged for their 
musical artistry - as well as for their relation with Byzantine ecclesiastic music- at 
the time when Hatzidakis decided to include bouzouki in his orchestra and 
compositions, both rebetika and the instruments associated with them, were 
signifiers of a `low classes' marginality. Hatzidakis's (and later Mikis 
Theodorakis's) acknowledgment and `appropriation' of the genre signalled its 
gradual reinstatement. He was the first `high-art' composer to incorporate bouzouki 
in his orchestra and elevate its sound to the realms of the `artistic'. Within this 
process of elevation, the performances of Manou's Elliniko Choreodrama were 
significant. 
Apart from the music, Moralis's settings and costumes for Six Folk Paintings also 
referred to the aesthetics and culture of the urban working classes, beautifying or at 
least alleviating their effect through their artistic re-presentation. In that way he 
smoothly introduced -in a picturesque, unthreatening way- this culture to the 
`Europeanised' urban upper classes, while Manou also incorporated in her 
choreographies postures, gestures and steps by rebetika dances, such as zeibekiko. 
Through this modernist inter-artistic collaboration, Elliniko Choreodrama 
presented to its -mainly upper class- audiences another, more realistic, 
contemporary and corporeal image of `Greekness', beyond the customary 
references to antiquity. During the following years Manou presented many works in 
the same spirit, such as Karagiozis and the Cursed Snake -inspired by the popular 
shadow theatre- once again to Hatzidakis's music and with costumes designed by 
Nikos Hatzikyriakos-Gikas and the Greek Carnival (1954) with music composed 
by Theodorakis and costumes by Spyros Vasiliadis. 
9.2 Ornithes 'reloaded': political issues within the Post-War Dance and 
Theatre scene. 
Apart from being a major source of inspiration and gratification for those artists 
who sought to understand, capture and re-present a live and dynamic, as well as 
historical, idea of `Greekness', the engagement with the folkloric (both demotic and 
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urban-folk) traditions and cultures was into a certain extend a political, as well as 
artistic positioning. The above mentioned dichotomisation of the language was 
connected to an equally profound dichotomisation of class, culture and political 
affiliations. The archaizing official language excluded the syntactic forms and 
idioms of the spoken popular language. Since the archaizing language was 
officially set and preferred by the conservative (right wing) ruling class, the 
vernacular had been mostly associated with left-affiliated people up to the 
Colonels' Dictatorship, when it got further politicised. 78 
In the same way, the officially established status quo was intensely focused on 
antiquity, `ignoring' the more recent history and the related formulated neo- 
Hellenic popular, as well as the more traditional folk culture. The political reasons 
behind this `official neglect' of a long (and especially significant for the formation 
of the neo-Hellenic identity) part of history were related to the political orientation 
of the new nation state. In its first period after the liberation almost up to World 
War II, the nation's `oriental' aspects, and most importantly the catastrophe of the 
expedition in Asia Minor and the decisive role of the western allies in its outcome, 
had to be put aside in order to promote the western-affiliated and European face of 
Greece. Since the ruling class associated itself more with Europe (and through that 
with the `European' Greek antiquity), than with the local tradition, the engagement 
with the folk elements of Greek culture, from the part of many artists, also signified 
a removal from this `westernised' bourgeois context, with a parallel re-location 
towards the more `authentic' Greece. In that way, (and since most of the 
progressive artists of the time actually came from upper class bourgeois 
environments), this shift was often part of a romantic quest rather than a conscious 
political comment. In any case, the support of these undervalued cultural elements 
by upper-class artists, as in the case of Manou and Hatzidakis (actually right-wing 
in his political positioning), facilitated and even initiated their gradual recognition 
as significant national artistic forms. A performance that marked this 
artistic/political discourse was the staging of Aristophanes's Birds (Ornithes), by 
the progressive Theatro Technis, (Art Theatre) under the direction of Karolos 
Koun. 
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Founded by Koun in 1942, the Art Theatre was inspired by Stanislavski's methods 
and represented the avant-guard left-wing theatrical stream, in opposition to the 
tradition of the National Theatre (founded in 1932), as formed through Dimitris 
Rodiris and Fotos Politis, which was characterised by an "increasingly 
conservative" style (Hartnoll, (ed). 1983, p. 351). Both the conservative National 
Theatre and Koun's revolutionary productions with the Art Theatre were mainly 
concerned with the staging of ancient plays. While Rodiris mainly focused on the 
stylising of rhythm, pace and quality of the actors' speech, Koun aimed in locating 
diachronic human truths within the Greek drama in order to re-present and 
re/contextualise them within a modern setting. In a very similar to Pratsika's, 
Manou's and Nikoloudi's aspirations, he described his artistic vision, as an attempt 
to "create a far-reaching, spiritually rich civilisation of the highest integrity for our 
country" (Koun in Rubin (ed), 1994, p 410). In addition, Koun also believed in the 
interaction and collaboration of different arts, while "his artistic manifestations 
included anachronisms and the use of folk elements in music (Hatzidakis, 
Theodorakis), in the design (Tsarouhis) and in movement (Manou, Nikoloudi, 
Kynigou)" (Tsintziloni, 1997). 
Aristophanes's comedy Birds was first staged by the Art Theatre in 1959 directed 
by Koun and choreographed by Manou. For that performance, the original ancient 
text had been translated in the vernacular neo-Hellenic demotic language by the 
poet Vassilis Rotas. This first performance, which was of great significance for the 
Art Theatre, resulted to an artistic/political scandal; it was enthusiastically received 
by the left wing (in its majority student) audience and rejected (indeed jeered) by 
the more conservative (in both their political positioning and artistic preferences) 
one. The translation of the text to the spoken `new' Greek and Koun's persistence 
on the inclusion of folk elements in the play shocked the more conservative 
spectators. Manou's choreography, also aligned with the direction of the play, 
attempted to incorporate elements from demotic dances, which the performers did 
not fully understand, nor comply with. Nonetheless, the contemporary character of 
the performance was considered a huge social scandal and an offence to the 
impenetrable and rigid `seriousness', with which the ancient national history and 
tradition were been preserved. In fact the play only premiered once and the Art 
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Theatre was immediately banned from further performances "in the name of 
decency and respect for tradition and religion" (Bacopoulou-Halls in Rubin, 1994, 
p. 410). 
The second version of the play, in 1962, was staged again in the Art Theatre by 
Koun, this time choreographed by Nikoloudi79, with the music composed by 
Hatzidakis and the settings and costumes designed by Tsarouhis. This time the 
performance met a huge success. Ornithes was presented in Paris (winning the 1s` 
prize in the Theatre of Nations, London (World Theatre Season, 1964,1965), and 
toured both in an out of Greece, in Moscow, Leningrad and Warsaw (1965). The 
play met a huge success and was added to the Art Theatre's (and later in 
Nikoloudi's Chorica Dance Theatre Company) repertory. Until today, Ornithes is 
considered to be a landmark not only in Nikoloudi's career but also in the country's 
theatre and dance history, as an epitome of the Helleno-centric modernism, which 
shaped modem Greek arts (Daskalothanasis, 2000). In fact, as Steryani Tsintziloni 
suggests, in her MA dissertation on Nikoloudi, this second production of the Birds 
was "successfully accepted by the Greek audience" after having received an 
international acclaim in Paris and London" (1997, p. 33). Hence, once again the 
foreign consent functioned as an assurance of the quality, artistry and worth of a 
local cultural product. 
9.3 Domesticating the foreign, staging the local: forwarding a Hellenocentric 
modernism within the arts. 
Preoccupied with the chorus's appearance within the contemporary theatre, 
Nikoloudi attempted to modernise it and make it resilient to the contemporary 
staging of the tragedies. Instead of integrating actual folk kinetic motifs80 within 
her choreography, Nikoloudi focused on musicality and rhythmic accuracy of the 
performers. Her choreographies were based upon the music, closely following the 
structure, rhythm and melody of the score. Similarly, even though Manou did not 
exclusively focus on the choric dance, she had repeatedly choreographed for theatre 
and many of her choreographies were based on ancient dramas. Her main point of 
interest had always been `the inner meaning of tragedy' and the orchestic rendering 
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of its characters' pan-human feelings, which was also in accordance with Graham's 
modernist psychoanalytical approach to the Greek myths and tragedies. 81 Within 
her works, Manou attempted to unite the plasticity of the ancient theatre with the 
firmness of ballet (and/or modem dance) technique and the vigour of the folk 
traditions, in order to enhance her art with expressions of Greeknes (Manou in 
Fessa, 2004, p. 272). 82 Even though her work had a great appeal and Manou had 
been repeatedly awarded for her artistic contribution both nationally and 
internationally, her `Hellenicised modernism' was later seriously questioned. 
While Nikoloudi also choreographed `Hellenic' works, like her famous 
choreography for Ornithes, Manou's nationalising attempts were more overt and 
explicit. Hence, while Nikoloudi's works are still re-staged today, (with Ornithes 
enjoying a special acclaim), Manou's productions have been eventually overthrown 
by the new dance aesthetics, even though her contribution in the development of 
Greek dance is undeniable. 83 In addition, as the dance education progressed, the 
technical artistry and competence of her initial dancers was also questioned. 84 More 
importantly, the merging of ballet and modern dance techniques with local (both 
demotic and urban-folk) forms of movement, has been characterised as superficial 
and found to be often falling into unfortunate choreographic shortcomings and 
cliches (which mainly referred to her representations of Greekness). In that way, 
her work reached a point when it started seeming rather parochial and superficially 
`ethnic'. Nonetheless, similar endeavours have been a common place 
choreographic/political/ideological line in many nations all over the world, 
especially at times of political and-or national re-definitions. Two known such 
examples are the baleticisation of Bharata Natyam in post-colonial India with its 
parallel elevation into a national symbol and a cornerstone of tradition and the 
folklorisation of ballet within the Taiwanese Cloud Gate dance Theatre, 
(contextualised within a wider effort for national definition, distinction and 
westernisation)". 
The balleticisation of tradition, and/or the folklorisation of ballet, refer to the 
domestication of the (western? ) `global' and the westernisation of the (non- 
western) `local'. 86 Within Greece, the relation between theatrical dance and the 
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ancient chorus, as established by the first choreographers, in a way dictated the turn 
to the folk tradition. As Tsatsou writes, even though a direct relation between the 
dances of antiquity and the folk dances of today cannot be securely established, 
these traditions appear as the closest possible genre to the ancient forms. 
Furthermore she suggests that as products of a continuous (at least until recently) 
collective creation, within the same geo-climatic space, they have to be approached 
not merely as bearers of rhythmic and kinetic traces of the past, but most 
importantly as careers of a -however changing through time- distinct demotic 
culture. In that way, she suggests that the study of the deeper qualities and 
principles of folk dances would greatly benefit the contemporary choreographing of 
the chorus (1993, pp. 162-173). The folk tradition has been considered as the most 
appropriate source for dealing with the problem of the chorus by the majority of the 
choreographers and directors involved in the staging of ancient plays, even though 
their level of engagement with it may vary. 87 
In that way, when contextualised within the very specific temporal and socio- 
political parameters within which it developed, the significance of Manou's works 
becomes more perceptible. With all its flaws, Elliniko Chorodrama was the very 
first contemporary dance group to also provide a ballet and modern dance training 
to its dancers. Moreover, Manou's attempt to domesticate a manifestly foreign art 
by fusing into it musical, rhythmical, aesthetic and kinetic elements from local 
popular and traditional dances and practices gave a slightly different twist to the 
solemn ceremonial character of Palmer's88 and even Pratsika's works. Finally the 
company's memorable collaborations with an elite of avant-guard artists, promoted 
a creative interactive discourse between them, which resulted to the formation of a 
distinct artistic, aesthetic and ideological stream. Both Manou's and Nikoloudi's 
works, represent within the dance field the main tendencies of 'Hellenocentric 
modernism', which characterised the Generation of the '30s, epitomising one of the 
stronger currents within the history of modern Greek arts. 
Through their collaborative works, this group of artists (choreographers, painters, 
composers, theatre directors, poets), promoted the removal of the common-place 
boundaries between `high' (institutionalised and western-like) and `popular' (or 
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folk) art. By attempting to develop a `high quality' Hellenic artistic network, they 
have enriched their works with institutionally unprocessed elements from the local 
traditions. Further to the demotic cultural heritage, their study and use of urban folk 
elements has contributed to their re-evaluation and acceptance from the middle 
classes. Nonetheless, the gradual nomination of rebetika and laika (as both music 
and dance forms) into symbols of Greekness was pushed forward by their 
international projection. The gradual blending of rebetika with laika and their 
increasing popularisation within the urban middle classes came alongside their 
popularisation outside Greece. Together with their export came their trademarking 
as `Greek', which further boosted their local production and projection, to the 
extend that today, the sound of bouzouki and the rebetika are the most 
internationally recognised Hellenic sounds, overthrowing other more traditional 
forms. The exportation and promotion of a specific Greek image through the 
international success of Greek-themed films, such as Zorbas the Greek, was 
heightened with the rapid development of tourism, which further standardised and 
nationalised these cultural elements. 
9.4 The implication of tourism: the `folklorisation' of folklore and the 
exoticisation of tradition: the phenomenon of Zorbas the Greek. 
The elevation and recognition of rebetika as a significant national cultural 
parameter was mainly forwarded by two interrelated socio-political and cultural 
conditions: their discovery and re-evaluation by the urban `enlightened' 
bourgeoisie and their appointment as touristic emblems of Greekness. The post- 
War artistic search of a re-defined ethnic identity that would elicit a distinct 
`Hellenic quality' within the local arts, covered a much larger cultural area than 
ever before, as many post-war artists turned to the urban popular (sub)cultures, as a 
new source of inspiration, alongside the demotic traditions. At the same time this 
orientation signalled an acknowledgment of the Asia Minor immigrants and the 
local proletariat populations as legitimate social groups, and their gradual 
acceptance and inclusion. This social inclusion was forwarded by the cultural 
inclusion and upwards fusion of formerly marginal genres within the middle 
classes. This urban working-class culture was appropriated and distorted, as 
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discussed, by the populist political discourse of the Junta and re-contextualised 
within the post dictatorial era, as to be identified with the raising socialist ideology, 
reaching its `completion' in 1981 with the election of the first socialist party 
(PASOK). 
Parallel to the internal political conditions, the abrupt growth of tourism that 
Greece met since the 1960s and the development of a related tourist industry had a 
strong impact in the cultural affairs and ethics of Greek society (and mainly of the 
province). The standardisation, nationalisation and exportation of these `newly 
discovered' ethnic elements and the exotic folldorisation of the local traditions and 
customs triggered their internal re-evaluation and autoexoticisation, often alienating 
their original character and social function. The sudden growth of tourism in the 
1960s has been a decisive factor for the restructuring of Greek economy, as tourist 
services have replaced agricultural or farming activities in most parts of Greece. 
The tourist demand for authenticity and picturesqueness, within the Greek 
landscapes and archaeological sites, as well as within the demotic tradition and the 
folk art, signalled a major shifting point for the Greek society. The creation and 
promotion of a touristic Greek portrait occurred in an ongoing dialogue between 
foreign and local industries, as well as between local collective self-imaginings and 
foreign expectations, formed around personal mythologies and well established 
Greek icons (as set by historical accounts and scholar bibliography, literature and 
travellers' notes, the visual arts etc). This tourist interest and its consequent (both 
local and foreign) investment on Greek culture, resulted to the solidification of 
specific elements as the main axes of Greekness, which could be easily exported to 
the foreign tourists and performed/embodied by the Greeks. Again, the focus and 
stated interest on specific national themes, triggered their re-interpretation, re- 
evaluation (and when needed, their invention) within Greece itself. 
Interestingly, the main axioms of the touristic sense of Greekness are captured in 
two other films of the 1960s, this time intended for an international audience: Never 
On Sunday directed by Jules Dassin (1960) and Zorbas the Greek by Michalis 
Cacoyannis (1965). As Lisbet Torp (1992, pp. 207-210) notes, both these two 
"apparently different movies" attempted to introduce and represent "the Greek 
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spirit" to an international (western) audience. The first takes place in the port of 
Piraeus and presents a romanticised and beautified image of the otherwise poor and 
underdeveloped area. Within the film, the "devil may care" spirit of the main 
character (a spirited prostitute living in the port) played by Melina Mercouri 
appears as a core quality of the Greeks in general. The second film, which met a 
much bigger success, is located in a traditional remote village in Crete, whose strict 
social codes and norms collide with the carefree character of Zorbas (Alan Bates), 
who performs the exact same `Greek' qualities introduced in Never on Sunday. 
While different in character, with Zorbas the Greek presenting a rough, unpolished 
and non-romanticised image of the time's Greek province, both films "attempt to 
picture the Greek spirit to non Greeks" (ibid, p. 207). Moreover, Never on Sunday 
introduced some "'typical Greek qualities', that were to be further explored and 
popularised through their re-appearance (and solidification) in Zorbas the Greek. 
As Torp points out, in both films, Greece, its ethics and culture are being presented 
and exemplified to a western foreigner, who visits Greece for the first time. As 
these two characters explore and familiarise themselves with the `exotic' Greek 
space, so are the cinematic audiences, who are invited to endeavour a similar 
journey. The film's music scores are composed by the two most acknowledged 
(and indeed `Greek') local composers of our time: Manos Hatzidakis in the first 
and Mikis Theodorakis in the second. 89 Both composers have been heavily 
influenced by the rebetika music, and they have contributed greatly in its 
legitimisation and establishment as a respectable music genre. As Torp explains, 
the `Greekness' that both films promoted was based on the contemporary (based in 
rebetika) music, which is what most tourists would identify today as `truly Greek' 
(ibid, p. 207). Indeed, Zorbas's music and Zorbas's dance have been major themes 
in the local tourist industry according to the shaped foreign expectancies and 
mythology. This demand for the `authentic Greek Zorbas's dance' lead to the 
creation and establishment of a previously non-existent dance form, the syrtaki, a 
well as to its gradual establishment as a pan-Hellenic dance. The impact of the 
tourist exploitation and often distortion of the Greek history and culture, here 
symbolically located in the `Zorbas phenomenon', has had serious implications in 
all sectors of the local socio-cultural affairs. 
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Re-discovering the advantages of their new exotic self, the Greeks adjusted their 
identity to fit the tourist expectations. The image of the `typical Greek', the 
spontaneous Zorba, with his primitive (and therefore `real' and appealing) 
eroticism and joy of life started to haunt not only the western tourists but also the 
Greeks themselves. The western nostalgia for a lost (even though never 
experienced) paradise, shaped under the `Greek Myth' was eventually adopted and 
embodied by the Greeks who had to distance themselves from their realities in 
order to feel this foreign (and therefore prestigious) nostalgia for their present. 
Hence, when the Athenian bourgeois danced and grew merry90 in the sounds of 
bouzouki, they were indeed staging a personal performance: that of Zorbas's 
passion, abandonment and joy of life: the `typical Greek'. As the display of a 
certain `couleur locale' seemed to be a necessary ingredient for the entertainment of 
the European visitor and/or tourist, it gradually became incorporated in the pass 
time activities of the local bourgeoisie. 
With ideas on the importance of a re-connection with nature and with man's 
primmer instincts and needs, as well as of a performed individuality 91 rapidly 
growing in the West, the connection with a `primitive' aspect of one's national 
culture was perceived as an active engagement with these modem/foreign ideas, 
conveying the even more profound Europeanisation of their bearer. The exodus to 
the bouzoukia became a moment to release one's deep primitivist instincts, as a 
way of connecting with man's nature, while still retaining his/her own distinct and 
superior place. In fact, the bourgeois' occasional engagement with the national folk 
roots implied an external and detached (as well as superiorly positioned) stance. 
The feeling of supremacy that allowed the `understanding' and hence the 
occasional and selective engagement with a different -lower- culture, is in itself a 
colonial concept, here adopted within the national class-hierarchy frame. Hence, 
the popularisation of folklore within the urban middle classes retained a superficial 
and exoticising character. 
Indicative of this auto-exoticised and touristic perception and re-presentation of the 
National Self, which followed the tourist growth and the dictatorship's nationalism, 
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is Metaxopoulos's touring in Australia with the music-dance spectacle Zorbas 
comes to Australia, a performance that met success and was repeated again in 1973 
(Fessa, 2004, p. 292). This process of exoticisation and auto-exoticisation has 
characterised Modern Greek history. Expressed through an admiration of anything 
foreign (meaning western) and modern and its complementary counterpart, a 
parallel resistance to westernisation and an attempt to re-evaluate, protect and 
promote the local, mainly folk, culture, it has had an obvious impact on the 
everyday aesthetics and values, as well as on artistic movements. 92 In that way, it 
would be safe to argue that within the modern Greek nationalist discourse 
"elements of nostalgia and social and cultural atavism collide with notions of 
modernity and progress" (Roy in O'Shea, 2001, p. 20). The history of 
contemporary Greek dance has also been characterised by artistic and ideological 
positions and oppositions that mostly revolve around this crucial conflict/scheme. 
In the introduction of her book about the formation of the sense of Greekness in the 
post-War Greek art, Vacalo explains: 
It is a net that roots in our land, how the foreign peoples93 see us. 
And our relations with them, or theirs with us, usually influence 
the image we give to our identity. Our rush to level with them, but 
also our frequent opposition to them, based on our (different) 
origin, both come from this same preliminary netting. 
(Vacalo, 1983, pp. 13-14 -translated by the author) 
Similarly, while discussing the character of Modern Greek art, Tsarouhis attempts 
to locate the "eternal element of Greek art" by identifying these things that have 
attracted non-Greeks towards it (1986, p. 20). Still, it is important for this study to 
avoid an over-simplistic interpretation of all Modern Greek artistic expressions 
according to their ideological positioning in relation to western culture or their 
responsiveness to the western gaze. These relations co-exist and interact with a 
number of factors related to the internal characteristics of highly localised cultures 
and sub-cultures, as well as occasional (local or global) situations and historical 
events, which influence the intensity and the effect of their impact. 
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9.5 To be ('Greek') or not to be? A note on the choreographers' agency. 
In that point I would like to underline that, however implicit the manifestations and 
roles of (auto) exoticism seem to be within Greek reality, I do not suggest the 
attribution of one's (whether a person's, a nation's or a practice's) own 
understanding and defining of the `self' 94 to a number of external factors that 
operate beyond the sphere of the willing and/or cognitive self. In contrast I want to 
stretch the importance of decision-making in dealing with a number of options, as 
well as with non-controllable factors, such as embodied experiences, aesthetic and 
ideological preferences and socio/political, or even economic realities. It is this 
conscious and continuous process of decision-making and the responsiveness (and 
that can be positive, negative or neutral, all in varying levels of engagement) to a 
number of external as well as internal (or personal) facts, ideas and aspirations as to 
what constitutes (or what is wished to constitute or represent) the `National Self 
that is been under scrutiny in the present study. Setting the framework for her study 
of Bharata Natyam O'Shea discusses what she calls "the politics of representation" 
within the choreographic process and suggests that 
dancers (or choreographers) put forth their versions of history and 
politics in order to grapple with the exigencies of their social, 
cultural and temporal contexts. Political concerns therefore operate 
not only as discursive frames that inform Bharata Natyam but also 
as tactics, expressed through choreographic choices, through which 
Bharata Natyam performers negotiate their own historical and local 
positionings. 
(O'Shea, 2001, p. 6) 
I chose here to approach the choreographic choices of modem Greek 
choreographers in a very similar way to O'Shea, as ways of negotiating "historical 
and local", national, socio-cultural and ideological identities. In that way, instead of 
a "single hegemonic version of nationalism that dancers illustrate in choreography" 
there is, as O'Shea suggests, "a number of divergent (and often competing) 
representations of nationhood" that come to play (2001, pp. 8-9). 
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Within this choreographing of identities, national, local and individual mainstream 
and alternative voices seem to be involved in an endless discussion with similar 
transnational (or other national) selfhoods, producing and reproducing notions of 
Selves and Others, which are constantly re-informed, re-shaped and re-performed. 
Yet, even within this apparently neutral transnational (or transcultural) discourse 
ground there is a number of regulative laws and conventions stemming from a solid 
global power structure, whose role cannot be underestimated as they set the ground 
upon which these transnational interactions take place. Hence, the western 
precedence in the global political and economic arena and its consequent cultural 
and artistic authority, as described above, is interconnected with localised cultural 
affairs of (western and not) realities. Within this nexus of interrelated interests and 
policies, divergent cultures and ideologies emerge (whether embodied, adopted 
and/or imposed, created, reproduced). Whilst the choreographer can often be an 
especially dynamic factor within the shaping, re-shaping or abolishment of these 
tendencies, his/her agenda is at all times informed by these conditions (even if 
disinterest or ignorance characterises the artist) and formed accordingly. 
To return to the paradigm, folklorisation, both as an official political line and 
artistic/intellectual positioning, has been a conscious tactic in order to convey 
national identity. At different times, the embracement of tradition has functioned 
either as a `revolutionary' social and political statement, as an act of resistance, or 
as a means of conformity and promotion of an official line. For a contemporary 
Greek choreographer, dealing with tradition also means dealing with the way it has 
formerly being called forth and re-presented within the local dance history. In 
addition, the choreographer's choice is also influenced by the political economy of 
folklore, as well as by personal, national and international expectancies on what 
`Greek' dance (should? ) consist(s) of. Hence, the `confrontation' of tradition has 
become a complex task for the choreographer, who has to take into account both 
local and foreign performances of (Greek) tradition, in relation to the socio-political 
semiotics that surrounds and contextualises it. In that way, the choice of dealing 
(positively or negatively), as well as of not-dealing with tradition is a conscious 
political -as well as choreographic- act. While the occasional reference to the folk 
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tradition does not necessarily imply a specific positioning, 95 a consistent stance 
towards it can characterise, and accordingly classify, a choreographer. 
Following that, I can roughly distinguish three different approaches to the `issue of 
tradition' according to a choreographer's (or a company's) level of engagement 
with the folk and popular elements: 
a) the direct approach, where the choreographer-researcher is concerned with the 
studying and understanding of primary cultural sources, drawing directly from 
them. Ancient texts, sculptures and architectural buildings and landscapes may be 
explored together with folk tails, myths, dance motifs and movement or rhythmic 
qualities and music particularities in order to be actively embedded within the 
performance. Those elements are intended to interact and merge with contemporary 
dance and theatre performative techniques and aesthetics in order to produce a 
contemporary, open and yet characteristically Greek dance/art form. Spyratou, s 
work is probably the most representative contemporary example of this tendency. 
b) The indirect approach: Instead of a direct relation and engagement with the 
folk and the popular, these cultural traditions are negotiated, referenced or merely 
touched upon, within the choreographic text, as filtered through the `Hellenocentric 
Modernist' artistic stream, as discussed later in the chapter. The perception and 
representation of the folk and popular cultures through the `Hellenocentric 
Modernist' artists (mainly painters) has indeed added another layer to the neo- 
Hellenic identity, especially tight to the 1930s, (and with variations to the 1940s, 
`50s and '60s) artists' engagement and re-connection with tradition. 
Acknowledging their input on the national discourse and understanding of tradition 
and further informed by post-modernist aesthetics and ideological principles, as 
well as by the post-dictatorial denial of the `authoritarian nationalist kitsch' and the 
more recent hyper-national or trans-national dialectics on globalisation, 
choreographers, such as Papaioannou, chose to present (when wished or needed) an 
indirect, and charged with all those meta-traditional layers image of `Greekness'. 
Commenting on the successful portrayal of Greek images within the Opening 
Ceremony, painter Alekos Fasianos noted both the significance of Hellenocentric 
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artistic streams in the creation of an additional layer of tradition, as well as the 
Ceremony's reliance on this meta-layer of tradition, in order to perform Greekness. 
He says: 
With this celebration that Papaioannou created, it was proved that 
there is a significant Neo-Hellenic civilisation with great creativity 
in all artistic sectors, in painting, music, poetry and dance, shaped by 
Elytis, Seferis, Tsarouhis, Moralis, while Theodorakis, Hatzidakis, 
Xarhakos and Savvopoulos, with their great songs, drew attention to 
the folk music, through which, Greeks developed ethnic conscience. 
I think if they had not created in that `Hellenic' way, after the War 
(World War II), this Ceremony would not have occurred in this way, 
as we wouldn't have a modem tradition. 
(Fasianos, 2004, p. 9) 
b. ii) A strand of this category can also be described as occasional: This in fact 
presents another dimension within the second category, with which it overlaps. 
Here the formulation of a consistent Hellenic choreographic language is not an end 
in itself and while the referencing to tradition often functions as a conveyor of 
nationality and identity, it is occasional, and serves the specific needs and aims of a 
choreography. In this case, the Greek referencing appears both as a way of 
engagement with the audience (by domesticating an `unfamiliar' dance form) and 
as a recognisable symbolism: a signifier, familiar to the local spectator, which 
supplements the dance action, exemplifying the issues raised by the choreographer. 
The Hellenic symbolism can be drawn from either the source itself, e. g. a folk tale, 
a demotic dance or song, or from its depictions by the artists of the `Hellenocentric 
Modernism'. Hellenic themes, such as myths and stories (mostly drawn from 
antiquity rather then from the most recent folk tradition), are usually negotiated as 
panhuman symbols, that exceed the national or the local. The situations and 
characters are usually negotiated as archetypal symbols employed to depict 
perpetual emotions and situations. Many (indeed most) contemporary 
choreographic works fall in this category. Indicatively I designate here two 
examples: 
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Persa Stamatopoulou's Penelope waiting and Penelope and Ulysses meet (1997) is 
an example of such approach: the symbolic personae of Penelope and Ulysses are 
used to negotiate the distancing of a couple (literal or emotional) and the 
anticipation, expectancies and fantasies that this vacuum creates. Their collapse 
when reality emerges often gives a tragic sense of futility to the wait. Similarly Lia 
Meletopoulou's Small Dance theatre, has presented works on ancient/classic 
themes, such as Electra (1987), Clytemnestra and Medea (video-dance) (1989), 
Electra (New version)/Medea (video-dance) and Two Dance Pieces and a Video: 
Cassandra, The ring or the myth of Sisyphus and Medea (video-dance), Jocasta's 
Suicide (1995), Clytemnestra, the Story of a Woman Who... (1998), Persephone 
(2000) and more. Here too, instead of attempting to convey s specific image of 
nationhood, the subjects are chosen as depictions of womanhood under 
Meletopoulou's feminist approach, alongside other similarly oriented works 
presented by the Small Dance Theatre, such as: Woman Dance and Four women 
(1983), The Bath Tub: you didn't leave early (Apostolia Papadamaki), Woman 
Giving Birth (Antigone Gyra), Vade Retro (Kiki Baka), In dreams (S. Kalinikidou), 
(1994), Four women (Charles Cre-Ange), (2001) and more. 96 
Nonetheless, the choice of a Greek symbolic figure, instead of a similar character 
drawn from a different mythology and/or tradition, is not accidental nor naif. 
However international or panhuman specific historical and mythological symbols 
may be, they still are part of a national history and culture, which is often charged 
with additional (or merely different) meanings for the local audiences. Hence, 
while the representation, preservation or furthering of the national tradition and 
identity are not included in the core aims of these works, the intentionality of the 
referencing is acknowledgeable of their specific national weight. 
c) Finally, a third tactic is the conscious distancing from tradition: this can either 
refer to the complete absence of any cognisant national reference in the movement, 
music, visual aesthetics, or its perpetual deconstruction and `demolition'. Still, this 
stance can also be a result of a mere lack of interest and/or ignorance for that 
domain, rather than representing a conscious antithetic opposition to it. Many of the 
later dance groups of the late 1990s and early 2000s97 seem to belong to the first 
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sub-category, with their themes and choreographic concerns mainly revolving 
around personal interests and/or endoscopic kinetic experimentations. The focus is 
on contemporary urban life in its personal and collective experiences and could 
apply to most western urban middle class realities. Moreover, the engagement with 
(the national) tradition is missing either because of its absence from the 
choreographer's experiential reality (and hence out of her/his area of interest), or 
because it is perceived as a limitation to the artist's creativity and originality. 98 The 
negotiation of tradition is considered parochial, conservative and/or nationalist, or 
merely distanced and alien to the artist's (and his/her target audience's) reality. 
As an alternative expression of this last thesis, another tendency appears: the 
employment of the grotesque and the perpetual kitsch in order to approach, perform 
and therefore critique the (both contemporary and historical) national popular 
culture(s) and symbols negatively. Instead of their complete absence, the popular 
and traditional elements appear over-emphasised and distorted through their 
exaggeration, as caricatured and most often tragic states of being. Constantinos 
Rigos, presents an example for this sort of dealing with tradition, while he has 
repetitively stated his indifference for any kind of perpetual source-studying - 
whether in dance, literature, popular culture (Hassioti 2001). His works are typified 
by a persistence on the grotesque pop and the over-exaggerated, both as an 
aesthetic and kinesiological principle, as well as a thematic choice (multi- 
directional, uncontrollable and deviant sexuality, violence, desperation, 
psychological dead-ends and human wrecks often appear within his works). Hence, 
while his choreographic style appears influenced by international currents like Pina 
Bausch's dance theatre, Maguy Marin and Mats Ekk's kinetic stylisation and 
psycho-analytical deconstructive approach to established narratives, he is usually 
engaging with an urban pop (often club-like) vocabulary. 
Within these mixes `the kitsch' appears as a deliberate choice and means of critique 
of everyday life situations and personal dramas, as well as of established norms and 
traditions, and even cultural signifiers of nationhood. With personal freedom being 
one of his main and recurring underlying themes, all the above mentioned 
institutions are perceived and performed negatively as symbols of restriction. Quite 
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indicative of Rigos's anti-national disposition is his (mis)use of national ideological 
symbols, such as the flag, carried arbitrarily on stage by a group of gender/less, 
confused and wretched, often humiliated people, within his last work Draft [B] - 
Free Besieged 99. While the choreography has been inspired by a nationally 
significant poem (Dionysios Solomos's homonymous poem, referring to the siege 
of Messolongi during the Revolution of 1821) Rigos proclaimed that his version of 
the Free Besieged 
has nothing in common with the false or monolithic 
interpretations that we learn in school. It is not simply about 
heroism. Taking the siege of Messologi as a reference point, (the 
performance) speaks of something else, of man's transgression 
and of the agony of the creator. 
(Rigos in Kaltaki, 2006, p. 29 -translated by the author). 
Still, the national reference here is not only used as an occasion or a metaphore for 
something else; it is also beaten in its very symbolism. Rigos also admits that the 
first ten minutes of the performance were 
a pure political statement and was decided to be so. Because when 
you use "dangerous" symbols, like the flag or the tsolias, which 
can annoy some, you have to be sure of what you are doing and 
why, and to be able to support your positioning. 
(Ibid). 
It is also indicative that Rigos's first performance with Octana Dance Theatre, in 
1990, was titled Have you Seen the Acropolis Yet (original title in English), playing 
with national auto-exotic and touristic stereotypes. Still Rigos does not always 
maintain an anti-national(ist)/critical stance and he has also been inspired by 
Hellenic themes e. g. Orpheus and Eurydice (1997). Hence he can be also 
`positioned' within the second category of the `occasional' preoccupation with 
tradition. 
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9.6 Conclusion 
In any case, the disposition of a choreographer towards tradition and its treatment 
within his/her works is not solely a personal choice but also an ideological and 
socio-political one. Inevitably, the wider negotiation of tradition in other sectors of 
social life, as well as within the dance scene itself, informs and influences the 
choreographic activity. In this chapter I chose to compare Papaioannou's 
conception of the Closing Ceremony with Spyratou's works, as they both `belong' 
in the first two categories: they represent two ways of dealing positively (instead of 
not-dealing) with tradition and nationality through their negotiation of the folk and 
popular cultures. Both Papaioannou's conscious approach and performance of 
Greekness within the ceremonies (as well as within some of his earlier works) and 
Spyratou's continuous cultivation of a Hellenic dance form, purposefully employed 
tradition in order to construct a choreographed national identity. The intentionality 
of these works alongside the underlying belief that identity is something historical 
rather than purely ephemeral and most importantly that identity is indeed 
something worth negotiating or at least referring to, in a way positions them on the 
same side of the coin. In other words, this chapter deals with what could be 
described as Hellenocentric or Greek-oriented tendencies within the local dance 
scene. 
Nonetheless, I fully acknowledge the fact that the deconstruction of identity 
through the negation, or critique of tradition as a way of attacking and/or exceeding 
the national and the local, has the potency to present alternative, negative, and 
equally valid analysis of this peculiar relationship and its interrelation with the arts. 
Still, the intention of this Part was to study the ways in which folkorisation 
functions as a conveyor of identity within the positive and intentional depictions of 
Greekness, like in the case of the Olympic ceremonies. In that way, the examples of 
Spyratou's works alongside Papaioannou's ceremony can be used to exemplify this 
relationship between folklore and national identity. I believe that Papaioannou's 
negotiation of the neo-Hellenic identity was formed with regard to, and with full 
comprehension of, the politics of folklorising. Similarly, Spyratou's engagement 
with tradition carries the knowledge of the previous (and present) discourses on the 
subject. Hence, re-examining Papaioanou and Spyratou's approaches, there is a 
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traceable connection with previous Hellenocentric tendencies, even though they 
have been further developed with regard to the more recent post-modem and dance- 
theatre (by now established) traditions, and re-informed by the latest socio-political 
and cultural discourse regarding the negotiation and role of the folklore. 
Much like her predecessors, Spyratou10° favours the inter-collaboration, interaction 
and ultimate amalgamation of dance, theatre and music, choreographing almost 
exclusively narrative performances, where speech plays an important role in the 
unravelling and understanding of the choreography and musicality is always 
emphasised as the movement rarely deviates from the tone, rhythmic patterns and 
texture of the music. Moreover, she has choreographed extensively for theatre, 
while for her works for ancient dramas, in the period between 1998 and 2000, she 
was awarded the Kotopouli-Pratsika prize in 2000. At the same time, her 
preoccupation with national (however personalised may often be or appear) 
mythologies, ranging from ancient tales, plays, myths and historical anecdotes to 
the demotic fairy tales, histories and oral traditions is tight to her vision for the 
development of a profoundly Hellenicised dance theatre. Hence the folk element, 
once again perceived as an expression of a national culture and as a live link with 
the past, is perpetually staged (as a theme, musical composition, and -less often- 
kinetic motif), characterising Spyratou's works with Roes Dance Theatre. 
The nationally-oriented character of the company and the consistent negotiation of 
ethnic cultural elements has granted the company with an extended governmental 
support, accompanied with a favourable treatment by most dance critics. 10' Apart 
from the company's funding, Spyratou's preoccupation with the "development of 
dance and the performing arts in general" (Fessa, 2004, p. 442) triggered her close 
collaboration with the ministries of culture and education, which supported and 
sponsored her company's appearances in schools (1998,1999), as her as the 
organisation of a series of seminars and performances throughout Greece and her 
participation in the Ministry of Culture's (YII. IIO) annual Festivals (since 1991). 
The governmental financial support and promotion of Spyratou's works as 
`educationally beneficial' are indicative of the state's evaluation of her Hellenicised 
choreographic style, which continues an official performative and educational 
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dance/theatrical tradition as established by Pratsika and her students. Indeed, the 
overt cultivation and projection of a clear national style within the arts, still appears 
today as a priority issue within the governmental artistic policies. While 
Papaioannou's works have not been explicitly branded as Hellenocentric nor 
advertised as such by the choreographer, they still bear a distinct `Hellenic' 
character, which, however different may appear from Spyratou's works, still shares 
a common base line. 
Papaioannou's occasional negotiation of Hellenic subjects (e. g. Media, 1993, 
Iphigenia on the old bridge of Arta and Xenakis' Orestreia, Aeschylus' Suite, 1995) 
and his sporadic incorporation of Hellenic elements in his works, has often been 
noted by critics. In fact, the most common remark is his association with the 
Hellenocentric Modernism of Tsarouhis. The artistic movement of the 
Hellenocentric modernism (as opposed to the Consistent Modernism) is described 
by Daskalothanasis as an adoption of the stylistic characteristics of (western) 
Modem Art with a parallel incorporation of elements that refer either to the ancient, 
the Byzantine or the folk art "as emblems of an aesthetic citizenship" (2000, p. 90). 
Through the "quest towards modernism", the exponents of this movement within 
the visual arts of the mid-war period (the '30s Generation') achieved a "transfer to 
Greekness, empowering a Greek (artistic) prototype ... within a general climate of 
mimesis" (G. E. KAR, 2007, p. 33). Also belonging to the first post-modernist 
painters, Tsarouhis is considered to be one of the main representatives of this style. 
His extensive collaborations with similarly oriented choreographers, like Manou 
and Nikoloudi contributed to the development of a parallel aesthetic and 
ideological stream within the theatre and dance affairs. Indeed, while Papaioannou 
has been mainly known from his works as a choreographer (rather than as a painter 
or commix artist), his engagement with some of the thematic and aesthetic 
principles of this Hellenocentric Modernist stream seem to be more attached to its 
painting rather than dance background. Hence, while he usually does not use 
directly any traditional kinetic elements or movement qualities within his dance 
motives, he has presented works that have been distinguished for their profoundly 
Greek character. 
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The most characteristic example -and probably Papaioannou's most acknowledged 
and popular choreography until today- is his staging of Medea, in 1993. In fact this 
is also the work that presents the greatest resemblance to Tsarouhi's aesthetics. 
Hence, apart from the obvious Hellenism of the theme, the imagery of the 
performance also referred to `Greek' aesthetic qualities. For example: Jason often 
appears in an `Egyptian' stance with the head and legs in profile and the torso en 
face, much like ancient Greek wall paintings (mainly Minoic and Cycladic). 102 The 
flatness of the depiction also refers to the local naif painting of the early twentieth 
century, when the classical perspective laws of western painting were purposefully 
defied in favour of the `oriental' two-dimensionality which also characterised the 
Greek folk arts. Moreover, Jason is often dressed in an old fashioned pompous suit 
and wears well-trimmed moustache, resembling the rebetes, as well as (being the 
head of the Argonautic Expedition) in a high-ranking sailor's suit, reminding of 
Tsarouhis's paintings. 103 Throughout the choreography, such Greek references 
occur regularly, re-contextualising the myth into the neo-Hellenic reality. While the 
folk element is generally absent, the connection between modernity and tradition is 
still achieved. The post-modern, post-national (if indeed) Greece is re-connected 
with antiquity bridged not with the demotic and folk, but with their modernist 
negotiation during the reconstruction of a neo-Hellenic identity. A production 
initially commissioned by the Cultural Centre of the Municipality of Athens, 
Medea is the work that established Papaioannou's leading place within the local 
dance scene and initiated a long line of commissioned works104which ties with his 
commissioning of the 2004 Olympic ceremonies. 
Within the Closing Ceremony, Papaioannou consciously employed the `folklorising 
strategy' to further account to the nation's historicisation, as established in the 
Opening one. The re-presented customs, songs and dances were chosen for their 
disparity within the Greek space, as well as for their (however underlying or 
explicit) connection with antiquity. In that way, the continuity of Greek civilisation 
(an issue that has been for Greece historical in itself) was constantly projected 
throughout the ceremony, further exemplified by the commentators' reminders. 
Moreover, the occasional comic and satiric references were also organically 
incorporated within the chosen tactic of the show, accounting for its directness, 
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contemporaneity and political-correctness. In that way, even though informed by 
the past and present political concerns on identity and (the folk) tradition, which 
inevitably "operate", as O'Shea suggested, "as discursive frames", Papaioannou 
indeed chose to follow a specific strategy that allowed him to successfully unfold 
his narrative on his "own historical and personal positioning". Selectively engaging 
with the folklorising strategy, he played with its divergent semantic strands, 
composing a Hellenic imagery, which met both his personal mythology and the 
collective expectations of it. 
Through his consistent referencing on traditional, ancient and/or primitive, modern 
and post-modern, as well as on overwhelmingly romantic/idealistic and 
cynical/pragmatic aspects and imaginings of Greekness, Papaioannou acrobatically 
balanced between all those tendencies and positions involved on the folklorising 
discourse. In that way, the attempt was in general terms considered successful. The 
show could be indeed read as `artistically complete' and `original' in both the 
above mentioned definitions of artistry: in the more traditionalist sense of the 
original being a work with a distinct (national as well as artistic) character, as well 
as a post-modern, or meta-traditional and de-constructive comment on identity. The 
ceremony presented a recognisable version of the 'folkloric (experiential, created 
and/or imagined) self', dispersed with equally recognisable references on the post- 
traditional and even post-national meta-self. In that way, much like the opening 
one, the Closing Ceremony can be better described as a `mainstream avant-garde' 
spectacle. 
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notes 
' Savopoulos belongs to the so-called `new wave' artists. A performer, composer and poet, he has 
become gradually popular since the Junta. His early works have been associated with the left- 
wing student generation of the 1960s. His music has been inspired by traditional demotic 
rhythms, as well as by the rebetika and the songs mainly dealt with familiar everyday situations 
in an engaging poetic way. Today he is considered to be one of the main representatives of the 
new wave Greek song, with his oeuvre being representative of the neo-Hellenic reality. 
2 The table songs ('rnS täßa, a, S) are traditionally meant to be sung while sitting at the table, usually 
after a meal. 
3 The commentator refers to the custom of Babouyera (Maa}ucoüycpa) from the area of Kali 
Vrysi (Ka? <, tj Bpüai) in Drama. However, similar customs also appear under different names in 
other parts of Northern Greece, like the arapides in Monastiraki (Drama) and in Nikissiani 
Pagaiou, as well as in the carnival of Soho (Papakostas, 2006 p. 8). 
' As Tyrovola explains, `traditional' music is performed by specific localised groups within a 
specific context related to their origin. "The `popular' refers to a certain area of expression and 
entertainment of a general urbanised population, regardless of locality". In between these stands 
the "mediatory and borderline" category of urban folk (aartxokctl ö), which is most often 
identified with rebetika (in Lekkas, 2003, pp. 127,147). 
3 Invoking more specifically images from the four seasons (1969) while the theme seems more 
tied to the twelve months (1972). These two works come from Tsarouhis's later period where he 
gradually moved from the Hellenocentric Modernism of the mid-war (and even post-World War 
II) period towards western painting. While the themes of his works are still mainly drawn from 
Greece the techniques are mostly drawn from western painting, from Pompeii and the European 
Renaissance to his contemporary artists. This shift has been interpreted as a critique of the 
weaknesses of Modernism and during the 1970s Tsarouhis produced some of the first post- 
modern works internationally (Kotidis, 2000, pp. 111-112). 6 Parios's voice was identified with these songs during the 1980s. 
While this type of open van has been preferred by many farmers, it has also been identified with 
the gipsy nomad vendors. 
gA popular singer, who made a name for herself in the late 1950s and early 1960s through her 
collaboration with the known singer Stelios Kazatzidis, on laika (a popular urban folk genre 
that succeeded the rebetika) and continued with a solo career on the `elafrolaika' (cAa(ppoaaixä: 
light' laika). 
9` 
`Ellinadiko' 
is a paraphrased word, coming from Ellniko (E7a1qvuc6, Greek) stating the Greek 
repertory of the club. Similarly, `bouzoukia' (movl; oüxta, plural for bouzouki) denotes again 
the club's music orientation. Generally speaking, while `Ellinadiko' is a club with a disk- 
jockey, `bouzoukia' usually present live bands on stage. 
10 If connected to the Neo Hellenic state, the term Neo-Hellenes literally refers to the Greek 
citizens of the Modern Greek state in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
However, the prefix neo- into various Hellenic expressions, (i. e. culture, literature, art, politics) 
has created combined words of different temporal references. For example the Neo-Hellenic 
literature dates back to the fourth century and the Byzantine Empire. The neologism Neo- 
Hellenes is also commonly used to describe the post-war Greeks in their new, middle-class 
urbanised conditions. While the term is in common currency in Greece, it often bears a 
degrading underlying nuance, suggesting a `light-headed' material, atomistic and somehow 
vulgar lifestyle, developed around this newly acquired `social welfare' since the 1950s. A 
showing-off nouvel-rich (even though in reality middle class) behaviour would be often 
described as neo-Hellenic, with the negative sense of the term. 
Ai-Yiannis's celebration is on the twenty-fourth of June and it has been a custom for youngsters 
and children to light fires and jump over them. Many other customs are related to this (such as 
`magic' practices to predict one's wedding date), which slightly differ from one area to another. 
The custom is considered to originate in pre-Christian practices. 12 For the national significance of the Pyrrhic dance and its re-appropriation as a Greek-Pontic 
national symbol see Tzartzani, 2001. 
A long-drawn-out love song ( Stavropoulos, 1988). 4 Gatsos is a well known poet. Hatzidakis had almost exclusively set his poems to music, creating 
some of the most well-known popular songs within Greece. This song was composed by 
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Xarxhacos, as part of his works for Rebetiko, a film re-presenting the rebetiki scene. The film 
was directed by Kostas Ferris in 1983 and became an all-time favourite. The storyline is of a 
young female singer of rebetika, starting in 1919 in Smyrna to end up in Athens in 1956, 
featuring the events that played an important role in the history of Greece, in the first half of the 
twentieth century. Interestingly, the cover of the record with the film's soundtrack was painted 
by Tsarouhis (verifying once again his association with the depictions of the rebetika culture). 15 The translation here is basic, without any poetic aspirations, solely intended to highlight the 
popular consciousness regarding the national mythology, as exemplified in the song. It is 
referring to the Great ideals promoted by the newly founded Greek state (largely based on the 
projection of the glorified antiquity) and their annihilation by the political events of the early 
twentieth century, which also led to the impoverishment and uprooting of large populations 
(both towards Greece with the arrival of the persecuted Greek populations of Pontos and Asia 
Minor, and out of Greece, with the wave of financial migration towards Germany, America, 
Australia etc). The choice of song is significant for the purposes of the thesis, supporting the 
present reading of the ceremony. The lyrics highlight eloquently Modern Greece's reliance to 
antiquity to enhance a contemporary status deprived of glorified prestige and power. The 
contrast between the hardships of everyday life and the grandeur of the `Hellenic' vision is also 
revealed (the song refers to the first decades of the twentieth century), while, as a rebetiko, 
16 
popular song, it also showcases Greek people's awareness of its utopic nature. 
The second part of the ceremony was a concert staged by composer Dionysis Savopoulos and 
will not be addressed in this analysis. 
ýý In her article titled Folkloric Ethno-party, Popi Diamadakou criticised the merge of diverse 
cultural elements within the Closing Ceremony, which she characterised a "glossy ethno-pulp" 
and argued that Papaioannou relied on a "Tsarouhian" (and therefore recognisably Greek, as 
discussed) aesthetic, in order to "exorcise the antitheses of local culture, reshaping the images 
with the sentimental sweetness of a Greek Disneyland" (2004, p. 10-11). IS As the author notes, the local Slavic idiom that the inhabitants of Kali Vrysi spoke during the 
first years that followed their liberation from the Turkish rule, created problems to the newly 
founded Greek nation-state, which based its sovereignty on the grounds of a common religion, 
language and culture. Moreover, these areas were issues of debate between Greece and Bulgaria 
in various critical periods (1912-13,1916-18 scut 1941-44) and their national identity had to be 
re justified and reinforced after every war, foreign occupation and turbulent political condition 
(Lykio Ellilidwn 1998, p. 498 in Papakostas, 2006 p. 3). 19 Hence, the engagement with a heroic national mythology is not always the outcome of a 
nationalist ideological positioning. It often serves as a dressing for ceroscopy supporting a 
specific business activity, or a comforting fall back, to enhance the non-as-glorified 
contemporary reality. 
20 From the beginning of the twentieth century up to the late 1970s. 21 Spyratou studied dance (graduating from the State School of Dance in 1977), theatre and vocal, 
and has continued her studies abroad in the US, Stutgard and Paris, on state scholarship (Fessa, 
2004, p. 438). She has extensively choreographed for theatre and has worked in public 
television and education. She founded her dance theatre company Roes, in 1989. 22 In most cases the recent and ancient historical, cultural and mythological references (and/or 
inspirational sources) are juxtaposed and interlaced within the pieces, as to create a consistent 
transhistorical Greek dance-scape. The distinction here is mainly based on the titles' 
referencing. 
23 Marika Rombou-Levidi places Spyratou alongside the previous generation choreographers, 
such as Pratsika, Manou, Hors, Nikoloudi and Tsatsou, concerned with the relation between 
"modern dance and tradition in Greece (ancient and recent)" (1992, pp. 215-218). ý' Of course, this is within the limits of the local governmental budget for dance, which is by 
general acknowledgment inadequate (see also the article Money for dance, in Eleutherotypia, 
29.8.2005, p. 22). zs In the text a awXäi 26 
p)(. PaS (archeolatres). 
Svoronos identifies these schools as represented by Fanariotes at first (1800 to 1860 
approximately) and the New Athenian School (1840 to 1875 aprox). However the New 
Athenian School is usually located in the period between 1880 and 1922 (Politis, 1993, 
Greogriadis, Karvelis, Milionis, Balaskas, Paganos, 2000 ). 
27 Coming fromEPtanisa (Ertavaa): the then Italian occupied Ionian islands. 
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28 The first verses of his poem Hymn in Freedom were later chosen to be the lyrics of the Greek 
National Anthem. 
29 Meriaklis indeed suggests that it is in fact "anti-Christian". 
30 Papaioannou also relied on this `Greek' characteristic for the Opening Ceremony's praise of the 
body. 
31 Kyriakides (1887-1964) focused on the study of Greek language and folk culture. In 1918 he 
was appointed director of the Folklore Archive at Athens. From 1926 until his retirement he 
held the Chair of Ancient Greek Religion and Greek Folklore at the university of Thessaloniki, 
while at the time of his death he was president of the Society of Macedonian Studies and the 
Institute for Balkan Studies, in Thessaloniki [R. A. Georges and A. A. Katranides (translators) 
in Kyriakides (1968, p. 7)]. The study was first presented in Germany (Munich, Berlin Dresden) 
in 1936, under the title Neugrichische Volkskunde: Volksdichtung, Volksglaube, Volkskuns. 
32 As Katranides notes, the old theory of Fallmerayer was recalled, in order to disconnect modern 
Greeks from the ancient ones, re-introducing them as "descendants of the barbaric Slavic tribes 
that flooded Greece during the Middle Ages. An assertion that was discarded long ago even by 
Slavic scholars". "For the sake of the temporary friendship with the Bulgarians", many German 
scholars embraced these positions, which were solidified through their cross-referencing in 
various "scholarly publications". The ultimate purpose of this claim was to disassociate, within 
the minds of the German soldiers, who had learned to praise ancient Greek civilisation as the 
basis of the Aryan, modern Greeks from their ancestors, in order to prevent any feelings of 
sympathy towards them. Furthermore, "they tried to evoke contempt and derision toward the 
Greeks who fought in Albania and in the mountains of Macedonia with a valour worthy of their 
ancient forbears" (1968, p. 48). A comparison that had dominated most western European 
references on these fights. 
33 See for example Theodoros Vruzakis (1814-1878) and Nikolaos Gyzis (1842-1901). The choice 
of Munich as a cultural lighthouse for the Greek affairs is by no means accidental. The links 
between the Greek state and Bavaria (through the establishment of the royal family) were 
reinforced by the personal beliefs of Ludvich A, who "in the context of the 19'" century 
Philhellenism, cultivated cultural liaisons with Greece, aiming to function as a determining 
factor in the romanticized rebirth of the ancient Greek spirit, within the Greek soil" 
(Daskalothanasis, 2000, pp. 31-32). Likewise, he raised a number of classicist buildings within 
Munch, which was intended to be the "Athens of Bavaria". This flamboyant `ancient-loving' 
tendency also inspired the idea of the raise of Othon's palace, in-between the ruins of 
Parthenon, in the hill of Acropolis, as well as the construction of a number of neo-classical 
buildings in central Athens (Fillipides, 1984, p. 78). 
34 As an example Kotidis refers to the painting of Nikolaos Lytras, which he describes as 
"emotional and beautifying" according to the prototypes of the Academism. Indicatively he 
refers to his portrayal of a peasant Greek family, in his painting: Return from the panygyri 
(festival) of Penteli" in 1870, where the family appears beautiful, happy and youthful, in 
contrast to the real harsh reality (and consequent appearance) of the time's rural populations 
(2000, p. 83-85). 
35 As an example Dascalothanasis indicates Gyzi's portrait of the Oriental with a pipe, in 1873. 
36 See about poet A. Sicelianos, writer S. Murivilis, painter Y. Tsarouhis, architects D. Pikionis 
and G. Kontoleon and more. 
37 The word here refers to socio-political, cultural, ideological and artistic rather than geographical 
relations. 
38 Again here I use the word in its wider, metaphorical sense. 39 As Todorova (1996, p 74) notes, The Cambridge History of English Literature describes the 
genre of travel literature as the kind of writing that expresses and influences, probably more 
than any other, the national preferences and the national character (1922, p. 255). 
40 The publications of traveller's voyages in Greece and the near East had grown considerably 
within the 18`h and 19'' centuries. "From 1700 to 1749 we have approximately 75 titles. From 
1750 to 1799, approximately 115 and from 1804 until 1853, almost 450" (Savidis, in Voutira, 
2000, p. 10 and Weber (1952,1953), in ibid). 
42 Morritt of Rokeby [in Marandin (forward)], 1985, p 65, in Todorova, 1996, p. 74. 
aZ Writing about the modern artists (around 1920s and 1930s), Palmer observes a tendency to 
reject Greek arts and an attempt to distance from it. Still, she believes that "The moment an 
artist knows the rules, throws off the tyranny of useless ornament and creates from within, in 
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accord with the human needs of himself ... 
he is as Shelley said of Hassan "Greek at Heart". In 
fact, Palmer perceives modern art of the time to be an "unconscious homage "to Greece and she 
locates Greek elements in diverse artistic works, from Picasso's paintings to American 
architectonic projects (in Anton, 1993, p. 176). 
a3 Still, according to Vacalo this is a rather superficial interest, expressed mainly by the '30s 
generation', mostly focusing on Byzantine artistic forms, rather than on history (1983, p. 16). 
44 See also Dascalothanasis, 2000, p. 55. as Palmer first heard demotic songs and Byzantine ecclesiastic hymns by Penelope Sikelianos- 
Duncan, who had in turn learned by Constantinos Psahos. Later Palmer also attended a series of 
classes by Psachos in the Athens Music conservatory and collaborated with him for the Delphic 
Festivals (Fessa, 2004, p 358-360). 
ab Anton, 1993 pp. 93-101. Tsarouhis (1986, p. 140) writes that the most important thing that 
Palmer brought to Greece was probably her immense respect for Byzantine music. Both Palmer 
and Pratsika also documented the former's (not entirely successful) efforts to teach Byzantine 
music to her Greek students (Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 22). 
a' Balos is a traditional rhythm and dance, which varies in its form according to its place of origin 
48 
(northern mainland (Thrace) or the Aegean islands). 
Dora Tsatsou-Symeonidi has been a student and close collaborator of Rallou Manou. She has 
taught in many dance and drama schools (including the State dance School KSOT) and has 
choreographed herself for ancient plays. 
49 Such as knitting and weaving the garments for both her performances and her personal life 
herself, according to the traditional way. so 
s' 
Filias, 1985, p. 95-101. 
See also Marcel Mauss (1973) and Norbert Ellias (1982) about the notion of habitus, as well as 
Pierre Bourdieu (1977,1984) on the role of practice and embodiment in social dynamics and 
Appadurai (2000) on bodily inscriptions of culture and identity. 52 Similarly, exploring, the social manipulation of the body in Fascist Italy Patrizia Veroli (2006) 
cites Mussolini's own corporeal representation of the `Fascist Ideal'. 53 In the television show Look what you did (Koiia t 'Euaveq) celebrating the eighty years of 
Chronis Aidonidis (Alpha, 24/3/07), Dionysis Savvopulos mentioned that during the Junta he 
co-performed demotic songs with Domna Samiou, triggered by the total appropriation of 
demotic songs and dances by the dictators, which had turned them into an anathema for the 
younger (at least urban) generations. 
sa Choreographed versions of traditional dances were also performed by folk dance groups and 
associations, a swell as by pupils and students during both Metaxas's and the Colonels' 
regimes. 
ss However, as any researchers, like Loutzaki, have noted, within the traditional context (e. g. not 
within dance schools, companies and associations), the dancers' position in the circle (most 
often a semi-circle) is usually highly significant, revealing of their social status within the 
community, or of their role within he specific event (e. g. a wedding). 56 For internal migration see also The History of New Hellenism (1770-2000), 2003, pp. 186-187 
and Svoronos, 1999, pp. 146-147. Svoronos in fact argues that the deep changes in Greek 
society had already started right before World War II (ibid, p. 147). s' Being under Turkish occupation, Greece missed the fundamental cultural and socio-political, as 
well as economic changes that resulted to the rise and establishment of an intellectual and 
progressive upper class within Western Europe, during the Enlightenment. Hence, after its 
gradual liberation and establishment as an independent nation, Greek society appeared 
profoundly different than the European ones. This resulted to the rise of a parasitical 'foreign' 
upper class, which was completely detached from Greek reality and culture, and uncritically 
mimetic of the western European bourgeois manners and ethics [(Filias, 1986, pp 44-49 and 
1985, pp 95-101) in Tzartzani, 2001, endnote 12, p. 75]. 58 Vlachiko (ßMxtxo): until recently a degrading and almost offensive -not to mention 
semantically incorrect- characterisation. S9 The Greek film industry flourished during the 1950s and 1960s. During those years, Greek 
cinema established its own stars, who competed in (local) popularity the Hollywood ones. 
During the Junta the industry became increasingly `light' and kitsch, according to the dominant 
aesthetics of the regime and faded right after its fall, with the reinforcement of independent, 
political films. 
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60 Kypseli is a high-populated middle-class neighborhood in central Athens. When the film was 
shot Kypseli was still considered a 'nice' location for the -then luxurious- apartments of the 
new bourgeois. 
61 From the words xenos (Evog): foreigner and mania. An unconditional worship (literally a 
mania) of anything foreign with a parallel degrade of everything local, which has been a strong 
current within Modern Greece. 
62 Some of his movies are nostalgic, featuring an era that was rapidly fading. The famous laterna 
(a street organ), poverty and pride/honour (Aaxtpva, (Pr( Xeta xat (ptMTiµo), in 1955, was 
inspired by the slow disappearing of the wondering street-musicians. 
63 The positioning and role of these clips within the film, which imitated the early Hollywood 
musicals, also resembles the role of music and dance within today's Indian film industry of 
Bollywood. 
64 Like Vangelis Seilinos-Elena Prokopiou, and Linda Alma-Yiannis Fiery. 
65 Similarly Metaxas's proclaimed: "your prototypes must be types and forms authentically Greek. 
You have to go close to the people that labour hard and listen to all the range of their feelings" 
(in Trivizas, 1996, p 147, cited in Dascalothanasis, 2000, p. 67). 
66 The Greek term is archaiolatria (apxatokarpeia). A term used to identify this common, within 
the local socio-political and ideological affairs, attachment to the ancient past. It literally means: 
worship of the ancient. 
67 Lazos, 2006, p 31, referencing Umberto Eco's Apocalitici integrati, Bompiani, 1964. 
68 Dictator Yeorgios Papadopoulos, in Free World (10.2.1968), exemplifies the regime's vision 
for a "Greece that will be for the Greeks (their) life itself' (Lazos, Ibid). 
69 From the words arhondas, (lord, master, nobleman, rich man) and rebetika. 
70 The undertaking of ballet and classical music lessons is until today a very common practice for 
young children (especially girls) and it is considered to be a necessary supplement in their 
education (Tzartzani, 2001, p. 63). 
71 As Lange explains, "During the periods when the demotic was idealized ... according to the 
evolutionism and historicism of 19'h century, by the aristocrats and the bourgeois, these dances 
(of the peasants) were considered to be the precious heritage of the past and were used as static 
and unchangeable ... by other social groups and later by schools" 
(Ibid). 
72 As rebetika are defined today only the songs of the early twentieth century's immigrants, while 
all the rest are classified as laika (literally: popular). Indicatively Gregoris Bithikothis, one of 
the most popular singers most associated with those genres stated "I served the laiko song, I 
don't want to hear anything about rebetiko" (2001, p. 11). 
73 In her article The 'new wave' wedded the Greek with the Foreign, 'new wave' singer and 
composer Arleta writes "the 60s was the first era to deep its hand and take something from the 
treasures it had inherited" (2001, p. 11). 74 Apart from performing, teaching and choreographing, Manou also published two books and a 
number of articles related to dance and gave a series of lectures, interviews and seminars in 
Greek and foreign universities and television channels, such as BBC. She also administrated a 
five-hour television documentary on Greek dance, while her works have been filmed and 
broadcasted on Greek, German, Iranian and Egyptian television. She was an active member of 
the Greek Theatre Institute and of the actors' association as well as a president of a committee 
set by the Ministry of Culture to assure the assure the good functioning of the local dance 
schools. In short, Manou set the foundations of dance in Greece as we know it today, while her 
school and company endorsed and revealed some of the most active and talented contemporary 
teachers and choreographers. 
75 
76 
Savrami in Gregoriou (ed), 2004, p. 46. ý6 The exact same metaphor was used by Spyratou in 2003, to describe her preoccupation with 
Hellenic motifs (in Kleftoyianni, 2003, p. 21). ýý In her article In Search of an American Dance An, in 1930, Martha Graham raises similar 
questions regarding the identity of American Modern Dance, which seemed imitative of foreign 
(European) prototypes. 
78 The demotic language was finally appointed as the official language of the state right after the 
fall of the Junta, in 1975, with the Educational Reform of Yeorgios Rallis. During the Junta 
certain 'folk' referencing was also read as 'left-wing'. For example, together with the imported 
jeans and the woolen cardigans, the 'tagari' a woolen handbag usually held by shepherds, had 
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been the `trademark' of left wing students during the 1960s. Such dressing could alone typify - 
and stigmatize- a person as a `communist'. 79 Coming from a wealthy upper-class Athenian family -as almost all of Pratsika's initial students 
and collaborators- Nikoloudi combined her dance education in Pratsika's school with extensive 
studies in music theory, composition and piano. Musicality was actually one of the most 
characteristic elements of Nikoloudi's works, expressed most elaborately in 1962 with her 
choreography for Aristophanes's Birds (Ornithes). In the 1950s, Nikoloudi met Mary Wigman, 
Rosalia Chladek and Harald Kreutzberg, in Zurich, with whom she befriended, studied and 
collaborated during the following years. Wigman was actually the one who urged her to 
perform in public with the phrase "you have wings. Fly! " (Tsinziloni, 1997, p. 1). Much like 
Pratsika, Kanelos and many others (Greek and not) before her, Nikoloudi felt this (western) 
approval to be the final authorising act and followed Wigman's advise. 80 Nonetheless, she also used some gestures and mainly some elements concerning the style, 
rhythm and movement qualities of demotic dances. sý Manou says "I am fascinated by the deep inner meaning of tragedy and I am trying, as much as 
I can, to perform through orhesis (dance, music, speech) the panhuman feelings of the 
characters of the ancient drama" (Manou cited in Fessa, 2004, p. 272). 82 See also Savrami, p. 46 and Gregoriou, p. 35 in Gregoriou (ed), 2004. 
83 Fessa criticises the "new critics and choreographers, who have the tendency to discharge, with 
a-historical dogmatism, Manou's oeuvre and to distort its meanings" (2004, p. 274). 
However, Manou's professional dance school still operates today and is classified within the 
five most popular schools in Greece. 85 See also the folldorising/nationalising projects of the Turkish State Opera and Ballet Company 
(Aksan, 1998, pp. 159-166). 
86 Nonetheless, nationalising attempts have occurred even within the ballet affairs of western 
countries, like England, in order to give it a more distinct ethnic stamp, that would separate (and 
probably elevate) it from other national ballet companies/styles/traditions etc (see also 
Kostoula, 2001). 
87 Tsatsou referes for example to the staging of Euripidus's Elektra by K. Tsianos in 1992, where 
he directly used demotic dances for the appearance of the chorus. (Ibid, p. 172). 88 Even though Palmer used some steps from traditional dances to link the postures she had 
recovered from ancient vases and sculptures, they served only as a variation to the usual 
walking that allowed the passing from one position to the next. Manou's preoccupation with the 
traditional Greek dances, together with her modern dance training lead her to a more substantial 
choreographic reference to some of their rhythmical, stylistic or kinetic elements. S9 Extracts from both film's soundtracks were heard within the Opening and Closing Ceremonies. 90 The Greek verb is meraklono (µspa"vw) and accounts for an abandonment (to the music, the 
drink or the dance), which is however not always an expression of happiness. It can even appear 
as a result of sadness, or pain. The noun, meraki (ltep oct) can also account for desire and 
passion, as well as for (good) taste and artistry. 91 See also Lekkas (2003, p. 56-57). As Lekkas also notes, "the cosmopolitan performance of the 
dance of Zorbas for a single-person "audience" of a foreign bourgeois, who is invited to 
participate, is proclaiming new dynamics of individual agency, as well as of the dialectic 
extension of difference and historicity and of the final cancellation of the three". 9 See also Filippidis, 1984, pp. 13-16 
93 3 By "foreign" Vacalo is referring to the `West' as later in the same paragraph she suggests that 
"for as long as the order within Greece is kept by the foreigners, such tendencies (related to 
auto-exoticisation) float around" (ibid). 94 As I mentioned above the 'self', as well as the `other', can be a person, or an art form, a 
practice, an ideology, a nation etc. 95 As in sine qua non's use of folk elements in the Buck's Night (2001). 
Still, it seems that even the thematic reference to a 'Hellenic source' can be interpreted as an 
expression of `Greekness'. In fact, the piece "Clytemnestra, the story of a woman who... " 
(1998), is the only commissioned work, by the European Cultural Centre of Delphi. 
Considering the significance of Sikelianos's vision for this organization, the funding of a 
`Hellenic' theme cannot be interpreted as a coincidence and it is safe to assume that it was the 
stated `Greekness' alongside (or even rather than) the (feminist) politicality of the work that 
must have attracted their interest. 
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97 See for example the groups Aeorisi (1997), A Kin (1996), Ad Lib (2001), Quasistellar (2002), 
Yelp (1996), Griffon (2000) Iasis (1997), Landscape (2002). Metakinisi (1994), Met'Embodion 
(1999), Prosxima (1996) etc. However, this tendency initially appears earlier during the 1980s 
by groups like Lathos Kinisi (1988) and Okiroi (1987), both focused on improvisation. On the 
other hand, choreographers that are most known for this trans-national or hyper-national 
tendency, like Maro Gregoriou, (whose works are often driven by Cunningham-inspired kinetic 
experimentations), have also presented some early more 'localised' works, like Pygmalion in 
1988 (the choice of the specific mythic figure is here of specific significance as Gregoriou 
comes from Cyprus). Moreover, within her company Magnitis (1986), she has collaborated and 
presented works by guest choreographers, inspired by Hellenic themes, like Kavafis' poetry 
("My Kavafis" (1988) K. Stavrianos), Theophilos's painting, (The ballad of the high ladder-an 
incident from the life of painter Theophilos, 1990, E. Kouroupi) as well as by 
historical/mythological characters and situations (Persephone's Return, 1990, S. Tsaridou etc). 98 This is a different, newer (and rather reactive to the previously established one) perspective on 
the relationship between originality and tradition, which is here perceived negatively, in 
contrast to the earlier choreographic (and wider artistic) views as expressed above by Rallou 
Manou. 
99 Rex Theatre, 25-26, June 2006, Athens Festival. The first draft of the Free Besieged was 
presented earlier in Thessaloniki, where Rigos worked with the State Theatre of Northern 
Greece, exploring "the issues raised by Solomos's poem in their collective dimension" In Draft 
B, these same issues have been negotiated in closest relationship to the individual (Rigos in 
Kaltaki, 2006, p. 29). 
10° Spyratou is used here as an example, as she runs and directs one of the most well known dance 
theatre companies in the country. Moreover, her intense and over stated preoccupation with the 
folk traditions served the analytical purposes of this chapter. Nonetheless, other choreographers 
and directors (like Ersi Pitta and Isidoros Sideris), have worked towards the same direction for 
years and have developed their own distinct style. 101 Once again I want to clarify that I do not suggest that this is the only qualitative virtue of 
Spyratou's works. Instead I argue that her stated choreographic aims and interests inevitably 
provoke an -at least initial- interest for the works, as they deal with issues of apparent national 
significance. 
102 Apart from being approximately contemporaneous to Jason's myth, both placed in antiquity, the 
`heroic' pose also caricatures Jason's irresponsible, superfluous and arrogant character, which 
will set in motion the drama that is to follow. 
103 Similarly, zeibekiko, a part of Papaioannou's work Human Thirst (1999), danced by Fotis 
Nikolaou, can also be seen as a connection with the preoccupation of many of the 
representatives of the Hellenocentric Modernism with the culture of rebetika, and even more 
specifically with Tsarouchi's inspiration by the masculine urban-folk culture of his time. '°° Iphigenia on the old bridge of Arta and Xenakis' Orestreia, Aeschylus' Suite (1995), 
commissioned by the Music Hall of Athens (Megaro Mousikis) and the State Theatre of North 
Greece (KOBE) respectively, The fairy tales of the Grimm brothers (1996), commissioned by 
the Argos Festival, Monument (1997) commissioned by the International Dance Centre of 
Kalamata, Storm (1997) co-produced with the Music Hall of Athens, Human Thirst (1999) co- 
produced with the Demotic Peripheral Theatre of Patra, For ever (2001), co-produced with the 
International Dance Centre of Kalamata. 
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Part 4 
Employing the inductive method: universalising the nation. 
The designation and solidification of a national identity, which suggested the 
promotion of a distinct and prestigious idea of Greekness, relied both on the 
localising (on the grounds of history and tradition) and opening of this identity, 
towards larger cultural entities, such as `the west'. Hence, the `universalisation' 
of national history and culture did not initially aim at its de-construction, 
towards a post-national model, but rather at its glorification, as a `hyper-nation'. 
Instead of challenging the authority of the nation, this hyper-nationalisation 
suggested the nation's elevation into a mythic sphere, as an archetypal model. In 
that way, Greece, as a transgressive ideal, claimed both universal applicability 
and international prestige. Nonetheless, the positioning of the nation in the core 
of an essentialised `universal' Culture, or Civilisations, involved an additional 
parameter: its identification with the `primitive' and the `primordial'. This latter 
portrayal functions antagonistically to another, most important urge of the 
nation, which is even more critical for the securing of the wished-for 
internationally acclaimed positioning: its modernity. Thus, in a further attempt 
to combine the two national aspirations, universalisation was connected to the 
emerging discourses on globalisation and post-nationalism tied to modernity, 
hence acquiring an additional role. As the following chapter argues, 
Papaioannou took under consideration both these parameters of 
`universalisation' and negotiated them within the Opening Ceremony, in a way 
that served its particular purposes within the Athens Olympics. 
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Chapter 10 
Celebrating the nation as a transnational and transcultural 
archetype. 
10.1 Globalising the local: nationalist and metanationalist histories. 
Analysing the `roots of terror', as the subtitle of the book suggests, political 
scientist and anthropologist Mahinood Mamdani discusses the rebound of 
Orientalist theories within western scholarship, explaining that 
there are two forms of history writing: nationalist and 
metanationalist. If nationalist history writing has been mainly 
about giving the nation -a very modern and contemporary 
political subject- an identifiable and often glorious past, 
metanationalist writings have given us equally glorified 
civilisational histories, locating the nation in a global context. 
(Mamdani, 2005, p. 28) 
Mamdani's definition of nationalist and metanationalist historiographies 
addresses his examination of the relationship between the writing of history 
(and geography) and forms of western power. Nonetheless, this model 
accurately describes the course of historicisation of Greek identity, as well as 
similar `national' and `metanational' historicising processes within other, more 
`typically oriental', or non-western nations, such as India and Egypt. While 
Mamdani employs the term metanational to delineate a shift from (national) 
History to Culture that suggests a temporal succession, I argue that within 
Modern Greek history, these two tendencies co-existed, each enhancing and 
validating the other. The `glorified past' was further celebrated via its 
positioning within a global context, while this position had rendered it its 
prestige on the first place. 
Within the Olympic Ceremony, Papaioannou made it a point to stage both 
national and trans-national aspects of Greekness, as interlinked and inseparable 
conveyors of identity. While conventionally the main function of the Opening 
Ceremony is to re-present -and often celebrate- the hosting nation, it also 
functions to recall and underline the transnational and pan-human ideological 
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principles of the Olympic institution. In the Athens' Olympics, the transnational, 
or post-national profile of Greece was projected through a series of techniques 
which appear throughout the ceremony as interludes to the (art-) historical 
Hellenic narrative. Pan-human sentiments and experiences, such as nostalgia for 
a lost childhood, an era or even a never experienced imagined past and an 
exoticised present, 2 Eros and motherhood, as well as references to the common 
origin and future of all mankind, all work alongside an explicit globalist 
imagery. 
Such globalist references occur throughout the ceremony and can be found in 
almost all its sections. To begin with, the layout of the stadium's stage was 
designed to support a panhuman, transcultural and transnational atmosphere: the 
oval shape of the stadium was further emphasised by the lighting design and the 
circular `closed sea' that prevailed in most parts of the Opening Ceremony. The 
spectators' use of torches that created the starry-sky effect, further defined this 
inclusive shape, which suggested everyone's embracement within a simulated 
archetypal universe. The recurring referencing on the basic elements of water 
and fire, as prime rudiments of life and human development, also suggested an 
archegonal `common origin'. The scene of the Allegory, presenting the 
`beginning of civilisation' to be emerging from water, with the surfacing of the 
Cycladic Head, supported a similar reading. In addition, the scene ended with 
the projection of alternating juxtaposed global images of peoples, artefacts and 
human body details on the `broken' idol's floating pieces. 
Further to that, more explicit images supported the focus on the individuality 
and sameness of peoples, such as the allegoric carrying of humanity's `bright' 
future by the pregnant woman and the projection of the DNA symbol in the 
accordingly titled section, the mosaic-like (and again inclusive and archetypal 
spiral-shaped)3 image of the Athletes' Parade, as well as Bjork's matriarch 
figure in her `infinite' and embracing wavy dress. Even the section of the 
Olympic History is used as an opportunity to cite transnational `common 
experiences' with the reference to World War I and II. Moreover, the constant 
presence of Eros, from the Lovers scene to the end part of the Lighting of the 
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Olympic Flame and the erotic interludes, which appear strategically throughout 
the ceremony -in the Lovers scene, as well as twice within the Clepsydra- hint to 
the sameness of human nature in its unpredictability, which evades, defies and 
transgresses social contracts and conventions (such as the celebration of Greek 
arts in Clepsydra or the performance of Greekness within the Opening 
Ceremony). 
Besides the direct referencing, the `vision of universalism', contextualised a 
priori within the Olympic Games, explicitly embraces and defines the whole 
spectacle. Papaioannou and his directing team made it a point to emphasise and 
give a reminder of the unifying, transnational and cosmopolitanist aspirations of 
the Games. The mosaic spiralling image of the athletes' parade, which is the 
final scene of the Opening Ceremony, is explicit in its aim: it presents a 
colourful image of diversity and unification, with all its variants connected 
through the athletes' common efforts and their common goal (the Olympic 
vision) in a joyous event. The ceremony presented a most explicit and 
appropriate to the Olympic context depiction of the `global village' ideal, 
celebrating human aptitude as both an individual and pan-human triumph, 
within a purposefully hyper-ethnic and transnational frame. At the same time, 
the celebrated and emphasised internationalism of the Games, also functions as 
an underlying reference to the `Greek origin' of this ideal, hence forwarding the 
promoted (both through the ceremonies and the local politics) `open' portrait of 
Greece. 
Most importantly, this current of universalisation, which ran through the whole 
of the ceremony, was also employed for the designation and re-presentation of 
the national identity. Greece and Greekness were projected as pan-human 
archetypal values or ideals. Looking again at the part of the Allegory, as 
analysed in Part 1, this tendency can be easily noticed: According to 
Papaioannou, this section presented the (Greek) dawn of man's journey to 
knowledge. The Allegory references the beginnings of Greek philosophy, art and 
science, which are celebrated via their universal appeal. The scene narrates the 
history of Greek civilisation, but connects this `national moment' with the dawn 
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of (all) Civilisation. Perceived and performed as a unified entity, Civilisation 
then becomes transhistorical and transnational, as spacio-temporal and cultural 
particularities and specificities are set aside in order to highlight this `initiating 
moment' of commonality. Connected with an entity higher than the nation, 
Greekness appears essentialised, significant and impressive, transcending the 
nation's narrow locality. This sharing of history with the rest of the world, 
through the globalisation of the local, is of course not a solely national 
aspiration; being firmly based on the western (European and later North 
American) perception of Greece as the birthplace of its civilisation, this initially 
artistic hypothesis had been thoroughly explored and cultivated during the 
European Renaissance and was broadened and solidified during the years of the 
Enlightenment. Nonetheless, Greece itself (as an ethnic entity at first and as a 
nation-state later), took on this -initially western- thesis and consistently 
promoted it throughout the years. 
In that way, the universalisation of local history and culture is not solely a 
particularity of the 2004 Olympic Ceremonies. Instead, it is a much more 
significant strategy than that, appearing in most sectors of the local socio- 
political life serving specific (however evolving) needs and aims of the Modern 
Greek nation-state, throughout its history. While both the internal and 
international political and social scenes have changed considerably since the 
state's foundation, specific state policies have steadily employed, exploited and 
promoted the `universalisation of Greekness'. Nonetheless, while this strategy 
remained more or less unchanged, the political intentions, which have been 
invested in it at different times, varied considerably. The idea of Greece being a 
cultural crossroad between East and West, as examined in Part 2, has been a 
popularly accepted identification by various (Greek and foreign) scholars, 
artists, politicians and intellectuals and appears often within the local popular 
culture (e. g. in rebetika and popular songs). Justified in Greece's history as well 
as in its culture and geographical positioning, this mediatory character also 
suggested a superior positioning. Feeding sentiments of national excellence and 
uniqueness, this positioning allowed the Greek `imagined community' to elevate 
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itself above such pre-defined entities, as the Orient and Occident, and create for 
itself a highly prestigious and distinct profile, as discussed in Part 3. 
Nonetheless, a conscious and chronic relocation towards the `West', as analysed 
in Part 2, typified the first attempts at national definition during the Greek 
Liberation Struggle and the consequent establishment of a sovereign state. 
Within these first conscious and organised efforts towards national identification 
I also locate the first expressions of Greek culturalism based on a notion that 
Appadurai links with the emergence of the modern nation-states. 
Culturalism suggests something more then either ethnicity or 
culture, both of which terms partake of the sense of the 
natural, the unconscious and the tacit in the group identity. 
When identities are produced in a field of classification, mass 
mediation, mobilisation and entitlement dominated by 
politics at the level of the nation state, however, they take 
cultural differences as their conscious object. 
(Appadurai, 2000, p. 147)5 
Hence, identities that may have been based on shared embodied experiences, 
traditions (often including language and/or religion), habits and the sharing of 
oral histories between a (usually ethnic) group of people, are reinforced by 
conscious tactics, which re-contextualise and promote them within the borders 
of a nation-state. The conscious cultivation of those cultural elements that both 
unify the group and differentiate it from others (culturalism), usually falls within 
the responsibilities of the state that wishes to define, establish and preserve 
itself. Similarly, discussing the politics of Culture, Mamdani notes 
states are territorial; culture is not... we need to think of culture 
in terms that are both historical and nonterritorial. Otherwise 
one is harnessing cultural resources for very specific national 
and imperial political projects. 
(Mamdani, 2005, p. 27) 
What Mamdani describes, the political nature of any conscious ascription of 
culture into specific national territories, is the political phenomenon that 
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Appadurai calls culturalism, and which accurately describes cultural policies 
within (probably all) nation-states. Within Greece, the establishment of a 
distinctively national cultural identity relied heavily on the historicisation of 
Greekness. Moreover, it further secured its universal and hence High- character, 
by promoting its fundamental connection with `westerness'. In that way, 
culturalism, which in this case both designated Greek identity and linked it with 
a prestigious and powerful Other, has continued to serve the local political 
affairs until today. 
10.2 Universalisation and westernisation 
The westernisation and through it the universalisation of Greek antiquity, as it 
emerged from western scholars and artists and settled through the 
institutionalisation, print and distribution of this thesis, coincided with the 
political affiliations and socio-cultural aspirations of the Modem Greek state and 
was thoroughly promoted, embodied and enacted in both arts and politics. 
Within this context, the value of Greek civilisation was established as a 
hegemonic and authoritative global (even though specifically located in the 
`West') tradition, through the `universal applicability' of its ideals. Connected 
with ideas on Democracy, equality and human-centrism, as well as with notions 
of High-Art, Nature, Beauty and Culture, in their most essentialised sense, 
Greekness claimed a global character that superseded ethnic, national, local or 
cultural specificities. Nevertheless, this transcendence was still connected to 
western culture, which in turn also appeared as hyper-local: its acceptance and 
adoption by non-western peoples and nations has been promoted as a sign of 
enlightenment and progress rather than as a product of cultural imperialism. 
Hence, Greece's connection (even as an ancestral spiritual motherland) with 
such a powerful culture further established its own universality. 
From its association with western `high-art' civilisation, Greece gained a 
prestige that had the power to elevate the country above other `oriental' nations, 
whose ancient hegemonic traditions were still more indirectly -if at all- linked 
with western civilisation. Hence, Greece appeared as the closest-to-the-west 
orient, aiming towards a complete and incontestable assimilation with it, which 
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would ensure its European, Modem and hence `civilised' and prestigious 
profile. Within the arts, this tendency has been expressed as a quest for a 
`cosmopolitan Hellenism', which both nationalised and hyper-nationalised the 
art works. Much like Pratsika's, Nikoloudi's and Manou's visions on the 
development of a Greek-European dance scene, both national and aligned with 
the international (western) artistic and ideological techniques and tendencies, 
other artists in the first half of the twentieth century have also followed the same 
route: by projecting `trans-national' national elements, they claimed their 
position within the western (yet rooted in Greek-art) cultural landscape. In that 
way, a certain display of Greekness and the artists' engagement with the local 
artistic traditions, were used as a passport, which would allow them to exceed 
the nation and partake in modern artistic affairs, not as mere imitators of western 
techniques, but as the appointed bearers of the missing link of its Greek past. At 
the same time, orientalist notions, such as some modes of eastern spirituality, 
were also selectively embraced and performed by the local artists, since they 
seemed to add to the exotic and often mystical appeal of their works. The 
conception and realisation of the Delphic Festivals, offer a lucid example of how 
the universality or transnationality of Greek culture was perceived and 
performed by intellectuals and artists in the first decades of the twentieth 
century. 
10.3 `Universal, Unique and Timeless'... equals primordial? 
The Delphic Idea proposed a universal humanitarianism based on the `timeless' 
principles of Greek civilisation (Alkali, 2002, p. 21). Discussing the impact of this idea 
on Pratsika, Karasmanis suggested that "through the vision of Sikelianos, (she) 
experienced the values of ancient Greek civilisation as an unrivalled, universal and 
unique heritage with a global and diachronic range" (in Alkali 2002, p. 22). Indeed, the 
projection of Greek culture through the Festivals aimed at an international collaboration 
around a nucleus of art and spirituality. Palmer writes that 
the establishment of the first nucleus could not be a matter of 
chance, or personal preference. It should be identified with one 
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of these sites which history has chosen to further the spiritual 
advance of human race. 
(Sikelianos cited by Palmer in Anton (ed), 1993, p. 63). 
For Sikelianos, this site was Delphi; the ancient Greek oratory, which seemed to 
capture symbolically all that he and Palmer strove for: mysticism, wisdom and a hyper- 
national status. Hence, Delphi was perceived as one of the most significant 
`enlightened' sites that History had chosen to advance its course. Interestingly, history 
appears here as an autonomous, independent force, essentialised and deterministic, 
carving the evolutionist course of "human race" via specific selected sites, peoples and 
moments. It is thus History that chooses the significant landmarks of this course and, 
for the neo-romantic and humanist intellectuals of the time, the location and restoration 
of those landmarks would assist this striving towards the "spiritual advance" of 
humanity. With Delphi being a significant spiritual centre of (its surrounding) ancient 
world, Sikelianos believed that the revival of the Delphic Idea was destined to represent 
a similar inspirational centre for modern world. Palmer further explains how Delphi 
seem to have been the basis of Greek culture. But also to the 
extent to which Greece has influenced all European 
countries, all of America, North and South and even to a 
certain degree Asia and Africa, to all these, whether 
consciously or unconsciously on their part, this site is a 
mother country. 
(Ibid, p. 64). 
Palmer broadens this idea of Greece being a `mother country', similar to its 
characterisations as the birthplace, or the cradle of (most usually western) 
civilisation, as to encompass the whole globe. The Greek ideal, as represented 
through the symbolic landmark of Delphi, is promoted into an almost mythical 
and mystical archetype: it epitomises the essence of humanity, which Palmer 
also perceives as an indistinguishable entity with a singular destiny. This 
essence appears unchangeable, universalistic, transcultural and timeless. In other 
words, Delphi, and by extension Greece, is presented as the primordial core of 
humanity. 
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Palmer and Sikelianos chose the location of Delphi because they believed that 
its "ancient sanctuary had made the only serious effort in history, to unite the 
East and the West" (Palmer in Anton, 1993, p. 64). Hence, the perception of 
Greece as a mediator, or a cultural bridge between East and West, as described 
in Part 2, also appears in the very core of the Delphic idea. In fact, Sikelianos's 
vision was in a great degree in line with the dominant (at least intellectual) 
streams and tendencies of the time towards the advance of a transnational 
humanitarianism. In the years that followed World War I, the nineteenth-century 
demands for social welfare and public education were brought forth together 
with additional demands for peace and humanitarianism. Within that widespread 
neo-romanticism, the `oriental' aspects of Greece seemed to add to its mystical 
spirituality, as perceived by the couple. Furthermore, this mediation between 
East and West (as well as North and South) elevated Greece above the 
characteristics and capacities of these classified entities, turning it into a 
transcendent and hence transnational and universally applicable ideal. 
Prior to the conception of the Delphic idea, Raymond Duncan and his wife 
Penelope Sikelianou6 had taken a similar course, which placed Greekness in the 
core of a naturalistic and humanistic primordial (in the sense of archegonal and 
archetypal) trans-cultural and trans-national lifestyle. Even though their 
contribution has not been widely acknowledged, Raymond and Penelope 
Duncan were two influential figures for the Greek dance and theatre affairs. 
Drawing inspiration from ancient vase figures and sculptures, whose poses he 
used to sketch and study in Louvre, Raymond Duncan developed a passionate 
interest for the ancient Greek civilisation. In fact it was him who supported 
Isadora on her `Hellenic expedition' and arranged their first visit in Greece, in 
1903, drawing her attention to its living culture and contemporary presence. 
Still, his approach was more holistic, and at the same time more focused and 
formalised than Isadora's free interpretations of the Hellenic ideal. Raymond 
attempted to compose and standardise a theatrical movement language based on 
combinations of postures depicted in ancient vases. In Greece he gave a series of 
classes based on this material, which functioned as a guideline for many of his 
Greek students and associates, such as Vasos and Tanagra Kanelou. Even 
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though his technique failed to evoke the expressivity and vividness of the 
prototypes, it still provided his students/followers with a more concrete, 
standardised method, which was therefore easier to follow than the more 
improvisational and abstract material presented by Isadora. 
Raymond and Penelope Duncan had visualised an alternative way of life, based 
on the ethics and culture of ancient Greece, which were believed to be 
essentially pan-human and thus globally applicable. Raymond saw ancient 
Greece as an anthropocentric and yet ecologic social system, which harmonised 
man with nature. Together with Penelope, he repeatedly visited Greece, 
pursuing educational, artistic and teaching activities, while also volunteering for 
charity work..? They both studied ancient and folk traditional arts and crafts and 
tried to be self-reliant by manufacturing their own clothes, shoes and utensils. In 
1911 they founded in Paris a coenobium Academy, where they embarked on 
studying the philosophy, arts and handicrafts of ancient Greece, emphasizing 
their ecological aspects and their harmonious relation with nature. Along with 
the arts crafts and sciences of Greek antiquity they studied the demotic music 
and folk traditions of modern Greece focusing on Byzantine music. Palmer's 
relation to this philhellenic couple and their circle in Paris (since 1905), as well 
as her acquaintance with Isadora Duncan, defined her later course towards the 
Hellenic Ideal as manifested within the arts, sciences and literature of antiquity, 
as well as in the Byzantine heritage and the demotic tradition. 
Apart from the abstract humanitarian-globalisational aspirations that formed the 
idealistic base of the Delphic Festivals, their organisation also supported an 
additional, more concrete aim: the promotion of Sikelianos' proposal on the 
foundation of an international university and the organising of international 
conferences, exhibitions and cultural events in the area of Delphi. As Fessa 
points out, this idea of putting Greek spiritual heritage forward, to the benefit of 
humanity was in line with the time's appeal for global peace and cultural 
enlightenment. At the same time it was meant to recover a sense of national 
confidence and pride in the gloom period that followed the catastrophe in Asia 
Minor (2004, pp. 23-30). The coexistence of national(ist) feelings with 
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cosmopolitanist aspirations, which characterised Greek intellectuals and artists 
of the first half of the twentieth century shaped the core of Sikelianos's ideas. 
Indeed, Angelos Sikelianos is widely acknowledged today as one of the main 
exponents of this neo-romantic, ethnocentric yet internationalist movement. 
Palmer, who was already searching for universalistic and pan-human `truths' 
even before her relationship with Sikelianos, found in his ideas an intellectual 
and artistic ideological base, which further informed and supported her own 
endeavours. 
In her autobiography Palmer expresses her firm belief in the necessity of 
studying and familiarising herself, as well as her Greek dancers, not only with 
the theatrical texts, but also with the culture and aesthetics of ancient Greece as 
a whole. Pratsika (Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 96) also mentions that Palmer had spent 
months in the Archaeological Museum of Munich copying poses that matched 
her interpretation of Prometheus Bound, from ancient ceramics. Nonetheless, for 
the staging of ancient tragedies, within the Festivals, Palmer wished to surpass 
the archaeological facts, in order to reveal the more esoteric and embodied -and 
therefore, according to her more Hellenic- aspects of them. Hence, she was less 
concerned with an accurate reconstruction of the exact steps and formation of 
the ancient Greek dances, and more with a stylistically free but `spiritually 
accurate' interpretation. She admitted that after reading about Greek theatre, she 
only held on two short phrases by Plato and Aristotle and she writes: 
I did not feel I knew anything about Greek plays, but I did 
believe that no one else did either. All I got out of it then was 
that outside help from scholars and archaeologists seemed to 
bring no one nearer to the goal, and that the true way of 
representing a Greek Tragedy would have to come somehow 
from within, rather as an enlightenment than as knowledge 
acquired from books ... I will follow what I myself feel. 
(Ibid, pp. 106-107) 
Once again the idea of Greekness (Greek culture, art and philosophy) appears here 
as a mystic, inherent primordial core, which lies somewhere within the depths of 
every human soul. In that way, it is perceived as something that has to be 
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discovered and drawn from one's own self rather than through acquired 
knowledge of a subject for study. Describing her arrival in the island of Lefkada 
(Sikelianos's homeland) Palmer writes "For me also it was a return home, but 
from what, and to what? From things familiar, which had always seemed strange, 
to things unknown which were the blood in my arteries" (in Anton, 1993, p. 67). 
She also describes Greek language, as "an unknown language, which was simply 
music to the Schopenhauerian sense: a thing-in-itself, unattached and free, I felt at 
home" (Ibid, p. 61). These passages reveal both an almost nostalgic, exotic 
perception of an unknown ancient (and therefore prestigious) language and 
civilisation, as well as a sense of familiarity, evoked by the `return' to a primordial 
(and therefore easily understood, familiarised and identified with) Home. This 
sentiment seems to fall into what Appadurai described as "imagined nostalgia" 
(2000, p. 77) "for things never lost" (Halbwachs, 1980 in ibid. However, the 
alleged archetypical primordialism of Greekness, gives her nostalgia an 
identifiable object, through an atavistic evocation of an essential pan-human core. 
For Palmer, her relationship with, and eventual marriage to Sikelianos provided 
her with a live link that enabled and guided this return. Strongly influenced by the 
ideals of Penelope and Raymond Duncan, Palmer enthusiastically embraced 
Sikelianos's Helleno-centric humanitarian vision. Moreover her relationship with 
the Greek poet gave her the confidence to authorise herself (as a non-Greek) to 
lead the realisation of such an ambitious national project. 8 Indeed, the Delphic 
project was not only outwards reaching; it also had a clear national purpose in re- 
educating the Greeks. Apart from being an international invitation for intellectuals 
and artists who were meant to partake in this endeavour, it also aimed to the 
`awake' of Greek people, who were in "total ignorance of (their) deeper roots and 
capacities" (Palmer citing Sikelianos. Ibid, p. 68). This dual purpose of the 
Delphic Idea was the motivating force of the Delphic Festivals. Describing the 
first Festivals Palmer writes that "the Greek people were (at last) truly awake", 
while later in the text she writes, "during the following summer, the thing I had 
foreseen took its course. The wave of awakening consciousness in Greece, the 
zeal of many from abroad seemed to increase rather than diminish" (Ibid, pp. 119, 
121). 
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Yiannis Tsarouhis (1986, p. 139) notes how much Palmer admired Sikelianos and 
that she persistently refused to take credit for the Delphic Festivals. Again 
according to Tsarouhis, Palmer used to state that "everything really ingenious" 
within their attempt was coming from him, while she, being American, had a 
"practical spirit" that allowed her to materialise his ideas. Although Tsarouhis 
cites this information to emphasize Palmer's self-effacing, modest character, it is 
also indicative of her commitment to traditional orientalist values, such as the 
spirituality of the East versus the practicality of the West, as described above, in 
this case personified in Sikelianos and Palmer respectively. 9 Hence, while Palmer 
believed that an `authentic Greek' ideological base was necessary for the 
legitimacy of the Festivals, she also assumed the mediation of a western practical 
spirit to be necessary, in order to interpret, materialise and present these ideas first 
to the Greeks and then to the rest of the world. In the preface of her biography, 
Anton suggests that it was Palmer's "western practical reasoning" and her 
husband's "Greek poetic idealism", which enabled the task of restoring this "true 
idea of Greekness" within the modem world (1993, p. xv). Interestingly this 
seems to reflect his own view, rather than being just a mere description of Palmers 
thoughts, as Anton further explains: "the restless spirits of the couple merged into 
a solid desire to conjoin the vitality of the New World with the universal vision of 
Greek humanism". Considering that the book was published in 1993 it is 
interesting to note the persistence of such orientalist notions and their duration 
through time. 
Examining the core ideas upon which Palmer and Sikelianos built their 
Panhellenic/panhumanitarian vision, a number of recurring themes reveal a 
consistent orientalist ideological base line. The suggestion, that somewhere within 
the primordial Greek culture lay the true substance of (a universal) Culture, that 
had to be re-discovered and exposed, "as that alone possessed the unique means 
left to us for the recreation of a genuine humanism" is indicative of Palmer's 
essentialising and exoticising approach to Greece. This immense admiration for a 
great (past) civilisation was accompanied by a parallel understanding of it as 
primordial and exotic, locating in it in the foundations of (both western and 
eastern) civilisation. Since the Sikelianos couple saw this dawn of contemporary 
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civilisation as perfectly harmonious with nature (both human-nature and nature as 
a cosmic force), the envisioned Delphic mission aimed at the restoration of this 
natural past way of life, within the modem world. Moreover, consistent with 
Said's model, modem Greece appeared to them asleep, not yet aware of its 
significant past and future role in the global affairs. In that way, Greekness 
appeared as a `primordial current' that Greeks unwarily carried within them 
throughout the ages, until a foreign, western `objective' eye revealed it to them. 
While Greekness appears as a panhuman quality, Palmer -as an educated 
westerner- could immediately recognise and locate it within her, when triggered 
by an external stimulus (e. g. her visit in Lefkada). Ironically, most Greeks are 
described as unaware of this force, in need of a "practical" western spirit to 
recover -from the ancestral written and/or crafted texts- interpret and explain the 
`true essence' of Greekness, to them. Indeed, even the `enlightened' and 
aspirational, like the foreign educated and cosmopolitan Sikelianos, still appear to 
require external help to pin down and make practical use of their idealism. 
I review the Delphic Festivals, as an example of the way that Greek artists and 
intellectuals shaped, developed and applied a universalising strategy, from a 
very early period. Moreover, it brings out effectively the relation of this 
discourse with what Appadurai defined as culturalism, as the conscious 
exploration, nationalisation and exportation (projection or performance) of the 
local culture involved both state and private identity policies. Moreover, by 
employing this archaising/historicising discourse to identify the nation, there 
seems to be a silent acceptance of the traditional western-centric evolutionary 
narrative of world history. Hence, Greece, alongside other `ancient' cultures, 
rests in the base of western civilisation (like Egypt and the Middle East). While 
this may be a valid historical claim, if politically contextualised, it also suggests 
an adherence on the part of these nations or cultures to this ancient core. With 
most of the universally acclaimed ancient histories belonging to nations that are 
in the present day categorised as second or third world economies, their 
identification with their (glorified) past states is rarely an advantageous one: 
while the glamour, power and prestige of the past seems irreversibly gone, the 
present appears not only as powerless and degraded, but also as `backwards', or 
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primordial. In that way, these cultures emerge alienated from the refinement and 
sophistication of the past, but still inescapably connected to it through their 
inability to surpass and outgrow it. 
Under these circumstances, national imagery often adopts a nostalgic stance 
towards its valuable past, which nonetheless evokes sentiments of a declining 
course (opposite to the traditionally positivist developmental and evolutionist 
perception of national histories in most of the advanced western nations), which 
they effectively camouflage by boosting nationalist rhetoric. 10 The inability of 
both the present and the foreseen future to invoke promising visions on a 
national plane, has most often lead to systematic attempts to re-unite with the 
past. Nonetheless, the problematic representation of a nation through a sole 
reliance on antiquity is usually balanced by a parallel turn towards modernity. 
Hence, while the universalisation of Greekness was initially linked to its 
historicisation, with Greek antiquity being the initial referential basis for the 
establishment of a sovereign national, western and transcendent hyper-national 
identity, this same strategy took on a different twist during the more recent 
years: it aligned with the newer visions on globalisation and contributed to the 
modernising imagery of the nation-state. 
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Chapter 11 
Modernity and globalisation: from nationalism to post- 
nationalism. 
11.1 The `revolution' of Greek contemporary dance, in the 1980s and 1990s. 
Questions related to globalisation and the preservation of national identities are 
today more timely than ever, as the era of the nation-states, described by 
Bennedict Anderson as "imagined communities", seems to be moving towards 
an era of larger scale imaginings, such as this of the global village. Political and 
economic fusions and coalitions like the European Union seem to be 
representative of the new world order. A growing scepticism concerning the 
aims and side effects of this new order has been articulated and expressed by 
intellectuals, sociologists, political analysts and activist groups in most Western 
countries. It is however within the smaller and less powerful states that such 
concerns have become part of the everyday political and social life as 
`globalisation' is often identified with `westernisation' raising fears of a new 
type of economic, political and cultural imperialism. 
The impact of this international political climate has been felt intensely in 
Greece, where internal affairs over the last three decades have been closely 
related to, and sometimes even dictated by, the principles and guidelines of 
globalisation/Europeanisation. The country's complete integration in the 
European Union has been the aim that motivated the economic and political life 
in Greece since the mid 1980s (having started even before, in the 1950's), while 
terms such as modernisation, reform and Europeanisation have become essential 
parts of the everyday political vocabulary. The political immovability that 
characterises these years (with the two leading central-right and central-left 
parties dominating the political scene) has resulted in an almost uninterrupted 
and strong governmental line which, together with a relative rise and 
stabilisation of the average family income, has consequently affected large areas 
of the social and cultural life. The gradual opening of Greece towards a wider 
global, or more specifically western, market has had an impact on the lifestyle, 
as well as on the values and ethics of Greek society. 
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The growing scepticism concerning the country's role and positioning within 
this `open market' cites a possible loss of any national autonomy regarding the 
internal economic and political, as well as cultural affairs. The pressure for a 
complete assimilation and subscription to the inter-national laws and regulations 
could prove to be rather unfavourable for the emerging Greek economy. 
However, these concerns coexist and are often overshadowed by a widespread 
feeling of delight and ethnic pride originating from the comforting thought of 
the country's entry into the privileged community of the West. 
This socio-political and economic climate characterised by a combination of 
promising plans and intensive developmental or reformatory programmes (with 
all of their inherent contradictions and malfunctions), has been accordingly 
expressed and often promoted or challenged through the arts. It is however 
within the dance scene that many of its core features can be clearly traced. The 
formation of the first low-budget dance-theatre companies coincides with the 
socio-political and economic changes of the mid 1980s, while the majority of 
these groups only appeared during the 1990s. In addition to this, the increased 
opportunities for travelling, studying and working abroad, together with a 
parallel invasion of foreign cultural products and ideas, have resulted in the 
development of a new field-area in dance. 
A number of young dancers and choreographers have adopted some of the most 
influential techniques, ideologies and philosophies of the western intellectual 
and artistic world, (re-)introducing them to the Greek audience. With a repertory 
which incorporates principles and ideas from the modernist and post-modernist 
theories, as well as styles that vary from Graham's and Cunningham's structured 
work to release and contact improvisation techniques or Pina Bausch's 
Tanzteatre, the Greek (mainly Athenian) dance troupes have tried -although not 
always successfully- to capture, embody and transmit this artistic blooming of 
the west, which was leading the dance avant-garde for years. Hence, while many 
choreographers have at some point felt the need to connect their art not only to 
their personal experiences, but also to the particular cultural heritage and 
aesthetics of Greece, the new wave of the 1980s was also characterised by an 
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internationalist spirit. The preoccupation with Greekness, which was the main 
concern of the earlier choreographers has been replaced by a growing interest in 
transnational, pan-human states of being, such as love and death, as well as in 
social ideological currents, such as feminism. In addition, many choreographers 
engaged an indirectly political stance, embracing the dogmas and thesis of 
contemporary American and European dancers and choreographers (under 
which they have studied) as developed from the 1960s to the 1980s. 
In that way, instead of dealing overtly with specific social or political issues, 
such as the previous quest for identity, the emerging choreographers of the 
1980s and 1990s dealt with global issues on equality, individual freedom, justice 
and social interactivity. These concerns mainly emerged indirectly through their 
choreographic choices that ranged from Cunningham's chance theories, to Pina 
Bausch's feminism and the principles of the Judson Church, further embracing 
the ideals and employed techniques of inclusive dance and contact 
improvisation. In all, this era suggested a turning point for the local dance 
affairs, introducing a direction away from national concerns and towards a post- 
national, anthropocentric focus on the individual. The international currents, 
directly experienced and embodied by the dancers that travelled abroad, and the 
local political climate that superseded the "nationalist delirium" of the Junta, 
prompted this thematic, aesthetic and methodological shift. 
For some (exponents of that generation) this was interpreted as a revolutionary 
rejuvenation of the local dance scene, away from parochial prototypes towards 
inspiration, independency and open-mindedness. The `transnational' came to 
replace the `national', which had by then been stained by its role in the 
dictatorship's rhetoric. In addition, the international appeal for transgression of 
any kind of cultural, national and territorial borders, emphasising individualism 
freedom of expression and the solidarity of the peoples, as formulated in the 
1960s and evolved in the following two decades, further informed the choices of 
the local choreographers. Within this context, universalisation took a different 
meaning and aim, as a means of opening towards the global not for the nation's 
sake, but for the sake of globalisation itself. 
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In the more recent political history, a new dimension has been added to the 
original context and orientation of the `universalisation of Greekness': engaging 
with post-modem discourses on ethnic primordialism, as well as with the 
visions of globalisation and trans-nationalism, Greekness has been promoted as 
an open, hyper-national idealistic (artistic, aesthetic, philosophical and political) 
system. The implied openness of this scheme, already employed and highlighted 
at previous periods to reinforce the national profile, was used anew within a 
new post-national context, as a conveyor of modernity. Indeed, an inverse 
proportion between a nation's level of modernity and the intensiveness of what 
Appadurai (2000, p. 111) called "the erotics of nationhood" has been gradually 
established within western academic and political circles. Hence, new national 
narratives on the grounds of shared interests, common wealth and trans-national 
affiliations have slowly replaced (or are being expected to do so) the traditional 
national (and quite often nationalist and even racist) rhetoric of the nation- 
state. 11 
11.2 Modernism and transnationalism: escaping the primordialist stigma. 
In the recent years, for a nation-state to be included with the economically and 
technologically advanced or `civilised' ones, it needed to justify its existence 
and sovereignity (a process usually relying on histories), but most importantly, 
to declare and prove its modernity. In other words, an appropriate national 
profile, in accordance to the dominant global imagery, is that of the modern 
nation. Hence, compliance with the global guidelines of modernity appeared as 
an urgent need for the developing nations within recent history. Nonetheless, 
modernity does not refer only to economic progress and industrial development, 
but also to the embracement of specific modernist values on the part of the 
nation-state. These values usually translate in particular state policies, which are 
meant to establish specific socio-political conditions within the borders of the 
nation-state. These `modern' standards vary from establishing a certain level of 
consumerism, to the engagement of modern educational techniques and specific 
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modern state policies, as Appadurai noted (2000, p. 140). A refusal or inability 
to comply with such modernising policies is considered antimodern. 
Going back to the first example from Greek popular cinema, the film The Aunt 
from Chicago, as addressed in Chapter 8.4, the `Aunt's persistence on her task 
of modernising her brother's family, appears further contextualised. It is 
noticeable, that already in 1957, when the film was released, the brother's 
resistance to modernisation and westernisation (here Americanisation) is 
interpreted by the Aunt as an antimodern behaviour that needs to be tamed at 
any cost. The brother's stance appears within the film as a mixture of both 
refusal and inability to comply with the imperatives of modernity. While in 
some scenes he comes across as stubborn and dismissive of the `new ethics', in 
others he appears vulnerable and unable to catch up with the change of times, 
trapped in his old age and settled values. Within the film, as well as within 
Appadurai's analysis, there is no distinction between inability and resistance to 
conform to the principles of modernity. In contrast, Mamdani (2005, p. 18) 
makes a clear distinction between premodern and antimodern societies, as 
"contrasting narratives of Culture Talk". 
Within `Culture Talk', the interpretation of both global and local conflicts as a 
mere outcome of a clash of Cultures (between the West and the Rest) has 
established, as Mamdani suggests, a clear distinction not only between modem 
and non-modem, but also between premodern and antimodern. The first 
category indicates a retarded process of modernisation, hence suggesting 
incapability, while the second denotes a conscious resistance. In that way, while 
the cultures, nations or societies, that fall within the first typology require 
assistance and guidance towards the 'right path', the antimodern groups appear 
threatening to Modem way of life and thus they "encourage relations based on 
... police or military action" (Ibid). Similarly, within the film the Aunt from 
Chicago, addressed in Part 3, the aunt's stance towards her brother's pre- and 
anti-modernity is accordingly premeditated, as a combination of open 
confrontation and firm imposition, as well as sympathy and contempt ("my poor 
brother"). Greece's position within Mamdani's scheme appears equally mixed: 
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officially, the Greek social and political conditions denote a state on the route to 
Modernity and hence, any shortcomings appear as typical manifestations of 
premodemism. At the same time, people's resistance to specific `Modem' local 
and international policies, often position it on the verge of the precarious space 
of antimodernism. 
What seems to be the most blatant indication of anti-modernity for a nation- 
state is, as Appadurai suggests, "the symptom of primordialism". As the author 
notes, Modernisation theory, "especially as it was applied to the new 
postcolonial nations by American political scientists", most coherently defined 
this antimodern symptom, linking it to the "primordialism of ethnic violence". 
In that way, resistance to modernity has been gradually identified with 
primordialism, becoming also suggestive of violence rooted in ethnic (and often 
religious) strife. According to the primordial axiom 
all group sentiments that involve a strong we-ness, draw on 
those attachments that bind small, intimate collectivities ... Ideas of collective identity based on shared claims to blood, 
soil or language draw their affective force from the sentiments 
that bind small groups. 
(Appadurai, 2000, p. 140) 
As the author further notes, "this thesis ... is usually cited to account 
for certain 
aspects of politics, notably those that show groups engaging in various forms of 
behaviour that in terms of the model are considered irrational" (Ibid). Appadurai 
locates two distinct categories of `irrational' and hence antimodern social 
behaviour, which are often perceived as one: the first is related to "group 
violence, ethnocide and terror" and the second one can be summed up as "the 
refusal to comply with modern state policies", as discussed above. While 
attempting to understand and explain ethnic violence, "the two explanatory targets 
of primordialist theory have become subtly fused" (Ibid). In that way, resistance 
to modernity and ethnic violence have been gradually identified and merged 
under the single-meaning label of primordialism. Moreover, an additional 
connection has been recently established between religious fundamentalisms and 
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political violence or terrorist acts, which further supported the primordialist 
theories; as the author notes, this tendency has been immensely intensified and 
gained a new strength after the bombings at the World Trade Centre in New York, 
(and much more so, after the attacks of 1 1th September 2001). 
In the recent years, Greece has not experienced ethnic violence or terrorism (at 
least not in a way considered threatening for public security, as is the current 
situation in England, for example). This was also exemplified in the smooth and 
untroubled operation of the 2004 Olympics in an internationally turbulent period, 
despite the widespread tourist anxiety (external tourism was actually low instead 
of increased that summer). Within Greece, the prospect of a terrorist attack is not 
considered likely; hence no such fear is affecting the local people's everyday life. 
Nonetheless, the fear of being black-listed as a `dangerous' country (the U. S. had 
for years included Greece in the unsafe tourist destinations, also releasing 
warnings to American citizens that lived in Greece to evacuate the country at 
specific periods) and thus risk an identification with similarly defined 
`primordial' nations, is affecting the local politics. In that way, the arrest of the 
local terrorist organisation 17`h November, in 200212, was both an internal matter 
of social security and an external one, of proving to the West (and the USA in 
specific), the modern state's efficiency in dealing with terrorism. The local 
government's course towards modernity and westernisation (which often opposed 
the local people's political sentiments, as noted in Part 2) is often justified to the 
nation's need for conformity in order to ensure its place in the `modern West' and 
through that, peace in the area. As Mamdani argues, 
it is no longer the market (capitalism), nor the state 
(democracy), but culture (modernity) that is said to be the 
divining line between those in favour of a peaceful, civic 
existence and those who inclined in terror. 
(Mamdani, 2995, p. 18) 
Within the West, peace in the first world is considered crucial and almost a 
matter of course. In contrast turbulence is seen as normality for the `primordial', 
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non-advanced nations and it is dealt with understanding (and at best with 
compassion) by the majority of the citizens. Appadurai also cites "a sense of 
special destiny in regard to peaceful multiculturalism", in the US, as opposed to 
the `primordialism' of non-modem nations, which he describes as "intelligent 
multiculturalism for us, bloody ethnicity or mindless tribalism for them" (2000, 
p. 171). Mamdani (2005, p. 4) maintains that modern sensibility is not appalled 
by violence in general, but by `non justified' violence, in specific. As violence 
within premodern (or antimodern) societies is explained on the basis of culture, 
violence within the `modem' world is considered arbitrary and unjustifiable and 
is often attributed, according to Mamdani, in "theological terms" (e. g. an 
`inexplicable evil', which is often personified e. g. Hitler, or more recently Bin 
Laden). I this way Mamdani explains the shock that terrorism and genocide 
within the West invoke, that is not provoked by similar incidents within the 
premodern parts of the world. 13 Being situated in an unstable area, sharing 
borders with Albania, FYROM, Bulgaria and Turkey, the possibility of a 
military confrontation (such as the invasion of Turkish forces in Cyprus under 
the ATTILAS I&2 military plans, in July and August 1974) has been a 
constant fear throughout the history of the Modern Greek state. Within people's 
conscience, the identification with Europe and the West somehow lessened this 
possibility of open confrontation with the -often aggressively expansionist- 
neighbouring nations. Hence, modernity and westernisation do not only serve 
the collective imaginings on identity; they are also triggered by a pragmatist 
account of political reality, assessed within the present global context of power 
distribution and according to the set criteria of distinction between powerful and 
powerless. 
As Appadurai notes, the `primordialist stigma' is often attributed "with the 
greatest comfort to the nations of the non-Western world", bringing together 
ontogenetic and phylogenetic ideas about human development" (2000, pp. 140- 
141). The immaturity, or primordialism, of groups is therefore associated with the 
infancy of individuals: it is seen as a developmental stage that has to be 
overgrown, so that the group can mature towards modernity. This atavistic 
behaviour also appears as an unchangeable primitive core, which tends to kick in 
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when the circumstances allow it. 14 The crucial stage of maturity, the `rite of 
passage' for the modem nation, has been located for the West in the years of the 
Enlightenment. According to the primordialist theories, the nations that did not 
have the opportunity to work on the Enlightenment project have remained in an 
infantile socio-political stage, which separates them from the modern (western) 
world. Hence, 
those countries who have had time to work out the 
Enlightenment project of political participation -based on the 
idea of an educated, postethnic, calculating individual, 
substituting on the workings of the free market and 
participating in a genuine civil society- are able to stave off 
the disorders of primordialism. Par excellence here are those 
societies that hewed longest and closest to different versions 
of the civil-society model, namely the societies of Western 
Europe (pre-1989 NATO societies) and the United States. 
(Appadurai, 2000, p. 142) 
In that way, developing or "aggressively pre-capitalist" nation-states (like 
Argentina, Chile, Brazil, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan), which aimed at an 
alignment with the modern, developed world have been required to engage with 
specific economic and socio-political policies according to the western 
developmental model (ibid, p. 143). 
The biased nature of this model (which has often resulted in further de- 
stabilisation and dependence of those "experimenting" states, as in the case of 
Argentina) is also exposed by "the active involvement of the United States in 
various forms of economic, political and economic subsidy to these societies", 
most often accompanied by "a strong dose of state authoritarianism" (Ibid). 
Hence, in most cases, modernisation seems to be a process of external guidance 
and surveillance rather than an internal elaboration on the Enlightenment 
program. In any way, primordialism appears as an inherent non-Western 
characteristic, which needs to be overcome by the "contaminated" societies. The 
way out of primordialism and into modernity appears obligatory for the nations 
wishing to acquire a competent position within the international economic and 
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political stage. Hence, modernity must be attained at all costs, and most often 
under the guidance of the (already `Enlightened' and progressed) West. In other 
words, as Appadurai cynically notes the bottom line is that "if you cannot 
educated societies out of primordialism, you can certainly beat it out of them" 
(Ibid). 
Interestingly, when discussing his model of categorization, Appadurai (2000, p. 
142) defines as West the US and all the pre-1989 NATO societies, hence 
including Greece. 15 However, Greece unmistakably missed both the European 
Renaissance and Enlightenment periods, being under the Ottoman occupation 
from 1453 to 1830 (since the fall of Constantinople and until its final 
establishment, with the Independence Fight declared at 1821). Indeed, this 
historical period of Ottoman occupation had resulted in Greece's complete 
identification with the East, for western Europe, as discussed in Part 2; a label that 
Greece strove to surpass already from the first years of its independence. Still, 
while Greece did not have the time to `work out on the Enlightenment project', its 
ancestral connection with the political and ideological values of this project has 
granted it with a slightly more advantageous position in the modernity scale than 
other `primordial' or non-western nations. 16 
Nonetheless, this western identity is always at stake, as modernisation has been a 
incessant project for the Greek state. Besides the compliance to modem state 
policies in terms of socio-political and economic structuring, this process 
eventually required an additional re-figuration of the `imagined' national identity. 
Since nationalist feelings have been mostly connected with primordial -and hence 
non western and non modern- ties, the westernisation and modernisation of 
Greece, dictated the fitting of the image of the traditional nation-state into the 
more western/modern model of the post-nation. Indeed, while most contemporary 
`advanced' nation-states safeguard their territorial, economic and political 
borders, as well as their interests (both in and out the assigned space of the 
nation), they have nonetheless adopted the recent social discourses on identity 
formation. The re-definition of the meaning and context of the nation-state and its 
grounding on the basis of shared interests rather than national mythologies related 
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to blood, soil and language or religion, as Appadurai suggests, has automatically 
connected these latter referential links with ethnic primordialism. 
Hence, such `ethnic' factors of national identification are largely attributed to 
`third world' and/or `oriental' nations, assuming a retarded evolution towards the 
modem post-nationalism (or hyper-nationalism). The modern nation-state appears 
susceptible to larger alliances and most importantly defines itself in full 
acknowledgment of the ethnic diversity of its subjects. Hence, in the official 
political correctness employed by most western nations, ethnic cleansings, wars, 
genocides and even internal conflicts on the grounds of religion, race, or territory, 
appear as typical signs of the under-developed world. Nonetheless, within the 
recent history, the employment of `primordial' ties, to justify the distinctiveness 
of both national identities and specific political choices, have been increasingly 
common within the political discourses of some of the most prominent -and 
dominant- western nations, such as the US and Great Britain. While the external 
politics of these nations are still being justified on the grounds of global justice, 
democracy and the fight for human rights, references to `primordial' and 
`typically oriental' values, such as 'holy wars' and Godly interventions seem to 
have become the norm for George Bush's speeches in the last years. More than 
that, even within nations with traditionally much less overt interference between 
religion and politics, such as the United Kingdom, such referencing has recently 
appeared, raising internal concerns on the apparent similarity between Tony 
Blair's speeches and the American-Bush model. 
Still, a similar rhetoric within non-western nations, is perceived by the West as 
backwards, typical of the 'oriental narrow-mindedness', which traditionally 
served as the opposite force to the much praised 'western' virtue of reasoning 
and critical thinking. Hence, for a nation that wishes to present itself as 
advanced, western and modem, the distancing from such 'primordial' 
characteristics appears necessary. As a traditionally religious nation where the 
church has been historically actively involved in the state affairs, and with a 
history whose 'western' past had been disrupted by a long term 'oriental' period, 
Greece promoted its westernised profile by relying on its antiquity, as well as on 
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its contemporary conformity with modernity. A series of public works, 
reformatory social policies and an active involvement in large scale international 
events (such as the Olympic Games), as well as a declared loyalty to new 
alliances that exceed the nation-state (such as the EU and NATO), conveyed this 
compliance. Within that context the modern imperative of postnationalism has 
been also embraced, promoted and performed by specific state policies. 7 
In general terms, a nation-state that seeks to be recognised as developed needs to 
prove and constantly re-declare its modernity, or better its compliance with 
modem-state policies as defined by the western European and North American 
nations. To avoid the primordialist stigma, in itself the most evident sign of 
antimodernism, the nation-state has to appear as post-national or, to follow 
Appadurai's terminology, transnational. Hence, the contemporary nation-state is 
confronted with a challenge: to maintain -and indeed reinforce- its sovereignty 
and at the same time convey a globalisational mood. To put it in a different way, 
the `primordial' attachments to blood, soil and language are enhanced by the 
display of new transnational loyalties: in practice this also refers to specific 
external politics, like the joining of international economic, political and cultural 
allegiances, charitable organisations, and international cultural, artistic and sports 
events. In figurative terms, this intension (the will to become modernised, or the 
pleasure of being modern) has to be explicitly stated in every possible 
opportunity, since, as Milan Kundera sarcastically notes, "authentically modern is 
only he who is happy to be modern" (2005, p. 72). 
11.3 Olympic transnationalism, ethnicity and modernity 
To return to the example of the Olympics, the presentation of this hyper-national, 
modernist intention within a joyous context, can now be better understood as part 
of this conscious and continuous journey towards modernity. Facing the same 
challenge as that confronted by the `modern' nation-state, the Opening Ceremony 
had to overcome this contradiction gracefully, and stage both the nation and the 
post-nation in a seemingly natural, effortless way. Hence, elements of Greek 
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history and culture with `transnational applicability' (e. g. democracy) were 
carefully highlighted in their transnational nature, in order to indicate the 
globalism and openness of Greekness. In other words the national culture is 
celebrated through its amplification into transnational or universal. Moreover, the 
Olympic Games offer the opportunity to the hosting country (and in fact demand 
from it) not only to project its particular national profile, but also to express and 
declare its loyalty to modernity. Hence, the hosting of the Games was for Greece 
a chance to present and establish its modern and therefore western identity, within 
the international community. 
In an article challenging the originality, as well as the aesthetic value of the 
Opening Ceremony, Christos Yiannaras notes ironically: 
In this year's allegedly Olympic Games, Greeks spent lavishly 
our scanty savings, mortgaging our future for several years to 
come. Why did we do that? Well, to demonstrate how great we 
have been in the past and how modernised we are today. 
(Yiannaras, 2004, p 18 -translated by the author) 
The state need to align with the western imperatives of modernity, is here tied 
with the unsurpassable national reliance to the celebrated past. With their Greek 
origin and their contemporary modern character, the Olympic Games presented an 
ideal opportunity for a showcase of prestigious national profile which combined 
the two. Ancient legacy and modernity, both as defined and evaluated by the 
West, were easily merged within the Opening Ceremony to perform a westernised 
Greek portrait. The demonstration of technological competence alongside the 
historical national referencing, as analysed in Part 1, contributed to the 
presentation of "an Olympic Ceremony between History and technology", as the 
Italian newspaper Republica wrote (in Abatzis, 2004, p. 6). In that way it assisted 
the Olympic Games balancing between History and Modernity. 
Discussing the emergence of "delocalised transnations" (that can be ethnic, 
religious, financial, political, artistic bodies etc), which emerge both within and 
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beyond the borders of the traditional nation-states, Appadurai describes the 
Olympic movement as 
the largest modern instance of movement born in the context 
of European concerns with world peace in the latter part of 
the nineteenth century. With its special form of dialectical 
play between national and transnational allegiances, 18 (it) 
represents the most spectacular among a series of sites and 
formations on which the uncertain future of the nation-state 
will turn 
(Appadurai, 2000 p. 16). 
The constitution of the Olympic Games, in both its ancient and modem 
formations, has been founded on the grounds of transnationalism: originally, the 
Olympic truce dictated the compliance of the smaller units of the different states 
to a higher law that exceeded their individual interests and needs. Even though 
this basic principle retained a rhetorical character in the contemporary revivals of 
the Games, it is still considered to be fundamental, defining their profile. In any 
case, the Olympic movement does indeed belong in a group of organisms that 
stretch in-between national and transnational allegiances, as Appadurai notes. 
Whether or not the nation-state will eventually be outgrown and mould into 
similar allegiances is still to be seen. 19 Nevertheless, the Olympic movement 
seems to feed (and be fed by) specific national and nationalist sentiments, as well 
as both pragmatic (e. g. economic) and theoretical (political, ideological, 
imaginative) realities that fall within the particular scope of the nation-state, as 
discussed in Part 1. 
Falling into the wider category of organised sport, The Olympic Games have the 
power to "mobilise simultaneously powerful sentiments of both nation and 
humanity" (MacAloon, 1984,1990 in Appadurai 2000, p. 110). Hence, the 
conjunction of national and transnational affinities within the Opening Ceremony 
appears harmonically contextualised within the wider frame of the Olympic 
movement. More than that, the ceremony itself, as an intentional artistic 
representation of nationhood, can be examined as a specific manifestation of 
culturalism. The employment of specific historical, artistic and cultural narratives 
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in order to re-construct (as a spectacle) a recognisable national profile, presents a 
small scale example of the mechanics of culturalism. In addition, a supplementary 
reading of the ceremony through the particular prism of the scheme of 
universalisation/nationalisation, constructs a showcase for how discourses on the 
post-nation have tied in with specific national concerns. The engagement with 
ideas on globalisation and hyper- (or post-) nationalism, has nonetheless 
promoted specific national claims to modernity and development. Moreover, the 
re-affirmation of Greece's positioning in a global scale and its presentation as an 
open unit of a wider transnational entity is accompanied by its promotion as a 
dynamic and distinct part of this entity. Hence, while declaring the nation's 
universality (and therefore its modernity), the ceremony was also meant to boost 
the national morale, suggesting a coherent and optimist national imagery. 
The enterprise bears several resemblances to the venture of the Delphic Festivals, 
almost a century prior to the Athens Olympics. Many of the core principles and 
aims that initiated and supported these two -different in their aesthetics, 
orientation and aspirations- events, have originated in the same ideas on national 
re-presentation through art, history and culture, and with reference to notions of 
internationalism and cosmopolitanism. Both were large scale enterprises, each in 
its own context and addressed both a local and (mainly) an international audience, 
enjoying an appreciable level of state support (even though on a different scale). 
Moreover, the stated and performed aims of these events harmonically aligned 
themselves with the mainstream official (governmental) ideological and political 
lines of their time. In that respect, issues regarding the re-figuration and constant 
re-establishment of national identity, the universalisation and westernisation of 
the nation and the engagement with modernity emerge as crucial and timeless, as 
much within Greek politics as in the arts. While Sikelianos' and Palmer's 
romanticised and exoticising vision aimed at a literal re-construction and revival 
of the past, Papaioannou's post-modem ceremony appeared more critical, at times 
even sarcastic and subversive of the same picture that it was performing and thus 
ultimately of itself too. Papaioannou avoided revivalism and represented Greece 
not only as idealistic, but also through its contradictions and malfunctions. 
Moreover, the recent theories and experiences of globalisation, the revised 
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requirements of modernity and the new context of transnationalism and post- 
nationalism have further informed the Opening Ceremony, which in that respect 
can be placed in a very different position than the early twentieth-century Delphic 
Festivals. 
11.4 Culturalism in the service of `defensive' and `aggressive' nationalisms: 
the political agenda of Greek culturalism. 
To sum up, the universalisational strategy has been dictated by, and has served, 
specific national needs which have been mainly responsive to both internal and 
external changing socio-political conditions. As a strategy of representation, 
universalisation encompasses and employs other modes of national and cultural 
identification, addressed in the thesis as historicisation and folklorisation. While 
discussed as distinct strategies, in order to elaborate on their specific socio- 
political, ideological and artistic parameters, they all appear within the local 
discourse on national and cultural identity as interlaced strands of the same, 
however multifaceted, process. The historicisation of Greek identity justified its 
folkiorisation, while at the same time being carried forth to the contemporary era 
through the latter. The initial reliance on antiquity was solidified by the tracing of 
its continuity up to the present, through the folk traditions. Conversely, the 
significance of folklore for the designation of a national identity was 
acknowledged through its connection with Byzantium and antiquity. Although 
examined as a different strategy, folklorisation is a manifestation of the 
historicising process. Finally, the universalisation (and westernisation) of 
Greekness has functioned as an underlying current that shaped and informed its 
historicising of identity, at all times. 
I have chosen to present these strands in that specific order within three separate 
Parts of the thesis, for a number of reasons: firstly, this order seemed to 
correspond to a temporal layout that facilitated an understanding of their 
emergence and role within specific socio-political and economic national 
circumstances. In addition, while each relied to the others for its validation and 
contextualisation, there seemed to be a built up of overlapping ideas, which were 
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easier to unfold and analyse if examined in this particular sequence. Finally, the 
prominence of historicisation with the extensive references in antiquity, within the 
Opening Ceremony, which allowed the subsequent folklorisation of Greekness 
within the Closing one, dictated a similar sequential negotiation within the thesis. 
It is also suggestive of the particular weight of the two discourses, with a slight 
advance of the former, which is indicative bf both Papaioannou's assessment of 
them, as well as of his estimations on the audiences' evaluation and consequent 
expectations regarding their readability as Greek icons. The employment of these 
three strategies in any attempt to stage Greekness, from the beginnings of the 
twentieth century and the Delphic Festivals to the present day and the 2004 
Olympic Ceremonies, appears unyielding in its value for the 
director/choreographer. 
In addition to the employment and negotiation of these `traditional' techniques of 
representation, the political issue of nationalism, as configured in the introduction, 
appears as a strong underlying current throughout the thesis, emerging as a most 
significant parameter of the contemporary negotiation of Greek identity. The 
national(ist) discourse has been submitted to intense politicisation, linked to 
specific ideologies and forms of power and resistance, throughout the history of 
the Modern Greek state. Initially developed as a means of ethnic re-grouping, 
promoting resistance against the oppressive Ottoman rule, Greekness was defined 
through the 'primordial' liaisons of history, language and religion, which 
functioned as differentiating (from other ethnic and cultural groups) and hence 
unifying elements. Within this effort, which continued in the first years after the 
emergence of Greece as a nation-state, culturalism emerged as a response to the 
pressing need for identity. Historicisation, folkorisation and universalisation, all 
originate in these early state attempts for national and cultural grouping, emerging 
as important ingredients of the culturalist process. 
Nonetheless, culturalism was also strongly cultivated by the dominant powers in 
periods of dictatorship (as a significant manifestation of both Metaxas's and 
Junta's regimes, as discussed) promoting a fascist and oppressive nationalist line. 
In that way, national(ist) expressions have been identified within Greece as direct 
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references to totalitarianism. However, culturalism has also emerged in times of 
ethnic strives for autonomy and freedom, both within the Revolution of 1821, and 
later during World Wars I and II, as well as during the Balkan wars (1912-1913). 
The difficulty in the delineation of a specific political agenda on the local 
national(ist) discourse emerges stronger when culturalism is employed to support 
internal social conflicts. While the development of a pompous nationalist rhetoric 
was cultivated by the dominant powers in both dictatorships, as well as during the 
Civil War (with the systematic persecution of all left-affiliated and communist 
peoples as `national traitors'), counter-culturalisms of resistance have also been 
developed as to counteract the official ones. 
Hence, while the `nation' was appropriated by the National Front (the official 
state army) in the Civil War, the left partisans (the Democratic Army of Greece), 
which had formed the main force of resistance against German occupation after 
World War II, still retained their vision for a free Greek nation, holding on to 
specific national and social positions. Similarly, while the Junta tried to 
appropriate all national symbols, including ancient and folk history, culture and 
religion, the `trademarks' of the communist party (KKE), and of the students who 
resisted the regime also included Greek cultural elements drawn from demotic 
and urban folk (in the dress code, music and aesthetics) and ancient traditions (as 
discussed in Part 3 the staging of certain `revolutionary' ancient plays was banned 
by the Junta). In that way, the political agenda of local culturalism, is not easily 
traceable and its negotiation for the designation and performing of a local identity, 
requires an in-depth knowledge of the political history of specific cultural 
manifestations, with a parallel understanding of their contemporary significance 
and value. 
Discussing culturalist movements, Appadurai notes that 
(they) can take a variety of forms: they can be directed 
primarily towards self-expression, autonomy, and efforts at 
cultural survival, or they can be principally negative in form, 
characterised largely by hate, racism, and the desire to 
dominate or eliminate other groups. This is a key distinction 
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because culturalist movements for autonomy and dignity 
involving long-dominated groups are often tendentiously tarred 
with the same brush as those they oppose, as being somehow 
racist or antidemocratic. 
(Appadurai, 2000, p. 15) 
This observation is particularly noteworthy, as it assists the argumentation that I 
have developed throughout this thesis. Appadurai's distinction between culturalist 
movements for autonomy as opposed to those formed by racist and expansive 
aspirations, correspond to my distinction between defensive and aggressive 
nationalist manifestations, as described in the introduction. As I have argued, 
within contemporary Greece, the term nationalism has been mostly associated 
with racism and fascism, while the defensive nationalist discourse developed in 
times of resistance is usually described as patriotism. Still, the negative 
ascriptions on nationalism in the post-Junta years, have resulted to the inculpation 
of all national referencing (including apart from nationalist, terms as patriotic and 
ethnic) within many socialist, communist and extreme left and anarchist parties 
and fractions. 
Returning to the discourse on modernisation and post-nationalism, the denial of 
the national, in favour of internationalism appears politically re-contextualised. 
The state's recent preoccupation with modernity, which suggested a political 
alignment which its imperatives, of which postnationalism is a crucial one, has re- 
appropriated the, formerly left-wing and communist, discourse on 
internationalism, giving to it a different meaning. In that way, a manifested 
international, and often even anti-national, stance can be today either indicative of 
a post-colonial, post-Marxist view-point or of a conformist alignment with the 
time's dominant political line. Re-examined under that prism, the local 
choreographers' distancing from the previous national(ist) orientation, which 
started in the 1980s, appears to be the outcome of two different and yet seemingly 
converging tendencies. As a reaction to decades of dictatorial and totalitarian 
oppression, the internationalist tendency indicated the democratisation of Greek 
society, especially aligned with left-wing and communist ideologies that 
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flourished in the post-dictatorship years. In addition, it has also become 
suggestive of a gradual governmental shift towards modernity. 
In that way, the nation-ness of late modem and namely post-modern Greek 
choreographers was in fact in accordance with the new culturalist projects of the 
state. Overcoming the local in favour of internationalism, which most often 
translated into westernism, through the embracing of western European and 
American dance styles, methods, techniques and even aesthetic and ideological 
principles, appears in agreement with the politics of the Modern Greek state, as 
analysed in the previous chapters. Furthermore, the other common 
choreographic tendency, the connection of the local to the global in an effort to 
be assimilated with the other post-national, meaning non-ethnically and 
culturally defined companies, not only presents a similarity with the orientation 
of the early choreographers, but it also still connects to the same mainstream 
political line. Hence, the contemporary dance scene appears less revolutionary 
and marginal, as it is often alleged by many choreographers and critics. 
Nonetheless, this remark does not intend to strip off the dance changes of the 
1980s and 1990s of their significance and originality, which actually marked a 
shifting point within the local dance affairs. Instead, I argue that the course of 
dance in Greece has not been as radical as those of other arts (such as music, 
poetry and theatre), which often challenged the official status quo. In general, 
dance has followed a less `politically threatening' and somewhat conventional 
path, which often coincided (intentionally or accidentally) with official 
orientations. While this does not dismiss the value of specific examples that resist 
that model (such as the choreographing of the Aristophanes's Birds for Koun's 
Art Theatre by Manou and Nikoloudi, discussed in Part 3), it nonetheless drafts a 
general tendency. While lacking, an overtly confrontational political character, the 
contemporary dance scene has developed a distinct profile, with the development 
of a different kind of politicality, through an often indirect social commentary. 
Personal ideological and political manifestos emerge commonly, through 
individual choices of expression, challenging established social norms or bringing 
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forth under-represented and oppressed behaviours, hence providing a social, if not 
political, commentary. 
Looking at the programme of the 6`' Dance Festival, organised by the Greek 
Choreographers' Association featuring performances by thirty-seven dance 
groups, the choreographers' stated subjects can be categorised as follows: 20 a. 
esoteric/psychological wonderings on human nature, such as love, death, 
sexuality, loneliness and isolation, friendship, competition, expectations, desires, 
power and abuse, shortcomings and inner struggles. b. Philosophical wonderings 
around abstract notions and `cosmic' forces, such as blue, the horizon, the route, 
light, water, fire and earth. c. References to social concerns and issues, such as 
feminism, domestic violence, disability and social power and d. referential: the 
performance relies on a written text (a poem, a journalistic text, a novel, random 
thoughts) or on a theatrical play, a music composition, another dance form (e. g. 
tango), a myth, tales, songs, and even a historical or mythic personality. In the 
majority of the performances, dance is interlaced with another art, such as theatre, 
painting, sculpture, literature and video, while speech is a very common feature. 
Another interesting observation is the non-overtly political character of most 
works, even within category c. Out of the socially focused choreographies only 
one (YELP danceco's Scale 5: 1) directly refers to forms of social and political 
power. 
11.5 Afterthoughts. 
Looking back at the Olympic Opening Ceremony, I would attribute a great part 
of its popularity in Papaioannou's successful negotiation of Greekness by 
cautiously choreographing his way around the political intricacies of the 
relationship between cultural and national identity, while also acknowledging his 
own position within contemporary Greek culturalism, as director of a 
commissioned performance of major political significance. In that way, the 
Ceremony's popular and conventional character comes as no surprise, even 
though Papaioannou was previously situated in an `enlightened' and somewhat 
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marginal, dance avant-garde. The fact that the staging of the Opening Ceremony 
has been commissioned by the state in a way defined its character, as discussed in 
the Introduction and Part 1. Similarly, it is significant that most dance groups 
today rely firstly on (a very limited) governmental funding, or on the 
commissioning of works by other public carriers, such as municipalities, and 
secondly in private sponsorships, as the local dance audience is not yet wide 
enough to support their endeavours. While ensuring the viability of a number of 
dance groups, which are not self-sufficient (such as Papaioannou's own Edafos 
Dance Theatre), this dependency of dance may be also partially held responsible 
for their non-politically-radical character. 
The promotion and popularity of the Opening Ceremony, brought contemporary 
dance in the proscenium of the local artistic affairs, introducing it to a wide 
public. Contextualised within the Olympics, this introduction bore a social 
prestige, establishing Papaioannou as an acknowledged `high' artist, and 
contemporary dance as an equally prestigious and acclaimed art form. The 
Opening Ceremony contained symbolisms and coded images, such as the paper 
boat and the Allegory, which were straightforward enough to be recognised and 
de-coded by most people, while also retaining the preface of the expected 
`inaccessibility' of High Art. Hence, the understanding of the performed images 
gave the spectators a sense of pride originating in their ability to read a `difficult' 
and `exclusive' art, like contemporary dance, and their inclusion and participation 
(through this sharing of information) in it. Within that process of decoding artistic 
(and hence allegedly mystic) messages, the continuous presence of Kostalas's 
commentary was catalytic. 
The narrators' intention to inform and include the Greek television audience in 
the stage acts was so overwhelming, that it was later criticised, as it somehow 
spoiled this sense of personal achievement for the `knowing' spectator. In his 
article Hints for the `Initiated', Yiannaras heavily criticised the persistent 
interpretation of the narrators, who "irrepressibly parroted naff stereotypes of state 
Greekness". Furthermore, as the title suggests, Yiannaras castigated the over- 
explicit and self-explanatory, didactic globalist referencing, citing specifically the 
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images of the pregnancy, the DNA and Eros, which were still "more decent" than 
the "much obvious jarring note of Mrs Bjork". As he argues, the signifier was the 
signified itself and hence there was no symbolic representation but mere depiction 
of "hollow, common-place ideals", rendering the supposedly symbolic -and 
hence initiating- character of the ceremony without a subject (2004, p. 18). 
Nevertheless, the Olympic Ceremonies popularised dance, signalling a meta- 
Olympic period of a new `dance boosting'. While dance had already been in an 
`ascent', already since the 1990s, after the Olympic Games its audience has 
grown considerably and performances have multiplied. The yearly Festival of 
Athens, lasting approximately from June to September each year, which had 
partially lost its popularity, was refigured. While the dance performances within 
the Festival had lately been limited in number (and almost exclusively ballet) the 
new artistic director of the Festival, Yiorgos Loukos (artistic director of the Lyon 
dance company in France) gave it a different dimension. In 2006, the first festival 
under his directorship presented a very powerful and diverse program, with new, 
contemporary dance and theatre works from all over Europe and a number of 
other events. Within that new programme, dance held a central position and apart 
from the customary theatre of Herodes Atticus, other venues were hired, to 
support the increased number of performances and the hosting of parallel events. 
The festival was a great success, which was noted in almost all newspapers of the 
time. Moreover, almost all dance performances were sold-out days before their 
opening, whether staged in Herodes Atticus Odeon or in the other venues. 
Considering that summer is the period of dance festivals, e. g. the Festival of 
Greek Choreographers' Association, also known as the Month of Dance, in May, 
and the International Dance Festival of Kalamata in July and August, whose 
audiences attendance remained high, this public turn towards contemporary dance 
appears noticeable. 
In addition to that shift, Papaioannou's own rising post-Olympic popularity, 
which was partially responsible for this change, was strikingly manifested with 
the staging of his first meta-Olympic work, 2, this winter. The performance, 
which premiered in the 24 `h November 2005, was extensively advertised in all 
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media, with reports in the biggest daily journals and frequent promotional clips in 
television and radio stations. In addition, 2 also inaugurated the opening of the 
renovated theatre of Pallas, in Athens. The daily performances were initially 
scheduled to last for twenty days and the immense public attendance, which filled 
the theatre each night, resulted in the performances' extension for almost four 
months, finally closing in the 18th of March 2006. This is actually an impressive 
record for the contemporary dance scene, as most performances are staged for a 
week (usually two or three days and maximum two weeks in some of 
Papaioannou's latest pre-Olympic shows). This unprecedented audience's 
attendance is indicative of the newly emerged interest on dance, which (as 
manifested by the importance that was given on 2) was triggered by the success of 
the Olympic Opening Ceremony. 
The social and artistic impact of the Opening Ceremony is therefore particularly 
significant, as it exceeded its specific political and national role within the 
Olympics, having a wider impact on the local dance affairs. Papaioannou's 
Ceremony drew the public attention on contemporary dance, drawing and 
establishing a new artistic icon of Greekness. The conciliatory, `non-nationalist' 
and 'high'-artistic (hence `refined') character of the Opening Ceremony managed 
to dis-inculpate the national-referencing, incorporating it into the new political 
modern and post-national climate. In that respect, the Ceremony offered a 
`mainstream with artistic and political sensitivities' national portrait, which 
caught up with the local and foreign audiences, re-introducing the nation, in 
favour of transnationalism. Greek cultural identity, as negotiated in the Opening 
and Closing Ceremonies, has created an additional reference point for all future 
artistic negotiations of identity. Finally it is still left to see how this newly 
emerged public interest on dance will affect its course. On one hand, the growing 
audience may reach a point where it will be enough to provide financial support 
for the local choreographers, hence giving them extra freedom of expression. On 
the other hand, the dependence on a wide public support may result to an aiming 
towards a mainstream-popular style, rounding, instead of encouraging, any radical 
edges. In any case, the prevalence of dance within the biggest instance of national 
representation within late Greek modern history has re-figured its place within 
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notes 
I Again here, the capitalisation of the word suggests its evolutionist perception as an 
essentialised trajectory . 2 Appadurai (2000, p. 77) discusses the evocation of nostalgia "for things never lost" 
(Halbwachs, 1980) as a consumerism mechanism, which he identifies as "imagined 
nostalgia". This "creates experiences of duration, passage and loss that rewrite lived 
histories of individuals, families, ethnic groups and classes". Another term that also 
provides a useful insight for my argument is the "nostalgia for the present" (F. Jameson 
cited in ibid). 
3A shape that was repeated in the Closing Ceremony, with the spiral positioning of the ear 
shafts. 
4I am talking of universalisation instead of westernisation for two reasons: firstly, ancient 
Greece is believed by Arab, Greek and European scholars and historians to have equally 
influenced other, non-western civilisations, such as that of the Arab world (see Part 2). The 
connection with western civilisation was emphasised more because Europe was the first to 
claim, underline and incorporate ancient Greece in its history and also because the Greek 
nation-state prioritised this connection over any other, since it was of greater benefit to the 
country's politics. Secondly, and most importantly, western civilisation has itself appeared 
as universal: whether imposed, proposed as a prototype par excellence, or merely assumed 
to be transnational -and hence `higher' than others- its account has 
been traditionally 
projected as `the' history of civilisation (for that latter notion see also Savigliano, 1995). 
J. T. Schnapp (1996) also notes that "the marriage of political power with aesthetics remains 
an anthropological fact; every political regime is by definition also a mass-media regime" 
6 
(Schnapp in Veroli, 2006, p. 46). 
Penelope was the sister of Angelos Sikelianos and it was through her and her husband that 
Palmer met and eventually married Sikelianos. 
Their action is cited as it was much more direct and factual than most upper-class charitable 
activities and foundations. Penelope Duncan actually died in Switzerland after being 
infected by tuberculosis while helping the Greek refugees in Agioi Saranta, in Albania, after 
the end of the Balkan Wars. (Sideris, p. 323 and Raftis, pp. 20-21, cited in Fessa, 2004 p 76, 
note 55). 
See also Anton (1993, p. xv). 
As Janet O'Shea observed, this personification of practicality and spiritualism through 
Palmer and Sikelianos respectively, presents a reversal of the traditional Orientalist model 
of female oriental spirituality and mysticism versus a western male reasoning. However, 
with Greek civilisation being located in the origins of western Culture and thinking, 
Greekness has been mostly identified with `male' rather than `female' qualities, as 
expressed above. This is an additional controversy to the (western) designation of Greek 
identity, which is related to the discussed intermediate, and hence complex and often 
confused, positioning of Greece, in between East and West. 10 This sentiment of decline is cited by Yiannaras in the end of his article on the Olympic 
Opening Ceremony. Attributing the hosting of the Olympics to a national need for 
showcasing a glorious past and a modernised future, he further interprets this tendency, as 
"a torturing need of descendants, fallen to the role of the middlemen, without a hint to 
where to trace a creative recovery" (2004, p. 18). 
Appadurai (1996) has also elusively noted the role of transnational migration and of the 
growing mobility of large groups of the world's population in the refiguration of national 
and post-national identities. 
12 This also mainly targeted specific persons rather than aiming at civilian casualties, avoiding 
'blind' attacks and mass murders. 13 Indicatively he discusses the assumed uniqueness of the horror of the Holocaust, within the 
west, accompanied by a parallel ignorance of similar genocides in other parts of the world, 
most of which occurred during Europe's imperial expansion. As an example Mamdani 
(2005, p. 6) cites the "near decimation of Native Americans, through a combination of 
slaughter, disease and dislocation", which was "the first recorded genocide in modern 
history". In addition he refers to "the first genocide of the twentieth century under German 
annihilation" rule, of the Herero people in South West Africa, in 1904, who were the first to 
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be confined within mass concentration camps for genetic experimentations lead by German 
genetist Eugen Fischer. Mamdani argues that "the Holocaust was born at the meeting point 
of two traditions that marked modern Western civilisation: "the anti-Semitic tradition and 
the tradition of genocide of colonised peoples". The difference in the fate of the Jewish 
people was that they were to be exterminated as a whole. "In that way they were unique - 
but only in Europe" (ibid, p. 7). Citing Aime Cesaire, Mamdani notes that what "the 
European bourgeois cannot never forgive Hitler for, is that he applied to Europe the colonial 
practices that had previously been applied only to the Arabs of Algeria, the coolies of India 
and the Negroes of Africa" (Ibid, p. 8). In that way, as Fanon argues, "Nazism turned the 
whole of Europe into a veritable colony" (in Mamdani, 2005, p. 8). 
14 As Appadurai notes, this theory has been used to explain the explosions of ethnic violence 
within the non-western world (Ibid). 
15 Discussing the common experiences that somehow unify Europe, Eco cites -amongst the 
experiences of wars, dictatorships and a close relationship with the East- the "failure of 
colonialism and the loss of the relevant empires", which "we all had in common" (2006, pp. 
58-59). 
16 The connection of Greek (mainly shipping) capital to western economic activity has also 
been crucial for this positioning. As Svoronos notes, the Greek bourgeoisie was the first to 
be established of all Balkan and Near-East countries and until the end of the nineteenth 
century approximately its activity span in all these areas. Hence, "a considerable part of 
Hellensism was distinguished from the other ethnic communities of the Ottoman Empire not 
only ethnically, but also socially since for a long time period it formed these countries' 
bourgeoisie" (1999, p. 16). 
'ý The recent political issue regarding the newly emerged need for the foundation of a mosque 
in central Athens, was culminated with a proposal of the Minister of Culture (from right- 
wing, governing party Nea Democratia), Mrs Dora Bakoyianni, for the donation of an old 
mosque, which has been converted to a museum of folk arts, in the most central tourist area 
of Athens, in Monastiralti. The whole debate, in which a great emphasis was given on the 
promoted postantional profile of modern Greece, was indicative of the discussed political 
orientation. Even more indicative is the recent debate on the sixth grade's new history book, 
which -in the name of postnationalism- severely de-emphasised significant historical 
events. 
18 Appadurai references here MacAloon 1981, Kang MacAloon and DaMatta 1988. 
19 Discussing the concept of `hybridity', or 'creolisation' of identity in an intra-cultural level, 
Fensham and Eckersall cite Aschcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (1995), arguing that hybridity is 
"not predicated upon the idea of disappearance of independent cultural traditions but rather 
on their continual and mutual development. The interleaving of practices will produce new 
forms even as older forms continue to exist" (1999, p. 7). I believe that in an inter-cultural, 
or even inter-national level, a similar process is likely to take place. Rather than the nation 
`disappearing' within larger allegiances, a hypothesis expressed by scholars like Bennedict 
Anderson, which has already 'proven wrong' by the re-emergence of nationalisms, triggered 
by processes of globalisation, the emergence of new forms, or allegiances, alongside 
developing older ones, seems more apt. 20 Out of the thirty-seven groups only twenty-four provided an explanatory text. 
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Appendix A 
Greek Cited Materials: 
Introduction 
p. 2 
Anö töt 9o1) mjpE i E9vtx j taq To 9po)TdOXrjpa, apotS6, ä4ovt4 taS yta rqv 
catp . TSXET £vap4TIg iqS O? u nµ Sa; icat baa gor, ptµhvovv, q. LC(S of gUiveq ipEXou ic. Ntt8ou ort Tpexou tc sµnpOS at Mv aOT Vl saxürTaS 
Etaxwpovv 61paTa iov tap O vros, tow Ssxa tci v itov E{xaµE apowrepäast. 
(Maragou, 2004, p. 17). 
p. 5 
Mtia xoü(pia vEot 'EUijvsc Srlµtovpyoi, äyvo)aiot axe&bv (no CUP? KONG, aW 
copviaia yvoa-coi aE öaol S 7tapaxo? ovOovv 7naiä qV £wpia noXtsiaru d 
7rapaywyij tS zc), guzaiag SEKas IaS. 
(Barka, 2004, p. 15) 
Na gEnspäaei Tq SetA, ia icov avvnO« aovv of xa1ýXtt v8g rig aßavr}nchpvr va 
Staxwpiýovv µovi uog riv O aii iovg. 
(Papaioannou interviewed by Aggelikopoulos 22.8.2004, p. 16) 
p. 9 
OZ1 Jfl tp% IIataiciävvov, uävoviag xpi cn paq «xový{vaS» Rov ava (pipe a 
yvc)piýEt Kam, Evop arpwv6t EvataO'gaisS )cat 8E t6Ties apog µta icatE16%vatl 
96L; '1ov a7tEtxovtaitxi , µE avaq opc of oao{ES a7rWOVovtat ae ntou ; irEptox4 
teat REptö ouS iwv omtxthv isxvty. 
(Legakis, 2006, p. 28) 
p. 12 
Ma 4av6t rt apxat6TilTa; 8av6 to Kktai tot µaS TaXattwpovv xat µovf twg 
aroTEXoüv c Stxato), oyia icat tiiv aani8a µaS yta va xpucpTov}ts x&Tw auö 111V 
xaOt'Iµsptutj RN µsipt6TgTa; H airävigaq civat vat. Ftat! MV apxatdr to 
7evv011Kav of OA, vµm, axot Ay&cg icat ytat% xaOsct aapwgµhvo etvat titavW, 
blt en$tÖTj Ssv vXrjp E a7rov5aio, aßä EaEthr) ftayrc µa XetTovpyet tc eva 
avyxsxptµhvo rpäno. 
(Papaioannou in Karouzakis, 2005, p. 28 -translated by the author) 
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pp. 14-15 
H olrnlal npo&. T yn -rqS «irpaaµaartxöqTaS» arö to OATI µtaS uotvcov{a;, sa 
o7to{a µtaa a7c6 sx7ratöcuitxoüs µnixavtaµoüc eovv aitoS Os{ stg a4{ß trjS, 
Sta topgx vciat, a»vc7t bS uat as 6xo ßaOµö uatsuO vctat, anö cpoprtaµkveS µe 
voi rata sticövc;. H Svvacötia tow stxaatuccwv zevwv va cin6poüv at 
Staµöpgxom Tov OF=nj, pt( no tic avairapäaiaa , anotcA{ Kai Tov is pto aöyo 
Tr15 to .m thr jS oc c-E4äptila c aaö ttlv £4ova{a, aro itAatato tävsa tic 88CTAt, * opyävcoaig xS xov., zoüpa;. 
ETqv Evpwaaiicij flpth tii NEwtcprI E7toy j, 7cepilrov ax6 toy 16° coK Ta tXl sov 
18°" ati(va (... ) is «ýpya ca v S» knat av Staµsao?. aogrtKö p6A, o yta rqv 
EU68WO11 iwv oti(xwv uai TOD E4wpaiaµov tiwv avy1Mpwta. Kwv µ 1XMaµc; )V, TOW 
7Co?. 1XtK V xai EKthlcTtaanKcv K Vtpwv 84ovaiaS. 
ME E7AxtatcS (... ) E4atpEactg rj aapaywyij uat t toX6q zwv ptaaotkpwv 
KU. X)1TExvwv f zav aisvä avvSESsµtvc µs Tijv aroSoX6 TS KotvwviaS tOU Tovg 
art ptýc (... ) StaacpäXtýav qv «icapä oa>1» uat TtI «ovv Eta», tct &&av io 
xvpiapxo yovato, npoo&w7 o iac (... ) eva irpöiviro Stapiwatic (... ) at apoMpaivc 
i E4o1)6EiCpwvc cv6Bx6, EVcc avnatr acts. 
(Ioannou, 2005 pp. 2-5). 
p. 17 
Ot 7ro%trucE 7rporEpat6TgTFg Ka9GptCav ato E4? )S Tic KaXXtTExVLK C E1CLÄ07* (... ) 
'ETat, aiov ßaOp6 icou il 8t uovpyia Kal 1 aTEpio all EvöS noXtTtxoü Kývspov 
E4ovaiaS apocrto; x7E axoKXEtaitxä icpog Try SvrtKtj Eupt q, toc EnialUL1 T£Xvtl 
zov xpäiouS E xOip c xai' apxac 11 cp171EA,? vtk- j (x&. aatxlanxn) ýwypapua Kat 
y%v7mxlj, 7tapay6tEv atö ITaAooS, I'EpµavoüS A aitö TouS'E)Aivcc µt u tý Touq 
(... ) Rcov Aa va, o7roli aouv Kai its tpwTES 7tapayyEAtES Srlµoaiov xapaxrljpa. 
(Ioannou, 2005 pp. 4-5). 
p. 21 
(... ) apppäytaav öff. µövo rovq auvspydrsq T15, and xupiwS nq YES rwv 
aitovöaaiwv iqS, of otoiot tc t astpä iou; Sta töpcpc)aav TTjv C1 t1 Tov Xopoü 
xat iS xopsvitx7jc (xat xtvnatoXoytxýtjc) sxnat&euanS at t tanoXµtxrj EiX ä6a. 
(Alkali, 2002, p. 31). 
p. 30 
H noXtitart j iavi6TTI-ca (ante? i) ... pta avaatoxaostKº npä Tj avTO-optvµoü scat avio-s7rtpFpaiwa nS, nov a4tonotEi io taropcx6 ßiuwµa icat ro noXtttaruc6 
pE7csp'c6pto tqq xotv6sgtas, ßüµcpwva 6µw; tc Touq 6pouq row avµßo; Ltxwv 
tEpap) acv uat a4tokoyýamv nov optýst to eI6og uati to Stai 3c» to tov 
avTaywviaF toi nov avstµcTwniýEt. 
(Pashalidis, 2000, p. 81) 
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contemporary culturalism, fundamentally influencing both future artistic 
negotiations of identity, as well as dance's role in the recent socio-political stage. 
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Part 1 
Chapter 1 
1.1 p. 43 
H EUcc&a a°rov uöaµo µE vto npcaoMco: its9vf Equwµtacmlcä ax Xta yia rlv 
aicr"Tf. kcrj row aythv wv. 
(Kathimerini, Sunday, 15 August, 2004) 
Opiapßog icat airy Xt 4q -OtOüpappot vo v xat S&ltbata avyvthju anb CNN: 
«KEpöißais! » 
(Eleutherotypia, Monday 30 August 2004) 
01 519upaµßtxtg xptt1KhS airö TJIv avvcptrtxrj t Etovbttia Twv µ&ßwv 
EµEpwrnqS aTov xöaµo (... ) a7coti&Loüv nv K&'ötsprj at6&etg1i yta tflV 
Optaµßsvi ici E1ctiuxia Tlg A6rlvaS ati Stopyävwrnnrwv 0. X'Dg aauwv Aythvwv Tov 
2004. To 7tp(bTo a"Col(fga loin 6v KEpÖTIO1PKE Ka1 }LE TOV K& tcpo S'UVaTÖ TpÖ3ro! 
(Ta Nea, Monday 30 August, 2994) 
1.2 p. 54 
O rouJtý , xopoypäcpoq, 
ýarypäcpo;, oµä'yoS nolrJT1jc rt g etK6va6, i qgn tpt1S 
IIa7Caiwävvou, µaS irpoTSivst µ1a Stäcpavn, ) tTt TeXzTtj, öiru C Kai o 8X1jv1K6S 
7COktTtag6s TOv oitoIo ytopT6et. Ma; npotEivet, ayKaJtä " tic µvi p&4 µa;, eva 
Ta4tSt (TTO övEtpo, eva Ta4I6t i%aw aTov xpövo Tot) x9eq, nou Kaeop{ st To c4cpa 
Kai itpoaStopigct To avpto. Ma; Mithat va ßtwaoup£ Kat irä?. t Tov noAtTtap6 paq, 
SlaxpovuKÖ, eniKatpo, Ta av t o? 4 µaq Kai Ttq a4(ES Tou, irou SISaý, av, sagpCaaav 
Kat pca ovv irävta qv avOp(oz6gTa. A Wass, biWS Fiats i MEXIva 
MEpxovprI, 0 itoktTta iöS gag Eivat To µsyaXvttcpo Kai 1toXutip6TSpo aya06 gag. 
(Kostalas, 13/8/2004) 
1.2 p. 55 
Kat wS Naga i)Wq , ti£Xvgq yv(iptias try XaYr a7t'1X1cn1. 
(... ) AvOpw7cot 0"v 
tow Tlkixtwv xat twv xorvwvUxwv T64 wv, tov tXovv -µotpa{a- avvqA{aet va 
f Mtovv acv TgX6paaq efmrma irpo'ypäµµata, Gl)ymv OqKav, x6Lp1xav, 
KaT6-ýU(3av uat Oaüµaaav kva Rpo toEoptaKö, µovTapvo icat eXtt{atnxo Oiaµa. 
(Barka, 2004, p 15). 
1.2 p. 56 
H Ts? cnj 'Evapý1; tjtav EµnvEUaµ vi ax6 Ttc, tetc you Axö?, A va. H TcXcttj 
At14-qS, ate tic 'r&4ikS iov Otovvaov. H 7cp6ril that To pos, to tvci ta, of Mc,;. 
H SOTepi1, io 8aüµa cat io IEAvat TqS ý(o jq. H µia elvat q 7Lopnj ato ov- 
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ävOpwto. H Ssvtcpt c vat o ävOpwcog itov ytopiäýst. H kvap4ij sivat oav va Sfvst; 
zo q t) t rq; ý oi; ßs Eva äyaX4 ta. H Xij4q civat aav va ayual täýetq &av äv8 pwao. 
(Papaioannou, 2004, p 9) 
Chapter 2 
2.1 p. 63 
M6vo avitj crjyoüßs uat qv xaOtj aT a'ra rouptcmKä K kick yta Tqv E)ä, Sa: 
Oao SEv ýEpovµs of NcoAiivcc it va xävovµe µE io «Bu46vzto», 1 ap6a(3aai pa; 
acv Apxaia EU 68a Oct yivsiat µs thcoXo-Apaia (aEpoy9(pvp$S itävo a7r6 eiKorn 
99v E atihvsS) A is psiatpanxoi q 7n, H'qxta toüS tS 6=Kt); aaaatoypacpia;. 
(Yiannaras, 2004, p. 18) 
2.1 p. 65 
E7r&X&M wS o äxcaoS, altabs, a71oxaXv7Mx6S )L 670q ev6q ßa&ütcpov « civat» twv 
EX d1vwv. 0 Escphpq 
, ai jcwa arrouq 
tµouS iov ova aia µa xotvb. H at67Xuq 
'cat µotpaia axtan µaS w Ta µäpµapa sivat µta xXtipovoµtä nov ýqTei ax6 KdOE 
ycvtä va irjv avaö i ct thaw TilS Suai T1S (yKtyqq. 
(Nikolakopoulou in Hatziadoniou, 2004, p. 61) 
2.1 p. 66 
KäOE 'EA? vas Sij. uovpy6q upü(3ct µtaa Gov qv atiµoµuctu a smOupia va 
tSxvo7toir act gE vv n1x pa zov, rov sivat -q cUgvucij ap%atötTlta, xaOwg Kai rqv 
iäa9 va axoiühact Tov tat£pa iov, nov civat scat that o apxaioc lroAtnap6q, yia 
va cAzv9Epe 8Ei. 
(Tsoklis in Spinou, 2006, p. 19) 
2.2 p. 73 
Ta uoacoüµta (poptovvtat ca µäßuES, µ6Taµoviipva (... ) apd7mt va Vra 
ßy6 ovµs yta va ßyoi tc atö to itapskWv irpog to äyvwato jt Gov. 
'Etat aRoq th at i avanapäataati xat to uarS. oop4 zqv t VT tov 
irapc? OB viog: E'COtAos xtT6)VaS, suµaysio; Oyt xttiwväxt atov dEvsµo. 
(Papaioannou, 2005) 
2.3p. 77 
Ot r&4rtq Oa StllygOoüv arov Köaµo µta aaväpxata taropia, xp1atµonotwvra; 
a y)(pov8s tcxvtKES. Oa 7capovatäaovv 9va Naga sµ7muaµivo anö rqv &UgVuai 
taropia Kai tEq, ro oroio öµcos apoaEnti trat aicö µta cn 7povr axo7tt& icat µe 
qv ypilml X16 rcuiaia; ti&vo7. oyia;. 
(Papaioannou in Aggelikopoulos, 2004, p. 6) 
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Chapter 3 
3.1 p. 80 
fKpivta öyt Kptztkr . O,, rt v1[Eptovlatq. u To C) t1VtKÖ avotXELo. AIJ. XaSý, aopafo to 
ipayoüöt aov, a). ä... tpayoü6a76S! 
(Papaioannou in Aggelikopoulos, 2004, pp. 14-15) 
3.1p82 
Törnt grn& a xat räaov5 µ7räraoug sixaµs va Sovµe am' ii xovvra. 
[graffiti on the wall of a street in central Athens (Exarheia)] 
FxooooX.! Aywr rot TTI)XOEC tai, v7cpijcpavot flau? 71vcs! 
EaS 8u1. tt ovv Titotc öa avid; Mtp«oS tpöacpaia aaS au71c1 vtiaav Kt Eat aRo 
s7. KEs EtKovoypagn act; nS TptGXLXWTovs tiatop{ac µac; 
(Stefanidis, 2006, p. 30) 
3.1 p 83 
ACV xpCLäJ ETat 0Eßata va Eivat xavcic EtSucoS am atlµstokoyia too vactaµoü yta 
va aV'rIXTIcpeci öit öko TO T sovpytxö tcttg 7tov YUVOösvCt thy tcrrj aq» c tic 
«tcPt1S 9A6yaS»» (NW itS tEpEtE;, tic icp0)OtAp8t , TovS ßwpovc Kat TouS 
OcovS- 
tjXtovS) kv sivat iiitoia äAXo aapä enavctaaywyi tS xttAsptKf c 6icotnt yta vv 
Apxa{a E 8a Kilt Ttc ie4tE; Ttic. 
(Virus 2004, p. 54) 
3.2p95 
-Eas XEtpoicporoüv g6 VI xat of 2tto avvrqpgttxof icat EAvtxörppov¬S'EXXi vom. 
-Av taxüct auto itov X. gis, Aa . tov kxave gEY61TI WTk(Oaq. rtatf voµf4w rtwg to 
u vu to t1 aya n; xat TqS awjta ua ; uat ataaNataxtiS arexv99poxnic nov dcpepe 
11 t T1), to pivu to On 1t tEl va itapakXOoü tc to tpayµattxb attyµa you 
RoXizißµoü µaq, efvat xäiti itov Oa irpcire µb ov va TtpoKaXast tovS (POPE(; 
tItotwv anoyr&wv. 
(Papaioannou interviewed by Georgakopoulou, 2004, p. 20) 
note 3 
IIptiv Sta8oOsi o öpoq (KtT; ) cc avvwwµo rig xaxoyovattdc, (uin p c) tva 
auv¬tt 1tT 'caUttCXvuc6 pcvpa ato xwpo row Euca=ctv Tsxvwv Kai atiiv vygkM 
palmi4 
EE Siä) Oyo µE t; iäaE; TqS tavK K( XI 71071 xov? iovpas, 11 K1TS KaUtTSxv{a 
aµcpißß7jTOÜ6E toy ßapüy8o149o axa&TIµaiap6 Kat T aspt apaxtiaetS Tcuv 
7cpoYroxopt6v om; oroic KaTaköyt c ßoßapocpäveta xat aXa4ovs{a. 
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H taropia iov &, i vtxoü )car kXst µtav o? brcka Stacpopsttxtj acpcpia: 'Erst rv 
xpaitxtj acppayiSa'S StxiaiopiuS iwv ßuviayµaTapxwv, q oaoia aro 7ta. aiato vS 
töao aaOptjg ößo rat SMOsiucr t&soA, oytaS µtaS cAvtxbcppovog ti641lq you xGaµou, 
aiaxuoXoyoüaE (... ) pE SEaröýouaa Rapäaraat1 pta sµcpu?. tarf etxöva 
atparo7th ou, Ta mo stupavctiaxä arotxsia iov E9vtKtatitxo16 ato6. µatoS q 
xwpac µa;. 
(Panagiotopulos, 2006, p. 32) 
note 5 
H icuvwI) µan anshvavrt ata ap&yµaia civat uäit To oaoio aw crXc86v 
rncouSäast. Maopw ict eyd va ScD qv Wail xýzupd. Etvat ýAtµa E . oyrfc µs 
toto ip67Eo Oa xottä o is 7cp6tyµaia. 
(Papaioannou in Kormaris, 2003 pp. 38) 
note 6 
llävw an' 6a tjiav 1 TExvii -µ£ rau rcfpaAaio. Acv StaA4a9s va 
avanapaa'rT oovµs Tinoia arö tic taropttE Eitor. AtaM4%w va ýwviavgJov 
µoväxa Epya T6Xvt1s, Ta otoia gXovv avµruuvwßst ptaa aviv cpöpµa To, ); Ttiv 
cvEpycta xat Tq µvpco&tä u60F siroxrj;. Acv uo pxc ovzs µta Etxöva nou va µtIv 
civat f raX, tivq attö eva itivaica ý«rypa(pt , ax6 
eva µwaaiuö, anb eva cppCaxo, 
ax6 Eva äyaApa I air6 pia aanp6pavpi qx)roypacpia sicoXq;. 
(Papaioannou interviewed by Georgakopoulou, 2004, p 20) 
Part 2 
Chapter 4 
4.1 p. 110 
H noAtztvTuaj rauröv pia xataaticeud4 at 1otr6v p as aro nAaiato tov 
auµ(3oa, txov avraya vtapov µta; xotvGti taS ps zou; E1µavvnuovc yr AUDU;, 
axoTeXt vtag µta avaazoxaaittxrj np6411 auto-optaµoü xat a1 ro-E1tßsßaimagq, 
hou a4tohtotEi io taroptxö ßiwµa at io nokrnattxö pshteptbpto trig uotvöttitaq, 
a6p(pu va pe rovg bpoug tow a poXucwv tspapxjaewv scat a4toXoytjaEwv nou 
opitst io siSoq at io Stauvpcup. a tou avtaycovtaµov Thou avTtitstwnigst. H 
hoXttianxl taiyr6 Ta auvtatä kTat tta 6vµßoktKYj 6tsK8{ut1rn1 µeaa aTo nsSio 
tou AUou, ahoTtvra; ¬va csip%tCt aUIIX&Seta aywvtattK6 Kah StaAoyucb. 
(Pashalidis, 2000, p. 81) 
4.2 p. 111 
E iitcIo aq cri piaS yta xäOE KotVwVtxti aVäluG iov cXIlVtxoü xwpov s{vat 
7tpäy tan io 9eµ aaKG ysyovög ön is aatttcä alpbi tatia eUN; eýapAS tcätw a196 
tT1V w6iimi TlS otxovoµtxtjc SpaauptötqzaS acv AvaTokud Meaöyeto swv 
Sunxwv Svväµswv, anö T oltoi£S tapaµ vovv äµsßa egapni va scat toüto a' 
eva xtipo önov 01 a gastS iov µs ntc is pucgg oticovoµuc$S Svv&µetg Tov 8unxov 
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xa7tTaAtagoü exouv To xapaxirjpa µtaS otxovoµtxtjc, av öt äµsva itokiTtl j, 
anotxtoxpaiias. 
(Svoronos, 1999, p. 14) 
4.2 p 119 
Ot'EUilvcc aS 9vµovvsat tävta iro)q xthpa iouq sivat aurtj irov yc(pvpd)vst Tqv 
Evpcwml µE iiv Avaio%A icat xpEo; iovs Eivat va tcpaioüv tc60C avaTOA{ttxo 
aroXISt. 
(Andersen in Tsarouhis, 1986, p. 268) 
4.2 p. 120 
I'La Tqv rn Vv Ea11 öawv T Wv µovrn. xwv µepthv aporncä"aa va Sw n civat o 
&Urlvtix6S xwpog, iron cW vt rpeu, lwcipouc, -rqv AvaioAi µs " Aüaq. 
(Koumentakis in Karouzakis, 2004, p. 20) 
4.2 p. 122 
(... ) cvav rpöno avriµcrd rwrS u»v npo cMaswv Tic aüyxpovgg Enoxtjc, tov 
ava411ioüvtat vgeS aaavrjaciS as naÄatä cpwTrj Lata 6nwg: «Tt agpaivEt va slam 
76O% tTlggtVOs; », «Tt o-ggaivct &s&vonoill"; », « Hoto sivat to nspt6µcvo TliS 
8&19oxpariaS c4spa; », «Tt cMgaivsi va slain EupwnaioS; », « Tt arlµaivct va 
avf KEtc airy dvai; »... o cA) vtx6S no), iTIaµ6g, µs Ttg auv c Kai n5 aauvAxctsS 
nou Tov xapaxapgouv, avaligißoka napact tva i&avix6 taiopex6 u1C6ßaOpo yia 
rqv Scpsüvquq auAv iwv EpwtµäicOv (... ) xaOchg ant i Ova jc{yµa 
taroptixwv 8uväµswv nou aviiai4xciat as süxoý£S xatTyoptonotAaetc. 
(Naz in Barka, 2007, p. 23) 
Chapter 6 
6.2 p. 155 
OCE goo! Tt 6paµa! (... ) ESw a' avitj Tu ywviä, a' auto ro yspµavtK6 xcwpt6, 
ESISaaKav rqv E?. )A a: rqq T yr S, T q; notT1a 1, ')1S Kakoor6v ,Tq; av8pw tuä . Tuv E1U, O6a: rov xopoü, tau pvOµov, rric µovaudic. Tuv EWz a: rov IlXärwvoq, 
io at6vio E? T)V , xö irve6ga (... ) 'EutaOa &av icXovtag6 ßa%v xat ayudrpevrov. Avto! Kat thtors &uo!! 
(Pratsika, Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 15) 
6.2 p. 156 
(... ) VOL cpEpco aTov iöiro poi, 956) aou ayvoovaaµe inv atd via 6i&arncaX{a tou 
1U twvoS. To at6vto ave6ga viS EW 8o;, To xvcüµa not) tpuaovCC Ospo 
aiic eupo 7i Ct; xwpcS. 
(Pratsika in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 15) 
01 Eupwnaiot 7rpwtco2c6pot as 6Xa'EXXrivsc! 
(Ibid, p. 19). 
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6.2 p. 157 
MEaa atö io 6paµa iwv Eu thavthv, q K. IIp&rauca ßfwas tic «a fz; TOU 
apxaiov sUilvtxov no?. ttita toü cog ag=kpaar, zavavOpdnnvn aat pova&to 
napaxaia8i is µE aayx6ogta Kai StaxpovtK cgpVxta». 
(Karasmanis, in Alkali, 2002, p. 22). 
ESw atouS 0c povS naOaivw 6vav uatvovpyto x.. ovta tö, to »pöv bao at aurbv 
cno Hellerau: HE , äSa tou HAb twvo;, Tou av6gatoS, tI µ6 S, 'you puOµov, 
iS µouaw1 q, 'r1 Saul a115, ti1S Eupwin c, uäiw aiö tv c conag& l xaOo& ygaq 
'nos E4akna; AgeptxavtSag Frau Baer. Kai' ýwvtavtj EA ä&a tou ua6, pxct OTq 
xwpa, ysµäsq oµopcptä, at o ppiyo;, nävza vaa, ithtw amö tqv xa8oSAyina11 tqc 
4Uq; E aiatas ApEpucavi&as tS Evag EuccAtavoü. 
(Pratsika in Ursa Minor 1991, p. 17) 
6.2 p. 158 
EKFivq Try aTty n, aväµsaa aTo 1925-1927 totoS ä, X? o7 eixE aaxo? O¬{ va taS 
SE1 E1, Cr' s täS Trl väa ysvtä, To ßüte IMptEXöµsvo TOI) apxa{ov E? 1VtKOü 
itvsü tacos, rotoS taS 49(Ycäaae Try µcydAi) IrvuuµaTtICA th povoµt& Twv 
EXÄAvwv, Kat r qv Ka011µwptA LwA Toug, a txovtaµ aTa ayysfa, Kat Tbao 
1Eokv KovTä µE Try rni'xpov11 E, lvtKý npayµatuK6T9Ta. (... ) AvaKa), üntaµe, ic&T(o 
atö iMv KaOo6 'flan ur EüaS µta E»Aöa äyvwavi, aov Ssv vntoatsvö taGTC Kay 
Tqv i3 tap4A r lg, uat 1 EAAäSa autf siµaai6 cjcfc, of {SIBS. 
(Pratsika, Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 96-97 ) 
6.2 p. 159 
O aicon6q avtd)vtwv 4cvayrjacwv Atav q ymic6tepTI p6pcpwm Tow path twv trlS. 
'HOE? va auvrrOtao tc va ß? oµ. E Ttiv opopgftä tllc KkaatxiS exoxºjc, ac 
avax4lan µE thy a6movh. 
(Diopoulou in Ursa Minor, 1991 p. 135) 
6.2 p. 160 
Mia Eiao? tuatixcj RpoaRä9cta guyWajjq icvoitc. 
(Murivilis, in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 60) 
(i EXOIý) öt& aKct To Wpaio, To xpt atµo, TO LOVLKa W atgO. 
(Kakouri, in ibid, p 71) 
('i Exo)) ... xpatd dope m rTI q. ya t; cOvucfj aat8e{a; (Kayas, in ibid, p 57) 
(H Hpätaixa) yta nsvrjvtia xpbvta ýiav Tj ava. «ptßßfti tq «µrýiipa» -Tpo(p6S toy 
£qvtixoü xopov. 
(Georgousopoulos, in ibid. p. 125) 
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6.2 p. 160 
Etaiyays Tqv kvvota toi EXkrlvixov icokiTtaµoü atii StSarncaAfa µaS. 
(Katseli in ibid, p. 141 
6.2 p. 161 
H Hpäzatxa s1cavE9spE To apxaio t8Ew5ES qS xat8aywyua g. Tavibxpova 61iac, 
B4otK8LG)ac 'rouq 'EUTlvEs amovSaathg µE Ttc EmxpatovacS zäact; am SeEM 
ci taIscuo-q. 
(Alkali, 2002, p. 31) 
Avotgg Spöµovs xatvovpytovg, too; o7Coio1)s itaiovv of vebTcpot rnj tcpa xcupi. S 
ißwS va vroirTsvovrat özt eucivq Exavc iMv apA, pta app noXi Suaxolr) yta Tnv 
C tOX1 sxFiV11 Kat 11 oaoia alµuSEMrs TT V aopsia TOI) xopoü atTv aaTpiaa µaS. 
(Nikoloudi in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 151) 
6.2 p. 162 
, AE' vlcäpxst Ewg ai tcpa ovtE Pia rapäo~raan apxaiov öpäµatoS nov va µ1v xst 
vnoafipttOsi auö µaO tptia vq KovlaS Ilpäirnaa tj aa6 µa@tjtpta µaOtjzptac. 
(... )'OXot oti alalvoOEtEc, aic6 TouS auvtipi TI1C6Tepoic WS iouS sucOVOKÄÜGT£; 
ävi? aav tSk8S yia va Siaovv )r aTO 7to11679). o1co 19p6ß). qµa sou xopov, atgv 
irapöt8oa1 irov ua?. pynas 11 IIpäratKa. 
(Georgousopoulos in Ursa Minor, 1991, p. 125-127 ) 
note 32 
O ßtoXoylKÖS paiataµbg, OF avrt9scni µe tic Stäcpopcc 11op94 sou Kotvcovu cou 
pa atagtoti 7COU a7[otc? of v StaWov1K6 (patvÖj. w, vo ac 6 Tic taropIK4 Kotv(Ovt, 
eivat aickolco rou supwaa1KO') 7[o%l. t'Ltwl oÜ 67[Gt)S auTÖS F. CXL OI KB a1[6 rqv 
avaxäXu q 2ou Niou Köaµou Kai Paid. 
(Papadimitriou 2000, p. 19) 
Part 3 
Chapter 7 
7.1 pp 174 
Ta wci ttxa Ta k6yta to µeyäla, µou sa `z6S µs to itpthto aou to yäXct 
Ma rcbpa'rov 41)1Mf cyavs is 9151a, srni cpopäg Ta apxata aou acoa. t&ia 
Kat Sen SaxpügEt; vote aou, Maya µou, Ems, gou Ta itat8tä aou rncMßouc 
4Enoua6g. 
(... ) 
Ta ly& iTtxa to ?, öyta is µqa, a, tov za `Ices 99 TO np=TO (IOU TO ? ä). a 
Ma uehpa 7tov q cpcoit& cpovvTthvet 7r6u1, t , Erni cotxä to apxaia aov to KdtXXq 
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Kai mtc apEveg Gov xöapov, M&va µo-o, EA)*, To {Sto wa xdtvta sari rou . 
[Gatsos, Mäva pov EUäs (My Mother Hellas)] 
7.2 p. 177 
Mgaa anö ai ri (TTIv taker? Evap4ijS) sxtßEßaubvctat To 6v&o4o tasoptxd 
iraps . 9öv tic uotvör tay, ý avvstaq, opä uS ov EOvna un60eaq a7ä Kupit , 
'n ä tcaq axtai uat i aggaaia fiS yta io k&voq-icpäzoc. 
(Papakostas, 2006, p. 8) 
7.2 p. 178 
(.... ) Töao «av6evnx6», cat va «avO6vtixoxotoüv» nv {Sta tqv no7. tstaµuc1 
ttal)T6Tgta TT S Ka? ý Bpvcn1S. Ta rciqu ptia µta; smatýur t6co a ifl; ate 
atiatjaa; önwS il apxatoXoy%a, aßä icat q «auvo tVa» ut µs u kaoypapfa 
lrpoacpepovv µßa at p" t&soXoyua tA. aticpöppa yta t avv&sarq tic xotv6rnta4, 
Sta tS si1vixr15 apxatiöi1Tac µE tqv vsocAXi vua Ta»TöTTIia. 
(Papakostas, 2006, p. 6) 
7.2 p. 178 
TautÖypova, to AOt io Evspyototsi irk Soµixi voosaAyia Twv aarwv tic ipaµac, 
ltov c4ontxonotEi rqv aypomai ýwtj xat Ttg axmi icapaSÖaciS. 
(Nitsiakos in Papakostas, 2006, p. 7) 
7.4 p. 194 
E7Etö1j 1 MEyö. A IBaa Eixs, co; tatopu o mOavör ta, Katappsüaei, 11 emXoyr 
svöS EyyvtEpov 7rapc86vioS irov µiopovac va avaXeUatsf µs rte «cpavTaatao* 
tX ov Suvatöiqza sitexzacg zqS EW8o4 EicröS rwv atsvthv, a ovwv EAVIKWV 
sic opiwv, npoo pcpäiav, co; avrI pao-q mqv COVtKj lcaraatpo(f4 is toy 
KcO Epo Tpöao. Tov pöA. o aviö r-%AOq & va Hakt to ßvýavrtvb napcXOdv. 
(Daskalothanasis, 2000, p. 56) 
p. 194 
'Eva; xoaµonokutog6S, kvaS atµuap6; vEOpopaVTtog $aqs, xat awxpbvuuc 
µta aipogn iou puw taitxou aio Bi ävcto. 
(Vacalo, 1983, p. 15) 
p. 196 
H? a Kf tEr agoi¬i µta Süvaµri cmi(naatic Jvavtit twv «4tvwv, C4sltyg&wv 
pu996)v, µrß otxe%wv tpoq ias nxoavsupaTtx64 SuvbJLEtc tov tovovS». 
(Hatzimihali in Daskalothanasis, 2000, p. 57) 
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Chapter 8 
Si p. 205 
'EvaS µsyaAbnvcuaioS 7touJnjg scat 1 auvrpöcptaaä iov, ipixvav törc Ta O4tata 
µtaS vEOEXXflvlKIIS Avay arjS. AvaatiaivovtiaS qv (xpxa{a TpaywS{a, uävovras 
va T) oct to ßvcavnvö j oS tagt }LE to Xoptxä tIS, opyavwvovsoS rqv 7tp6t1 
4xdsari Aatctj tixvrt (... ) of ElcEAtavoi Staxýpvaaav qv morn tovS MV 
a&täaraam avvtXcta cov eXX jvtaµoü. 
(Prevelakis in Ursa Minor, p. 51) 
8.1 p. 205 
EiX%w Ala cuxatpia tova&txrj va 9uµiaovµe a' ok6x%iprl T9v avOp wtott to Tviv 
ovaia tic iraspi a; µaq iK-t o Ilanaiwävvov tiv äpta4e. &sv Stijy jOiKc qv 
tatopta µaq. Me öXqµa vqv taiopia 5111ito6prac kva Okapa vyrqk, ; ata0fuK4, 
ataOi ascwv uat ata" twv. 'Eva itot1 tutu ai utav, (pTtay tevo 4wpa, axö 
a1)7 povou; 'EA)1vcs. (... ) Eüµßo? a rcxaoµeva, .u 
Oot avOcKnKo( (... ) 
ovWt3taav tiv cXA'qvtKr 2csptrtzsta. 
(Tsihias, 2004, p. 20) 
8.1 p. 209 
fla µag 11 Eva EtxsAtavoü Aviv kvaS qx nscv6S o&ny6s. b? wt 6Q0t MoX fl0ºjxaµs 
pe qv e9vucrj icapä oaq 'sic Ea 8a; (... ) 6kot ax6 rjv Eüa mjpaµs Ipwtcc 
xaiaßoA S, ytaii xpayµanxä ýq Eüa AäipeNIc qv cUgvuxij aapüöoaT «nv wu iv 
tic EA, X, &aS» , 6lrcuS ye, xai viaisWE atv icayuoaµ16tTa tic E»+. 
4öa; xai Tr)S 
op8oSo4iaq. 
(Karras in Fessa, 2004 p. 40) 
8.2 p. 210 
Mesa atö T1Iv npwisixrj txavönyrä toy Va StatT psi xat va avaapoßapµbgst v9a 
m uztvö va as naXatä rnqµaivovra (... ) o aUrIvtxöS xopös atov4 atovc iXst 
ýmTovpyrjact ws T xai' Eoxrjv araOspi scat avv&t. CTi (mov81)ItKý aAXT1 yta tip' 
Stäßwrni 7coküµopcpwv ROXtitaµtxwv pcuarthV atö tv go) j, rijv T &»m xaL irrt 
yAthoaa, Ta oitoia Stacpop£Ttxä Oa FiXav xaOst. 
(Lekkas, 2003, p. 57) 
Chapter 9 
9.1 p. 228 
Asv Eivat iuxaio öt ot xupt6sspot, of u to Cwvravoi ýwyyp&pot, notate Kat 
µovrnxoi, nov mpwioot& llaav art; Kakka sXvtxa 4UL6a6ts tT) MO A; µa; rcat 
& aavE µs xriv npoaw7ruc6T lza zotig Tov Tbvo acv 3rVEUµastK) µatq 4w1. 
ßpiaxovtat of tEpa ovyKcvspwµ&ot $pw aaö q PaA? oü Md vov aat rq 4041 
tic. 
(Elytis in Fessa 2004, p. 270) 
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9.1 p. 228 
H isxvuct, 6µw;, sivai p6vov io piao. Hr&Xvq E{vat o mcoabs. Ild Am[opsi, ärcwS 
vop4a) 7Cwq xpEirEt, t Sucr µaS i vq va sivat sA vtk-ý; As Oa hEt avsö nws of 
xopsutc µaq Oa (popoüv iaapovxta xat ipovatav .H cXXgvuc6vza Ssv E{vat 
E4wtEptxö yvtptaµa, o it . 
Otga vnuobtniac. E{vat uäit Gov to &Xcts (no atµa 
oov. To' Xetq I SEv To' xctc. OütcE To 8£µa h, X. MtaS xopoypacptag na{cct aävca 
ovataavucö pö)Lo. IIoX of 4Evot xopoypäcpot quw ovrat anb Fk vtxä Akµata, 
xw p{S io atoi aµa va sxcppäýst avayncaarctx& 0165a. Avacpkpw avxvä µta 
(ppdo- anö Ti Keigevo rS M&pOas r p&Xaµ: to a{µa toS O»pätat. YhoavvefSgta 
SttkaSij cpEpvw µEaa µov tv 7tap$Soai. 
(Manou in Fessa, 2004, p. 274-275) 
IItS Oct Kpairjaovµc to 8LK6 µaq ap6awmo, To atuA, µaq, to tSta{rEpa 
XapaKgptaitK& Aas, cKS{va tov µaS 4Exwp{covv Kat µas sm. Tp ovv va Kävovµc 
tpyo 2cpwi6ruro; 
(Manou in Fessa, 2004, p. 275) 
9.1 p. 229 
To cUtlvtKO xopö paµa Eivat µia oµt&a avOpw»cwv fiS TES, d, rou o Ka9kvas 
avitµsiw t{tEt awtö tiv tpoßwmKrj iou m ptoxj rqv ua6eern1 rou xopoü µE TK 
t&tafEpe; aiturn actg 7rou napourn&ýEt cov r6 no gas, Kat aaocpaaiýouv Karbm 
öaot tali, auµcpwvcbvras cc ßaatic s ypaj. L S, va auµßä-Xouv ac pta oMavwµtvn 
EÄ%1jvucf XOPEUTtK I EKSt' XWG` 1. 
(Hatzidakis and Manou in Fessa, 2004, p. 270) 
9.4 p. 241 
Eivat ova rtl, ey. ta irou pt4wvet azov röiro taS, io ; rd, pac ß ouv of 49vot. Kat of 
axtact; µa; taCi toug tj of Stxdg ioug ax&ßstc tat µac, cnpeäýouv auvý9wg ti v 
stxöva 7tou ßäio tc µRpoatä 9M V iautön tä . tag. H ßtdaq µa; va sous cpt6 aß te, 
aAA. ä uat 71 avitaapäia4tj pnc auxvä µaß{ Toug µs 06LCM rev xatI^ywyij µa;, 
7rpokpxoviat atb ro iöto auzö apxtxö yµa. 
(Vacalo, 1983, pp. 13-14) 
9.5 p. 245 
Ms auv rq -ytopr j icon Sr111tovpyrias o IIanaCwdvvou aX058fXKC 6n u7c6tpxet 
Kat µeyd og veocX? vtKö; iroXtnaµ6S is . tsyäXq veu tatuci 
Sriµtoupyia as 
67wuS iovq tioµefc t6 t vflS, X16 ýWYpappt 1S, t1S tovau a g, nig noiTI(Mq Kai tou 
Xopoü 1tov Sriµtovpyriaav o Ekvtris, o Es $pr1S, o Toapo6nq, o M6paXric, 0 
Oco opdx ,o Xaz; t86Kig, o -apx6Koc, o Eapß6itou . o; }le to µey6la iouq 
zpayoüöta Kat nou av. Seti4av tu XaTKf µovßto, nov iE avr1 Wtt Mßav 
avveihriari ot'EU, rivsg. NoµIIw 6it av amoi Sev sixav Sgptoupytjact µs sXAfvucd 
'rp6to µeßä toy 7t6keµo, Sev Oa efxe yfvet uutu rf ytoprj pe avtö tov tpdao ytatf 
SEv Oa eixaps vEwiepri 2tap6So071. 
(Fasianos, 2004, p. 9) 
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p. 248 
Ot D, e69Epot IloXtopK%t&ot µov Ssv iXovv aakati pE me XavOaaµive; ýj 
tovoµspsig cp t1vctES tov paOaivo»p aro a o4io. ACV µtAoüv axA6q yta rov 
qpcwta to. ME acpopµtj nv roXtopuia rov MEaoAoTyiov 911oüv 7ta edit 4W. yta 
qv wckppa" tov av9p6)icov a) ,M icat iqv arywvia tov öi ttovpyoü. 
To tpoi A ttx6 g6pog ng irapäataai g, to zpcwia Saxa 7X=&, sfvat uaOapö 
7toXtitxö statement at sivat anocpaataµ&o va ctvat trn. rtati dtav 
xprjatµoirotwIS «Enttxivövva» a4 oXa, 6790)q ri ate ta{a ij o taoAthä , aov µaopsi va 
svo&uovv xäxoto q, apbnst va siaat aiyovpos ytaTi to xävst;. 
(Rigos in Kaltaki, 2006, p. 29) 
note 4 
H Evvota iou 7tapa6ootaxoü (traditional) nou aancItat aaö oµ&S&S op1469sv8; µs 
3&ni Tqv tio7nK6 Ta uS xaiaycryi g Tour xat q vvota tov Sid toctAoi S (popular), 
nov acpopä Eva avyxsxptµtvo sai t 6o gucppaaT S xat vuxaywyiac toy yevuco6 
aaTucorotTjg&ov nXTiOuugov aveäpuia aEö ioxuc6grEc. Avä as CCE avt nc 
Karqyopi£S (... ) Ex t sµcpta, oxcopýact 71 Ev&t jt&nq xat µ atxµtaia pto7 jj tov 
aanKoAaixoü. 
(Tyrovola in Lekkas, 2003, pp. 127) 
note 17 
Eg pavi q iq iaapou ,a ataNm cf . Es aurr 
ßaa4crai 0 llaaaTwävvou yta va 
copuiact itg KcpauyaX S avtt9 asic T% vsömaS uou). zovpa;, ava t)4OovtaS tic 
cti övcS µs Tq ovvatiaOijµam7j y?, vua -A yAuxepä&z- evöS näpxou sUgv C; 
vtIavcaavi. 
(Diamadakou, 2004, p. 10- 11) 
note 65 
Ta npöruaä aas... 7Ep97CEt va sfvat T (mot icat µopcpk yvnaf(j)S ekk-qvtKtq. HpinEt va 
Map Sao nto Kowa µnopetTE aio Xaö ROD µoXOSf, 7101) XapO7CC4k vst xat VOL 
axoüastE öAt irlv Jc? lMaica Tow avvatcrNg tiwv tov. 
(Metaxas in Trivizas, 1996, p 147, cited in Dascalothanasis, 2000, p. 67) 
note 81 
Me yogtcVct to (3aOi, sao tcpixö v6rlµa tir rpay(oS(aq Kai yup6w, ato µ&po 
iwv Svvatio njiwv µov, va ano& oo µE qv 6pgaq sa rravavOpbnnva 
auvata"gaza Twv xapaKv pwv tov apxatov Späµaros. 
(Manou cited in Fessa, 2004, p. 272) 
note 91 
H xoagonokiit" ExTVxcm tov xopov tov Zop"ä µnpoat4 ato µovonp6acon0 
«9sanlpto» Ev6q aXAo&anoü aatoi6 Gov KaAE{tat va (WKE400t, 6>1X6)vovtaS 
iTat v sq 8vvaptxkS öt p6vo tic ato uia g rautonita;, a bt'cat niS StaXxtucgS 
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7CpoEiTaaq; tic ctspö taS Kati irjS tatoptK6rfltaS Kai TT Tflwa avatpca qS twv 
tpiwv. 
(Lekkas 2003, p. 57) 
note 93 
Oao fiv T64'9 aT1v EA, äSa tqv xpaiovv of #vot, of iäastg avt em ouv. 
(Vacalo, 1983, p. 13 ) 
Part 4 
Chapter 11 
11.3 P. 289 
Ezovs q rtvovs täxa Kai Okuv maxovg AycövE; of 'EA ve; Saaavnaapc 
acpstiSw evTa to irsvtxpö µa; KogxMcRa, vxoOT Keüovtag Kat so µLov 1Aa5 yta 
xäµ7coaa xpövia. I'tati io xävaAe; Ma yta va 8si4ovµs 7t6ao anov&a{ot uirip4aµs 
aro irapcA86v scat x6ao eicµovispwag6vot cipacrre cn pa. 
(Yiannaras, 2004, p 18) 
note 16 
(.... ) ETat iron Eva 99RavnK6 900; Too EXXqvtaµov va &taxwpi4 at aa6 rt; 
uir6Xotucs sOvtcCS lcotv6Tqieg tS 00 uvtxtjs autoicpaiopia; 6xt 116vov c0vucä 
OAX6 Kat Kotvwvtxä, a(pof) a7rot sas yta ß. L 7& O xpovtx6 MMga, r1v acrmj 
t i1 icov xwpwv auticwv. 
(Svoronos, 1999, p. 16) 
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Appendix B. 
The Ceremony's Structural Layout: Two Versions 
DVD Thesis 
Welcoming 
sentation of the Fla P 
National Anthem 
g re 
Eras Lovers 
Historical Retrospection Clepsydra 
Birth DNA 
Athletes' Parade Athletes' Parade 
Greek Team 
Olvmpic Citic Olvnnpic Ilistorv 
Olympic Flag ic Flame m of the Ol Li hti 
Flame 
p y ng g 
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